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FOREWRD

This document represents a legal analysis of the agreements negotiated at
the Multilateral Trade Negotiations in Geneva under the auspices of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The analysis vas prepared as part of
an investigation requested by the Senate Comittee on Finance and the House of
Representatives Committee on Ways and Means and instituted by the Commission
on September 1, 1978 (Investigation No. 332-101, 43 F.R. 40935, of Wednesday,
September 13, 1978), as to the effect on U.S. trade and industry of the
adoption of agreements to be concluded in Geneva.

The report is being transmitted in accordance with tt.e request by the
Senate Finance Committee for information and analysis on these matters.

This volume is based upon the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
("Standards Agreement"), initiated 12 April 1979, and received by the
Comission on 17 April 1979.

Section I of this document represents the legal analysis of the Standards
Agreement. Section II includes a number of brief reports on selected U.S.
industries which have been significantly affected by existing standards, and
which could materially benefit, on balance, from the adherence to tris
agreement.

The comments contained in this analysis on the implementation of the
Standards Agreement into U.S. domestic law were made before any draftimplementation legislation was developed in Congress. Thus, the coments are
in no way intended to represent a legislative history of any such
implementation legislation.

I~4
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lXECL'TIVE SUMMARY

Product standards which dictate quality, contents, and a wide range of

other product characteristics are used to facilitate trade and to protect the

public health and welfare. They are also used on occasion to impede

international trade unnecessarily by setting up requirements that cannot be

met in a practicable manner by foreign producers. The Agreement on Technical

Barriers to Trade, or the Standards Agreement ("the agreement") as it is more

commonly known, was initialed on 12 April 1979 and was negotiated for the

purpose of eliminating or modifying, where possible, those product standards

which unnecessarily interfere with international trade. No attempt was made

to prohibit product standards which serve a legitimate commercial or

protective purpose (such as protection of health, the environment, or national

security), although the least restrictive means for providing this protection

is to be used.

The agreement covers all aspects of product standards and certification

activities: technical regulations (defined as standards requiring mandatory

compliance), standards (defined as requiring only voluntary compliance),

certification systems, and testing methods or administrative procedures

associated with such system. The agreement applicable to standards and

certification systems which involve agricultural or industrial products, but

it is not applicable to those which involve services, (e.g., professional or

maintenance services, or are included as specifications in government

procurement contracts or are established by individual companies for their own

use.

ix
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Provisions of the agreement apply to all entities. governmental or

nongovernmental, which promulgate technical regulations or standards, or which

operate certification systems However, a signatory to the agreement (which

is referred to throughout the agreement as a Party) assumes different

responsibilities depending upon which entity is involved. A Party must ensure

that its central government complies with the agreement, but a Party is

required only to use its "best efforts," a concept not specifically defired in

the agreement, to ensure compliance by local political subdivisions, private

groups, or internatlonal/regional organizations involved in standards or

certification activities.

A key provision found throughout the agreement is the requirement that

technical regulations, standards, test methods, and certification systems be

applied or operated in a nondiscriminatory manner. National treatment and

most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment is required.

The substantive terms of the agreement can be described and categorized

as follows:

(a) Technical regulations and standards (articles 2-4). These
articles provide that Parties are not to promulgate technical
regulations or standards which cause unnecessary obstacles to trade;
that Parties make use of, where appropriate for them, relevant
international standards; and that Parties follow a transparent, or
open, procedure when preparing or adopting technical regulations or
standards.

(b) Conformity with technical regulations and standards (articles
5-6). Product testing and related administrative procedures are
used to determine a product's conformity with technical regulations
or standards. Under these sections, Parties are to accept foreign
products for testing and related procedures under conditions which
are no less favorable than those imposed on like domestic products.
Parties must also accept, whenever possible, foreign test results
even when the tests differ from those of the importing Parties if
those tests are technically competent.

x
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(c) Certification systems (articles 7-9). Parties are to be
accorded nondiscriminatory access to all certification systems
within the territories of other Parties, within regional systems in
which other Parties are members or participants or within
international systems. Access is to include obtaining the
certification mark of the system under the rules of the system. The
systems that Pi.rties establish within their own territories must not
be operated in a manner which unnecessarily impedes the flow of
goods between countries. When certification systems are proposed,
Parties must comply with a transparency procedure similar to that
prescribed in regard to technical regulations *nd standards.

(d) Information, technical assistance, and special and differential
treatment (articles 10-12). Parties may request and must give
information to other Parties regarding standards and certification
activities within their territories. Technical assistance is to be
given on mutually agreed conditions for the purpose of developing
and improving existing standards or certification activities.
Special and differential treatment is also to be accorded developing
countries which are party to the agreement; the only differential
treatment specifically required is that their stages of development
be taken into account when applying the agreement and that certain
time extensions for fulfilling agreement provisions may be granted.

(e) Institutions, consultation and dispute settlement (articles
13-14). Disputes which arise in the operation of the agreement are
to be settled through consultation among the Parties involved or
through a specific procedure. The procedure, depending on the case,
may include examination of the dispute by a group of technical
experts and/or by a panel which considers the commercial policy
aspects of a dispute; final determination of the matter and
enforcement of that determination is made by a Comittee on
Technical Barriers to Trade, composed of representatives of the
Parties. Sanctions which may be imposed are limited to withdrawing
benefits obtained under the agreement.

The agreement -'s prospective in effect; it has a limited retroactive

impact. Provisions of the agreement apply to all technical regulations,

standards, certification systems, and related testing methods which are

promulgated after the agreement enters into force. The agreement is not

applicable to those existing when the agc.ement takes effect unless a Party

interprets that its rights accorded by the agreement are violated by existing

standards, etc. That Party can then pursue the dispute settlement mechanism

provided in the agreement.

xi
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Since the agreement is prospective, the ultimate economic effects of its

adoption may not be realized until several years after implementation.

Although various product standards currently imposed by countries throughout

the world negatively impact on the bulk of products in international trade,

the degree of effect varies from product to product. In terms of U.S. trade,

product standards, though somewhat limiting of imports, are particularly

restrictive of exports. Thus, the adoption of the agreement should materially

benefit U.S. trade, on balance.

Xii
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Section I: Legal Analysis

6.0.1. Description of purpose and operation of the Agreement on Technical
Barriers to Trade ("the Standards Agreement").

A. Introduction to the standards field.

Complying with standards I/ set for industrial and agricultural products

is unavoidable in commercial activities. Most countries and their political

subdivisions have established standards for many products which must be met in

order that the products may be legally sold on the domestic market.

Certification of conformity with standards mandating compliance is often a

prerequisite to entry into a country and sale of foreign goods. Even when

compliance is voluntary, a certification mark representing that a product

meets applicable standards may be a prerequisite to successful marketing since

consumers will often discriminate against a product if there is not visible

evidence that it meets well-known standards, for example, of safety or quality.

Standards, whether mandatory or voluntary, are numerous and cover a wide

variety of products. In the United States alone there are over an estimated

10,000 mandatory federal standards and over 100,000 state and local mandatory

standards. The number of standards promulgated by private groups is estimated

to be around 25,000. The subjects of these standards cover practically all

industrial and agricultural products, from automobile bumpers to ihe gold

content of jewelry and from the purity of drugs to labeling of meat products.

1/ Standards are generally described as being technical specifications
concerning quality, contents, weight, size, labeling or packaging of a
product, performance, design, safety, and other characteristics which are
applied to products by government bodies or various private sector groups.
Determining conformity with standards is usually accomplished through testing.
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The purpose of such standards is also varied. Often they regulate the

quality of the product, its contents, the size or weight, or even the labeling

or packaging of the product. Many have been promulgated to protect the health

and safety of the public. Many countries in the world enforce their standards

first by determining a product's conformity with a standard and then by

certifying conformity through various certification systems.

Product standards, whether of a voluntary or mandatory nature, have been

used in international trade with several effects. They protect or inform the

consumers; they facilitate trade through harmonization of size and quality of

content; they protect the environment; and they, to some extent, inhibit

trade. The purpose of this agreement is to reduce, if not eliminate, the

latter effect where possible while retaining the beneficial aspects of

standards.

B. The standards agreement.

1. Generally.

The standards agreement (hereinafter "the agreement") has been negotiated

to cover technical regulations, 2/ standards, 3/ methods for determining a

product's conformity with a technical regulation or standard, 4/ and

certification systems. 5/ Instead of formulating specific standards, testing

methods, or certification systems, the agreement requires in certain

2/ In the context of the agreement, these are standards with which a product
must comply.

3/ In the context of the agreement, compliance is not mandatory for such
criteria.

4/ These methods include tests and administrative procedures.
5/ These are institutions which certify that a product complies with a

technical regulation or standard.

2
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circumstances or encourages in others the signatories, referred to throughout

the agreement as Parties, 6/ to avoid the use of standards activities which

cause unnecessary technical barriers to international trade. The goal is to

preclude standards and associated activities which are prepared, adopted, or

applied with the purpose or effect of inhibiting trade, especially in a

discriminatory manner.

The agreement is limited to standards and associated activities

applicable to industrial and agricultural products. Standards relating to

procurement by governments or international organizations are not covered, nor

are individual company standards or standards which -ire contractual terms or

provisions. Additionally, standards relating to services are not covered.

This text, which was initialed in Geneva on 12 April 1979, consists of a

preamble, general provisions, thirteen operative articles, a procedural

article, and three annexes. The substantive matters are found in the

operative articles which have been divided and grouped under the following

subject headings: (a) technical regulations and standards; (b) conformity with

technical regulations and standards (i.e., testing methods and administrative

procedures); (c) certification systems; (d) information and assistance; and

(e) institutions, consultation, and dispute settlement. The procedural

article consists of "final provisions" normally found in most international

agreements. The preamble sets out the purposes and goals of this agreement

while the general provisions delineate the coverage of the agreement (e.g.,

6/ The agreement refers to those countries which adhere to it as Parties,
"whTch is to be distinguished from parties, e.g., interested persons or
countries which have not signed the agreement.

3
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standards relating to products but not serices) and indicates what

definitions are to be given to terms in the agreement. The three annexes

consist of terms and their definitions as used in the agreement, a description

of technical expert groups, and a description of panels; both groups are used

in the dispute settlement procedures.

The contents of the major provisions are briefly outlined below. A more

detailed analysis of all articles in the agreement is made in the

provision-by-provision sections later in this report.

2. Operative articles.

The operative-provisions provide guidelines and require Parties to meet

various obligations regarding the preparation and application of technical

regulations, standards, certification systems, and related testing methods.

Parties are not to use technical regulations, standards, or certification

systems with the purpose or effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to

international trade. The term "unnecessary obstacles to international trade"

is understood within the agreement and its negotiating context to mean

technical regulations or standards whose requirements exceed what is necessary

to protect a legitimate public welfare interest.

Parties are to use internationally accepted standards as a basis for new

or revised domestic regulations and standards. If, however, the international

standard is inappropriate for the purposes of the Party, there is no

obligation to use it as a basis for domestic regulations or standards. The

term "inappropriate" is delineated to mean that if an international standard

would not adequately protect the Party's interest in, inter alia, public

4
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health and safety, national security, or would require, for example,

fundamental technological changes (e.g., rewiring an entire country to

harmonize electric voltage levels), that standard would not have to be a basis

for a domestic standard or technical regulation.

To prevent impediments to trade by nonsubstantive means, Parties agree to

accept, whenever possible, the testing methods for determining product

conformity of other Parties when the importing Party is satisfied that those

methods are technicalLy sufficient to determine if a product conforms to the

applicable technical regulation or standard. Also, the tests and related

matters, e.g., fees, testing sites, and confidentiality of information, are

not to be administered discriminatorily.

Access to certification systems is to be granted to all suppliers of

products in all Parties without discrimination. "Access" in the context of

the agreement means that a product can be submitted to a certification system

for testing, be certified if it conforms to applicable technical regulations

and standards, and receive the certification mark of that system.

Parties are to establish an information bureau (called "enquiry point")

which would inform upon request other Parties of existing and proposed

technical regulations, standards, certification systems, and related testing

methods. Parties are also to give, on mutually agreed terms and conditions,

technical assistance regarding agreement-related matters to other Parties who

request such. This assistance would include information on how to set up

certification systems and what must be considered when promulgating technical

regulations or standards. Special and differential treatment is to be given

5
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to developing Parties. This consideration is to be based on the

developmental, financial, and trade needs of those Parties.

All the above described provisions of the agreement apply prospectively.

The agreement is non-retroactive to the extent that technical regulations,

standards, testing methods, and certification systems which exist at the time

the agreement enters into force are exempted from requirements of the

agreement unless and until a Party considers them to be violative of the

agreement. At that point, they may be made the subject of dispute settlement

and enforcement procedures.

Disputes which arise from the operation of the agreement are to be

settled through consultation or a resolution process. If Parties cannot reach

a mutually satisfactory solution to their dispute through consultation among

themselves, they may petition a committee of all the Parties to the agreement,

the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade, to investigate the matter and

attempt to foster a mutually acceptable solution. If the Comittee itself

cannot settle the problem, it must establish, on the request of an involved

Party, a technical group and/or panel to study the matter. The technical

group examines technical questions involved; for example, a group of

scientific experts would examine a test used to determine if a drug is safe

for human consumption and decide whether such a test adequately determines

safety and has a legitimate scientific basis. The panel would be used to

examine any aspect of the dispute, e.g., whether the purpose cf the

drug-testing procedure was solely to discriminate against or eliminate foreign

drug products.
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The findings of both the technical group and the panel would then be

considered by the Committee, which would issue its recommendations. If a

Party does not comply with the rtcommendations, it would have to submit

written reasons to the Committee for its inability to do so.

Time guidelines for completing all these investigations are established.

Fourteen months from the date that a dispute was referred from consultation to

the Committee would normally be the longest period for dispute settlement.

However, this time period would ultimately depend on the complexity of the

case.

Any Party is specifically permitted to invoke cosultation or the other

dispute settlement procedures in situations other than when the central

government of a Party has failed to meet the obligations of the agreement.

Two conditions, however, must be satisfied. First, another Party's political

subdivisions or the nongovernmental groups in its territories or the

international/regional certification groups in which it is a member or

participant fails to achieve the same results required of any central

government (e.g., publishing the texts of all technical regulations). Second,

the trade of the complainang Party must be significantly affected by such

failure.

As enforcement measures, the Committee could consider authorizing

sanctions against a noncomplying Pacty. The sanctions would have to be

limited to the suspension of obligations under the agreement; for example, the

Committee could authorize the aggrieved Party to discriminate against the

products of the noncomplying Party in regard to the standards applied to

7
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then. A Party should try all dispute settlement mechanisms established by the

agreement before going to the GATT for relief. Even then, the relief granted

must be as redress for violations of the General Agreement itself and must be

limited to relief available under the General Agreement. 7/

3. Procedural article.

The last article of the agreement is a series of aamiiistrative

provisions. Reservation, the date of entry into force of the agreement,

nonapplication of the agreement between Parties, annexes, the role of the GATT

secretariat, the deposit anJ registration of the agreement, and authentic

languages are addressed. Procedures are established for acceptance and

accession, review of the operation of the agreement, amending the agreement,

and withdrawal.

4. Other portions of the agreement.

Two of the less substantive portions of the agreement, the general

provisions and the annexes, are of equal weight legally as the "operative" and

"procedural" articles. The legal status of the preamble, however, is not

clear.

5. Common elements occurring throughout the agreement.

(a) Entities involved. This agreement is written to reflect the reality

of world-wide standards activities. The intent of the agreement is to affect

the activities of all bodies (governmental or private) which prepare, adopt,

7/ Art. XXIII:2 of the General Agreement permits a Contracting Party under
certain conditions to suspend concessions made under the Agreement to another
Contracting Party when the latter has impaired the benefits of the General
Agreement to which the former Contracting Party is entitled.

8
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or apply standards or certification procedures. Both governmental and private

groups in most countries establish and enforce in some fashion standards and

certification systems.

(b) Legal status. This agreement is to be a legally binding

international agreement among the signatory countries. Political subdivisions

of or private standards groups in the Parties are not, themselves, legally

obligated to comply with provisions of the agreement. Therefore, standards

activities of local governmental bodies, private groups, and international or

regional groups are covered by obligations under the agreement assumed by

Parties.

(c) Levels of obligation. The agreement creates two types of obligations

in order to reach the activities of central and local governments, as well as

private and international/regional groups. The type or level used will depend

on the group whose activities the agreement attempts to reach.

The first level obligation applies to actions taken by central or

national government bodies at that level. 8/ This level of obligation is

triggered by the phrase "shall ensure," e.g., "Parties shall ensure that

technical regulations and standards are published." The term "shall ensure"

under the negotiated understanding indicates that the [Parties] have an

absolute obligation to carry out those particular requirements at tht central

government level. In the example given, a central government mast publish or

8/ The agreement defines a central government body as the " c entral
government, its ministries and departments or any body subject to the control
of the central government in respect of the activity in question." See sec.
6.17.1, at 144, infra, in this volume. This would include the federal"
government of the United States.

9
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cause to be published all technical regulations and standards that it adopts

and enforces.

The second level obligation is less strenuous. It applies to actions

taken by political subdivisions, private groups, and international/regional

organizations connected to the Party. It is triggered by the phrase "shall

take such reasonable measures as may be available to them Parties to

ensure." The meaning of this phrase is not entirely clear. The language is

from article XXIV:12 of the General Agreement. It suggests that best efforts

on part of a Party to ensure that its political subdivisions, the private

standards or certification organizations in its territories, and the

international and/or regional standards or certification groups in which it is

a member or participant comply with the agreement. There is no description of

what "reasonable measures" requires. The meaning is not clarified by

reference to past interpretation of article XXIV:12 since there have been

alternative interpretations. 9/ Regardless of the language chosen, the exact

9/ One interpretation is that such language recognizes that a central
government does not have the power to order or restrict the actions of local
political subdivisions in various matters. Under this interpretation, the
central government would not be violating its international obligation if the
local subdivision acted outside a provision of the agreement but within its
own sphere of power.

The opposing interpretation is that a central government need only use
reasonable means to encourage a political subdivision to comply with the
central government's specific international obligations. The use of
reasonable means would be sufficient to fulfill the central .government's
international obligation even if the local subdivision did not comply with the
obligation. J. Jackson, World Trade and the Law of GATT, sec. 4.11 (1969).
If the first interpretation were embraced, a central government would not have
to do anything in regard to ensuring that a political subdivision comply with
the agreement. However, if the second interpretation were used, a central
government would have to at least encourage a political subdivision to
comply. Otherwise, the central government would not have fulfilled its
obligation.

10
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content of the second level best efforts concept vilI depend on the

constitutional and political complexion of each adherent and will have to be

defined through use. and future code interpretation.

(d) Most-favored-nation treatment. Parties incur first and second level

obligations to ensure that their technical regulations, standards, testing

methods, certification system, and associated administrative procedures are

applied to the products of another Party in a manner "no less favourable than

that accorded. .. to like products originating in any other country . . . 'I

I0/ This would require that Parties grant to each other the most favorable

treatment they nov give to any country for the subjects covered by this

agreement. 11/ The agreement sets out this "most favored" treatment for all

Parties.

Fifteen countries and the European Co-mmunities, representing the nine

Member States, have initialed the agreement and are potential Parties. These

countries are the United States, the European Communities (nine Member

States), Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria,

Finland, Norway, Argentina, Spain, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria.

Whether the nine Member States will be bound by the agreement on their own,

outside the EC umbrella, remains to be seen. At present, they have not

initialled the agreement themselves.

Whether MFN treatment regarding standards, technical regulations, testing

methods, administrative procedures, and certification systems is granted by

10/ See, for example, sec. 6.3.1, at 51, infra, in this volume.
TT/ STee volume 1 of this study for a discussion of most-favored-nation

treatment in relation to all the MTN agreements negotiated at the Tokyo Round.

11
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Parties to non-Parties is a decision left to each signatory. (The agreement

is silent as to this matter.) Whether a non-Party is granted such MFN

treatment by a Party and thus receives benefits of the agreement (Le.L

elimination of unnecessary obstacles to trade) will depend on other

international arrangements, usually of a commercial nature, 12/ and on

internal policy regarding the grant of NlM treatment. 13/ The choice of

granting conditional or unconditional FN• treatment would also depend on the

situation of the individual Party.

(e) National Treatment. In addition to requiring MFl treatment for

Parties, the agreement stipulates that a Party must grant the same treatment

when applying technical regulations, standards, testing methods,

administrative procedures or when operating certification systems to products

or suppliers of products of other Parties as it does to like products of its

own nationals or companies. This requirement is phrased in terms of treatment

or conditions "no less favourable than that accorded to like products of

12/ Thus, if Party and non-Party have agreed in a commercial treaty that
neither would impose restrictions or prohibitions on the importation of any
product of the other unless the importation of the like product of all third
countries is similarly restricted or prohibited, the non-Party would be able
to demand under that treaty language that the Party grant it the same
treatment regarding standards, etc. that was granted another Party. See,
e.g., Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation, April 2, 1953,. United
States-Japan, art. XIV, para. 2, 4 U.S.T. 2063, T.I.A.S. No. 2863, which, if
either of those countries did not adhere to the agreement while the other did,
would pose such a problem.

13/ The United States, for example, in section 126(a) of the Trade Act,
grants reciprocal nondiscriminatory treatment to the products of all countries
except where otherwise provided for in the Trade Act or in other statutes.
This most-favored-nation treatment is unilaterally accorded and does not
depend on treaty or other international arrangements.

12
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national origin" 14/ or "no less favourable . . . in a comparable situation."

15/ This requirement applies to products imported from or originating in the

territories of other Parties.

(f) Transparency procedure. In two major portions of the operative

provisions, subsection 2.5 and 2.6 concerning technical regulations and

standards and subsections 7.3 and 7.4 concerning certification systems, 16/ a

procedure for establishing such regulations, standards, and systems on an open

basis is set out. The "transparency procedure," as it has been called, can be

considered elaboration of article X of the General Agreement. 17/ The

procedure includes the requirements that the Party (a) publish a notice that a

regulation, standard, or system is being proposed; (b) notify the GATT

secretariat of the products to be covered by technical regulations or

certifications systems; (c) provide upon request copies of the text to other

Parties and, in some cases, to interested parties in other Parties; arid (d)

allow other Parties and, in some cases interested parties in other Parties, to

make written commnts and to discuss the texts of the proposed regulations,

standards, and certification systems.

An exception to this transparency procedure is permitted when urgent

problems of a health, safety, environmental, or national security nature

14/ See, e.g., subsection 2.1 of the agreement, at 51, infra.
E3/ e'e, e.g.,, subsections 5.1.1, at 72, and 7.2, at 80-81, of the

agreement, infra.
16/ See sec. 6.3.1, at 52, in this volume for subsections 2.5 and 2.6 of the

agreement and sec. 6.8.1, at 81, in this volume, for subsections 7.3 and 7.4,
of the agreement, infra.

17/ Article X provides for prompt publication of new lava or regulations
involving international trade and prohibits the enforcement of new provisions
until their publication.
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arise. Even when this exception is necessary, the Party must complete the

steps of the procedure (with the exception of publishing a notice of a

proposal) after the adoption of the regulation, standard, or certification

system.

6.0.2. History of the agreement's negotiation.

A. Pre-Tokyo Round negotiations.

In the GATT framework, or under its auspices, an agreement concerning

technical barriers or standards has been contemplated and actively considered

for several years. The Third Working Group of the Committee on Trade of

Industrial Products of GATT has been given the assignment to draft such a

document and has worked on it at least since 1967. Various drafts have been

accomplished with most work prior to the Tokyo Round being done by the Trade

Negotiations Committee during the years 1973 and 1974.

Outside the GATT efforts, several other international or regional groups

have previously worked toward harmonizing technical regulations and

standards. These attempts include work by the ECE, ISO, and the EC within its

Member States. 18/ These previous discussions have undoubtedly contributed to

the content of the present draft agreement.

18/ The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, the International

Organization for Standards, and the European Communities, respectively.

14
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B. Tokyo Round negotiations.

1. International interest in and authority for negotiating a
standards agreement.

In the Declaration of Ministers to GATT issued on 14 September 1973, 19/

prior to the coencement of the Tokyo Round negotiations, it was stated that

the aims of the negotiations were to include "the expansion and ever-greater

liberalization of world trade . . . which can be achieved, ilter alia, through

the progressive dismantling of obstacles to trade and the improvement of the

international framework for the conduct of world trade." 20/ More specific to

the reduction of trade obstacles caused by standards was the statement that

the negotiations should aim to "reduce or eliminate non-tariff measures or,

where this is not appropriate, to reduce or eliminate their trade restricting

or distorting effects, and to bring such measures under more effective

international discipline . . . ." 21/ In 1975, the Trade Negotiations

Committee established a Nontariff Measure subgroup, Subgroup on Technical

Barriers to Trade, which performed some technical work before the substantive

negotiations began. The agreement on standards has subsequently been

negotiated and considered as part of the MTN package.

2. United States' interest in and authority to negotiate a standards
agreement.

The major impetus for the United States to participate in negotiations of

a standards agreement stems from the practice of a European certification

19/ Declaration of Ministers approved at Tokyo on 14 Septimber 1973, BISD
(Su'pp. 20) 19, GATT Doc. No. MIN (73)1 (1973).

20/ Id., at 20.
21/ Id.
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group known as CENEL (nov CENELEC) not to grant certification of an electrical

appliance's conformity with an applicable technical regulation unless the

supplier or country of the supplier was a member of or participant in :he

certification group. By the United States being allowed membership or

participation in the group, electrical appliances from the United States were

expected to be precluded from the European market because of a lack of

certification. A major aim of the United States was to gain access to such a

certification system. This has been accomplished. 22/

The primary authority for the United States to enter into the negotiation

of a standards agreement can be deduced from the Trade Act of 1974, 23/ which

states in section 102(b):

(Tihe President . . . may enter into trade agreements with foreign
countries or instrumentalities providing for the harmonization,
reduction, or elimination of such barriers (or other distortions)
nontariff barriers which, inter alia, reduce the growth of foreign
markets for U.S. products or prevent the development of open and
nondiscriminatory trade among nations or providing for the
prohibition of or limitations on the imposition of such barriers (or
other distortions). 24/

The Senate report on the Trade Act 25/ supports the idea that the

President has the authority and is urged to negotiate agreements which

reduce or eliminate barriers to trade, such as unnecessary standards. 26/

22/ See subsection 9.3 of the agreement, at 89. See also pp. 83-84 for an
analysis of the concept of access as it is applicable in subsection 9.3 and
elsewhere in the agreement.

23/ 19 U.S.C. secs. 2101 et seq. (1976).
24/ 19 U.S.C. sec. 2112 (1976).
25/ S. Rep. No. 93-1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974).
7-/ Id. at 22-23, 74.
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The Trade Act also authorizes the President to take action necessary to

bring the General Agreement "into conformity with principles promoting the

development of an open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world economic

system." 27/ The standards agreement, like other nontariff barrier agreements

presently being negotiated, arguably moves the General Agreement toward a more

open, nondiscriminatory, and fair trading system than is presently the

case. 28/ The agreement does so where it elaborates on the subject matter of

several articles in the General Agreement.

First, article X of the General Agreement (Publication and Administration

of Trade Regulations) states that requirements, restrictions, or prohibitions

pertaining to imports be promptly published. The agreement contains a

similar, but more detailed requirement specifically related to technical

regulations, standards, and certifications systems. Second, articles XX

(General Exceptions) and XXI (Security Exceptions) do not prevent the

institution of measures affecting trade which, if not applied arbitrarily or

with unjustifiable discrimination, protect, inter alia, public morals, life,

health, and national security. The agreement prohibits technical regulations,

standards, etc. which are used to re;.trict international trade unnecessarily,

but it, like articles XX and XXI does not prohibit technical regulations, etc.

used nondiscriminatorily for the protection of, inter alia, life, health, and

national security. Third, articles XXII (Consultation) and XXIII

27/ 19 U.S.C. sec. 2131 (1976); see also, S. Rep. No. 93-1298, 93d Cong., 2d
Sess. 84 (1974).

28/ For a discussion of the relationship-of and the effect on the General
Agreement of these nontariff barrier agreements resulting from the Tokyo
Rounds on the General Agreement, see Vol. 1, of this report.
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(Nullification or Impairment) provide for consultation and dispute settlement

when one Contracting Party thinks its rights under the General Agreement are

being impaired or nullified by another Contracting Party. The agreement also

provides for consultation and settlement of disputes arising from the

agreement for which a detailed procedure has been created. 29/

3. Work during the negotiations.

The draft text first used in the negotiations contained areas for

substantive discussion, but was in a more complete for than other MTN,

non-tariff barrier agreements. Negotiations progressed reasonably quickly

although there were questions concerning coverage and exact content.

The areas of discussion relating, to the coverage and exact content of the

agreement centered primarily on four issues: the right to participate in the

certification systems of other Parties; the obligation of Parties to make

their political subdivisions comply with the agreement; the accrual of

benefits to non-signatories to the agreement and the conditions under which a

non-Contracting Party could sign this agreement. The question of whether the

agreement would apply to technical regulations, standards, and certification

systems applicable to agricultural products was also under discussion, but the

discussion focused primarily on whether the language of the agreement was

sufficient for such coverage, not whether agricultural products should be

included. These issues and questions were resolved as described below.

29/ An important distinction between the procedures found in the agreement
and those found in the General Agreement is that the agreement attempts to
limit the disputes arising under the agreement to its dispute settlement
procedure alone, while the General Agreement provides that any benefits
accruing to a Contracting Party either directly or indirectly under the
General Agreement may the subject of GATT dispute settlement procedures.
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The controversy over certification systems was based on whether Parties

to the agreement would have to join or formally participate in the

certification system of another Party or of a region even though membership or

participation was not allowed in some cases in order to have the products

originating in its territory certified as to conformity with appropriate

technical regulations and standards. Formal membership or participation as a

prerequisite to receiving a mark of certification would often prevent a

product from entering a foreign market since formal membership or

participation was not always available. The position finally arrived at is

that all suppliers of like products originating in the territory of a Party

would be given access to a certification system on a non-discriminatory

basis. This access ib defined to include the receipt, where appropriate, of

the certifying mark of the system.

Negotiations in regard to the obligation a Party would assume to compel

its political subdivisions to comply with the agreement arose from the concern

of Parties with non-federal legal systems that Parties with federal or

decentralized legal systems would not implement the agreement as completely as

would non-federal Parties. Since in federal systems, the states, provinces,

or L'ander often have considerable autonomy in various matters, the Party with

a federal system could arguably implement the agreement only in the areas

where it had direct jurisdiction leaving the agreement unimplemented at levels

which had some impact in the standards and certification fields.

19
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The solution to this problem is the two levels of obligations discussed

earlier (first and second levels of obligation). 30/ These were created so

that all Parties had an obligation to comply with requirements of the

agreement at the central or national government level and that Parties also

had an obligation to use their "best efforts" to achieve compliance with the

agreement at the level of their political subdivisions.

An offshoot of this concern of how to make the agreement applicable at

all government levels is whether private standards groups in the territory of

a Party and international/regional standards organizations in which a Party is

a member or a participant would be compelled or encouraged to comply with

provisions of the agreement. The solution has also been to apply the second

level obligation. The language to be used to express this obligation, the

second level, was under discussion until it was agreed that the language of

Article XXIV:12 of the General Agreement should be used. 31/

A third area of controversy involved the question of whether the benefits

of the agreement would accrue solely to the Parties to the agreement or

whether they would also accrue to non-signatories to the Agreement who were

Contracting Parties to the General Agreement. 32/ This is the dilemma of

conditional and unconditional most-favored-nation treatment. The resolution

of the problem for this agreement appears to be, although there is no direct

statement of such resolution, that conditional most-favored-nation treatment

30/ See pp. 9-10, supra, in this volume.
31/ This language is scattered throughout the agreement. See pp. 9-10,

supra, of this volume for a discussion, of this language.
32. See Vol. 1, supra, for a discussion of this concept as it affects all

the nontariff barrier agreements negotiated at the Tokyo Rounds.
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will be appropriate. This conclusion is suggested by the language in two

articles of the agreement, e.g., "products imported from the territory of any

Party shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded . •

to like products originating in any other country .... " (emphasis

added). 33/ There is no language which would suggest that benefits of the

agreement should, must, or even can be equally applied to non-signatories who

are, nonetheless, Contracting Parties to the General Agreement.

The fourth area of discussion involved the conditions under which a

country, not a signatory of the General Agreement, could sign this agreement.

Some earlier drafts would have permitted non-Contracting Parties to sign if

they undertook to observe the provisions of the agreement and "such other

provisions related to the effective application of rights and obligations as

may be agreed." 34/ Other drafts did not stipulate such conditions. 35/

Those countries not Contracting Parties to GATT did not want such conditions

placed upon accession. The initialed agreement, however, contains language

which allows any government of a non-Contracting Party to accede to the

agreement on "terms related to the effective application of rights and

obligations under this Agreement, to be agreed between that government and the

Parties to this Agreement . . . 36/ The thrust is the same but the

presentation of the concept is more agreeable to the non-Contracting Parties

concerned.

33/ Section 6.3.1, at 51, infra, in this volume. See also section 6.8.1, at
80-infra, in this volume.

347/ See, e.g., MTN/NTh/W/192/Rev. 3, article 15.1.
35/ See, !,I., HTN/NTH/W/150, article 22.a(i).
36/ See, section 6.15.1 of this report, at 112 of this volume.
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The debate over whether the agreement should also apply to technical

regulations, *tandards, testing methods, and certification systems applicable

to agricultural products was settled when Group Agriculture of the GATT agreed

that the language of the draft agreement, with minor additions, would be

satisfactory. The minor additions to the language of previous draft texts

were for the purpose of adapting the agreement to the problems unique to

agricultural products. The most notable language addition stated that

disputes involving perishable products should be resolved as promptly and.

expeditiously as possible. 37/

Aside from the issues discussed above which have sparked controversies,

the legal status or weight of the agreement has also been debated. The

question of legal status goes to the problem of whether the agreement would be

legally obligatory at the international level for the Parties, whether the

agreement would be a voluntary code in regard to compliance, or whether the

agreement would be only a set of guiding principles. The consensus is that

the agreement is a legally binding agreement at the international level, at

least for those countries which sign it.

37/ See sections 6.6.1, at 72; 6.14.1, at 110, and 6.15.1, at 112, in this
volume.
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6.0.3. Implementation in United States law.

A. Introduction.

If legislation approving these MTN nontariff agreements is enacted

pursuant to sections 102 and 121 of the Trade Act of 1974, 38/ then

implementation of the standards agreement into United States law will require

serious consideration due to the large number of the standards in effect in

the United States. 39/

Implementation will fall into two categories: What should be implemented

at or before the time the agreement enters into force if the United States is

to comply and what may be necessary at some later date as a result of dispute

settlement and enforcement procedures.

The first category includes implementing through legislation or executive

action those rights which can be exercised or those obligations of the

agreement for which no specific directives are given regarding the means of

fulfilling them. These obligations and rights tend to encompass the

substantive and most important aspects of the agreement. For example, article

2.1 states, inter alia, that Parties are to ensure that technical regulations

are not adopted or applied with a view to creating obstacles to international

trade. The details of how to implement that particular obligation is left to

each Party. The first category also includes implementing those provisions of

the agreement which require particular legislative or executive action, e.g.,

establishing an inquiry point, the functions for which have been clearly

351 See discussion of the approval process as outlined in sections 102 and
121 of the Trade Act in Volume 1 of this study.

39/ See text at 1-2, supra, in this volume.
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delineated in article 10.1, or establishing or designating an agency in the

United States to represent U.S. complaints involving foreign standards

practice.

The second implementation category involves possible violations of the

agreement by technical regulations, standards, certification systems, and

associated testing methods and administrative procedures which exist at the

time the agreement enters into force and which create unnecessary barriers to

international trade. Since the agreement is not automatically retro-

active, 40/ no technical rPglAt•oS, certify -ation My@--e , lar are re quired

to be modified or eliminated through legislative or executive means unless

they are declared violative of the agreement and the United States determines

it is best to change or eliminate them rather than suffer agreement-related

retaliation. Changes to such regulations, systems, etc. which might fall into

this category may be implemented if and when a dispute arises. Future

implementation of this nature is difficult to define and analyze, since it

demands some degree of prophecy to predict what complaints will be made, what

the outcome of the dispute settlement mechanism will be, and whether the

existing, but questioned, standards activity is worth perpetuating given any

resulting retaliation. Therefore, this report concen- trates on what needs to

be done by the time the United States has accepted the agreement and the

agreement enters into force.

Implementation of this agreement by the federal government can be

accomplished by several means. Legislation is an important means, but it is

40/ See discussion of article 14.26 at 6, supra, and at 125, infra.
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not the only method. Executive orders, regulations, policy decisions and

administrative practices, or any combination of them are possible modes for

implementing parts of the agreement into the United States domestic legal

system. Legislation would be needed to require the establishment of the

inquiry point in the United States 41/ and to appropriate funds for

participation in the dispute settlement procedures. 42/ But executive orders

could be used to require that executive branch agencies involved in

standards-making consider any relevant international standard as a basis for

their technical regulations. A policy might need to be developed or continued

icipation by the United States in international bodies that

establish product standards; for example, the United States would need to

decide how to vote in international organizations in which it was a member in

regard to standards set for products of prime interest to developing Parties.

In the next section, legislative alternatives for meeting first level

obligations are discussed. Possible federal actions for fulfilling the second

level obligations are examined in the following sections in this volume.

B. Implementation at the federal level.

The agreement, in creating the first level obligation for countries

signing the agreement, requires the federal government, upon approval of the

agreement by the United States Congress, to ensure compliance at the federal

level.

41/ See discussion of this obligation at pp. 93-100p infra.
74/ T7.7, at 112-136.
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1. Obligations which leave the method of implementation to the
discretion of the Party.

As explained earlier in this section, 43/ some obligations of the

agreement are made in broad, general terms and do not specifically direct the

means to be used to fulfill such obligations. The method of implementation is

therefore within the discretion of each Party. The discussion which follows

attempts to provide some suggestions for implementing these broadly worded

obligations.

(a) Avoiding the use of standards and certification activities as

obstacles to trade. The obligations to avoid using standards and

certification systems as unnecessary obstacles to trade are not explicitly

required to be met at present in this country. It is certainly possible to

direct all federal departments and agencies, which have some role in

establishing or enforcing technical regulations, standards, or certification

systems, to comply with the agreement. A model for such legislation might be

section 1102 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, which requires the Secretary

of Transportation to perform certain duties " . . . consistently with any

obligation assumed by the United States in any treaty, convention, or

agreement that may be in force between the United States and any foreign

country or foreign countries .... " 44/ The problem with such an approach

is that each department or agency would be denied some flexibility in carrying

out its individual program. Private rights to sue various agencies to comply

with the agreement may be created. Therefore, it is better to require

43/ See p. 23, supra.
44./ 49 U.S.C. sec.- 1502 (1970).
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agencies to take obligations of the agreement into account (but not

necessarily to require the agencies to abide by the obligations) when taking

any action subject to the agreement.

(b) Using relevant international standards. The agreement requires

Parties to use relevant international standards as a basis for their technical

regulations or standards. The exception to such use is when the relevant

international standard is "inappropriate" for the Party concerned. 45/ The

term "inappropriate" is not defined in detail by the agreement and each Party

has the authority to determine the term's meaning. A federal agency could be

designated to serve that function. It could determine, with adequate

technical advice, whether a particular international standard should not be

used or adopted because it was "inappropriate" to do so. This agency could

then advocate adoption or rejection, depending on its opinion, of appropriate-

ness, of the international standard by the interested department or agency.

In this way, a department or agency charged by law (especially law existing at

the time the agreement enters into force) to promulgate technical regulations,

testing methods, or certification systems, etc. would retain its discretion to

decide what regulation to use.

(c) Activities involving complaints of noncompliance by other

Parties with provisions of the agreement. The agreement provides a dispute

resolution procedure, which can only be activated by the government of a

45/ The exceptions to the obligation to adopt international standards
appears in article 2 of the agreement. See sec. 6.3.1, at 51, in this volume,
infra, for a description and analysis of the obligation and its exception.
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Party. 46/ Some office or agency in the federal government could be

designated as the office to receive complaints from American producers or

exporters that a particular foreign regulation, standard, certification

system, etc. violates the agreement. The agency could be delegated the

authority to make recommendations as to whether a complaint should be made and

the dispute settlement procedure initiated. That agency, or some other

agency, might also handle any consultations or dispute resolution proceedings

that were engagcd in on the part of the United States. This function would at

present be carried out by the Office of the Special Representative for Trade

Negotiations (STR) under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. Under section

141(d) of that statute, STR is authorized to "utilize, with their consent, the

services, personnel, and facilities of other Federal agencies," which might be

enlisted for technical advice.

(d) Providing for complaints against the United States. It is

presumable that exporters of articles from abroad will attempt in every way

allowed by United States law to obtain the advantages of the new agreement.

It is necessary to determine whether it will be this country's policy that the

agreement's dispute settlement mechanism 47/ will be the foreign exporters'

sole means of resolving disputes arising out of the agreement or whether they

can bring these dVsputes into the legal and/or administrative systems of the

461 Under the agreement, only Parties, not individuals, will have standing
on an international level to bring complaints against standards and
certification systems that are thought not to be consistent with provisions of
this agreement.

47/ See articles 13 & 14, at 110-136, infra.
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United States. 48/ In some cases--such as standards activities of the United

States federal government that are subject to the Administrative Procedure

Act--it would be necessary to amend laws in order to deny other countries the

benefit of domestic laws of the United States, but this would probably not be

desirable. If the legal or administrative procedures of the United States are

to be extended, it should be determined what causes of action or

administrative procedures are to be made available and to whom. Several

alternatives are possible.

The United States could attempt to limit claims of disputes arising under

Lhe processes of the agreement. Subsections 14.19-14.22 of the agreement 49/

provide means for a Party to enforce its rights under the agreement by

suspending benefits of the agreement to other Parties. The disadvantage in

limiting enforcement of the agreement as to the United States to the dispute

settlement mechanism found within the agreement is that it forces into a

diplomatic setting problems that might better be solved by administrative or

judicial systems of the Unite' States. There are no provisions giving

individuals, business entities, trade associations, or private persons

standing to enforce the agreement against other Parties. If foreign-based

individuals or business entities for example, wished to complain of violations

of the agreement by other Parties, they would not be able to initiate the

dispute resolution provisions of the agreement against the United States.

48/ No obligation arises under the agreement which would necessitate opening
federal or state courts to complaints pressed by other Parties or business
interests, whether foreign or domestic.

49/ At 114-115, infra.
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Their home government would have to agree to pursue the claim against another

Party through the agreement's dispute settlement mechanism. If individuals or

business entities in the United States, such as importers, thought they had

been damaged by the United States' violations of the agreement, they would

have no recourse in the United States unless judicial or administrative means

already existed or were established. It is therefore useful to considered

whethes United States systems should be opened to complainants.

Private code enforcement action could be permitted in the federal courts

to enforce a private foreign exporter's (or domestic importer's) rights (or

some of these rights) arising under the agreement if domestic legislation

implemented them. 50/ As to the federal government's first level obligation,

while some statutes presently on the books may authorize private actions

against federal agencies or the United States for failure to comply with

statutory criteria that are basically in accordance with the agreement (such

as procedural due process), a statute extending these rights to private

50/ See volume I of the study, "Introduction and Overview," for a discussion
oF- hehT"-rcumstances under which private rights may arise out of international
obligations of the United States. While our opinion is generally that no
rights arise out of mere approval of agreements, the problem becomes more
complicated if the Congress now enacts law requiring agencies to adhere to the
agreement "when possible" (or words to that effect). In that case, even if no
right of action is created by Congress, this new obligation may be the subject
of actions, in the nature of mandamus, to compel federal officials to abide by
the law. It may be desirable for this reason to consider a limited right of
legal action for persons aggrieved under the statutes enacted to implement the
agreement, if any. Note that unless foreign governments are specifically
excluded from the class of persons who may sue under the implementing statute,
another Party might be able to sue a federal department which did not act in
accordance with the agreement. See generally, Pfizer, Inc. et al. v. Gov't of
India, et al., 434 U.S. 308 (1978), in regard to when a foreign government is
entitled to sue in United States district courts.
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foreign persons has aspects which may be undesirable. It may increase the :ost

of government unnecessarily by requiring agencies to broaden the factors they

consider. It may require new expertise the agencies do not have. And it may

result in uneven interpretation of obligations of the agreement. Therefore,

it is desirable, if Congress wants to enable anyone to compel agencies to

abide by the agreement (for example, when the United States concedes in

international negotiations that some agency action is inconsistent with the

agreement), to give some office within the government the authority to

petition agencies to act in accordance with agreement, much as the Department

of Justice now appears before all types of regulatory agencies to argue its

view of the antitrust implications of federal regulatory actions.

Another means of resolving disagreements involving implementation of the

agreement by the U.S. federal government is through administrative procedures

which can be had under existing statutes to conform to the agreement by

regulation. Departments or agencies involved with the substance of the

agreement could use existing or be delegated new powers to decide

agreement-engendered issues that arise in the rule- making procedure. The

agreement stipulates that when new standards activities are being formulated,

other Parties--and in some cases, interested parties in other countries--are

to be accorded a reasonable time to make written coments regarding the

proposed text. The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) already requires

federal departments and agencies to fulfill this obligation in many cases. By

means of this process, foreign persons who have potential disputes as to

whether a particular regulation conforms to provisions of the agreement will

have opportunity to present its position during the rulemaking process.
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Under the APA, American and foreign individuals or business organizations

would be entitled to participate in federal ruleasking procedures for the

establishment of technical regulations which would affect imported

products 51/ and to participate in administrative adjudications where hearings

on such rulemaking are authorized by statute. 52/ In some cases, other

Parties would also be entitled to the benefits accorded by the APA. 53/ Along

with the opportunities to participate in the rulemaking procedures and

administrative adjudication, judicial review of an action or inaction by a

federal department or agency would be available to address an alleged misuse

51/ 5 U.S.C. sec. 553 (1976). Section 553(a)(1) does except application of
the APA where a "foreign affairs function of the United States" is involved.
In Hou Ching Chow v. Attorney General, 362 F. Supp. 1288 (1973) (adjustment of
alien's status), the court interprets the term "foreign affairs functions" by
quoting legislative history of the act which states that "affairs" are not
merely functions extending beyond the borders of the United States but are
these which have an effect on other governments and would lead to "definitely
undesirable international consequences." Even if the domestic establishment
of a technical regulation, standard, certification system, etc. were
successfully argued to be a foreign affairs function, it is doubtful whether
the exception to the APA could be logically extended to include domestic
promulgation of regulations, etc. since the purpose of applying the APA would
be to fulfill an international obligation and avoid "undesirable international
consequences."

52/ 5 U.S.C. sec. 554 (1976). Section 554(a)(4) has an exception similar to
Section 553 (a)(1). (See n. 54, supra.) The adjudicative provisions of the
APA are not applicable where foreign affairs functions are involved. However,
an argument can be made that the act would be applicable in a situation
involving the preparation and adoption of technical regulations, standards,
certification systems, etc. even as to imported products.

53/ 5 U.S.C. sec. 551 (2)(1976). "Person" is defined as including a "public
or private organization other than an agency." In Neal-Cooper Grain Co. v.
Kissinger, 385 F. Supp. 769 (D.D.C. 1974), the court ruled that a "public or
private organization" included a foreign government or the instrumentality of
such a government. It did not define "instrumentality" and so it is unclear
as to whether that term would include local government or regulatory
bodies as covered in the agreement.
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of discretion, an unauthorized act, or the failure to discharge statutory

obligations. 54/

(e) Miscellaneous matters arising from the agreement. Two

administrative functions are mandated by the agreement. These are: (a)

notifying other Parties through the GATT secretariat of proposed, federal

technical regulations and certification systems and (b) representing the

United States in international and regional standardizing bodies in which the

United States is a member or a participant. 55/

The notification functions could be carried out by interagency commit-

tees. A disadvantage of the interagency committee arrangement is that an

interagency group lacks the necessary continuity needed to fulfill its

administrative purpose. The quality of participation by the individual

departments or agencies depends on a variety of changing factors, e.g.,

available personnel, time, effectiveness of the personnel, interest, etc. An

agency or office established to fulfill the administrative functions would be

more likely to provide a constant level of efficiency.

At present, the representative function is generally carried out by

private groups in the United States. This could be continued where private

groups are permitted by those organizations to represent their governments.

541 5 U.S.C. 702 (1976).
55/ Advisory committees composed of technical experts, private citizens,

representatives of standardizing, testing, or certification groups, and offi-
cials of federal, state, and local government may be desirable for this
purpose.
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2. Obligations requiring specific action.

There are four first level obligations that require specific action in

order to be implemented. They require particular action in the sense that

their elements are specifically defined in the agreement.

The first is the inquiry point required in article 10. 56/ The inquiry

point could be an office or bureau that would be able to answer "all

reasonable enquiries" concerning government (federal or local) technical

regulations and standards; test methods and administrative procedures;

certification systems; the location of notices published "pursuant to the

Agreement"; and the location of nongovernmental inquiry points in the United

States. This function requires coordination of a large body of information.

At the present, there is no one place in the federal government to obtain all

this information, although the best source for most of the material is the

National Bureau of Standards. A research library might be sufficient to

fulfill this obligation, although the inquiry point must be able to "answer"

inquiries. The options then would include establishing and staffing one

location which could provide an informational service. J.his study has not

investigated what level of funding or what skills are necessary to this

function, but interested agencies such as the Department of Commerce may be

able to use some existing resources for this purpose.

56/ See a description and analysis of article 10 in the provision-by-
provision section of this volume at 92-100, infra. The agreement requires
only one inquiry point. Article 10.1 states, "Each Party shall ensure that an
enquiry point exists which is able to answer all reasonable enquiries ....--

(emphasis added).
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The second operational obligation is the requirement that the United

States provide, if requested and on mutually agreed terms and conditions,

technical assistance for the preparation of technical regulations, the

establishment of national standardizing bodies, and the establishment of

certification systems. 57/ There is no requirement that this technical

assistance be available through one central location; assistance can be

distributed through various agencies Wvtich presently possess the expertise

which would be needed. In the case of developing countries, technical

assistance (which is to be granted on terms and conditions agreed upon between

the countries involved) might be administered through United States foreign

aid.

Third, the agreement obligates signatories to participate in the

Comittee on Technical Barriers to Trade which consists of representatives

from all signatories. Under article 13, the Committee determines the outcome

of disputes brought before it. Legislation would be needed to authorize

United States participation in the Committee and to authorize the

appropriations for such participation. 58/

The fourth obligation requiring specific action is to notify other

Parties through the GATT secretariat of new or proposed technical regula-

57/ See a description and analysis of article 11 of the agreement in the
provision-by-provision section of this volume at 100-104, infra.

58/ See, e.g., section 121(d) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. sec. 2131
1976), which provides authorization for an annual appropriations for the U.S.
"share" of the expenses of the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement.
See also, 22 U.S.C. sec. 287 (1976). The latter section is entitled
"Representation in organization" and provides, inter alia, for the President
to appoint representatives to U.N. agencies and for thirT compensation.
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tions and certification systems. 59/ Some official action, such as

legislation or an executive order, need only assign this function to an

existing agency presently in contact with the GAYT secretariat, e.g., the U.S.

Mission in Geneva (Department of State), and it could also specify when such

notification was required by the agreement. Alternatively, the function could

be assigned to the various agencies that promulgate regulations regarding

standards, testing, or certification matters. The advantage of this option is

that it will not necessitate collecting the necessary information in one place

in the United States before notifying the GATT secretariat; the disadvantage

is that these agencies may not be in a position to know when notification is

appropriate because, for example, it is possible that they will not know what

significantly affects the trade of other countries which is one factor

requiring notification of technical regulations. The functions of the inquiry

point might include recommnding to STR or other agencies when notification

was appropriate under the code. A third alternative might be for the inquiry

point to make notifications itself when appropriate.

Implicit in the requirement to notify other Parties through the CATT

secretariat of these regulations and systems is the requirement to receive

notifications from the secretariat of the activities of the other Parties.

Therefore, to take full advantage of the agreement, it is desirable to

authorize some central point to receive notifications. In order to derive any

use from the information, it will be necessary that the agencies affected and

59/ See a description and analysis of articles 2 and 7 in the provision-by-

provision sections of this volume at 51-63 and 80-83, respectively.
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interested parties have access to the material, either by being directly

contacted or by requesting information. If it is clearly established which

agencies have an interest in which regulations and systems, those agencies

could be notified. For example, the Industry and Trade Administration (ITA)

of the Department of Comerce would be interested in any foreign standards

applicable to all industrial products being produced specifically for export.

Trade associations, such as the Electronic Industries Association, or

individual manufacturing companies would be concerned about procedures and

rules of new certification systems set up to certify the kind of industrial

good it produced. The inquiry point could be given this function also, which

would expand its functions to include service to domestic as well as foreign

persons.

It appears that these four specified implementation efforts may be made

without amendment of existing law. An inquiry point is really a collection

of functions that can be assigned by executive order, although legislation may

be considered necessary by the Congress to place limitations upon this func-

tion. Sii.ilarly, United States participation in the Committee on Technical

Barriers to Trade under the agreement is probably authorized under the general

functions of STR, section 141(c) of the Trade Act, although new enactment may

be desirable. Legislation may be genuinely desirable in the event that

Congress wants a number of functions under the agreement (such as supplying

information, notifying CATT of new regulations, and receiving information on

foreign practices) to reside in one office. Placing several functions in one

office probably would have the advantage of increasing somewhat the

accountability to Congress in these matters.
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C. Implementation possibilities at state and local government levels.

The federal government's obligation insofar as ensuring compliance by

state and local governments is a second level obligation. The meaning of the

language to be used to signify the second level obligation is not entirely

clear. 60/ Interpretation of the phrase "such reasonable measures as may be

available," an element of the second level obligation, will be difficult.

The:e are a range of possibilities. The federal government can (a) preempt by

legislation states and local government bodies from legislating at all in

areas covered Sy the agreement and in which the federal government has

previously leg:.slated, (b) direct the states and local governments through

legislation to comply with all applicable provisions of the agreement, or (c)

encourage compliance through legislative or administrative means.

1. Preemption.

The federal government in this country can preempt the states on matters

for which it has constitutional authority to legislate. It has done so. In

the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 61/ the Fair Packaging and

601 See pp. 9-10, supra.
61/ 15 U.S.C. sec. 1392(d) (1976) which reads in part: Preemption. Whenever

a Federal motor vehicle safety standard established under this title . . . is
in effect, no State or political subdivision of a state shall have any
authority either to establish, or to continue in effect, with respect to any
motor vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment any safety standard appli-
cable to the same aspect of performance of such vehicle or item of equipment
which is not identical to the Federal standard.
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Labeling Act, 62/ and the Clean Air Act 63/, there are provisions which

prohibit certain state or local government action. Their preemptive effect is

not total, however, 64/ and it is clear that present federal law does not

62/ 15 U.S.C. sec. 1461 (1976), which reads: It is hereby declared that it
is the express intent of Congress to supersede any and all laws of the States
or political subdivisions thereof insofar as they may now or hereafter provide
for the labeling of the net quantity of contents of the package of any
consumer coumodity covered by this Act . . . which are less stringent than or
require information different from the requirements of section 4 of this
Act . . . or regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.

63/ 42 U.S.C. sec. 7543(a) (1970), which reads: Prohibition. No state or
any political subdivision thereof shall adopt or attempt to enforce any
standard relating to the control of emissions from new motor vehicles or new
motor vehicle engines subject to this part. No State shall require
certification, inspection, or any other approval relating to the control of
emissions from any new vehicle or new motor vehicle engine as condition
precedent to the initial retail sale, titling (if any), or registration of
such motor vehicle, motor vehicle engine, or equipment.

64/ 42 U.S.C. sec. 7543(b) (1970) which waives the prohibition of state
action adopting or enforcing certain standards relating to emission control.
The primary test for the waiver is whether the state standard is at least as
protective of public health and welfare as are applicable federal ones. See,
e.g., Chrysler Corp. v. Rhodes, 416 F.2d 310 (2d Cir. 1%9) and Chrysler Corp.
v. Tofany, 419 F.2d 499 (2d Cir. 1969). In these two cases, the court has
interpreted the preemptive section of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle
Safety Act (at n. 64, supra) to mean that states were not preempted by federal
regulations, which regulated headlight systems on passenger cars, to prohibit
the sale of cars which had auxiliary lights only when they had a deleterious
effect on the required headlights and did not reach any other effect of
auxiliary lights. The state standard prohibited the sale of cars equipped
with auxiliary lights which interfered with drivers of other cars. Since the
"same aspect of performance" was not involved, the courts ruled that the state
was not preempted in this area.

It is, therefore, within reason that a state could promulgate and
enforce, for example, an air pollution control devise standard that did not
reach the same aspect of performance as one established by the federal
government but which was much more restrictive and arguably could be
considered a barrier to international trade if it went beyond protecting the
environment. Presumably the federal government would not have the authority
to preempt such a state standard unless it enacted regulations covering the
same aspect of performance, but with lower requirements.
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always prohibit states or local governments from promulgating related

technical regulations or standards even if they are more stringent than

federal ones.

Where the agreement is implemented through legislation, such legislation

would supercede existing state and local statutes and regulations and could

preempt any future state or local action in the area at least to the degree

legislated at the federal level. 65/ Whether supersedure actually occurs will

depend on the language and expressed intent of the federal legislation.

Recent cases suggest that a state or local regulation would have to be

examined in light of whether it was inconsistent with a federal law or

regulation which governs the same matter or whether it was an obstacle to

accomplishing the objectives of the legislature as set out in the law or

regulation. 66/ Therefore, any federal implementation legislation which

attempts to ensure that states and local governments do comply with the

agreement will need to be clear as to what states and local governments are

prohibited from doing.

Policy considerations may often militate against preemptive legislation.

Many state and local technical regulations are similar to current federal

65/ See McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819) and Gibbons v.
Ogden;, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) (1824). A Constitutional basis for preemption is
the Supremacy Clause which states "this Constitution, and the Laws of the
United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof, . . . shall be the
supreme Law of the Land . . . ." U.S. Const., Art. VI, para. 2.

66/ See, for example, Kelly v. Washington, 302 U.S. 1 (1937); Hines v.
Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52 (1941); Huron Portland Cement Co. v. Detroit, 362 U.S.
440 (1960); Campbell v. Hussey, 368 U.S. 297 (1961); Florida Lime & Avocado
Growers v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132 (1963); and Minnesota v. Northern States Power
Co., 447 F.2d 1143 (8th Cir. 1971); aff'd per curiam, 405 U.S. 1035 (1972).
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ones, except that the differences are often tailored to particular needs of

the state or localities. It is unlikely that a state or local area would

always find it convenient or desirable to limit itself to the level promul-

gated by federal legislation or regulations.

2. Directed compliance.

Another means of fulfilling a second level obligation in relation to the

states and local governments is to enact legislation which would direct them

to comply with the provisions of the agreement which are applicable to them.

For example, the federal government could require through legislation that all

states and local governments operating certification systems that affect

interstate or foreign commerce must grant access to those systems on a

nondiscriminatory basis to all suppliers of like products from other Parties.

A basis for such directed action is the exclusive power of the federal

government to "regulate Coumerce with foreign Nations." 67/ Arguably, the

federal government would have exclusive power to compel states and local

governments to comply with an international agreement intimately related to

foreign commerce. However, the problem with this reasoning is that standards

67/ U.S. Const., Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 3. See also Buttfield v. Stranahand,
192 U.S. 470 (1904) where the Supreme Court held that Congressional authority
to regulate foreign commerce is an authority "complete ip itself, acknowledging
no limitations other than those prescribed in the Constitution." At 492. the
Court goes further and reasons that from the complete power of Congress over
foreign commerce no individual has a right to trade with foreign nations
"which is so broad in character as to limit and restrict the power of Congress
to determine what articles of merchandise may be imported into the United
States and the terms upon which a right to import may be exercised."
Analogizing an individual to a state or local government, it follows that
Congressional power is indeed exclusive and the right to import stems from
Congress and cannot be limited by the states.
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activities are not exclusively a foreign affairs matter, since these regula-

tions and systems are adopted and enforced for internal regulatory purposes,

such as the protection of health and the public welfare within a state.

States have traditionally set and enforced such technical regulations or

standards.

3. Encouraging compliance.

As preemption and directed compliance obviously have limitations, it is

arguable that the United States could meet the second level obligation of the

agreement by encouraging compliance. The obligation only requires that a

Party "take such reasonable means as may be available"; preemption and

directed action are not necessarily mandated by such language. Therefore,

some other means, such as encouraging state and local governments to comply

voluntarily with provisions of the agreement would arguably fulfill the

obligation. For example, a federal agency could be established or designated

to draft guidelines with which local governmental bodies would find useful for

interpreting the agreement.

Federal funds can also be used as incentives for compliance. Where funds

have been or are to be appropriated to state or local activities relating to

standards or certification, 68/ a condition for receiving the funds could be

added to require recipient states or localities to comply with the agreement

where appropriate. A more positive incentive would be to help fund state

68/ See, e.9., 20 U.S.C. sec. 1862 (1976) (authorization of grants,
contracts, and financial assistance for educating students to use the metric
system) and 42 U.S.C. sec. 7543 (1976) (authorization of grants for developing
and maintaining vehicle emission testing and control programs).
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or local programs which lead toward compliance. for example, the federal

government might fund a state research program to determine if foreign testing

methods were competent to determine a product's conformity to the state's

technical regulations. 69/

D. Implementation possibilities regarding nongovernmental bodies.

In situations where nongovernmental, or private, bodies concerned with

standards and certification systems are involved, the federal government also

assumes a second level obligation. The problems of interpreting this "best

efforts" requirement are the same as they were for the state and local govern-

ment level, but are complicated by the fact that the federal government has

broad power to legislate prohibitions on private activity under the Commerce

Clause.

The power of private groups to affect the field of standards and

certification lies in the commercial need for an assurance of quality and a

strong voluntary adherence to what is agreed upon through these private

groups. In some situations, the standards promulgated by a nongovernmental

organization might currently violate existing United States laws, such as the

laws designed to protect against unfair trade practices and monopolies. If

the violation were also in contravention of the agreement, an action against

the violator based on existing law would help to enforce the provision of the

69/ Of course, if the United States can comport with this agreement by mere
"encouragement" at the local level, it is reasonable to suppose other

federated countries may do the same. The value of the agreement vis-s-vis
compliance by local government bodies will depend ultimately on the results of
such encouragement.
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agreement breached. For example, in 1970 the Justice Department filed a suit

against The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inc. (ASME), and the

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors (National Board) to

enjoin them under the Sherman Act from discriminating against foreign-made

boilers or pressure vessels with respect to the issuance of certification

makes. 70/ A consent decree was issued in 1972 which enjoined the defendants

from the unreasonable restraint of trade through discriminatory action against

those foreign products and ordered them to establish fair and

nondiscriminatory certification procedures. 71/ The decree, in effect,

required the ASME and the National Board to grant national treatment, required

under the agreement, to the products of other Parties.

Aside from possible limitations on private activity, voluntary compliance

with the agreement can be encouraged. Coordination of standards and

certification activities could be accomplished by an overview agency or

central office. These nongovernmental groups could be encouraged to adopt

appropriate international standards and to follow the transparency procedure

when developing their own standards or certifications systems. Funds could be

appropriated to some of these organizations for them to represent the United

States in existing or future international standardizing bodies. At the

present, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the

701 United States v. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inc. and
The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, (1972) Trade
Cases (CCII) 74,028 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 11, 1972).

71/ The United States v. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inc.
and-The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, (1972) Trade
Cases (CCH) 74,029 (S.D.N.Y, .7une 13, 1972).
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representative of the United States to the International Organization for

Standards (ISO), the leading international organization that promulgates

international standards. The degree to which the United States can contribute

to the development of these standards depends partially on the degree of

representation. This in turn is affected by the ability of the ANSI to

finance this participation.

E. Implementation possibilities regarding international and regional
standardizing and certification organizations.

To fulfill the second level obligation 72/ in regard to international

and regional organizations in which the United States is a member or partici-

pant, the United States could consider whether it should have a policy toward

those organizations. 73/

Again, encouragement of compliance by these groups appears to be the most

reasonable means. The voting power and financial contributions of the United

States are methods by which it may influence the activities of those

organizations. The policy and voting behavior could be directed toward

creating standards and certification systems which comply with the

transparency procedures set out in the agreement, and the United States could

propose or advocate standards which closely approximated those which are

promulgated or are to be created in the United States. The subsequent

adoption of such international standards would then be more likely in this

country.

72/ Here also, interpretative problems of the second level obligation
ar-ises. A policy decision can be made as to what t~e best efforts of the
United States would be and then implement the relev. provisions of the
agreement on that basis.

73/ These include, inter alia, ISO, the International Electrochemical
Commission (IEC), International Bureau of Weights and Measures, and the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO).
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Preamble

6.1. Preamble

6.1.1. Interpretation

6.1.11. Text

Having regard to the Multilateral Trade Negotiatiorn, the Parties
to the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, hereinafter
referred to as "the Parties" and "this Agreement;

Desiring to further the objectives of the General Agreement on
5 Tariffs and Trade;

Recognizing the important contribution that international
standards and certification systems can make in this regard by
improving efficiency of production and facilitating the conduct of
international trade;

10 Desiring therefore to encourage the development of such
international standards and certification systems;

Desiring however to ensure that technical regulations and
standards, including packaging, marking and labelling requirements,
and methods for certifying conformity with technical regulations

15 and standards do not create unnecessary obstacles to international
trade;

Recognizing that no country should be prevented from taking
measures necessary to ensure the quality of its exports, or for the
protection of human, animal or plant life or health, of the

20 environment, or for the prevention of deceptive practices subject to
the requirement that they are not applied in a manner which would
constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination
between countries where the same conditions prevail or a disguised
restriction on international trade;

25 Recognizing that no country should be prevented from taking
measures necessary for the protection of its essential security
interest;

Recognizing the contribution which international standardization
can make to the transfer of technology from developed to developing

30 countries;
Recognizing that developing countries may encounter special

difficulties in the formulation and application of technical
regulations and standards and methods for certifying conformity
with technical regulations and standards, and desiring to assist

35 them in their endeavours in this regard;

hereby agree as follows:



6.1.111. Description

The preamble sets out the purposes and goals of the Agreement on

Technical Barriers to Trade, (hereinafter "the standards agreement" or "the

agreement"). It clearly states that the object of that agreement is not to

eliminate all technical regulations and standards, but rather to ensure that

technical regulations and standards are saot used as unnecessary obstacles to

international trade, whether through their requirements or application.

Indeed technical regulations, standards, and certification systems are seen as

facilitating trade and as a legitimate means to protect life and health, the

environment, and national security as well as to prevent deceptive trade

practices. It is seen that their legitimacy ends, however, when standards or

certification systems are adopted and applied arbitrarily, unjustifiably, or

discriminatorily or constitute a disguised trade restriction.

A possible benefit of the agreement, one which is subsidiary to

preventing unnecessary trade barriers, is to contribute to the transfer of

technology between developed and developing countries. The preamble states a

commitment, not to technology transfer per se, but to help developing

adherents comply with the code through technical assistance for the

formulation and application or operation of technical regulations, standards,

and certification systems.

6.1.112. Analysis

As with most preambles to international agreements, this preamble is only

an aid to the interpretation of the provisions of the document which follow

and does not set forth any legal obligations.
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6.1.3. Implementation

Since the preamble does not constitute a legal obligation, no implementa-

tion of its contents is necessary. Attention to it would be beneficial, how-

ever, when implementing other articles as it is a guide as to the intended

purposes of the agreement.

6.2. General provisions (Article 1)

6.2.1. Interpretation

6.2.11. Text

1 1.1 General terms for standardization and certification shall
normally have the meaning given to them by definitions adopted
within the United Nations System and by international standards
organizations taking into account their context and in light of the

5 object and purpose of this Agreement.
1.2 However, for the purposes of this Agreement the meaning of the
terms given in Annex I applies.
1.3 All products including industrial and agricultural products,
shall be subject to the provisions of this Agreement.

10 1.4 Purchasing specifications prepared by governmental bodies for
production or consumption requirements of governmental bodies are
not subject to the provisions of this Agreement but are addressed
in the Agreement on Government Procurement, according to its
coverage.

15 1.5 All references in this Agreement to technical regulations,
standards, methods for assuring conformity with technical
regulations or standards and certification systems shall be
construed to include any amendments thereto and any additions to
the rules or the product coverage thereof, except amendments and

20 additions of an insignificant nature.

6.2.111. Description

This article includes by reference the definitions of terms used in the

agreement and outlines what the agreement does or does not cover.

The terms and their definitions used in the standardization and certifi-

cation process have as their meanings, those generally accepted in the
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international business commnity, and are to be supplemented by a list of

terms with specific definitions and explanatory notes found in Annex I of the

agreement. 74/ The definitions of the latter set of terms have been taken

largely from the definitions of the International Organization for Standards

(ISO) and the UN Economic Conission for Europe (ECE) and give the terms

specific definitions important to the interpretion of the code.

The agreement covers all industrial and agricultural products.

Government procurement and production are not covered by the agreement.

Thus, the standards, testing methods, etc. required for, inter alia, defense

materials and government office equipment, would not be covered by the

standards agreement.

Provisions of the agreement are applicable to any modifications made to

technical regulations, standards, testing methods, administrative procedures,

or certification systems. Technical regulations, standards, etc. which exist

prior to the code's entry into force are affected only as provided in section

14.26, 75/ but amendments to them which are made after the agreement becomes

effective will be subject to the appropriate provisions of the agreement.

6.2.112. Analysis

The term "United Nations System' (line 3) refers to a set of definitions

regarding standardization that is sponsored by the United Nations. A

Norwegian delegate stressed a need for incorporating this system.

74/ See sec. 6.17 in this volume, at 144-147 infra. This annex includes ten
terms, their definitions, and explanatory notes.

75/ See that article (Retroactivity), in'sec. 6.15.1, infra, at 115, in this
volume.
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Standards regulating services, whether applied in the sale of an

industrial product or not, are not affected by the agreement. 76/ This

eliminates all professional standards as well as codes of ethics which pertain

to services.

The only exception to the applicability of the agreement to amendments or

modifications of existing standards, technical regulations, or methods for

testing conformity is if the amendments or modifications are "of an

insignificant nature" (line 20). This term is not defined. The result should

be to exclude changes to technical regulations, standards, testing methods,

and certification systems which have little, if any, substantive effect. This

would avoid, for example, unnecessary paperwork which would stem from

complying with the transparency procedure.

6.2.3. Implementation

It is not necessary that the terms as defined and explained in Annex 1 be

directly included in United States domestic law. However, their content would

have to be considered when drafting legislation or regulations implementing

specific provisions in the agreement since the terms assist in defining the

coverage and limitations of the agreement. For example, the explanatory note

for the term "standard" specifically excludes from coverage standards of an

individual company devised for its own production or consumption requirements.

76/ For example, professional standards regarding the installation or
servicing of a pressure vessel when the installation or servicing was included
in the sales contract would not be covered although the technical regulations
applicable to the pressure vessel, itself, would.
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No implementation of article 1.5 (lines 25-20) would be necessary. The

provision must be considered, however, when implementing other articles, such

as those establishing an inquiry point (article 10) and the transparency

procedures relating to the preparation of technical regulations, standards,

and certification systems (articles 2.5 and 7.3).

Technical regulations and standards

6.3. Preparation, adoption and application of technical regulations and
standards by central government bodies (Article 2).

6.3.1. Interpretation

6.3.11. Text

1 With respect to their central government bodies:

2.1 Parties shall ensure that technical regulations and
standards are not prepared, adopted or applied with a view to
creating obstacles to international trade. Furthermore, products

5 imported from the territory of any Party shall be accorded treat-
ment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of
national origin and to like products originating in any other coun-
try in relation to such technical regulations or standards. They
shall likewise ensure that neither technical regulations nor

10 standards themselves nor their application fiave the effect of
creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade.
2.2 Where technical regulations or standards are required and
relevant international standards exist or their completion is
imminent, Parties shall use them, or the relevant parts of them,

15 as a basis for the technical regulations or standards except where,
as duly explained upon request, such international standards or
relevant parts are inappropriate for the Parties concerned, for
inter alia such reasons as national security requirements; the
prevention of deceptive practices; protection for human health or

20 safety, animal or plart life or health, or the environment;
fundamental climatic or other geographical factors; fundamental
technological problems.
2.3 With a view to harmonizing technical regulations or standards
on as wide a basis as possible, Parties shall play a full part

25 within the limits of their resources in the preparation by
appropriate international standardizing bodies of international
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standards for products for which they either have adopted, or
expect to adopt, technical regulations or standards.
2.4 Where appropriate, Parties shall specify technical

30 regulations and standards in terms of performance rather than
design or descriptive characteristics.
2.5 Whenever a relevant international standard does not exist
or the technical content of a proposed technical regulation or
standard is not substantially the same as the technical content of

35 relevant international standards, and if the technical regulation
or standard may have a significant effect on trade of other
Parties, Parties shall:

2.5.1 publishi a notice in a publication at an early
appropriate stage, in such a manner as to enable

40 Parties to become acquainted with it, that they
propose to introduce a particular technical
regulation or standard;

2.5.2 notify other Parties through the GATT secretariat of
the products to be covered by technical regulations

45 together with a brief indication of the objective and
rationale of proposed technical regulations;

2.5.3 upon request, provide without discrimination to other
Parties in regard to technical regulations and to
interested parties in other Parties in regard to

50 standards, particulars or copies of the proposed
technical regulation or standard and, whenever
possible, identify the parts which in substance
deviate from relevant international standards;

2.5.4 in regard to technical regulations allow, without
55 discrimination, reasonable time for other Parties

to make comments in writing, discuss these comments
upon request and take these written comments and the
results of these discussions into account;

2.5.5 in regard to standards, allow reasonable time for
60 interested parties in other Parties to make

comments in writing, upon request discuss these
comments with other Parties, and take these written
comments and the results of these discussions into
account.

65 2.6 Subject to the provisions in the heading of Article 2.5, where
urgent problems of safety, health, environmental protection or
national security arise or threaten to arise for a Party, that
Party may omit such of the steps enumerated in Article 2.5 as it
finds necessary provided that the Party, upon adoption of a

70 technical regulation or standard, shall:
2.6.1 notify immediately other Parties through the GATT

secretariat of theparticular technical regulation,
the products covered, with a brief indication of the
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objective and the rationale of the technical
75 regulation, including the nature of the urgent

problems;
2.6.2 upon request provide, without discrimination other

Parties with copies of the technical regulation
and interested parties in other Parties with copies

80 of the standard;
2.63 allow, without discrimination, other Parties with

respect to technical regulations and interested
parties in other Parties with respect to standards,
to present their comments in writing, upon request

85 discuss these comments with other Parties and take
the written comments and the results of any such
discussion into account;

2.6.4 take also into consideration any action by the
Committee as a result of consultations carried out in

90 accordance with the procedures established in Article
14.

2.7 Parties shall ensure that all technical regulations and
standards which have been adopted are published promptly in such a
manner as to enable interested Parties to become acquainted with

95 them.
2.8 Except in those urger.n circumstances referred to in Article
2.6, Parties silall allow a reasonable interval between the
publication of a technical regulation and its entry into force in
order to allow time for procedures in exporting countries, and

100 particularly in developing countries, to adapt their products
or methods of production to the requirements of the importing
country.
2.9 Parties shall take all reasonable measures as may be available
to them to ensure that regional standardizing bodies of which they

105 are members comply with the provisions of Articles 2.1 to 2.8. In
addition Parties shall not take measures which have the effect of
directly or indirectly, requiring or encouraging such bodies to act
in a manner inconsistent with these provisions.
2.10 Parties which are members of regional standardizing bodies

110 shall, when adopting a regional standard as a technical regulation
or standard fulfill the obligations of Articles 2.1 to 2.8 except
to the extent that the regional standardizing bodies have fulfilled
these obligations.

6.3.111. Description

This article applies to central government bodies which are defined in

Annex I of the agreement as the central government of a Party to this

agreement and any body or ministry or department under its control in respect
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to a standardization or certification activity. A first level obligation 77/

is incurred by the central government of a Party to fulfill the provisions of

the agreement concerning the preparation, adoption, and use of technical

regulations and standards of central government bodies.

Any technical regulation or standard promulgated is not to be prepared or

applied for the purpose of creating obstacles to international trade. Nor can

the text of the technical regulation or standard be prepared or applied in a

manner which does actually create unnecessary obstacles to international trade.

National treatment and most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment in regard to

technical regulations and standards are to be accorded to imported products.

Central governments are required to insure that relevant international

standards 78/ are used as a basis for preparing future technical regulations

and standards when these are required. This obligation is qualified by the

exception that international standards do not have to be used when they are

determined to be "in-appropriate for the adherents concerned." This exception

is illustrated by a non-exclusive list of reasons for which an international

standard might be determined to be inappropriate. This list includes national

security requirements, protection of health and safety, fundamental climatic

or other geographical factors, and fundamental technological problems.

Harmonization of technical regulations or standards on as wide a basis as

possible is to be achieved by the Parties through their participation in the

77/ See sec. 6.0.1 of this report, supra, for a detailed discussion of the
concept-"first level of obligation."

78/ See sec. 6.17, at 146, in this volume, infra, for a definition of
"international standard."
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preparation of international standards by appropriate international

standardizing bodies. This participation by the Parties is qualified by the

phrase "within the limits of their resources."

Technical regulations and standards are to be specified in terms of

performance of a product rather than in terms of design or descriptive

characteristics, such as color, of a product. This obligation is qualified

also by the term " w here appropriate" (line 29).

One hindrance to international trade may not be the content of an

applicable technical regulation or standard, but rather a lack of notice that

it exists or is being developed. To help alleviate this barrier, a

transparency, or open, procedure has been developed. The procedure is

triggered, and the central government of a Party must follow, it when two

factors occur in combination. First, a relevant international standard does

not exist or the proposed national one differs from a relevant international

standard. Second, the proposed national technical regulation or standard

might affect the trade of another Party in a significant manner.

The procedure includes four steps: (a) publishing a notice in an

official publication at an appropriate stage that the technical regulation or

standard is being prepared; (b) notifying other adherents through the GATT

secretariat of the products covered and of the objective of the proposed

technical regulation; (c) providing without discrimination and upon request

copies cf the proposed technical regulation or standard pointing out, when

possible, substantial deviations from relevant international standards; and

(d) allowing reasonable time for written comment to be made on the proposed
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technical regulation or standard, discussing the comments on request, and

taking the results of the comments and discussions into account.

Exceptions to this procedure are allowed when urgent problems of safety,

health, environmental protection, or national security surface or threaten to

arise. Adherents retain the authority to determine when such an exception is

necessary. Other obligations attach, however, when urgent problems cause the

procedure to be breached. These are: (a) to notify immediately other

adherents through the GATT secretariat of the details of the technical

regulation and of the urgent problem; (b) to provide without discrimin ion

and upon request copies of the technical regulation or standard under the same

conditions as in the normal procedure; and (c) to allow without discrimination

comments and discussion concerning the proposed technical regulation or

standard.

Those countries which sign the agreement have a first level obligation to

publish, in a prompt manner after promulgation, all technical regulations and

standards. A first level obligaLion also attaches in regard to ensuring that

there be a reasonable amount of time between puLlication of a technical

regulation or a standard of a central government and its entry into force.

The "urgent problems" exception is likewise applicable to this obligation.

A second level of obligation 79/ is assumed by a Party to ensure that any

regional standardizing body in which it is a member complies with articles 2.1

to 2.8. A first level obligation to fulfill those same provisions attaches,

79/ See sec. 6.0.1 of this report, supra, for a detailed discussion of the
concept second level of obligation."
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however, when a Party decides to adopt any standard of a regional

standardizing body in which it is a member. The Party is obligated to fulfill

such to the extent that the regional standardizing body has not done so. This
9

means that a Party will have to allow comments to be made regarding the

standard and publish its text if the regional body has not already done so.

Additionally, a Party has a first level obligation not to encourage those

regional standardizing bodies from complying with the agreement.

6.3.112. Analysis

The term "unnecessary obstacles to international trade" (line II) is not

specifically defined in the agreement. Its exact meaning is therefore unclear

in the sense that no criteria are set out which will help determine what trade

barrier creates an obstacle to trade that can, for various accepted reasons,

be permitted. What the phrase does indicate and what appears to be its

meaning as understood in the negotiations is that technical regulations and

standards can by their nature create obstacles to trade, but that the purpose

served by many of them, i.e., to protect the health and welfare of citizens,

outweighs the harm of the obstacle created. The purpose of the agreement is

to eliminate or modify technical regulations or standards which are created

specifically for the purpose of creating obstacles to international trade or

which have the result of causing "unnecessary obstacles" to such trade. The

agreement does not aim to frustrate those technical regulations or standards

which are prepared and applied for the purpose and with the effect of

protecting, inter alia, human life and health, national security, and the

envi ronment. ,,.
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The concept of national treatment (lines 6-7) is a term of art which in

the context of the agreement means that products of another Party are to be

treated in a fashion no less favotably than similar products of the importing

country. For instance, if both the United States and France produce indus-

trial boilers to which the same technical regulations and standards should be

applied and a French exporter sought to import them into the United States,

the French boiler could not be required to meet a greater level of safety than

was required of American boilers.

An obligation to accord most-favored-nation (HFN) treatment (lines 6-8)

to the products of other Parties to the agreement attaches through this

language. The most-favored-nation concept is described here as according

treatment to imported products of Parties which is "no less favourable than

that accorded to products originating in any other country . . . o" This

parallels article I of the General Agreement. The standards agreement does

not specifically address, in this article or in any other provision, the

question of whether the GATT MFN obligation would require a Party to the

standards agreement which is also a Contracting Party to grant MFN treatment

to a Contracting Party which is not a Party to the standards agreement. 80/

The exception to the obligation to use international standards where they

are relevant is a broad one. The term "inappropriate" (line 17) is not

specifically defined, but the reasons (lines 18-22) for determining whether an

international standard is inappropriate does somewhat delineate the term.

However, by the phrase "inter alia," it is clear that the list is illustrative

80/ See Vol. 1, supra.
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only. The Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade, as established in

articles 13 and 14, will ultimately determine the criteria for deciding

whether an international standard is inappropriate.

None of the reasons for invoking the exception are specifically defined;

each would be opened for interpretation by the Party using the exception to

the obligation to use relevant international standards and by any eventual

dispute settlement proceedings. Thus a Party would have wide discretion in

interpreting the term "inappropriate." A good faith use of this discretion

and effective dispute settlement and enforcement procedures would be the means

for preventing abuse of the exception.

On the face of these listed reasons, their meaning and purpose are

relatively clear. "(NJlational security requirements" (line 18) refers to

matters pertaining to the security of a country, however that is defined;

"prevention of deceptive practices" (line 19) would refer, inter alia, to

standards for labeling which does not adequately state the intended scope or

limitations of a product or to standards which are not up-to-date with

existing technology. "Protection for human health, or safety, animal or plant

life or health, or the environment" (lines 19-20) presumably would allow the

use of technical regulations or standards with requirements concerning the

level of performance that were greater than those of an existing international

standard. A question arises here as to what level of proof or justification

would likely be required to show that the higher level of performance was

necessary and was coamensuate with the needs of the adherent. This question

would have to be answered through the use of the dispute settlement and
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enforcement procedures. An international standard which prescribed

requirements for products based on "fundamental climatic and other

geographical factors" (line 21) could be deemed inappropriate when the

standard was based on significant climatic factors which did not have any

relevance in the adopting adherent. For example, a standard requiring light

sockets to withstand extremely cold temperatures might be inappropriate for

adoption by countries with temperate climates. " F undamental technological

problems" (lines 21-22) could be used to prevent the adoption of an inter-

national standard requiring a different voltage for electrical wiring when

that would demand electrical rewiring of an entire country.

There is no definition of the term "within the limits of their resources"

(line 25) which qualifies the obligation of Parties to participate fully in

the preparation of international standards. The parameters of this

qualification will also depend on the goodwill of the Parties, the ability of

nongovernmental groups to represent a Party, and the effectiveness of dispute

settlement and enforcement procedures.

As with the term "inappropriate" used earlier, there is no guideline for

determining the meaning of the term "appropriate" (line 29). Conceivably, a

case-by-case interpretation will eventually define the concept and its

application.

In regard to the transparency procedure, one of the factors which must

exist before the procedure is required to be followed is that the proposed

technical regulation or standard be of the nature that it "may have a

significant effect on the trade of other Parties" (lines 36-37). There is no
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definition of what constitutes a "significant effect;" the Parties involved

would decide its meaning at first.

Whatever "significant effect" does require, the effect on another

adherent's trade does not have to be accomplished. The words "may have a

significant effect" indicate that there need be only the possibility that the

proposed technical regulation or standard have such an effect, not that such

an effect would in all probability occur. There is, then, a low threshold f.•r

this particular factor.

In the case where copies or portions of a proposed text are to be

provided or coments are to be made on proposed texts, there is a distinction

made between who can request copies of or make comments on a technical

regulation and who can make the request for or make coments on a standard.

Only "other Parties" (lines 47-48, 55, and 77-78, and 81) may request copies

of or make comments regarding technical regulations, but "interested paties

in other Parties" (lines 49, 60, 79, and 82-83) may request copies of or make

comments reg.,rding standards. The latter category of entities is, of course,

more inclusive. The result of this would be that non-governmental business

entities might find it difficult to participate in the discussion of technical

regulations unless they have sufficient and effective input into some

governmental group which would organize and funnel those comments to the

adherent proposing the technical regulation. This limitation of persons with

standing to request copies or discuss the contents of a technical regulation

is obviously advantageous to a government since it would make the preparation,

adoption, and application process less cubersome. On the other hand, this
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limitation, assuming it results in a coordinated government position or even a

collection of viewpoints within a Party's territory, could be advantageous to

Parties or business entities in the sense that a Party could possibly make a

stronger argument for change or modification of a technical regulation than

could several, uncoordinated businesses or even trade associations. Equally,

it might in some circumstances regulate the actions that a strong economic

business power, e.g., a transnational corporation, could take in regard to a

proposed technical regulation.

The reason for the distinction between entities with standing to make

written coments and discuss then is that such language reflects a compromise

of the different opinions among negotiating countries as to who should be

allowed to request copies and/or make comments.

No guidelines are given for determining what would constitute an "urgent

problem" (line 66). This leaves the question open for each Party to determine

when a problem of safety, health, etc. would reach or might reach a stage of

urgency that would require suspension of the transparency procedure.

If an exception is made to the transparency procedure on the grounds of

an urgent problem, then subsequent requirements must be fulfilled. These

requirements are similar in content to those required under the normal

procedure.

The requirement to publish all technical regul~cions or standards does

not specifically state where or for how long the pubiication must appear, nor

does it indicate when or in what language the publication must be made.

However, it is clear that such publication must be made promptly after the
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promulgation of a technical regulation or standard and in such a manner that

interested Parties may examine and become familiar with them. To further

explain that requirement, it is helpful to note that article 10.5 81/ states

that the agreement is not to be construed so as to require publication of

texts in any language other than the language of origin. Article 2.8 of the

agreement 82/ requires that, except in cases of urgent problems as referred to

earlier, Parties to the agreement must allow a reasonable time between

publication of a technical regulation and its entry into force. No similar

provision is made regarding standards, but this is probably not necessary

because of their nature. 83/

In the requirement to provide a reasonable interval of time between the

publication of technical regulation and its entry into force, the term

"reasonable interval" (line 97) is not qualified. The purpose, however, is to

allow time for products and methods of production in exporting countries to be

adapted to the new regulations. The needs of developing countries are to be

particularly considered. The time needed for adaptation could reasonably vary

from Country to country depending on the requirements of the technical

regulation and the ability of the exporting country to comply. In the case of

a developing country, a lack of technology might necessitate a period of time

longer than an average "reasonable interval." There is no language in this

section as to how to deal with that type of problem.

81/ See sec. 6.11.1, at 92-93, in this volume, infra.
82/ See sec. 6.3.1, at 51-53, in thiasvolume, supra.
83•/ By the code definition a standard does not mandate compliance and would

become a de facto mandatory standard only after extensive usage and subsequent
widespread acceptance.
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6.3.3. Implementation

Implementing legislation will need to be enacted so that all departments,

agencies, and commissions in the federal government which have the authority

to promulgate technical regulations or standards are directed not to create or

to apply thosu Lechnical regulations or standards in a manner which creates

unnecessary obstacles to international trade. 84/ Language which will

guarantee treatment to foreign products no less favorable than that accorded

to similar products of the United States or other countries should be

included. This would satisfy the obligation to grant national and

most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment. With regard to FII treatment, it should

be determined if the United States is to grant conditional or unconditional

MFN treatment.

Those same federal bodies must be directed to adopt or use as a basis for

technical regulations or standards existing international standards which are

appropriate to perceived needs. Since the reasons as to when an international

standard might not be appropriate are not defined, no particular guidelines

need to be established. However, for purposes of avoiding confusion and

ensuring a good faith use of discretion, clarification of those bases as

viewed by the United States would undoubtedly be helpful. This could be

accomplished by law or by policy statement.

Participation, within the limits of a Party's resources, in international

standardizing bodies for the purpose of preparing harmonized technical

84/ This type of language would most likely be suitable for a purpose clause

in'-roposed legislation rather than as a guideline or text.
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regulations and standards is a first level obligation. Authorization to

participate either through executive departments, 85/ individual

representatives, 86/ or nongovernmental standardizing bodies 87/ in

international bodies should be given where appropriate. Appropriations could

also be made for financial contributions to these organizations if such are

requested or desired by those groups. 88/ If private individuals represent

the United States, appropriation for per diem expenses and/or salaries could

be made. 89/

Federal standardizin~g bodies must be directed to formulate technical

regulations in terms of performance rather than design, where sucn is possible.

The transparency procedure that is to be followed when preparing a

technical regulation or standard is similar to requirements presently made of

federal departments and agencies which promulgate technical regulations and

standards. The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) 90/ requires notification,

publication, opportunity to submit comments, and a specified period of time

851 E.g., Department of State. See 22 U.S.C. sec. 287M 1976).
86/ E.g., representative to organs and agencies of the United Nations. See

22-'.S.C. sec. 287(d) (1976).
87/ E.g., the American National Standardization Instituted (ANSI) represents

the United States in the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
88/ See, for example, 22 U.S.C. sec. 262 (1976). See generally,. 15 U.S.C.

sec. 205 (a (k).
89/ See 22 U.S.C. sec. 287(g) (1976) which provides compensation for persons

appointed as U.S. representatives to the United Nations.
90/ See APA, 5 U.S.C. sec. 551 et seq. (1976), especially sec. 553 (b), (c),

and (d T-. 
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between publication of a rule and its effective date. 91/ Implementing

legislation ur an executive order could require, where necessary, that the

GATT secretariat be notified of the products covered by the proposed technical

regulations. One office in the federal government could be designated to

collect the necessary information and notify the secretariat.

United States policy and practice in regional standardizing bodies must

include efforts to encourage those organizations to follow subsections

2.1-2.8, supra, of the agreement. The obligation incurred by the United

States to do such is only a second level obligation. Thus implementation

would necessitate best efforts through policy formulation and practice.

There is a first level obligation for tthe United States to comply with

the relevant provisions of this article (article 2) when a regional

organization in which it is a member or a participant fails to do so. For

example, when a regional body establishes a standard but neither publishes it

nor gives Parties or interested parties the opportunity to comment on it, the

United States if adopting the standard in question would be obligated under

the agreement to publish the text and allow comments. The latter action would

be superfluous if no further input were made into the regional organization

for purposes of amending the standard where advisable. Thus, on a-

91/ There could be some discrepancy between United States statutory and the
laInguage of the agreement regarding this point. Section 553 (d) of Title 5
requires 30 days between publication and entry into force of a rule. The
agreement states in article 2.8 that "Parties shall allow a reasonable
interval" between publication and entry into force so that products and
methods of production can be adapted. The question is be whether 30 days is a
reasonable time for adaptation, especially for developing countries.
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case-by-case basis, the United States might advocate amendment of a regional

standard so that it conformed to the agreement.

6.4. Preparation, adoption and application of technical regulations and
standards by local government bodies (Article 3).

6.4.1. Interpretation

6.4.11. Text

1 3.1 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be available
to them to ensure that local government bodies within their
territories comply with the provisions of Article 2 with the
exception of Articles 2.3, 2.5.2, 2.9 and 2.10, noting that provision

5 of information regarding technical regulations referred to in
Articles 2.5.3 and 2.6.2 and comment and discussion referred to in
Articles 2.5.4 and 2.6.3 shall be through Parties. In addition,
Parties shall not take measures which have the effect of, directly
or indirectly, requiring or encouraging such local government bodies

10 to act in a manner inconsistent with any of the provisions of
Article 2.

6.4.111. Description.

A second level obligation is incurred by a Party to ensure that its local

government bodies comply with the provisions stated in article 2, supra. This

article does qualify the obligation in eliminating the requirements that local

government bodies participate in or influence international/regional

standardizing bodies and notify the GATT secretariat of the technical

regulations that they promulgate. Any request for copies of technical

regulations which differ from international standards, any comments made, or

discussions entered into about such technical regulations are to be handled

through the Party, not by the local government body. This perpetuates

dialogue between sovereign entities and does not necessitste direct

communication between a Party and a political subdivision of another Party.
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Aside from a second level obligation to ensure that local government

bodies comply with the agreement, the Parties have a first level obligation

not to act in a manner which would require or even encourage those

subdivisions to act contrary to the provisions of the agreement. This

abstention would extend to all actions which would directly or indirectly

foster noncompliance.

6.4.112. Analysis

"Local government bodies" (line 2) is defined in Annex I of the code,

infra. 92/

6.4.3. Implementation

Given the preemptive power of federal legislation and regulations through

the Supremacy Clause over state and local legislation and regulations, 93/ it

is not likely that many legal problems would arise in fulfilling the second

level obligation specified in this article. However, problems of a policy

nature would conceivably hinder implementation of this article, which directs

the Parties to use their "best efforts" to ensure that their local government

bodies comply with the agreement in all aspects.

If it becomes feasible to use the federal preemptive power, then legisla-

tion could be drafted which would preclude states or their local subdivisions

from promulgating or enforcing technical regulations or standards which differ

from those of the federal government covering the same aspects. An example of

this in existing legislation is the National Traffic and Iotor Vehicle Safety

92/ See sec. 6.17, at 144 et seq., in this volume, infra.
I/ NSe sec. 6.0.3, at 38--1 supra, for a discussion of preemption in

regard to this agreement.
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Act. 94/ One subsection of this act 95/ prohibits the enforcement of state

technical regulations or standards which are not identical to federal ones

which cover the same subject, e.g., seat belts. Case law has clarified the

area in which the state may act. 96/

Where it is not feasible to use the federal preemptive power in regard to

the states and their political subdivisions, then legislation could be drafted

which would allow local governmental bodies to prepare, adopt, and enforce

technical regulations or standards whose requirements are not identical to

those of their federal counterparts. 97/ If the levels of protection embodied

in such technical regulations or standards were significantly higher, then the

United States would conceivably be subject to the dispute settlement and

enforcement procedures of the agreement.

94/ 15 U.S.C. sec. 1381 et se . (1976).
9§5/ 15 U.S.C. sec. 1392(07 31976) preempts states or their political

subdivision from establishing or continuing in effect any motor vehicle safety
standard which is not identical to its federal counterpart. The state or
political subdivision does, however, retain power to enact and enforce
technical regulations or standards which concern subjects not already covered
by federal legislation.

Under the Supremacy Clause, however, any subequent federal legislation or
resulting regulation covering such an area would supercede the state or local
technical regulation or standard.

96/ See sec. 6.0.3, at 38-41, supra.
97/ It is unlikely that local governmental bodies would want to prepare,

adopt, or enforce technical regulations or standards whose requirements are
less than those of the federal government since most state and local technical
regulations and standards are promulgated to protect the health and safety of
the public. Even if a state did adopt a technical regulation or standard with
requirements lower than federal ones, the federal technical regulation or
standard would probably take precedent over state or local political
subdivi-e;ons if interstate commerce were involved. The problem under the
agreement would arise when a technical regulation or a standard of a state or
a political subdivision is more stringent than a federal one if such
difference significantly affects international trade.
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6.5. Preparation, adoption and application of technical regulations and
standards by non-governmental bodies (Article 4).

6.5.1. Interpretation

6.5.11. Text

1 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be available
to them to ensure that non-governmental bodies within their
territories comply with the provisions of Article 2, with the
exception of Article 2.5.2 and providing that comment and discussion

5 referred to in Articles 2.5.4 and 2.6.3 may also be with interested
parties in other Parties. In addition, Parties shall not take
measures which have the effect of, directly or indirectly, requiring
or encouraging such non-governmental bodies to act in a manner
inconsistent with any of the provisions of Article 2.

6.5.111. Description

Parties have a second level obligation to ensure that nongovernmental

bodies which are active in the standards field conform with all provisions of

article 2 that could be applied to them. The provision requiring notification

to GATT of all technical regulations, is specifically excepted since

nongovernmental bodies generally do not deal directly with international

organizations composed of governments. Provisions permitting comments and

discussion on proposed technical regulations or standards are retained but may

be carried out with interested parties in other Parties which is broader than

Article 2 allows.

In addition to this second level obligation, Parties assume a first level

obligation to refrain from requiring or encouraging nongovernmental bodies

within their territories not to comply with article 2. This required

abstention extends to actions which would directly or indirectly require or

encourage noncompliance by such nongovernmental bodies.
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6.5.112. Analysis

The term "non-governmental bodies" (line 2) is not defined in Annex I of

the agreement, but it would include such groups as Underwriters' Laboratories

(UL) and American Society for Testing Materials (ASTH).

6.5.3. Implementation

Implementation of this provision will be difficult. Provisions could be

made for governmental departments and agencies or an interagency group to

encourage or coordinate compliance or at least have a knowledge of the

activities of nongovernmental standardizing bodies. Legislation which would

require such organizations to comply with provisions of the agreement, e.g.,

to use, where appropriate, existing international standards as a basis for

their technical regulations and standards and to discuss comments made, might

not be successful since nongovernmental standardizing bodies in the United

States generally are strongly independent of government. Underwriters

Laboratory, for example, sets its own standards and strives to remain

independent from all other bodies, governmental or private.

The pressure to implement fully this article is, however, lessened by the

fact that only a second level of obligation exists. Thus a "best efforts"

policy, i.e., one which would utilize the "un-easonable measures available,"

would be sufficient.
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Conformity with technical regulations and standards

6.6. Determination of conformity with technical regulations or standards by
central government bodies (Article 5).

6.6.1. Interpretation

6.6.11. Text

5.1. Parties shall ensure that, in cases where a positive
assurance is required that products conform with technical
regulations or standards, central government bodies apply the
following provisions to products originating in territories of

5 other Parties:
5.1.1 imported products shall be accepted for testing under

conditions no less favourable than those accorded to
like domestic or imported products in a comparable
situations;

10 5.1.2 the test methods and administrative procedures for
imported products shall be no more complex and no less
expeditious than the corresponding methods and
procedures, in a comparable situation for like products
of national origin or originating in any other country;

15 5.1.3 any fees imposed for testing imported products shall be
equitable in relation to any fees chargeable for testing
like products of national origin or originating in any
other country;

5.1.4 the results of tests shall be made available to the
20 exporter or importer or their agents, if requested, so

that corrective action may be taken if necessary;
5.1.5 the siting of testing facilities and the selection of

samples for testing shall not be such as to cause
unnecessary inconvenience for importers, exporters or

25 their agents;
5.1.6 the confidentiality of information about imported

products arising from or supplied in connexion with
such tests shall be respected in the same way as for
domestic products.

30 5.2 However, in order to facilitate the determination of conformity
with technical regulations and standards where such positive assur-
ance is required, Parties shall ensure whenever possible, that
their central government bodies:

accept test results, certificates or marks of conformity
35 issued by relevant bodies in the territories of other

Parties; or
rely upon self-certification by producers in the
territories of other Parties;
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even when the test methods differ from their own, provided they are
40 satisfied that those methods employed in the territory of the

exporting Party provide a sufficient means of determining
conformity with the relevant technical regulations or standards.
It is recognized that prior consultation may be necessary in order
to arrive at a mutaully satisfactory understanding regarding

45 self-certification, test methods and results, and certificates or
marks of conformity employed in the territory of the exporting
Party, in the territory of the exporting Party, in particular in
the case of perishable products or of other products which are
liable to deteriorate in transit.

50 5.3 Parties shall ensure that test methods and administrative
procedures used by central government bodies are such as to permit,
so far as practicable, the implementation of the provisions in
Article 5.2.
5.4 Nothing in Article 5 shall prevent Parties from carrying out

55 reasonable spot checks within their territories.

6.6.111. Description

This article regulates testing methods and administrative procedures

which are used for determining whether imported products conform to the

technical regulations or standards established by central government bodies.

This is done by obligating the central government body to apply six provisions

to products originating in other adherents. These six provisions are (1) ac-

cepting an imported product for purposes of testing under at least the same

conditions as similar domestic or imported products; (2) not using tests and

procedures which are more difficult or time consuming than those performed on

similar domestic or imported products; (3) charging fees similar to those

assessed against domestic or imported products; (4) making available test

results to the exporting or importing parties who request such; (5) not

establishing test facilities or taking of samples in a manner which would

unnecessarily inconvenience the parties concerned; and (6) not disclosing

confidential information about a product which is provided for or results from
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the tests where similar information for domestic products would receive

confidential treatment.

Additionally, Parties are to ensure that testing methods or marks of

certification which differ from their own are accepted as proof that imported

products conform to the applicable technical regulation or standard.

Self-certification of conformity by producers is to be accepted also. A

caveat to such acceptance of testing methods and administrative procedures is

that they be competent to determine conformity. Consultations regarding a

mutual understanding of such competence may be held prior to the acceptance of

differing testing methods or self-certification. Prior consultations may be

particularly necessary for perishable goods, e.g., agricultural products.

The easiest way to avoid disputes over the sufficiency of testing methods

and administrative procedures is to harmonize the methods. Article 5.3 (lines

50-53) attempts a weak form of harmonization by requiring parties to ensure

that the testing methods and administrative procedures could actually be

implemented or used in another Party to adequately determine a product's

conformity with a technical regulation or standard. No formal harmonization

efforts are called for, however.

Parties may administer reasonable spot checks within their borders of

imported products. This section is not intended in any fashion to prohibit

such examinations.

6.6.112. Analysis

Under article 5.1.3 (lines i5-18) fees assessed for testing imported

products only need be "equitable" (line 16) in relation to those charged like
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domestic or imported products. The fees assessed do not have to be equivalent

in amount or in kind to those charged domestic or other imported products.

This would allow the actual cost of testing for a particular product to be

taken into account. Protection against discriminatory fees is provided by the

requirement that national and most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment be accorded

the products of other adherents (lines 17-18).

No time or language guidelines or requirements are made for providing

test results (lines 19-21) to an exporter or importer who requests them. 98/

Lack of time requirements provides the opportunity for discriminatory

treatment against imported products of a Party since test results could be

withheld from a foreign producer but promptly supplied to a domestic

producer. The purpose of providing test results is to allow the producer to

take any necessary corrective action, and the untimely provision of the

results would unnecessarily hinder the trade of that particular product.

However, such discriminatory treatment is prohibited by section 5.1.2 (lines

10-14).

The only guideline given for the protection of confidential information

supplied for or arising from product testing is that imported products must be

afforded national treatment (lines 26-29). In effect, this protection will

vary from Party to Party depending on their domestic laws and practices.

98/ However, section 10.5 expressly prohibits construing any article of the
agreement to require that texts or the provisions of information such as
copies of drafts be furnished in a language other than the language of
origin. Article 10.5 does not specify texts of any specific documents, so
presumably texts or particular details of test results would be covered by
this article. Therefore, it is arguable that test results must be provided
and may be obtained only in the language of origin.
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Where patented information and trade secrets are protected, as in the United

States, producers in the Parties can be confident that their trade secrets and

patents recognized in the importing country will be kept confidential. In

Parties where trade secrets are not protected or where the patent of the

product is not recognized or not fully protected, confidentiality may not be

guaranteed even if national treatment is extended to the imported product.

Current international negotiations regarding the transfer of technology could,

in the future, have an effect on the confidentiality requirement, but given

the national treatment qualification, the effect could be minimized. 99/

The term "sufficient means for determining conformity" (lines 41-42) is

not defined in the agreement and is therefore left for interpretation by the

importing Party. If the discretion used by an importing Party in applying

this provision were challenged in some dispute settlement procedure, then the

question of whether the exporting Party's testing methods were a sufficient

means could be submitted to technical experts.

The phrase "so far as practLcable" (line 52) qualifies the requirement

that domestic testing methods and administrative procedures be of such quality

that they could be used by other Parties to determine a product's conformity.

The phrase is not defined; this again is left to the discretion of the Parties.

99/ At the present, UNCTAD is sponsoring negotiations on a code of conduct
for-the transfer of technology. Issues under consideration include (a) the
availability of patented information which would be involved in a technology
transfer, (b) the extent of protection for trade secrets, and (c) the linking
of the supply of technical information ,'ith the access to markets.

There are also current negotiations involving the Paris Convention on
Patents which are examining the time periods and conditions of validity of
patents.
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The term "reasonable spot checks" (line 55) is not defined. Interpre-

tation of "reasonable" is left to the Party making the spot check and the

dispute settlement procedures if and when these are initiated.

6.6.3. Implementation

Legislation or executive orders would be necessary in order to

specifically direct that national and most-favored-nation (?FN) treatment be

given to foreign products in four areas: accepting products for testing in

the United States (lines 6-9), applying relevant test methods and

administrative procedures used in determining conformity (lines 10-14),

charging fees for testing (lines 15-18), and protecting the confidentiality of

information concerning the imported product (lines 26-29). Additionally,

testing results must be made available to exporters or importers of the

products who request them. Testing facilities and sample selection for

testing must be established with consideration for the problems of exporters.

For example, facilities which are operated at entry ports would probably meet

requirements of the agreement whereas those not on major transportation routes

could be considered unnecessarily inconvenient by foreign traders.

Federal government standardizing bodies will need to be directed through

legislation or regulation to promulgate test methods and administrative

procedures which would be likely to be accepted by other Parties as being a

sufficient means of determining conformity with technical regulations and

standards. There is a first level obligation incurred regarding such, but it

is qualified by the phrase "so far as practicable."
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The term "reasonable spot check" (line 55) could be defined through

legislation or regulations. However, this seems unnecessary and perhaps even

detrimental to United States interests since a definition of the term would

lock the United States into a policy which might be difficult to change if the

need ever arose. An established definition could become troublesome in

dispute settlement procedures.

6.7. Determination by local government bodies and non-governmental bodies of
conformity with technical regulations or standards (Article 6).

6.7.1. Interpretation

6.7.11. Text

I Parties shall take such reasonable measure as may be available to
them to ensure that local government bodies and non-governmental
bodies within their territ--ies comply with the provisions of
Article 5. In addition, Parties shall not take measures which have

5 the effect of, directly or indirectly, requiring or encouraging
such bodies to act in a manner inconsistent with any of the
provisions of Article 5.

6.7.111. Description

This article establishes a second level obligation for a Party to meet in

order to comply with the agreement. The entities to which a Party must direct

its best efforts to ensure that the obligation is met are those local

government bodies which are independent of the central government of the Party

or nongovernmental bodies which develop standards. The Party must use its

best efforts to ensure that those bodies comply with article 5 of the

agreement 100/ which concerns testing methods and administrative procedures

for determining conformity with technical. regulations or standards. As with

100/ See sec. 6.6.1, at 72-73, in this volume, supra.
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second level obligations in the previous articles, Parties are not to require

or encourage, either directly or indirectly local government bodies or

nongovernmental bodies to act inconsistently with the applicable provisions,

namely article 5 in this case.

6.7.112. Analysis

Comments about the terms used in this section are the same, with one

exception, as those made in section 6.6.112 in this volume, supra. The

exception is the requirement to grant national treatment to imported

products. This concept is unclear insofar as it is to be applied by political

subdivisions. If national treatment means treatment no less favorable than

that accorded to domestic entities by the central government, then political

subdivisions would have to be encouraged to grant that level of treatment.

But treatment no less favorable than that accorded to entities within the

political subdivision could be quite a different thing. It is arguable that

entities from foreign countries or even other subdivisions can be

discriminated against at least where the central government authority has not

or does not preempt action by political subdivisions. The most likely

understanding of the negotiating and interpretive history for the concept of

national treatment within the GATT is that a political subdivision would have

to accord a foreign product treatment no less favorable than that granted on a

nation-wide basis. This problem could arise only Parties which have federated

legal structures. 101/ However, it may be that only the dispute settlement

1011 The Parties where the risk would most likely occur is Australia,
Canada, and possibly the European Communities. The fact that the United
States is a more strongly unified or federated system than those countries
eliminates most of the risk that this would become a problem in the United
States.
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procedure can resolve the problem where it occurs or that the negotiators may

have an understanding with their opposites on how this obligation of national

treatment is to be fulfilled..

6.7.3. Implementation

Implementation is as problematic in this article of the agreement as it
6

is earlier in article 2 102/ because of the federal-state relation. Remarks

made earlier 103/ in regard to the legal and political aspects of preemption

apply equally to this article. Since there is only a second level obligation,

a combination of legislation and regulations could be used to construct a

system to encourage coordination of efforts among the federal and local

governmental bodies.

Certification systems

6.8. Certification systems operated by central government bodies (Article 7).

6.8.1. Interpretation

6.8.11. Text

I With -espect to their central government bodies:

7.1 Parties shall ensure that certification systems are not
formulated or applied with a view to creating obstacles to
international trade. They shall likewise ensure that neither such

5 certification systems themselves nor their application have the
effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade.
7.2 Parties shall ensure that certification systems are formulated
and applied so as to grant access for suppliers of like products
originating in the territories of other Parties under conditions no

10 less favourable than those accorded to suppliers of like products

102/ Article 2 of the agreement differs from this section in that it
invTves the preparation, adoption, and use technical regulations and
standards rather than conformity with such.

103/ See sec. 6.0.3, at 38-41, supra, in this volume.
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of national origin or originating in any other country, including
the determination that such suppliers are able and willing to
fulfil the requirements of the system. Access for suppliers is
obtaining certification from the importing adherent under the rules

15 of the system. Access for suppliers also includes receiving the
mark of the system, if any, under conditions no less favourable
than those afforded to suppliers of like products of national
origin or originating in any other country.
7.3 Parties shall:

20 7.3.1 publish a notice in a publication at an early
appropriate stage, in such a manner as to enable
parties to become acquainted with it that they
propose to introduce a certification system;

7.3.2 notify the GATT secretariat of the products to be
25 covered, including a brief description of the

objective of the proposed system;
7.3.3 upon request provide, without discrimination, to

other Parties particulars or copies of the proposed
rules of the system;

30 7.3.4 allow, without discrimination, reasonable time for
other Parties to make comments in writing on the
formulation and operation of the system, discuss the
comments upon request and take them into account.

7.4 However, where urgent problems of safety, health, environmental
35 protection or national security arise or threaten to arise for a

Party, that Party may omit such of the steps enumerated in Article
7.3 as it finds necessary provided that the Party, upon adoption of
the certification system, shall:

7.4.1 notify immediately the other Parties through the
40 GATT secretariat of the particular certification

system, the products covered, with a brief indication
of the objective and rationale of the certification
system including the nature of the urgent problems;

7.4.2 upon request provide, without aiscrimation, other
45 Parties with copies of the rules of the system;

7.4.3 allow, without discrimination, other Parties to
present their comments in writing, discuss these
comments upon request and take the written comments
and results of any such discussion into account.

50 7.5 Parties shall ensure that all adopted rules of certification
systems are published.

6.8.111. Description

This article is applicable to central government systems which certify a
SJ -

product's conformity with relevant technical regulations or standards.
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Parties are required through a first level obligation to ensure that the

practices of the certification systems they establish and operate do not

unnecessarily cause barriers to international trade. As with technical

regulations and standards, certification systems in general are viewed as

advantageous. The goal is to prohibit those which are created or operated

with the purpose of erecting unnecessary obstacles to trade. For example, a

system which is operated so that a foreign product can neither be certified

nor receive the mark of the system from the importing Party, which is

necessary for sale of a product in the market of that Party, is one practice

that the agreement purports to eliminate.

Requirements are set out for promulgating these systems. Suppliers of

products from Parties are to be granted access to the system on the basis of

national and most-favored-nation treatment. Access to a system also includes

receiving without discrimination the mark of a system. Parties must follow a

transparency procedure when proposing a new certification system. The

procedure encompasses the same steps as set out for the preparation and

adoption of technical regulations 104/ with the same exception to the

procedure on the basis of urgent problems of safety, health, environmental

104/ These steps are the following: (a) publishing a notice in order that
interested parties will be familiar with the proposed system, (b) notifying
the GATT secretariat of the proposed system, (c) providing copies of the
proposal and the rules to other Parties when requested, and (d) accepting and
discussing comments on the proposed system.
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rules of any certification system it operates.

6.8.112. Analysis

The term "access" (lines 8, 13, and 15) to certification systems is the

compromise language used to solve the problem of deciding under what

conditions Parties could have products originating in their countries

certified by the systems of the importing Party. In the past, membership or

participation in a system has been required before a produce could be

certified. However, such a connection with a system has often been denied

other countries or countries outside the territory of a regional certification

system. "Access" is to be understood to mean the ability to submit products

for certification, to be granted certification, and to receive the mark of the

system without the Party being a member or participating. The important

factor is that a supplier will be able to obtain the mark of the system on the

basis of national and most-favored-nation treatment. 106/ However, the

supplier must be willing and have the ability to meet the requirements for

suppliers that are made by the system. These requirements will vary according

to the system in question.

In lines 20-21, Parties are required to publish a notice of a proposed

certification system at an early appropriate stage. No clarification is made

105/ The exception includes the requirement that steps be taken subsequent
to omitting parts of the transparency procedure. These include (a) immedi-
ately notifying the GATT secretariat of the system and related elements,
(b) providing copies of the rules upon request, and (c) accepting written
comments and considering them.

106/ This advantage was strenuously negotiated for by the United States and
eventually conceded by the European Communities.
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such as the Federal Register and the Official Journal of the European

Conmunities are of the type of publication envisaged. The determination of

what is "an early appropriate stage" (lines 20-21) is left to each Party.

Dispute settlement procedures are always open for discussion of any problems

which might arise.

No time limits or guidelines are given for the reasonable time period

(line 30) to be allowed other Parties to make written comments on proposed

systems and for discussion of such comments. Defining this term is left up to

the Party establishing the system as was the case in the article regarding

technical regulations and standards. 107/

The exception to the transparency procedure, "urgent problems of safety,

health, environmental protection or national security" (lines 34-35), is not

defined. As in the exception to the transparency procedure for technical

regulations and standards, 108/ the determination of the urgency of the

problem remains within the discretion of the Party. Dispute settlement

procedures would be available to resolve differences of opinion that might

arise.

6.J.3. Implementation

There is a first level obligation that national certification systems,

which are set up after the agreement has entered into force, must conform to

applicable provisions. As with the preparation, adoption, and use of

107/ See sec. 6.3.1, at 52, s , in this volume.

108/ See sec. 6.3.1, at 52-53,!supra, in this volume.
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technical regulations and standards, this obligation can be discharged by

requiring federal departments and agencies which operate certification systems

to comply with provisions of the agreement, such as avoiding obstacles to

trade through the formulation or operation of such systems and granting access

to certification systems on a national and most-favored-nation basis. Access

to certification systems should be specified to include granting certification

and the mark of the system where a product conforms to the relevant technical

regulation or standard.

Remarks made earlier regarding the transparency procedure for technical

regulations and standards are applicable to certification systems as well as

to preparation and adoption of technical regulations and standards. 109/

6.9. Certification systems operated by local government and non-governmental

bodies (Article 8).

6.9.1. Interpretation

6.9.11. Text

1 8.1 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be
available to them ensure that local government bodies and
non-governmental bodies within their territories when operating
certification systems comply with the provisions of Article 7,

5 except 7.3.2, noting that the provision of information referred to
in Article 7.3.3 and 7.4.2, the notification referred to in Article
7.4.1, and the comment and discussion referred to in Article 7.4.3,
shall be through Parties. In addition, Parties shall not take
measures which have the effect of, directly or

10 indirectly, requiring or encouraging such bodies to act in a manner
inconsistent with any of the provisions in Article 7.
8.2 PartLes shall ensure that their central government bodies rely
on certification systems operated by local government and
non-governmental bodies only to the extent that these bodies and

15 systems comply with the relevant provisions of Article 7.

1091 Id.
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6.9.111. Description

Parties assume a second level obligation toward local governmental and

nongovernmental bodies in regard to the certification systems which those

groups establish and operate. Under this obligation, the Party must use its

beat efforts to ensure that those groups comply with all appropriate

provisions set out in article 7 of the agreement. 110/ These provisions

include (a) establishing and operating certification systems in a manner which

would not unnecessarily impede international trade among Parties, (b) granting

access to suppliers of like products from other Parties on the basis of

national and most-favored-nation treatment, and (c) fulfilling the applicable

requirements of a transparency procedure. The procedure includes the same

steps as those outlined in article 7 of the agreement, and the agreement

allows the same exception, triggered by urgent problems with subsequent

procedural steps. The provisions cf article 7 which would be inappropriate

for local governmental or nongovernmental bodies to comply with directly, are

specifically excluded. These include notifying the GATT secretariat of

certification systems; providing copies, upon request, of rules of these

systems; and allowing comments and discussions of adopted systems. These

functions are to be carried out through the Parties rather than directly by

the local government or nongovernmental bodies.

Parties assume a first level obligation in lines 8-15. Central

government bodies may not depend on the certification systems operated by

local governmental where those systems and groups do not comply with

110/ See sec. 6.8.1, at 80-81, supra, in this volume.
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provisions of the arlimernt concerning certification systems, eol., article 7

of the agreement.

6.9.112. Analysis

The first and second levels of obligations (lines 8-15 and 1,

respectively) are explained in section 6.0.1., s , of this report.

Both the terms "local government" body and "non-governmental" body (lines

2, 3, 10 and 13-14) are defined in Annex I of the agreement, infra. III/

Article 7 of the agreement as it relates to in this article is analyzed

in section 6.8 in this volume, supra.

6.9.3. Implementation

Here a&ain the problem of the federal-state relationship arises.

Preemption of state and municipal laws and regulations would be the most

direct and efficient means of fulfilling the obligation incurred in this

article regarding local government bodies. However, political problems,

similar to those associated with implementing article 3 (Preparation, adoption

and use of technical regulations and standards by local government bodies),

112/ will arise. Thus, a more feasible means of implementation would be to

encourage state and local compliance through various federal policies, e.&.,

promote harmonization through coordination of efforts or financial incentives

or disincentives.

Federal departments and agencies can be directed to rely on local

certification systems only to the extent the latter comply with the provisions

in article 7.

111/ See sec. 6.17, infra, in this volume.

112/ See sec. 6.4.1, at 67, supra, in this volume.
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Implementation of this article as it relates to non-governmental bodies

vill be difficult as nongovernmental certification groups in the United States

generally prefer to remain independent of government influence. However, the

federal government is not totally without power to affect the activities of

these groups. In United States v. The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, Inc. (ASME) and the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Inspectors, ASME was ordered to grant its certification mark to boilers

imported into the United States which conformed to its standard. 113/

The importance of encouraging nongovernmental certification bodies to

conform with the terms of the agreement is very clear in cases where states or

the federal government will require a nongovernmental certification mark in

order for a product to be imported or marketed. 114/ If access to such

certification systems is denied to suppliers of foreign products, Parties

would, under article 14.24 have reason for invoking dispute settlement

procedures since denial of access and the eventual affixture of a respected

and trusted label would significantly affect their trade in United States

markets.

113/ See nn. 70 & 71 supra, and accompanying text.
114/ States will often require that a product relating to life or fire

hazards and used in a manufacturing plant, for example, have a UL label affix
to it before it can be used in the plant or insurance will not be issued.
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6.10. International and regional certification systems (Article 9).

6.10.1. Interpretation

6.10.11. Text

9.1 Where a positive assurance, other than by the supplier, of
conformity with a technical regulation. or standard is required,
Parties shall, wherever practicable, formulate and national
certification systems and become members thereof or participate

5 therein.
9.2 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be
available to them to ensure that international and regional
certification systems in which relevant bodies within their
territories are members or participants comply with the

10 provisions of Article 7, with the exception of 7.2 having
regard to the provisions of Article 9.3. In addition, Parties
shall not take any measures which have the effect of, directly
or indirectly, requiring or encouraging such systems to act in
a manner inconsistent with any of the provisions of Article 7.

15 9.3 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be
available to them to ensure that international or regional
certification systems, in which relevant bodies within their
territories are members or participants, are formulated and
applied so as to grant access for suppliers of like products

20 originating in the territories of other Parties, under
conditions no less favourable than those accorded to suppliers
of like products originating in a member country, a participant
country or in any other country, including the determination
that such suppliers are able and willing to fulfil the

25 requirements of the system. Access for suppliers is obtaining
certification from an importing Party which is a member of or
participant in the system, or from a body authorized by the
system to grant certification, under the rules of the system.
Access for suppliers also includes receiving the mark of the

30 system, if any, under conditions no less favourable than those
afforded to suppliers of like products originating in a member
country or participant country.
9.4 Parties shall ensure that their central government bodies
rely on international or regional certification systems only to

35 the extent that the systems comply with the provisions of
Article 7 and Article 9.3.

6.10.111. Description

Parties assume a first level obligation to create and/or become members

of international certification systems. This obligation is not absolute since
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it applies only where such membership would be practicable and where assurance

of conformity cannot be accepted from the product's supplier.

A Party is to use its best efforts to see that the international or

regional certification systems in which it is a member or a participant comply

with all of article 7 except subsection 7.2. (However, subsection 9.3

restates the concept of access enunciated in 7.2 and applies it to

international and regional certification systems.) 115/ This would include

best efforts to ensure that international and regional certification systems

are open to suppliers of like products from Parties which would require

granting access to the system to suppliers for testing, certification of

conformity, and receipt nf the system's mark of conformity on the basis of

national and most-favored-nation treatment. A supplier, however, must be

willing and able to meet the rules of the certification system. In fulfilling

these obligations, no Party may take any actions which would directly or

indirectly encourage or require international or regional systems nvt to

comply with the agreement.

Parties assume a first level obligation to ensure that their central

governments depend on international and regional certification systems only to

the degree that those systems conform with articles 7 and 9.3 of the agreement

(e.g., grant access to all Parties, comply with the transparency procedure,

publish all rules, etc.).

115/ See this article 7, at 80-81, supra, in this volume.
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6.10.112. Analysis

The obligation of Parties to create and participate in international

certification systems is qualified by the phrase "wherever practicable" (line

3). This, as most qualifying phrases used in this agreement, is not defined

and is left to the Parties to determine their own policies. The dispute

settlement mechanism is available to settle controver-ies which might arise

from the interpretation and application of this article.

The term "relevant bodies" (lines 8 and 17) refers to groups within the

territories of Parties which operate certification systems or have some

connected function. These groups might be governmental or nongovernmental.

6.10.3. Implementation

Present U.S. membership or participation in international or regional

certification systems should be continued under the conditions outlined in

this article as in the case with U.S. membership in international or regional

standardizing bodies. 116/ This would require authorization to participate,

authorization for appropriations, and actual appropriation of funds where

contributions are required by membership or participation obligations.

United States policy toward these certification systems can be directed

to influencing practices in such systems so that they will conform to article

7 and this article of the agreement. United States policy should also include

1161 For example, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
represents the United States on many of the committees of the ISO. At the
present the federal government does not finance this participation.
Suggestions have been made that federal funds be contributed to ANSI for the
purpose of financing this representation and presenting at least a
semi-official position to ISO.
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refusing, when politically feasible, to rely on international or regional

certification systems when their procedures do not comply with article 7.

Information and assistance

6.11. Information about technical regulations, and standards and certification
systems (Article 10).

6.11.1. Interpretation

6.11.11. Text

10.1 Each Party shall ensure that an enquiry point exists which is
able to answer all reasonable enquiries from interested parties in
other Parties regarding:

10.1.1 any technical regulations adopted or proposed within
5 its territory by central or local government bodies,

by non-governmental bodies which have legal power to
enforce a technical regulation, or by regional
standardizing bodies of which such bodies are members
or participants;

10 10.1.2. any standards adopted or proposed within its
territory by central or local government bodies, or
by regional standardizing bodies of which such bodies
are members or participants;

10.1.3 any certification systems, or proposed certification
15 systems, which are operated within its territory by

central or local government bodies, or by
non-governmental bodies which have legal power to
enforce a technical regulation, or by regional
certification bodies of which such bodies are members

20 or participants;
10.1.4 the location of notices published pursuant to this

Agreement, cr to provide information as to where such
information can be obtained; and

10.1.5 the location of the enquiry points mentioned in
25 Article 10.2.

10.2 Each Party shall take such reasonable measures as may be
available to them to ensure that one or more enquiry points exist
which are able to answer all reasonable enquiries from interested
parties in other Parties regarding:

30 10.2.1 any standards adopted, or proposed within its
territory by non-governmental standardizing bodies,
or by regional standardizing bodies of which such
bodies are members or participants; and

10.2.2 any certification systems, or proposed certification
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35 systems, which are operated within its territory by
non-governmental certification bodies, or by regional
certification bodies of which such bodies are members
or participants.

10.3 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be
40 available to them to ensure that where copies of documents are

requested by other Parties, or by interested Parties in other
Pa.cies in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, they
are supplied at the same price (if any) as to the nationals of the
party concerned.

45 10.4 The GATT secretariat will, when it receives notifications in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, circulate copies
of the notifications to all Parties and interested international
standardizing and certification bodies and draw the attention of
developing Parties to any notifications relating to products of

50 particular interest to them.
10.5 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as requiring:

10.5.1 the publication of texts other ".han in the language
of the Party,

10.5.2 the provision of particulars or copies of drafts
55 other than in the language of the Party; or

10.5.3 Parties to furnish any information, the disclosure of
which they consider contrary to their essential
security interests.

10.6 Notifications to the GATT secretariat shall be in English,
60 French or Spanish.

10.7 Parties recognize the desirability of developing centralized
information systems with respect to the preparation, adoption and
application of all technical regulations, standards and
certification systems with their territories.

6.11.111. Description

This article requires the establishment of offices which will provide

information about standards and related activities and which will provide

other information, such as where notices regardingg proposed technical

regulations can be found, that will help efficiently execute the purposes of

this agreement.

The Parties have a first level obligation to establish an office, bureau,

or agency which would answer questions about the entire procedures concerning

standards, technical regulations, and certification systems enforceable in
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their territories. The inquiry point, as it is called in the agreement, must

be set up so that all reasonable inquiries from all interested parties within

the Parties may be answered. Reasonable inquiries can be made and are to be

answered concerning the following subjects:

(a) technical regulations and standards, enforceable by law ar.d are
either adopted or proposed within the territory of a Party;

(b) certification systems, enforceable by law and are either adopted
or proposed within the territory of a Party;

(c) the location of notices which are required by the agreement or
details as to where such information can be found; and

(d) the location of inquiry points established to answer questions
about standards not enforceable by law. (These inquiry points are
provided for by the agreement in article 10.2.)

Information concerning technical regulations, standards, testing methods,

administrative procedures, and certification systems must include those

promulgated by central governments, local governments, nongovernmental bodies,

and all regional standardizing groups in which, government bodies are members

or participants. The information is to be given upon any reasonable request

made by any interested party in any Party.

Other inquiry points are to be established for the purpose of responding

to all reasonable inquiries about the standards and certification activities

of nongovernmental groups lacking legal power to enforce their standards or

certification procedures. Parties, however, are only required to use best

efforts to encourage the establishment of this service. There is no

obligation on the part of a Party to encourage the coordination of this

informant ion.

Subjects which may be the focus of these inquiries include standards used

by voluntary standardizing bodies and certification systems operated by

nongovernmental groups which are in the territory of a Party.
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Where copies of texts of rules, standards, or other documents are

requested by other Parties or interested parties in the Farties these are to

be supplied at a cost no greater than that charged to nat:.onals of the country

providing the information. Only a best efforts obligation is incurred by the

Parties in this regard.

The secretariat of the GATT is assigned a role to help distribute

information about current technical regulations and certification activities.

The secretariat is to inform Parties, especially the developir.g countries, and

interested international standardizing bodies of proposed technical

regulations and certification systems. This is to be done upon receipt by the

secretariat of notifications made by Parties in accordance with their

agreement obligations. 117/

TV:s article also prohibits the agreement from being construed in certain

ways. No interpretation of the provisions are to be made which require (a)

the publication of the text of standards, rules, etc. in any language other

than the language of origin, (b) copies of draft to be provided in a language

other than the language of origin, and (c) the disclosure of information by

Parties which would be detrimental to their national security.

Notifications of proposed technical regulations, certification systems,

etc. which are made to the GATT secretariat are to be in English, French, or

Spanish which are the three official languages of GATT.

The last subsection of this article contains no obligation with which the

Parties must comply. It merely recognizes the advantage of establishing

117/ See, for example, sec. 6.8.1, at 80-81, supra, in this volume.
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information systems which are centralized and which concern technical

regulations, standards, and certification systems within their territories.

6.11.112. Analysis

The term "reasonable enquiries" (line 2) is not defined in the

agreement. Presumably it is intended and understood to mean questions which

would clarify technical regulations, etc. or would provide any other pertinent

information not published or notified to the GATTI secretariat. It is not

likely that a reasonable inquiry would include a request for information as to

how to meet the technical elements of technical regulations or standards

(e.g.. request for technical knowledge itself).

The determination of what requests are reasonable can be made by the

Party to whom the request is directed.

In several lines of this article, the agreement provides that "interested

parties in other Parties" (lines 2-3, 27-28, and 41-42) may make inquiries of

Parties :r request documents. This means that not only the governments of

countries signing this agreement may make such inquiries and requests, but

also businesses and private individuals. This provision is in contras' to
S

some other provisions through which only Parties may make comments concerning

proposed technical regulations, standards, and certification systems.

It can be assumed that an "interested party" would have an interest in

the subject of the regulation, standard, certification system, etc. about

which it inquires. However, the agreement does not stipulate whether that

interest must be substantial or even great. The agreement is also silent on

whether the inquiry point may refuse to answer inquiries based on the fact

that a party making an inquiry does not have sufficient interest in the matter.
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It is not clear what connection the interested party must have, to a

Party except to be within the territory of a Party. If a liberal inter-

pretation were given to the phrase, a corporation from a non-signatory to the

agreement, which had a branch or agent doing minimal business in one Party,

for example, would be able to request and receive information about the

standards and certification system of another Party. This would obviously

further the purpose of the agreement: to eliminate or reduce unnecessary

technical barriers to trade. But it would give advantages to the nationals of

non-Parties, and therefore to non-Parties themselves, without there being

reciprocal obligations demanded of the country not signing the agreement. The

Party providing rhe information would arguably not get a reciprocal benefit of

the agreement with which it complies.

The interpretation of the term "interested party" is facilitated by the

fact that the obvious purpose of this article is to distribute information

about technical regulations, standards, certification systems, etc. so that

through ignorance of their existence or content they would be obstacles to

international trade. The term, then, should probably be interpreted broadly

to include as many parties as possible who may make inquiries.

This article of the agreement permits an inquiry pint to charge fees for

copies of requested documents (if the fees are assessed nondiscriminatorily,

lines 39-44). The agreement is silent, however, on whether fees can be

charged for the services provided. Nothing prohibits such charges, assuming

they are nondiscriminatory.
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Parties are not required by any provision of the agreement to disclose
information which they consider to be contrary to their "essential security

interests" (lines 56-58). Under the agreement each Party retains the power to
determine its essential security interests. By specifically leaving this

discretion to the Parties, the area for dispute settlement in this regard is
narrowed. Since the test of whether disclosure of information is contrary to

essential security interests is whether the reserving Party decides it is
such, it will be very difficult co challenge successfully the withholding of

the information in question.

6.11.3. Implementation

The agreement, in line 1 of article 10.1, contemplates one inquiry

point. (This is probably the case so that persons need only go to one place
for information.) The proposed functions of that inquiry point are outlined

in this article and include providing information concerning technical

regulations, certification system, et al., of federal, state, and local

governmental bodies. This, of course, will require a large degree of

centralization and coordination of information. (It remains to be seen

whether the states or their local subdivisions would object strenuously to

such centralization.)

The agreement does not, however, require that the inquiry point be
operated by the central governmental body or even by a governmental body; it
only sets out a first level obligation that the Party ensure the establishment

of an inquiry point. This allows the United States a wide variety of
alternatives, e.g., federal agency, quasi-governmental body, or private group,
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for setting up an effective information point which would be more likely to

satisfy the demands of all involved.

Even if this inquiry point is undertaken as a governmental function of

the United States, and this would probably be the best method of fulfilling

the requirement of the agreement the inquiry point need not be a new federal

agency. Since the only obligation is to create an information point, the

obligation cant and at the beginning perhaps might be, fulfilled from within

existing programs until at least the full scope of this burden is revealed.

At present, the Administration might be give. an opportunity to suggest,

if not to decide, where this inquiry point will be. Since the function will

most likely begin in the middle of a fiscal year, and the implementing bill

will probably be enacted rather late in the budgetary process, supplemental

appropriations may be required. It is therefore useful to at least require

the Executive Branch to indicate in the statement of administrative action

accompanying the MTN implementing bill where the inquiry point will be and how

it will be staffed and funded. The implementing bill could require that

reports on its operation be made annually to Congress. The United States has

previously undertaken to create central source points for information required

to be made available under international agreements. 118/

118/ See "U.S. Directory of Environmental Sources," U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (2d Ed., 1977, EPA-840-77-009), at 1, describing the process
by which the U.S. Department of State designated the EPA as the "U.S. National
Focal Point" for the United Nations Environmental Program's International
Referral System.
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The agreement is not clear regarding the languages to be used in

answering inquiries. Presumably there is no obligation to answer requests in

any language other than the language of origin. 119/

The United States will be required to use beet efforts t^ ensure that

inquiry pointe, other than the one required in article 10.1, exist which will

perform similar functions for voluntary standardizing and certification

groups. Implementation could be through legislation requiring such groups to

answer the requests of interested parties or through encouraging them to do

such. The agreement specifies that "one or more enquiry points" (line 22)

should exist; no effort would have to be made to coordinate the inquiry points

of these voluntary groups. Since there are several hundred of these voluntary

groups in the United States, the absence of an obligation to coordinate them

is important. Of course, nothing prevents the United States from empowering

the inquiry point of article 10.1 to attempt to obtain all United States

standards information.

6.12. Technical assistance to other Parties (Article 11).

6.12.1 Interpretation

6.12.11. Text

1 11.1 Parties shall, if requested, advise other Parties, especially
the developing countries, on the preparation of technical
regulations.
11.2 Parties shall, if requested, advise other Parties, especially

5 the developing countries and shall grant them technical assistance
on mutually agreed terms and conditions regarding the establishment
of national standardizing bodies and participation in the
international standardizing bodies and shall encourage their
national standardizing bodies to likewise.

119/ See section 10.5 of the agreement, at 93, supra, in this volume.
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10 11.3 Parties shall, if requested, take such reasonable measures as
say be available to them to arrange for the regulatory bodieswithin their territories to advise other Parties, especially the
developing countries, and shall grant them technical assistance onmutually agreed term and conditions regarding:

15 11.3.1 the establishment of regulatory bodies, or
certification bodies for providing a certificate or
mark of conformity with technical regulations; and11.3.2. the methods by which their technical regulations can
best be met.

20 11.4 Parties shall, if requested, take such reasonable measures as
may be available to them to arrange for advice to be given to other
Parties, especially the developing countries, and shall grant them
technical assistance on mutually agreed terms and conditionsregarding the establishment of certification bodies for providing a

25 certificate or mark of conformity with standards adopted within the
territory of the- requesting Party.
11.5 Parties shall, if requested, advise other Parties, especiallythe developing countries, and shall grant them technical assistance
on mutually agreed terms and conditions regarding the steps that30 should be taken by their producers, if they wish to take part in
certification systems operated by governmental or non-governmentalbodies within the territory of the Party receiving the request.
11.6 Parties which are members or participants of international orregional certification system shall, if requested, advise other

35 Parties, especially the developing countries, and shall grant them
technical assistance on mutually agreed term and conditions
regarding the establishment of the institutions and legal framework
which would enable then to fulfil the obligations of membership or
|articipation in such systems.

%0 11.7 Parties shall, if so requested, encourage certification bodies
within their territories, if such bodies are members orparticipants of international or regional certification system to
advise other Parties especially the developing countries, andshould consider requests for technical assistance from them

45 regarding the establishment of the institutions which wouldenable the relevant bodies within their territories to fulfil the
obligations of membership or participation.
11.8 In providing advice and technical assistance to other Parties
in terns of Article 11.1-11.7, Parties shall give priority to the

50 needs of the least-developed countries.

6.12.111. 'Description

This article requires the Parties, either through a first or second level

obligation, to provide technical assistance to other Parties on matters
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ranging from the preparation of technical regulations to advising on the

establishment of certification system. To receive this technical assistance,

a Party must request it of the other Party; no provision is made for giving

technical information unless it is requested. Once technical assistance has

been requested, the terms and conditions under vhich such assistance is to be

given are to be settled between the Parties. It is only on mutually agreed

terms and conditions that technical assistance must be given.

Developing Parties are particularly entitled to receive advice from other

Parties. No specific guideline or special treatment is outlined as to how

their requests are to be handled. Although mutually agreed terms and

conditions are a basis for receiving technical assistance, no specific

consideration for developing countries is granted in this article; however,

there are provisions in article 12 of the agreement, infra.

Parties assume a first level obligation to provide technical assistance

on mutually agreed terms and conditions regarding the following materials, if

such is requested:

(a) preparation of technical regulations;
(b) establishment of national standardizing bodies;
(c) participation in international standardizing bodies;
(d) procedure that producers must follow in order to participate in

governmental or nongovernmental certification systems within
the advising Party's territory; and

(e) possible infrastructures which would enable a Party to satisfy
membership or participation obligations of international or
regional certification systems.

A best efforts obligation arises when Parties are requested to provide

assistance in regard to (a) the establishment of regulatory or certification

bodies concerned with technical regulations or standards and (b) the means to
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satisfy relevant technical regulations. This second level obligation extends

no further than to require Parties to take all reasonable measures available

to it to advise Parties requesting such assistance.

There is one other category of obligation in this article to provide

technical assistance. Parties are to encourage their national standardizing

bodies, here they exist, to advice other Parties, if those Parties so

request, on the establishment of similar boakes in their own territories or on

participation in international standardizing groups. Also Parties are to

encourage, if requested, the certification bodies which are within their

territories and are members or participants of international or regional

certification system to advise or give technical assistance to other Parties

on fulfilling the obligations of membership or participation in such systems.

6.12.112. Analysis

Granting technical assistance on "mutually agreed terms and conditions"

lines 6, 15, 23, 29, 37) is not defined. The request need not be

automatically granted as it is assumed that technical assistance will be given

only on conditions with which both countries will be satisfied. Most likely

this will result in contractual arrangements.

The reference to assisting developing countries adhering to the agreement

(inter alia, lines 2, 5, 13) is not explicit. There are no requirements or

guidelires in this article which require or even recomend that certain types

of action be taken or avoided. The basic purpose served by the language is to

recognize that developing countries signing the agreement will need technical

assistance to a degree greater than developed Parties.
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In lines 8 and 40 the term "shall encourage" is used as an obligation

form. Parties assume what can be described as a second level (best efforts)

obligation toward providing technical assistance for developing standards and

certification procedures in the sense that the second level obligation

requires the use of all "reasonable measures" available 120/ to ensure the

fulfillment of any particular requirement of the agreement. This would

include encouraging compliance with relevant provisions of the agreement.

6.12.3. Implementation

Some agency or office, existing or which can be created, would have to be

delegated the authority to enter into technical assistance agreements with

Parties to the agreement. It could be centralized in the sense that technical

assistance for the preparation of technical regulations would be given by that

agency notwithstanding the subject area, or it could be decentralized so that

each standards or certification agency or group could be contacted for their

expertise. Any inquiry point established under article 10.1 of the agreement

could provide Parties with information of where to request assistance if a

decentralized system were chosen. Either of these arrangements could be used

to fulfill the first level obligations of this article.

Parties may fulfill their second level obligation to arrange for

regulatory bodies within their territories to advise other Parties by two

methods. Where the regulatory body is a government agency, legislation can be

used to direct the agency to advise a Party on the establishment of regulatory

or certification bodies, etc. Where the regulatory body is nongovernmental,

120/ See, e.g., lines 10-11 of this articlep at p. 101, supra, in this
voTUo.-'
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service contracts between the federal government and the nongovernmental body

could be awarded for the purpose of providing this advice.

6.13. Special and differential treatment of developing countries (Article 12).

6.13.1. Interpretation

6.13.11. Text

1 12.1 Parties shall provide differential and more favourable
treatment to developing countries Parties to this Agreement,
through the following provisions as well as through the relevant
provisions of other Articles of this Agreement.

5 12.2 Parties shall give particular attention to the provisions of
this Agreement concerning developing countries' rights and
obligations and shall take into account the special development,
financial and trade needs of developing countries in the
implementation of this Agreement both nationally and in the

10 operation of this Agreement's institutional arrangements.
12.3 Parties shall, in the preparation and application of
technical regulations, standards, test methods and certification
systems, take account of the special development, financial and
trade needs of developing countries, with a view to ensure that

15 such technical regulations, standards, test methods and
certification systems and the determination of conformity with
technical regulations and standards do not create unnecessary
obstacles to exports from developing countries.
12.4 Parties recognize that, although international standards may

20 exist, in their particular technological and socio-economic
conditions developing countries adopt certain technical regulations
or standards, including test methods, aimed at preserving
indigenous technology and production methods and processes
compatible with their development needs. Parties therefore

25 recognize that developing countries should not be expected to use
international standards as a basis for their techulcal vtulations
or standards, including test methods, which are not appropriate to
their development, financial and trade needs.
12.5 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be

30 available to them to ensure that international standardizing bodies
and international certification systems are organized and operated
in a way which facilitates active and representative participation
of relevant bodies in all Parties, taking into account the special
problems of developing countries.

35 12.6 Parties shall take such reasonable measures as may be
available to them to ensure that international standardizing
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bodies, on request of developing countries, examine the possibility
of, and, if practicable, prepare international standards concerning
products of special interest to developing countries.

40 12.7 Parties shall, in accordance vith the provisions of Article
11, provide technical assistance to developing countries to ensure
that the preparation and application of technical regulations,
standards, test methods and certification system do not create
unnecessary obstacles to the expansion and diversification of

45 exports from developing countries. In determining the terms and
conditions of the technical assistance, account shall be taken of
the stage of development of the requesting country and in
particular to the least developed countries.
12.8 It is recognized that developing countries may face special

50 problems, including institutional and infrastructural problems, in
the field of preparation and application of technical regulations,
standards, test methods and certification systems. It is further
recognized that the special development and trade needs of
developing countries, as well as their stage of technological

55 development, may hinder their ability to discharge fully their obli-
gations under this Agreement. Parties, therefore, shall take this
fact fully into account. Accordingly, vith a viev to ensuring that
developing countries are able to comply vith this Agreement, the
Committee is enabled to grant upon request specified, time-limited

60 exceptions in whole or in part from obligations under this
Agreement. When considering such requests the Committee shall tike
into account the special problems, in the field of preparation and
application of technical regulations, standards, test methods and
certification systems and the special development and trade needs

65 of the developing country, as veil as its stage of technological
development, vhich may hinder its ability to discharge fully its
obligations under this Agreement. The Committee shall in
particular, take into account the special problems of the
least-developed countries.

70 12.9 During consultations, developed countries shall bear in mind
the special difficulties experienced by developing countries in
formulating and implementing standards and technical regulations
and methods of ensuring conformity with those standards and
technical regulations, and in their desire to assist developing

75 countries with their efforts in this direction, developed countries
shall take account of the special needs of the former in regard to
financing, trade and development.
12.10 The Committee shall examine periodically the special and
differential treatment as laid down in this Agreement, granted to

80 developing countries, on national and international levels.
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6.13.111. Description

The purpose of this article is to promote special treatment for

developing countries which sign the agreement based on their development,

financial, and trade problems. The treatment advocated consists of (a) giving

special attention to the special conditions of developing countries as the

standards agreement would affect then, (b) releasing developing countries from

some obligations of the agreement for specified, limited periods of time when

such is requested, and (c) providing technical assistance. The attempt on the

part of developing countries to diversify exports should also be considered

when Partiets adopt and apply the agreement.

Technical assistance is to be granted to developing Parties to ensure

that the preparation and adoption of techa.'cal regulations, standards, testing

methods, and certification systems do not cause unnecessary barriers to their

export trade. In determining the term and conditions for providing technical

assistance pursuant to article 11 of the agreement, the country's stage of

development is a factor to be considered. This is to be especially the case

for the least developed coun,:ries.

Where technical regulations, standards, etc. are adopted by developing

Parties for the purpose of protecting indigenous technology or process and

production methods consistent with their development needs, these should be

allowed, even if they conflict with the obligation to adopt international

standards provided for in article 2.2. Moreover, Parties should encourage

international standards and certification organizations to operate in a manner

that would permit all Parties, but especially developing countries signing the
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agreement, to participate in those organizations though their relevant

standards bodies. Additionally, international standards relating to the

products of developing countries should be created where possible.

One specific example of special and differential treatment is that

developing countries may request the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade

to grant then waivers to obligations in the agreement. These exceptions,

whether as to the whole or part of an obligation, are to be limited, when

granted, to a time period which must be specified by the Committee. The

problems of the least developed countries are especially to be taken into

account.

When consultations are on-going between developed and developing

countries, the special problems faced by the latter in terns of trade,

finance, and infrastructure should be considered and taken into account by the

developed Party.

Periodic review of special and differential treatment must be made on

national and international levels.

6.13.112. Analysis

This section is vaguely worded, e.g., "Parties recognize" (line 19), "It

is recognized" (line 49). There are first level obligations but the

obligations are vague; for example, "shall give particular attention" (line 5)

and "shall take this fact [development needs] fully into account" when

considering requests (lines 56-57).

The only form of special and differential treatment which is fully

specified in this article is the availability of exceptions to obligations of
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the agreement for developing countries (lines 57-61). When the Committee on

Technical Barriers to Trade considers whether to grant a request for a time

extension, it must take into account the developing country's problems in

preparing or applying technical regulations, standards, testing methods, and

certification systems as well as that country's development and trade needs

and its level of technological development. These guidelines give more

substance to the requirement for special and differential treatment than do

the other provisions of this article. It is important to note, however, that

the possibilities of these exceptions could serve as a basis for questioning

the immediate efficacy of this agreement as an encouragement of U.S. or any

Party's exports to developing Parties.

The requirement to grant more favorable treatment to developing

countries, which are Parties, is not an obligation limited to developed

countries adhering to the agreement. The entity which assumes the obligation

is the "Party"; since there is no qualification of the term, it would include

developing Parties. Presumably their obligation would be satisfied by their

making whatever contributions they could, given their level of development and

technological expertise.

One very instructive aspect of this article is the obligation that

apparently arises under article 12.7 to provide developing countries such

technical assistance as is necessary to ensure that the Parties' standards,

etc. are not unnecessary obstacles to developing country exports. This would

appear to answer a legitimate developing country concern that their exports

not face greater obstacles by reason of those countries' stages of development

than do the exports of developed countries.
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6.13.3. Implementation

No program or office vould need to oversee efforts to comply with this

article (except possibly the provisions on technical assistance). Most of the

obligations are of a policy nature; that is, the United States' actions and

voting behavior in the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade should reflect

a concern toward the development problems of the developing countries. When

federal government technical regulations or certification systems are

prepared, there should be a consideration of whether the text or system would

create unnecessary obstacles to the exports of developing countries. In

creating by regulation or statute a general requirement for federal agencies

to avoid standards, etc. that are an unnecessary barrier to trade, a special

requirement might be created to implement this idea in regard to developing

countries which adhere to the agreement.

Institutions, consultation and dispute settlement

6.14. The Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade (Article 13).

6.14.1. Interpretation

6.14.11. Text

I There shall be established under this Agreement:

13.1 A Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade composed of
representatives from each of the Parties to this Agreement
(hereinafter referred to as "the Committee"). The Committee shall

5 elect its own Chairman and shall meet as necessary but no less than
once a year for the purpose of affording Parties to this Agreement
the opportunity of consulting on any matters relating to the
operation of this Agreement or the furtherance of its objectives and
shall carry out such responsibilities as assigned to it under this

10 Agreement or by the Parties;
13.2 Working parties, technical expert groups, panels or other
bodies as may be appropriate, which shall carry out such
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responsibilities as may be assigned to them by the Committee in
accordance with the relevant provisions of this Agreement.

15 13.3 It is understood that unnecessary duplication should be
avoided between the work under this Agreement and that of
governments in other technical bodies, e.g. Codex Alimentarius. The
Committee shall examine this problem vith a viev to minimizing such
duplication.

6.14.111. Description

This article provides an institutional structure for the agreement's

dispute settlement mechanism. A committee, The Cou.ittee on Technical

Barriers to Trade, consisting of representatives of all the Parties, is

established and must meet at least once a year. The purpose of this

committee, which elects its own chairman, is to provide an opportunity to all

Parties to discuss through consultations the operation and progress in meeting

the objectives of the agreement.

Also authorized is the establishment of working parties, panels, or other

groups such as groups of technical experts 121/ which would be useful in

helping the Comittee oversee the successful operation of the agreement and

settle disputes arising from the agreement. The establishment and

responsibilities of these groups are assigned by the Co-uittee according to

the caEe in question, but their functions are outlined in article 14 of the

agreement. These will be described below. 122/

121/ A "working party" is generally understood to be a group of represen-
tatives from the governments of Parties: their allegiances are to their
government. "Technical expert groups" and "panels" are generally considered
to be groups of persons acting independently of their governments when
deciding an issue. The distinction made between a "technical expert group"
and a "panel" is that the "technical expert group" examines solely the
technical issues of a dispute while a "panel" may examine those issues as well
as any commercial or other policy issue.

122/ See sec. 6.15.1, at 112-115, infra.
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The Committee is to avoid any actions vhich would duplicate the work of

governments in other technical bodies.

6.14.112. Analysis

An analysis of this article is best made in conjunction with article 14

which sets out the functions of the Coittee, working parties, technical

expert groups, panels, and other groups. 123/

6.14.3. Implementation

Legislation is necessary to authorize participation in the Committee and

to authorize the appropriations for such participation.

6.15. Consultation and dispute settlement (Article 14).

6.15.1. Interpretation

6.15.11. Text

I Consultation
14.1 Each Party shall afford sympathetic consideration to and
adequate opportunity for prompt consultation regarding
representations made by other Parties with respect to any matter

5 affecting the operation of this Agreement.
14.2 If any Party considers that any benefit accruing to it,
directly or indirectly, under this Agreement is being nullified or
impaired, or that the attainment of any objecLive of this Agreement
is being impeded by another Party or Parties, and that its trade

10 interests are significantly affected, the Party may make written
representations or proposals to the other Party or Parties which it
considers to be concerned. Any Party shall give sympathetic
consideration to the representations or proposals made td it, with a
view to reaching a satisfactory resolution of the matter.

15 Resolution of disputes
14.3 It is the firm intention of Parties that all disputes under
this Agreement shall be promptly and expeditiously resolved,
particularly in the case of perishable products.
14.4 If no solution has been reached after consultations under

20 Article 14.1 and 14.2, the Committee shall meet at te request of
any party to the dispute within thirty days of receipt of such a

123/ Id.
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request, to investigate the matter with a view to facilitating a
mutually satisfactory solution.
14.5 In investigating the matter and in selecting subject, inter

25 alia, to the provisions of Article 14.9 and 14.4, the appropriate
procedures the Committee shall take into account whether the issues
in dispute relate to commercial policy considerations and/or to
questions of a technical nature requiring detailed consideration by
experts.

30 14.6 In the case of pe? shable products the Committee shall, in
keeping with Article 14.3, consider the matter in the most
expeditious manner possible with a view to facilitating a mutually
satisfactory solution within three months of the request for the
Committee investigation.

35 14.7 It is understood that where disputes arise affecting products
with a definite crop cycle of twelve months, every effort would be
made by the Committee to deal with these disputes within a period of
twelve months.
14.8 During any phase of a dispute settlement procedure including

40 the earliest phase, competent bodies and experts in matters under
consideration may be consulted and invited to attend the w.etings of
the Committee; appropriate information and assistance say be
requested from such bodies and experts.
Technical issues

45 14.9 If no mutually satisfactory solution has been reached under the
procedures of Article 14.4 within three months of the request for
the Committee investigation, upon the request of any party to the
dispute who considers the issues to relate to questions of a
technical nature the Committee shall establish a technical expert

50 group and direct it to:
examine the matter;
consult with the parties to the dispute and give full
opportunity for them to develop a mutually satisfactory
solution;

55 make statement concerning the facts of the matter; and make
such findings as will assist the Committee in making
recommendations or giving r'j.ings on the matter, including
inter alia, and if appropriate, findings, concerning the
d"'-[le-t--scientific judgments involved, whether the

60 measure was necessary for the protection of human, animal cr
plant life or health, and whether a legitimate scientific
judgment is involved.

14.10 Technical expert groups shall be governed by the procedures of
Annex 2.

65 14.11 The time required by the technical expert group considering
questions of a technical nature will vary with the particular case.
The technical expert group should aim to deliver its findings to the
Committee within six months from the date the technical issue was
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referred to it, unless extended by mutual agreement between the
70 parties to the dispute.

14.12 Reports should set out the rationale behind any findings that
they make.
14.13 If no mutually satisfactory solution has been reached after
completion of the procedures in this Article, and any party to the

75 dispute requests a panel, the Committee shall establish a panel
which shall operate under the provisions of Article 14.15 to 14.18
below.
Panel proceedings
14.14 If no mutually satisfactory solution has been reached under

80 the procedures of Article 14.4 within three months of the request
for the Committee investigation and the procedures of Article 14.9
to 14.13 have not been invoked, the Committee shall, upon request of
any party to the dispute, establish a panel.
14.15 When a panel is established, the Committee shall direct it to:

85 examine the matter;
consult with Parties to the dispute and give full opportunity
for them to develop a mutually satisfactory solution;
make a statement concerning the facts of the matter as they
relate to the application of provisions of this Agreement

90 and make such findings as will assist the Committee in making
recommendations or giving rulings on the matter.

14.16 Panels shall be governed by the procedures in Annex 3.
14.17 Panels shall use the report of any technical expert group
established under Article 14.9 as the basis for its consideration of

95 issues that involve questions of a technical nature.
14.18 The time required by panels will vary with the particular
case. They should aim to deliver their findings, and where
appropriate, recommendations to the Committee without undue delay,
normally within a period of four months from the date that the panel

100 was established.
Enforcement
14.19 After the investigation is complete or after the report of a
technical expert group, working group, panel or other body is
presented to the Committee, the Committee shall give the matter

105 prompt consideration. With respect to panel reports, the Committee
shall take appropriate action within thirty days of, receipt of the
report, unless extended by the Committee, including:

a statement concerning the facts of the matter; or
recommendations to one or more Parties to this Agreement; or

110 any other ruling which it deems appropriate.
14.20 If a Party to which recommendations are addressed considers
itself unable to implement then, it should promptly furnish reasons
in writing to the Committee. In that event the Committee shall
consider what further action may be appropriate.

115 14.21 If the Committee considers that the circumstances are serious
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enough to justify such action, it may authorize one or more Parties
to this Agreement to suspend, in respect of any other Party, the
application of such obligations under this Agreement as it
determines to be appropriate in the circumstances. In this respect,

120 the Committee may, inter alia, authorize the suspension of
obligations, including those in Articles 5 to 9, in order to restore
mutual economic advantage and balance of rights and obligations.
14.22 The Committee shall keep under surveillance any matter on
which it has made recommendations or given rulings.

125 Other provisions relating to dispute settlements
Procedures
14.23 If disputes arise between Parties relating to rights and
obligations of this Agreement, Parties should complete the dispute
settlement procedures under this Agreement before availing

130 themselves of any rights which they have under the GATT. Parties
recognize that, in any case so referred to the CONTRACTING PARTIES,
any finding, recommendation or ruling pursuant to Articles 14.9 to
14.18 may be taken into account by the CONTRACTING PARTIES, to the
extent they relate to matters involving equivalent rights and

135 obligations under the General Agreement. When adherents resort to
GATT Article'XXIII a determination under that Article shall be based
on GATT provisions only.
Levels of obligation
14.24 The dispute settlement provisions set out above can be invoked

140 in cases where a Party considers that another Party has not achieve'
satisfactory results under Articles 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9 and its trade
interests are significantly affected. In this respect, such results
shall be equivalent to those envisaged in Articles 2, 5 and 7 as if
the body in question were a Party.

145 Processes and production methods
14.25 The dispute settlement procedures set out above can be invoked
in cases where a Party considers that obligations under this
Agreement are being circumvented by the drafting of requirements in
term of processes and production methods rather than in terms of

150 characteristics of products.
Retroactivity
14.26 To the extent that a Party considers that technical
regulations, standards, methods for assuring conformity with
technical regulations or standards, or certification systems which

155 exist at the time of entry into force of this Agreement are not
consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, such regulations,
standards, methods and systems shall be subject to the enforcement
provisions in Articles 13 and 14 of this Agreement, in so far as
they are applicable.

115
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6.15.111. Description

(a) Consultation. The first two subsections, 14.1 and 14.2 of this

article establishing a mechanism for handling agreement-related disputes, call

for discussion of any dispute between or among the Parties directly

concerned. No :efetence of a dispute is made to all the Parties in this first

step.

When questions or disputes arise as to the operation of the agreement

(e.g., operating an inquiry point) or to the impairment or nullification of a

benefit derived from the agreement (e.g., discriminatory application of

technical regulations), and its trade interests are more than minimally

affected, a Party, under these subsections, may request discussions with the

Parties involved concerning the matter in question. All Parties have a first

level obligation to give genuine consideration to the matter raised.

As to questions which concern the operation of the agreement, each Party

has a first level obligation to provide promptly an opportunity for

consultation to the Party requesting such. When benefits which accrue under

the agreement are thought to be impaired or nullified, the adversely affected

Party may make written representations or proposals concerning the matter to

the other Party or Parties involved. The latter has a.first level obligation

to consider those representations or proposals and to work toward a mutually

satisfactory solution.
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(b) Resolution of disputes. 124./ The Parties state that it is their

intention to resolve disputes, especially those involving perishable products,

in an expeditious manner. However, if consultations, fail, any Party involved

in the dispute may request that the Committee meet to examine the matter. The

purpose of such investigation by the Committee is to help obtain a solution

which is saLisfactory to all Parties concerned.

In addressing a dispute, the Committee must take into account whether the

issues involved are of a technical or a commercial policy nature which would

demand examination by persons expert in those fields. This analysis is

particularly necessary in order to determine what further procedures should be

followed if the Committee does not reach a satisfactory solution within three

months and a Party involved in the dispute requests the establishment of a

group of independent experts. 125/

The Committee is to consider disputes involving perishable products as

expeditiously as possible and to attempt to reach a mutually agreeable

solution within three months of the request for the Committee investigation.

Where disputes involved crops with cycles of twelve months, the Committee

is to exert all efforts to :esolve the dispute within a twelve month period.

124/ To understand fully the operation of this portion of the dispute
resolution procedure, this subsection "Resolution of disputes" will need to be
read in conjunction with the following subsections, "Technical issues," and
"Panel proceedings." The language in all these subsections help to delineate
the functions and powers of the Committee and its groups of technical experts
and panels.

125/ This is by operation of articles 14.9 and 14.14 which are more fully
described and analyzed below in (c) Technical issues, and (d) Panel
proceedings.
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At any point of this dispute settlement procedure# the Committee may

consult or invite to Committee meetings "competent bodies" 126/ and experts

familiar vith the matters involved. The purpose of these contacts is to aid

the Committee in reaching a resolution of the problem.

(c) Technical issues. If the Coiittee has not achieved a resolution of

the dispute which is satisfactory to all Parties involved within three months

of the request for the Coamittee to investigate the matter, any of the parties

may request that a technical expert group be established where a party

considers there are issues of a technical nature involved in the dispute. The

Committee must then establish such a group.

The purpose of the technical group is to examine any issues which are of

a technical nature. For example where a technical regulation required that

an automobile meet certain emission standards in order to help protect the

environment of the enforcing jurisdiction, the technical group could examine

the requirements of the regulation to form an opinion as to whether such

requirements were effective or technically unnecessary to achieve that

purpose, which is legitimate under the agreement. The question of whether the

regulation was being applied as a means to impede or inhibit foreign

automobile trade would be examined, not by the technical group, but by the

Committee or an appointed panel. 127/

To fulfill this role the technical group has four functions: (a) to

examine the dispute (presumably for technical matters although this article

126/ No definitions or examples of this term are given. See an analysis of
thi's-term at 127, infra.

127/ See (d) Panel proceedings, infra, at 119-120.
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does not clearly limit its investigation, as distinguished from its opinion,

to those matters), (b) contact the Parties and encourage them to reach a

solution agreeable to all involved (c) report on the facts of the matter

(presumubly the report is made to the Committee), and (d) make such findings

as will assist the Committee to make recommendations on the dispute. Those

findings may include detailed scientific judgments as to whether the measure

or activity in controversy was necessary for the protection of life or health

and whether the requirements made were based on a legitimate scientific

judgment. Annex 2 of the agreement outlines the procedures to be followed by

the technical expert groups.

The technical group should complete its findings within six months of the

date of referral although it is recognized that the complexities of the

technical issues will vary with each case. The Parties to the dispute may

extend the time period by agreement.

The reports made are to include the rationale for the findings reached

therein.

If no solution is reached through these procedures during the six months

period, any Party involved may request a panel to consider the dispute. The

Committee is then obligated to establish such a panel.

(d) Panel proceedings. Under these subsections, 14.14-14.18, of article

14, a panel may be requested by any Party involved in the dispute and

thereafter must be established by the Committee. The conditions precedent to

establishment are that no mutually satisfactory solution has been reached by

the Committee within the three months allotted to it after a Party has
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requested it to investigate the matter and that the technical group proceeding

(subsections 14.9 to 14.13) has not been invoked. It should be noted,

however, that by the operation of subsection 14.13, if the work of the

technical group does not result in a mutually satisfactory solution with six

months, then a panel can be requested and would operate according to the

procedures described in subsections 14.15-14.18.

Once the panel is established, it is directed to examine the matter;

consult with the Parties and assist them to arrive at a mutually agreeable

solution, if possible; and to make a statement of facts (insofar as they

relate to the application of the agreement) and findings which will assist the

Committee in making its final recommendations. The panel can consider in

regard to technical issues the report of the technical experts if such were

made.

Procedures which the panel must follow are set out in Annex 3 (Panels).

128/

The findings of the panel should be submitted without undue delay. Four

months from the establishment of the panel is suggested as the normal time

period for submitting any findings or recommendations to the Committee.

However, the agreement recognizes that the time needed to consider a case

properly will depend on the complexities of each case.

128/ See sec. 6.19 of this report, at 150-156, infra, for a full description
and analysis of this annex. In summary, it provides for the appointment of
panel members, the independence from goverr.cent instruction, the time period
and procedure for making a finding, functions, and the roles of the panel and
as the Parties involved in the matter.
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(e) Enforcement. After the completion of investigations by the

Committee, a group of technical experts, and/or a panel, the Committee must

give prompt attention to the findings which have resulted. A period of thirty

days is given as the time in vhich the Committee is to act on a panel report

once received. However, this time may be extended by the Committee.

Action by the Committee is to include a statement of the facts of the

dispute, recommendations to one or more Parties involved, and any other ruling

the Committee finds appropriate to make.

The Party to whom a recommendation or ruling has been made considers the

contents and if it is unable to comply, the Party must then give the Committee

its reasons. The Committee then decides if further action is appropriate.

If action other than a recommendation or ruling is deemed appropriate

because of the seriousness of the matter, the Committee nay authorize

sanctions under the agreement. These may include authorizing one or sore

Parties to the agreement, not just Parties involved in the dispute, to suspend

its or their obligations under the agreement as toward the recalcitrant Party

or Parties. Any obligations under the agreement may be suspended. However,

the Committee cannot authorize that obligations not in the agreement, e.g.,

GATT-related obligations, be suspended. The purpose of such sanctions is to

reach a balance of rights and obligations among the Parties.

Once the Committee has acted, it must continually survey the situation

for which it has recommended action or made rulings.

(f) Other provisions relating to dispute settlement.
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(1) Procedures. When a dispute between or among Parties arises out

of the operation or application of the agreement, the Parties are to exhaust

the dispute settlement procedures of the agreement before they take advantage

of any rights under the General Agreement. In the event that a dispute under

the agreement is referred to the CONTRACTING PARTIES, for example under

articles XXII (Consultation) and XXIII (Impairment and Nullification), any

findings, recommendation, or ruling made in the course of the dispute

settlement procedure of the agreement may be considered by the CONTRACTING

PARTIES. The agreement allows this consideration of recommendations, etc.

only to the extent that those findings, recommendations, or rulings affect

matters involving equivalent rights and obligations under the General

Agreement. Additionally, the agreement stipulates that when a Party invokes

article XXIII of the General Agreement, any determination under that article

is to be based on GATT provisions only, not on provisions of this agreement.

This stipulation, in effect, attempts to keep the interpretation and operation

of the agreement in the hands of Parties, not under the ultimate control of

the CONTRACTING PARTIES of the GATT.

(2) Levels of obligation. This article stipulates that dispute

settlement procedures under the agreement may be initiated when a Party has

not fulfilled its second level obligations in regard to the preparation,

adoption, or enforcement of technical regulations, standards, testing methods,.

and certification systems and the trade of the aggrieved Party has been

significantly affected. Compliance with those obligations is measured by

whether the results of the actions of local government or private bodies, etc.
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are equivalent to those results gained through complying vith a first level

obligation.

For example, a Party under article 3 of the agreement (Preparation,

adoption and application of technical regulations and standards by local

government bodies) must use "such reasonable measures as may be available to

[it] to ensure" that a local government body publish notices of proposed

technical regulations. Under this subsection of the agreement, 14.24, if (a)

a local government of a Party does not publish such notices (and the failure

is not due to an urgent problem of health, safety, etc.) and (b) the trade

interests of another Party are significantly affected by that failure, the

latter Party may institute dispute settlement procedures against the first

Party even if the first Party used all reasonable measures available to it to

have the Local government body publish proposed technical regulations. The

test for initiating the dispute settlement mechanism is whether the result of

the action by the local government body is the equivalent as that which is

anticipated through compliance by the central government of a Party. The test

is not whether all reasonable, available measures were employed and, thus, a

question of a violation of the agreement. Rather, it is a threshold test used

to clarify when dispute settlement procedures can be uqed regarding second

level obligations.

(3) Processes and production methods. The agreement up to this point

has obligated Parties to promulgate technical regulations, standards, testing

methods, administrative procedures, and certification systems which do not

create or cause unnecessary obstacles to trade. Under definitions in the
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agreement a technical regulation or a standard is a technical specification

"contained in a document which lays down characteristics of a product"

(emphasis added). 129/ Testing methods, administrative procedures, and

certification systems are, by their functions, also linked to determining a

product's conformity with specifications expressed in terms of the product's

"characteristics." It is conceivable that the requirements of a technical

regulation or standard (:and thereby those of testing methods, administrative

procedures, and certification systems) could be made to require methods of

processing or production of a product which would cause unnecessary barriers

to trade. This would have the effect of evading the obligations and purpose

of the agreement. For this reason, subsection 14.25 permits dispute

":ettlement procedures to be initiated when a Party considers that obligations

.xer the agreement are being circumvented by requirements written in terms of

processes and production methods rather than in the terms of characteristics

of products.

For example, a Party promalgates a technical regulation which requires

that a moped be assembled using electrically operated rather than manually

operated equipment. The purpose of such regulation might be to impede trade

in mopeds produced in Parties which made use of a source of inexpensive labor

or did not have the most up-to-date technology. A dispute regarding this

regulation could be taken to the dispute settlement procedure on the basis

that the regulation was allegedly written in terms of production methods for

the purpose of evading obligations of the agreement applicable to technical

regulations.

129/ See sec. 6.17.1, at 141-146, infra.
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(4) Retroactivity. The effect of this subsection is to exclude from

immediate and automatic coverage by the agreement all technical regulations,

standards, testing methods, administrative procedures, and certification

systems existing at the time the agreement enters into force. Existing

technical regulations, etc. are subject to the enforcement provisions when a

Party finds reason to believe that such regulations, standards, methods, and

systems abrogate any benefit of the agreement it should receive by virtue of

having adhered to Lhe agreement. The complaining Party must begin the dispute

settlement procedure. 130/

6.15.112. Analysis

(a) Consultation. This first step in the dispute settlement procedure

provides an opportunity to settle differences without escalating the matter to

the level which would involve all the Parties. In a sense, it provides an

opportunity to negotiate continually the meaning and manner of application of

the agreement on a bilateral or multilateral basis.

These subsections, 14.1 and 14.2, parallel Article XXII:l and Article

XXlII:I of the General Agreement which also provide for prompt and adequate

consultation and the consideration of written recommendations or proposals.

However, these subsections can be invoked only when a Party's trade interests

are significantly affected, while the articles of the General Agreement do not

require such effect before they can be invoked.

No guidelines are given as to what the terms "sympathetic consideration"

(line 2), "adequate opportunity" (line 3), or "prompt consultation" (line 3)

130/ See this section, at 112-115, _ in this volume.
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actually require. The obligation to provide these items is expressed by the

term "shall afford" (line 2) which is indicative of a first level obligation.

However, the sense of the subsections 14.1 and 14.2 appears to require only a

good faith effort in considering the problems raised and in arriving at a

mutually agreeable solution.

Engaging in these consultation procedures does not preclude eventual

reference of a dispute to all the Parties. However, consultation must be

attempted first. It is conceivable that consultations could result in the

solution of a problem, thereby avoiding the time, effort, and any risk

associated with the full dispute resolution procedure.

(b) Resolution of disputes. Since disputes regarding regulations,

standards, testing methods, and certification systems can involve technical

issues, this group of subsections ("Resolution of disputes," 14.3-14.8) and

the following two groups ("Technical issues," 14.9-14.13 and "Panel

proceedings," 14.14-14.18) were designed to handle questions of technical

complexity as well as those of a commercial policy nature. Each group must be

read in conjunction with the other two and Annex 3 (Panels) in the agreement.

In "Resolution of disputes," the Parties agree that all disputes arising

from the agreement "shall be promptly and expeditiously resolved" (line 16).

No time guidelines are given at that point. However, in reading the three

groups of subsections, it can be calculated that fourteen months will be the

longest time normally available for the conclusion of these proceedings. 131/

131/ The fourteen months are calculated in the following manner: the
Committee has three months from the time the Parties request the Committee to

(footnote continued)
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It should be stressed that fourteen months is the longest period of time

normally available. If a dispute involved an agricultural product with a crop

cycle of twelve months, the dispute should be settled within twelve months.

On the other hand, if a case were complicated, these time periods could be

waived. Equally, a case might not be sent to the Committee, a technical

group, or a panel. The process would depend on the Parties involved since

they must request the initiation of each step. If, for example, a technical

expert group, but no panel, were requested, the Committee is bound only to

consider "promptly" (line 105) the findings of the technical group. A thirty

day time period is stipulated solely in regard to acting upon panel reports.

The purpose of such time restraints is to prevent extreme delays in

settling disputes. The time periods set out are, in effect, guidelines rather

than absolute requirements.

"Competent bodies and experts" (line 40) may be consulted and invited to

attend Committee meetings in order to aid the Committee in attempting to reach

a solution to the problem. No definition or examples of "competent bodies and

experts" is given. Presumably these might include international standards

organizations and technical experts whose assistance would be useful if a

group of technical experts were not established.

(footnote continued)
investigate to try to reach by itself some solution of the dispute
(subsections 14.9 and 14.14); the group of technical experts is given six
months from the date the technical issues were referred to it (subsection
14.11); the panel should make its findings in four months from the date of
referral (subsection 14.18), and the Committee should act on panel findings
within thirty days of receipt of those findings (subsection 14.19).
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In reading subsection 13.2, 132/ together with subsection 14.8, a working

party can be established in this phase of the dispute settlement resolution

procedure to aid the Comittee in its investigation.

(c) Technical issues. Guidelines for the selection of technical experts

who would serve in groups to examine the technical issues of a dispute are not

given in subsections 14.9-14.13, but are incorporated by reference to Annex 2

of this agreement. There are no provisions in these subsections (or in Annex

2) allowing the Parties involved to accept or reject the experts named to

serve. While the procedure lacks the opportunity for involved Parties to

approve or reject technical group members, there is less chance that Parties

involved would be able to cause delays by unnecessarily challenging the

composition of a technical group. Equally true, of course, is the fact that

there are no formal means to challenge incompetent technical experts.

Reports of a technical group may include findings as to detailed

scientific judgments involved in the circumstances of the dispute; findings as

to whether the disputed measures were necessary for the protection of human,

animal, or plant life or health; and findings of whether a legitimate

scientific judgment were involved in&the circumstances of the dispute. The

delegation of this part of an investigation to technical experts should help

to clarify the issues of a dispute by separating the technical issues from the

policy ones and arriving at competent opinions regarding the technical

issues. The report of the group's findings is presented to the Comittee

132/ See sec. 6.14.1, at ll0-llL, supra.
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which may accept or reject those findings when making its final recominn-

dations.

(d) Panel proceedings. The panel's report to the Cormittee differs

from the report of the technical group in that the panel makes a statement of

fact as those facts relate to the application of the agreement and makes a

statement of findings which could involve both technical and non-technical

issues. However, like the report of the technical expert group, the report of

the panel when submitted to the Comittee may be accepted or rejected by the

Committee when making its final recommendations.

(e) Enforcement. The means for enforcing the agreement is left largely

unspecified. Thus, the Committee is given such discretion in making

recommendations or other rulings as to actions to be followed by the Parties

involved. No procedure is set up for arriving at these recommendations or

other rulings; it is not clear whether level of agreement among the

representatives of the Committee is needed to make a recomendation.

The Comittee always has the option of authorizing the agreement-related

and agreement-confined sanctions. 133/ There is no requirement that these

sanctions be limited to any prescribed length of time. However, given the

purpose of allowing sanctions ("in order to restore mutual economic advantage

and balance of rights and obligations," lines 121-122), it is arguable that

the sanctions should not be allowed to continue if a Party eventually complies

with the agreement or mutual economic advantage is restored.

133/ See p. 114-115, supra, in this volume.
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(f) Other provisions relating to dispute settlement.

(1) Procedures. This subsection 14.23, which stipulates that

Parties should exhaust all avenues in the agreement for dispute settlement

before invoking their GATT rights, avoids form shopping and retains control

of the operation and enforcement of the agreement for the Parties to the

agreement, rather than placing that control in the hands of the CONTRACTING

PARTIES, some of whom will probably not be Parties to the agreement. This

subsection further attempts to limit the influence of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

in the resolution of agreement-related disputes by (1) restricting the use by

CONTRACTING PARTIES of reports, statements of fact, and findings generated

through the dispute settlement mechanism of the agreement to the matters which

involve equivalent GATT rights and obligations and (2) restricting a GATT

determination pursuant to article XXIII of the General Agreement to the

provisions of that agreement only. The purpose of this subsection is clear.

Whether the Parties will forego or limit their GATT rights for the benefit

arising from the agreement remains to be seen.

(2) Levels of obligation. The purpose of this subsection, 14.24,

is twofold: (a) to help clarify what degree of compliance with the agreement

is necessary in order to fulfill a second level obligation and (b) to clarify

when dispute settlement procedures may be initiated in regard to the violation

of a second level obligation.

This subsection, 14.24, indicates that a Party must achieve "satisfactory

results" (line 141) when fulfilling its second level obligation to ensure that

its local subdivisions, the private standards groups within its territory, and
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international/regional groups in which it is a member or participant comply

with all applicable provisions of the agreement. "Satisfactory results" are

defined as being results which are the equivalent to those required of a

Party when ensuring that its central government meets requiremeiars of the

agreement. For example, a Party would not produce unsatisfactory results when

its political subdivisions, for example, held hearings on proposed technical

regulations at which all interested parties had an opportunity to appear.

Also under this subsection, dispute settlement procedures may be

initiated when such satisfactory results are not achieved and the trade

interests of the complaining Party are "significantly affected" (line 142).

No definition or guideline is given to determine what "significantly affected"

means. Presumably, the Committee could decide, when requested to investigate

a dispute, if the effect on the trade interests of a Party were significant

within the meaning of the agreement.

(3) Processes and production methods. Before this subsection was added,

restrictions in the agreement on the use of technical regulations and

standards causing unnecessary obstacles to trade were applicable only to

technical regulations and standards expressed in terms of product

characteristics, not methods of processing and production. 134/ The purpose

of this subsection, 14.25, is to allow dispute settlement procedures to be

invoked when technical regulations and standards causing unnecessary barriers

to trade are written in terms of processing and production requirements rather

134/ For an example of this distinction, see p. 124, supra, in this volume.
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than in terms of product characteristics in order to evade agreement

restrictions.

(4) Retroactivity. The date for entry into force of this agreement is

1 January 1980. Any technical regulations, standards, testing methods, or

certification system which are promulgated before that date, even if a

country has already signed and/or implemented the agreement, would be

considered an "existing" regulation, method, etc. for purposes of the

agreement and would therefore be subject only to dispute settlement procedures

if they were initiated.

6.15.3. Implementation

(a) Consultation. Legislation could be enacted which would delegate

the function of representing the United States in consultation procedures

(either as initiator of or responding party to the request) to an existing

agency which handles the operation and application of international agreements

or to a new agency established for such a purpose which could represent United

States' interests. Alternatively, legislation could simply direct that these

subsections be complied with and leave the detailed implementation action to

be accomplished by regulation.

Implementation of these subsections can be combined with implementation

of the remainder of the dispute settlement procedure, described below.

(b) Resolution of disputes, technical issues, and panel proceedings.

Implementation of these subsections will require that some agency or agencies

be delegated the functions of representing the interests of the United States

(either governmental or private) in dispute settlement proceedings. These

functions will include;
.132
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(1) determining when the United States should initiate these
proceedings and what the strategy for such should be,

(2) defending and determining strategy for complaints made
against the-United States, and

(3) providing names of potential panel members pursuant to Annex

3 (Panels). 135/

These functions could be assigned to one agency, such as the State

Department, STR, or a standards agency if such were established.

Alternatively, each agency involved in technical regulations, standards,

certification systems, etc. could be delegated these functions to be exercised

in the areas in which each agency has expertise. For example, the Department

of Agriculture would be authorized and required to initiate any dispute

settlement procedures arising from complaints about foreign technical

regulations covering agricultural products. It would also be required to

defend complaints regarding agricultural matters made against the United

States. The Department of Coumerce would be charged with doing the same in

regard to technical regulations covering automobile bumpers or other

industrial products.

This could be done through legislation which leaves the details to be

worked out through regulations. For example, the Department of Comerce would

be authorized through legislation to initiate dispute settlement proceedings.

Department regulations could stipulate which division or office in the

Department would actually handle the complaints and the procedure for doing so.

135/ See sec. 6.18.1, at 148, infra, in this volume.
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(c) Enforcement. Implementation of enforcement procedures would require

that some agency or agencies be authorized and required to respond to the

recommendations or rulings of the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade

when those are made and directed toward the United States. Decisions will

have to be made as to whether the United States can comply with those

recomendations or rulings and, if not, reasons will have to be given as to

why compliance is not possible. These functions would best be handled in the

same fashion as those functions involving the dispute settlement procedure

described above; that is, if one agency is charged with going forward with or

defending against complaints, that agency should continue with

enforcement-related functions. On the other hand, if the various agencies

involved with standards or certification activities are delegated the dispute

settlement functions, these enforcement functions could be similarly

delegated. This would promote continuity.

When the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade authorizes the

suspension of obligations toward a Party, a policy decision will need to be

made as to whether to suspend those obligations vis-a-vis the Party in

question. This policy function could be delegated by legislation;

alternatively, it could be assigned by executive order.

(d) Other provisions relating to dispute settlement.

(1) Procedures. No implementation other than what is described

above regarding dispute settlement procedures and enforcement is necessary for

this subsection, 14.23. However, the operation of this subsection should be

considered when an agency is deciding whether to initiate dispute settlement
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procedures. That is, the agency will have to consider the obligation to

exhaust all agreement-related dispute settlement procedures before relying on

their rights for dispute settlement under GATT.

(2) Levels of obligation. No implementation of this subsection,

14.24, is necessary, because it does not create any obligations for Parties.

However, it is advisable to note for the purpose of implementing other

subsections, e.g., 2.9 and 3.1, that there is a risk of being called to

dispute resolution procedures when a state or private standards group is

accused of violating the agreement.

(3) Processes and production methods. No implementation of this

subsection, 14.25, is necessary. However, this subsection does provide that

dispute settlement procedures can be initiated when the requirements of

technical regulations, standards, etc. are specified for the purpose of

circumventing the agreement in terms of production and process methods. This

factor should be taken into account when implementating articles 2, 3, and

4 136/ as federal agencies and states or private groups could be required or

encouraged to avoid technical regulations or standards improperly written in

terms of process and production methods.

(4) Retroactivity. No implementation of this subsection, 14.26,

will be necessary. Its effect will be to reduce the amount of implementation

required when adhering to the agreement.

136/ These articles involve the preparation, adoption, and use of technical
regulations and standards by central government bodies, local goverznent
bodies, and non-governmental bodies, including regulatory bodies other than
central government bodies.
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Modification or elimination of technical regulations, standards, testing

methods, and certification systems (federal or otherwise) which might violate

the agreement could be considered but would be impracticable and politically

infeasible since such modifications might ham any bargaining position for

consultations between Parties to a dispute.

Final provisions

6.16. Final provisions (Article 15)

6.16.1. Interpretation

6.16.11. Text

1 Acceptance and accession
15.1 This Agreement shall be open for acceptance by signature or
otherwise, by governments contracting parties to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, hereinafter referred to as "the

5 GATT", and by the European Economic Community.
15.2 This Agreement shall be open to accession by any other
government on terms, related to the effective application of rights
and obligations under this Agreement, to be agreed between that
government and the Parties to this Agreement, by the deposit with

10 the Director-General to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT of an
instrument of accession which states the terms so agreed.
15.3 Contracting parties may accept this Agreement in respect of
those territories for which they have international responsibility,
provided that the GATT is being applied in respect of such

15 territories in accordance with the provisions of Article XXVT.5(a)
or (b) of the General Agreement; and in terms of such acceptjince,
each such territory shall be treated as though it were a rarty to
this Agreement.
Reservations

20 15.4 Reservations may not be entered in respect of any of the
provisions of this Agreement without the consent of the other
Parties to this Agreement.
Entry into force
15.5 This Agreement shall enter into force on I January 1980 for

25 the governments* which have accepted it or acceded to it by that
date. For each other government it shall enter into force on the
thirtieth day following the date of its acceptance or accession to
this Agreement.

*The term "government" is deemed to include the competent
30 authorities of the European Economic Community.
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ReviewRevi Each Party shall, promptly after the date upon which this
Agreement enters into force for the Party concerned, inform the
Committee of measures in existence or taken to ensure the

35 implementation and administration of this Agreement. Any changes
of such measures thereafter shall also be notified to the Committee.
15.7 The Committee shall review annually the implementation ae€
operation of this Agreement taking into account the objectives
thereof. The Committee shall annually inform the CONTRACTING

40 PARTIES to the GATT of developments during the periods covered by
such reviews.
15.8 Not later than the end of the third year from the entry into
force of this Agreement and at the end of each three-year period
thereafter, the Committee shall review the operation and implemen-

45 station of this agreement, including the provisions relating to
transparency, with a view to adjusting the rights and obligations
of this Agreement where necessary to ensure mutual economic
advantage and balance of rights and obligations, without prejudice
to the provisions of Article 12, and where appropriate proposing

50 amendments to the text of this Agreement having regard, inter alia,
to the experience gained in its implementation.
Amendments
15.9 The Parties may amend this Agreement having regard, inter
alia, to the experience gained in its implementation. Such an

55 amendment, once the Parties have concurred in accordance with
procedures established by the Committee, shall not come into force
for any Party until it has been accepted by such Party.
Withdrawal
15.10 Any Party may withdraw from this Agreement. The withdrawal

60 shall take effect upon the expiration of sixty days from the date
on which the written notice of withdrawal is received by the
Director-General to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT. Any Party
to this Agreement may upon receipt of such notification, request an
immediate meeting of the Committee.

65 Non-application of this Agreement between particular Parties
15.11 This Agreement shall not apply as between any two Parties to
this Agreement if either of the Parties, at the time either accepts
or accedes to this Agreement, does not consent to such application.
Annexes

70 15.12 The annexes to this Agreement constitute an integral part
thereof.
Secretariat
15.13 This Agreement shall be serviced by the GATT secretariat.

75 1M.14 This Agreement shall be deposited with the Director-General

to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT, who shall promptly furnish
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to each Party to this Agreement and each contracting party to the
GATT a certified copy thereof and of each amendment thereto
pursuant to Article 15.9, and a notification of each acceptance

60 thereof pursuant to Articles 15.1 and 15.2, or each withdrawal
therefrom pursuant to Article 15.10.
Registration
15.15 This Agreement shall be registered in accordance with the
provisions of Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

85 Done at Geneva this day of nineteen hundred

and seventy-nine, in a single copy, in the English, French and Spanish
languages, each text being authentic.

6.16.111. Description

This article provides for the administrative aspects of the agreement

normally included in a treaty. These include, inter alis, provisions on

accession, entry into force, review, amendments, services provided by the GATT

secretariat, deposit of the instrument, and authentic languages.

Any country and the European Economic Community may sign the agreement as

acceptance is not limited to the Contracting Parties of the GATT. The only

requirement is that a country, which is not a Contracting Party, be willing to

accede to the agreement on terms agreed upon by the government of that country

and the Parties to the agreement.

Acceptance of the agreement extends to the territories for which a Party

has incurred an international responsibility. This is qualified insofar as

the GATT has been appl;ed to those territories.

Reservations to any provision may be made by a Party only if the other

Parties consent to the reservation.

The agreement is to enter into force on I January 1980, for those

countries which have signed it by that date. After that date, the agreement
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will become effective for any government adhering to the agreement on the

thirtieth day after the date of signing.

Under the subsections 15.6-15.8 of this article, a system of review of

the implementation, application, and operation of this agreement is

established. Parties, after the agreement enters into force, are to promptly

inform the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade of their actions to

implement and administer the agreement. Changes in such programs are also to

be notified to the Committee.

The Committee is to review the implementation and operation of the

agreement for two purposes. The first is that the Committee must annually

inform the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT of the developments in the

operation of the agreement The second is to examine every three years what

adjustments should be made in order to perpetuate mutual economic advantages

and a balance of rights and obligations and to propose amendments to the text

of the agreement if suc.i becomes necessary.

Parties may also amend the agreement. Procedures for doing so are to be

established by the Committee. An amendment will enter into force for a Party

only after that Party has accepted it.

Withdrawal from the agreement is permissible and effective sixty days

after the Director-General to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT receives such

notification. No specific provisions are made for adjustment of rights and

obligations which might be necessary to make. Any Party may, however, request

the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade to meet after being notified of a

withdrawal.
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As in article XXXV of the GATT (Non-application of the Agreement between

Particular Contracting Parties), a Party may elect not to apply this agreement

toward other parties. This election can be made by a country already party to

the agreement or by a country becoming a party, but the election can be made

only at the time of acceptance or accession of the agreement.

All three annexes to the agreement (terms and definitions; technical

expert groups; panels) are legally binding parts of the agreement.

The completed agreement is to be serviced by the GATT secretariat.

The agreement is to be deposit with the Director-General to the GATT

CONTRACTING PARTIES. The Director-General is to promptly furnish copies of

the agreement, amendments thereto, and notification of each acceptance,

accession, or withdrawal to each Party to the agreement and to each

Contracting Party to GATT.

The completed agreement is to be registered with the United Nations

Secretariat in accordance with article 102 of the United Nations Charter. The

authentic languages of the text are English, French, and Spanish.

6.16.112. Analysis

If the European Economic Comunity signs the agreement, it will assume

first level obligations toward implementing and applying the agreement within

its own structure and institutions. 137/ The second level obligations would

attach to the EEC in regard to the Member States and nongovernmental groups

within that cominity. On 12 April 1979, the EEC had initialed the

137/ In Annex I of the agreement, the European Economic Community is
included in the definition of a central government body. See 6.17.1, at 145,
infra, in this volume.
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agreement. It is presently unclear whether the nine Member States are to be

bound by the EEC signing the agreement or are to be bound by their own

responsibility also.

A country not a Contracting Party to the GATT may sign the agreement if

its government and the Parties agree on terms which "relate to the effective

application of rights and obligations" under the agreement (tines 7-8). There

is no indication as to what those terms might be, but the purpose of such

requirement is to ensure that non-Contracting Parties to GATT do not escape

obligations Contracting Parties to GATT assume which would interfere with

balance of rights and obligations under the agreement.

In the European Economic Community, the Council of Ministers must accept

the agreement. 138/ If the agreement is implemented by an EC directive, it

will be binding on the Member States when published. The French constitution

requires that an international agreement, such as the agreement, be ratified

or approved by law before it is effective. Once those legislative steps have

been taken and the dcument is published, the instrument becomes superior to

domestic laws. There is a reservation to such superiority: the other party

or parties to the international agreement must also apply or implement the

agreement. 139/

138/ Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (Rome Treaty),
arts. 113 and 228.

139/ French Constitution, arts. 53 and 55.
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The importance of the date for entry into force (line 24) is that such

date will determine which technical regulations, standards, associated testing

methods and administrative procedures, and certification systems are subject

to provisions of the agreement. Any that are proposed or promulgated after

I January 1980 will be subject to the provisions of the agreement. The same

is true, pursuant to article 1.5, for amendments or revisions made after

1 January 1980 to standards, certification systems, etc. which are in force

prior to 1 January 1980.

At the present time, the United States does not apply the GATT to Hungary

and Romania pursuant to article XXXV of the GATT and United States trade law.

If these countries as well as the United States decide to sign the

agreement, 140/ the subsection on nonapplication (lines 65-68) would permit

the same policy. Invoking this provision is an indirect way of making

reservations to the agreement. While the provision does not allow

reservations vise--vis the language, it would at least offer a Party or a

potential Party the opportunity to reserve the application of the entire

agreement as to any other country which signed the agreement. At the present

there is no indication that any country intends to elect not to apply the

agreement in regard to another country signing to agreement.

By registering the agreement with the United Nations Secretariat (lines

83-84), a Party may invoke the agreement before any organ of the United

Nations. This arguably would permit the agreement to be considered as

applicable law at the International Court of Justice, if a case were ever to

be brought before that forum.

4

140/ Hungary initialed the agreement on 12 April but Romania did not.
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6.16.3. Implementation

This article provides for the implementation of the agreement on an

international level and does not establish any obligations for the United

States which would necessitate implementation at the domestic level. However,

there are two provisions in this article that will have an effect on how the

United States implements other articles of the agreement.

If reservations to the agreement are desired, consent to them will have

to be obtained from all other countries which sign before the reservation

would be applicable.

Since entry into force will in 1980, the United States will have until

that date to implement the agreement in this country assuming it is approved

by Congress. Any institutional additions or modifications, appropriations,

technical regulations, certification systems, etc. which need to be legislated

or otherwise promulgated will not be required to be operational until that

t ime.

A policy decision on whether to invoke the provision on nonapplicability

will need to be made in regard to any other country signing the agreement. A

decision not to apply the agreement to a particular country will have to be

notified at the time of acceptance, not at the date specified for entry into

force.
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Annexes

6.17. Annex 1

6.17.1. Interpretation

6.17.11. Text

1 TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSES OF THIS
AGREEMENT

Note: References to the definitions of international standardizing
bodies in the explanatory notes are made as they stood in March 1979.

5 1. Technical specification

A specification contained in a document which lays down
characteristics of a product such as levels of quality, performance,
safety or dimensions. It may include, or deal exclusively with
terminology, symbols, testing and test methods, packaging, marking or

10 labelling requirements as they apply to a product.

Explanatory note:

This Agreement deals only with technical specifications relating to
products. Thus the wording of the corresponding Economic Comission
for Europe/International Organization for Standardization definition

15 is amended in order to exclude services and codes of practice.

2. Technical regulation

A technical specification, including the applicable administrative
provisions, with which compliance is mandatory.

Explanatory note:

20 The wording differs from the corresponding Economic Commission for
Europe/International Organization for Standardization definitions
because the latter is based on the definition of regulation which is
not defined in this Agreement. Furthermore the Economic Comsisson
for Europe/International Organization for Standardization definition

25 contains a normative element which is included in the operative
provisions of the Agreement. For the purposes of this Agreement,
this definition covers also a standard of which the application has
been made mandatory not by separate regulation but by virtue of a
general law.
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30 3. Standard

A technical specification approved by a recognized standardizing
body for repeated or continuous application, with which compliance
is not mandatory.

Explanatory note:

35 The corresponding Economic Commission for Europe/International
Organization for Standardization definition contains several
normative elements which are not included in the above definition.
Accordingly, technical specifications which are not based on
consensus are covered by this Agreement. This definition does not

40 cover technical specifications prepared by an individual company for
its own production or consumption requirements. The word "body"
covers also a national standardizing system.

4. International body or system

A body or system whose membership is open to the relevant bodies of
45 at least all Parties to this Agreement.

5. Regional body or system

A body or system whose membership is open to the relevant bodies of
only some of the Parties.

6. Central government body

50 Central government, its ministries and departments or any body
su'Jject to the control of the central government in respect of the
activity in question.

Explanatory note:

In the case of the European Economic Community the provisions
55 governing central government bodies apply. However, regional bodies

or certification systems may be established within the European
Economic Community, and in such cases would be subject to the
provisions of this Agreement on regional bodies or certification
systems.

60 7. Local government body

A Government other than a central government (e.g. states,
provinces, Lander, cantons, municipalities, etc.), its ministries or
departments or any body subject to the control of such a government
in respect of the activity in question.
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65 S. Non-governmental body

A body other than a central government body or a local government
body, including non-governmental bodies which has legal power to
enforce a technical regulation.

9. Standardizing body

70 A governmental or non-governmental body, one of whose recognized
activities is in the field of standardization.

10. International standard

A standard adopted by an international standardizing body.

Explanatory note:

75 The wording differs from the corresponding Economic Commission for
Europe/International Organi.ation for Standardization definition in
order to make it consistent with other definitions of this Agreement.

6.17.111. Description

This annex gives the definition and explanatory notes for ten terms as

they are specifically intended for use in the agreement. An attempt was made

by the negotiators to relate these definitions to those of international

standardizing bodies. Explanatory notes often refer to the international body

whose definition was used and points out how the definition of the agreement

differs. The two most important terms and definitions to note are "central

government body" and "local government body" since the dichotomy between the

two is the basis for the system of two levels of obligation.

6.17.112. Analysis

In the third term, Standard (lines 30-42), there is a sentence in the

explanatory note which limits the coverage of the agreement. The definition

of "standard" excludes all technical specifications used by an individual

company for its internal purposes. In effect, such deletion precludes
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coverage of standards which are de facto mandatory by use and practice. For

example, a particular strength of steel might be required by contractual terms

for use in manufacturing steel pipe and tubing. Such specifications, if

appearing in a majority of contracts, could effectively preclude pipe and

tubes using other steel strengths. If the specification were based on design

criteria, rather than performance, pipe and tubing not meeting those design

specifications would be unnecessarily excluded. On the other hand, by

excluding such specifications from coverage under the agreement, the ability

to contract freely is preserved.

6.17.3. Implementation

It is not necessary to implement the definitions of these terms in United

States domestic law. However, it is necessary to use them in implementing the

agreement, as they give a more precise meaning of the obligations under the

agreement. For this reason, the relevant portions of the definitions and

explanatory notes could be incorporated in a definitional section of any

overall implementing bill; this might be helpful for interpreting the domestic

obligations arising from the implementing legislation and regulations. For

example, a standard which was purported to be an international standard would

not have to be considered for adoption in the United States if the.

international body which promulgated the standard did not, in fact, open

membership of the group to all Parties to the agreement. Such a standard

would not qualify as an international standard for under the agreement.
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6.18. Annex 2

6.18.1. Interpretation

6.18.11. Text

I Technical Expert Groups

The following procedures shall apply to technical expert groups
established in accordance with the provisions of Article 14.
1. Participation in technical expert groups shall be restricted

5 to persons, preferably government officials, of professional
standing and experience in the field in question.
2. Citizens of countries whose central governments are parties to
a dispute shall not be eligible for membership of the technical
expert group concerned with that dispute. Members of technical

10 expert groups shall serve in their individual capacities and not as
government representatives, nor as representatives of any
organization. Governments or organizations shall therefore not give
them instructions with regard to matters before a technical expert
group.

15 3. The parties to a dispute shall have access to all relevant
information provided to a technical expert group, unless it is of a
confidential nature. Confidential information provided to the
technical expert group shall not be revealed without formal
authorization from the government or person providing the

20 information. Where such information is requested from the technical
expert group but release of such information by the technical expert
group is not authorized, a non-confidential smary of the
information will be provided by the government or person supplying
the information.

25 4. To encourage development of mutually satisfactory solutions
between the parties and with a view to obtaining their coments,
each technical expert group should first submit the descriptive part
of its report to the parties concerned, and should subsequently
submit to the parties to the dispute its conclusions, or an outline

30 thereof, a reasonably period of time before they are circulated to
the Parties.

6.18.111. Description

This annex sets out the criteria for selecting technical experts to serve

on technical expert groups pursuant to subsections 14.9-14.13 and other

aspects of those groups. It is an integral party of the agreement by

operation of article 15.12.
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The technical expert should be a professional with experience in the

field of the dispute. Government officials are preferred to private

individuals. No provision is made for creating a list of recognized

candidates as there is in the annex on panels (Annex 3, infra).

The experts cannot be a citizen of a country which is party to the

dispute. They must serve in an independent capacity, and governments or

organizations are not to instruct them in regard to any dispute which they are

considering.

Information before a technical expert group must also be available to the

parties to the dispute, unless the relevant information is of a confidential

nature. In those instances, such information can be provided only if release

is authorized. Where authorization is not given, a non-confidential suary

must be provided by the government or person supplying the confidential

information.

When the technical expert groce 'as completed its review of the dispute,

it is to circulate the descriptive portion and conclusions of its report to

the parties involved, either in full or in outline form. The purpose to

receive coments from the parties and to facilitate a mutually satisfactory

solution. This circulation of the report is to be accomplished within a

reasonable time before the Parties as a whole receives the report.

6.18.112. Analysis

The annex attempts to provide directions for the establishment and

operation of technical expert groups authorized under articles 13 and 14. It

parallels Annex 3, infra, which sets out the requirements and procedures for
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panels. Annex 2, however, is less detailed than Annex 3 and leaves several

points uncovered. No provision is made for who selects the technical expert

nor for whether the parties to the dispute may reject a candidate.

Additionally, there is no indication as to how many technical experts must or

can serve on a group nor is there any indication of whether the Parties incur

an obligation to cooperate with the group in regard to providing it

information. Presumably they are obligated, at least under the spirit of the

dispute settlement provisions.

6.18.3. Implementation

No implementation is mandated by this annex.

6.19. Annex 3

6.19.1. Interpretation

6.19.11. Text

I PANELS

The following procedures shall apply to panels established in
accordance with the provisions of Section 14.
1. In order to facilitate the constitution of panels, the Chairman5 of the Committee shall maintain an informal indicative list of
government officials knowledgeable in the area of technical barriers
to trade and experienced in the field of trade relations and
economic development. This list may also include persons other than
government officials. In this connexion, each adherent shall be

10 invited to indicate at the beginning of every year to the Chairman
of the Committee the name(s) of the one or two governmental experts
whom the Parties to this Agreement would be willing to make
available for such work. When a panel is established under Article
14.13, the Chairman, within seven days shall propose the

15 composition of the panel consisting of three or five members,
preferably government officials. The parties directly concerned
hall react within seven working days to nominations of panel
members by the Chairman and shall not oppose nominations except for
compelling reasons. Citizens of countries whose central governments

20 are parties to a dispute shall not be eligible for membership of the
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panel concerned with that dispute. Panel members shall serve in
their individual capacities and not as government representatives,
nor as representatives of any organization. Governments or
organizations shall therefore not give them instructions with regard

25 to matters before a panel.
2. Each panel shall develop its own working procedures. ill
Parties, having a substantial interest in the matter and having
notified this to the Committee, shall have an opportunity to be
heard. Each panel may consult and seek information and technical

30 advice from any source it deems appropriate. Before a panel seeks
such information or technical advice from a source within the
jurisdiction of a Party, it shall inform the government of that
Party. In case such consultation with competent bodies and experts
is necessary it should be at the earliest possible stage of the

35 dispute settlement procedure. Any Party shall respond promptly and
fully to any request by a panel for such information as the panel
considers necessary and appropriate. Confidential information
provided to the panel shall not be revealed without formal
authorization from the government or person providing the

40 information. Were such information is requested from the panel but
release of such information by the panel is not authorized, a
non-confidential summary of the information will be provided by the
government or person providing the information.
3. Where the parties to a dispute have failed to come to a

45 satisfactory solution, the panel shall submit its findings in a
written form. Panel reports should set out the rationale behind any
findings and recommendations that it makes. Where a bilateral
settlement of the matter has been found, the report of the panel may
be confined to a brief description of the case and to reporting that

50 a solution has been reached.
4. To encourage development of mutually satisfactory solutions
between the parties and with a view to obtaining their comments,
each panel should first submit the descriptive part of its report tothe parties concerned, and should subsequently submit to the parties

55 to the dispute its conclusions, or an outline thereof, a reasonable
period of time before they are circulated to the Parties.

6.19.111. Description

This annex is an integral part of the agreement by operation of article

15.12. It was included in the agreement in order to provide some guidance for

the establishment and operation of panels outlined under subsections

14.13-14.18.
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The Chairman of the Comittee on Technical Barriers to Trade is to

compile and maintain a list of persons from which to choose panel members.

These persons must have a knowledge of technical barriers to trade (technical

regulations, standards, testing methods, and certification systems) and

experience in trade relations and economic development. They may be either

government or nongovernment experts, although there is a preference for

government officials. 141/ A maximum of two government officials may be

proposed each year by Parties for service on panels.

Within seven days of the request for a panel to be established under

section 14.13, the Chairman is to nominate three or five persons to serve on

the panel. The Parties involved then have seven working days to react to

those nominations but may oppose them only for "compelling reasons" (line

19). No definition or example of "compelling reasons" is given.

Panel members may not be from the governments of Parties involved in the

dispute. Paael members serve independently of their governments; Parties or

organizations whose officials might serve on panels may not give their

officials instructions involving the matters before those panels.

The working procedure of a panel is left to each particular panel.

Generally, all Parties with substantial interest in the matter shall be given

the opportunity to be heard. Additionally, a panel may seek information, from

any source, including technical information from a group of technical experts

if established. However, if the panel seeks information from a source within

the territory or jurisdiction of any Party, it must first notify the

141/ See line 16 of the text, supra, at 150.
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government of that Party. The panel holds broad authority to seek such

information, and Parties have a first level obligation to respond

"promptly and fully" (lines 35-36) to panel requests for information.

Confidential information provided to a panel is to remain confidential

and may be released only upon formal authorization of the government or person

supplying the information. However, a non-confidential summary approved by

the source of the information may be requested and must be provided.

A written paiel report is to be issued when the panel has completed its

review of the dispute. The report must include the panel's rationale for its

findings and recoumendations. This report is submitted by the operation of

section 14.15 to the Coumittee on Technical Barriers to Trade in order to help

it make its final recommendations or rulings.

Parties to a dispute should be informed of the panel's conclusions before

other Parties are informed. This allows the panel to take into account the

comments and reactions of the Parties involved in the dispute and presumably

make appropriate changes in the conclusions so as to increase the chances for

mutually satisfactory solution to the dispute.

6.19.112. Analysis

This annex gives detailed directions for the formation and operation of

dispute settlement panels. The entire dispute settlement procedure set out in

section 14 and this annex is an improvement, at least in terms of specificity,

over the procedure established and sometimes followed under article XXIII of

the General Agreement in cases where that article could be applied to matters

involving technical barriers to trade.
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Despite this improvement, there do remain three unclear terms. The

agreement authorizes a list of persons from whom panel members may be

selected. These persons are to be "knowledgeable in the area of technical

barriers to trade and experienced in the field of trade relations and economic

development." (line 6-8) No guidelines are given as to what constitutes

"knowledgeable" or "experienced." While these requirements are not specified,

ine lack of clarity will not be detrimental to the operation of a panel since

Parties could presumably reject a nomination on the basis of that person's

lack of expertise.

Panel members are preferably to be government officials (line 16). The

reason for such preference appears to be that the expense involved (salaries,

per diem expenses, travel allowances, etc.) can be borne by the governments

making their officials available for participation on the panel.

The second term which is not defined or illustrated is "compelling

reasons" (line 19) which is used to indicate when a Party may oppose

nominations of panel members. The purpose of such a concept ip obviously to

limit petty opposition to a nomination which could be used to impede dispute

settlement procedures. Given this understanding, "compelling reasons" might

include a nominee's lack of expertise or a lack of independence from

governmen t instruction. The term presumably would not include such reasons as

citizenship or lack of past service on arbitral panels. The key, then, to the

interpretation of this phrase is common sense applied in good faith.

The third term which is unclear is "substantial interest" (line 27) which

is m ant to be a guidepost for what connection with a case a Party must have
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in order to speak before a panel. The purpose, similar to the previously

described term, is to avoid unnecessary proceedings. "Substantial," then,

should be interpreted to mean actual involvement in the dispute or at least

being in the position in which significant trade interests are affected by the

dispute.

A panel has, by operation of the annex, wide discretion in seeking and

obtaining the information and technical advice it deems necessary to make its

report (lines 29-30 and 35-37). A panel can seek information or technical

advice from any source it finds necessary to consult, and all Parties have a

first level obligation to respond promptly and fully to requests made of them.

This annex also provides for protection of confidential informatica

(lines 37-40). There is no provision which authorizes the panel or a

Committee official to determine what information is confidential and deserves

protection. This allows the Parties or persons involved to decide what is

confidential and thereby the information may receive such protection until the

material is no longer considered confidential.

6.19.3. Implementation

To implement the provisions in this annex, legislation will need to be

enacted which provides that the names of one or two government experts be

supplied each year to the Chairman of the Committee for inclusion in the list

if government experts which can be nominated to serve on panels. Some agency

3r interagency group could be delegated the task of selecting officials who

iave the necessary qualifications ("knowledgeable in the area of technical

)arriers to trade and experienced in the field of trade relations and economic

development," lines 6-8).
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Legislation delegating the authority to pursue or defend complaints

should also assign.to the agencies (or agency) involved the task of approving

or opposing the nominations for panel members made by the Chairman of the

Committee.
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SECTION I1: Economic Analysis of Selected Industries

6.20. Impact of the standards agreement on selected U.S. industries

A diversity of technical regulations, standards, certification systems,

and testing methods imposed by countries throughout the world impact

negatively, to varying degrees, on most products in international trade. Such

non-tariff measures (NTM's), numbering in the thousands at the national, state

and local levels, impact world trade in virtually all agricultural and

industrial products. 142/

In developing information relating to the impact of these NTM's on U.S.

trade, the Commission utilized, not only its own expertise, but also surveyed

the ATAC and ISAC members, as well as other informed trade sources for their

oral and written comments. The results of these inquiries were essentially

twofold: (1) Although these trade restrictions affect, to some extent,

virtually every product produced in the United States--from food to paint

rollers--they are far more restrictive of U.S. exports than i.uworts, on

balance, and (2) although most products or industries conceivably are

affected, only four product areas could be identified where U.S. exports are

significantly affected, i.e., exports of these affected, products and

industries producing them are currently experiencing significant adverse

effects from these practices, but would materially benefit, on balance, from

the adoption of this standards agreement. However, it should be reemphasized

that the standards agreement, as initialed, is prospective and will have

142/ See p. 1, supra.
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limited retroactive impact. Therefore, in reporting on the economic impact of

its adoption, the Commission made cetain assumptions regarding the impact on

these selected industries of the standards agreement. In this connection, it

is anticipated that certain MTK's viii be modified as a result of the use of

the dispute settlement mechanism, and that in some instances, voluntary

compliance will result in the relaxation of other current restrictive

practices. Thus, the effects given in each of the following reports represent

the cumulative effect that will take place over a number of years.

In the judgment of the Commission, those U.S. industries that are most

significantly impacted by existing trade barriers and whose export potential

would most likely be improved by adoption of this standards agreement

include: farm machinery and equipment; measuring, analyzing and controlling

instruments; surgical and medical instruments and apparatus; and precious

metal jewelry. Each of the reports which follow gives a brief profile of the

affected industry, by U.S. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) group(s),

a description of the particular trade barrier(s) affecting traJe, the effects

of these barriers on U.S. trade, and the probable economic effects on such

trade of adoption of this standards agreement.

6.21. Farm machinery and equipment

6.21.1. Industry profile

The machinery and equipment dealt with here includes wheel (farm)

tractors, and cultivating, planting, fertilizing, harvesting, and farm dairy

machinery, and equipment (SIC 352 pt.) used in raising livestock and preparing

farm products for market.
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In 1977, U.S. shipments of farm machinery and equiment, by about 1,500

establishments, were valued at about $8.8 billion, or 116 percent higher than

in 1972; farm tractors accounted for $2.8 billion of the 1977 total.

Production workers numbered about 94,000 in 1977, or 18 percent higher than in

1972.

Exports in 1977 were valued at $1.6 billion, or 219 percent higher than

in 1972. In 1977, exports accounted for 18 percent of total U.S. shipments,

compared with 12 percent in 1972; Canada received about half of U.S. exports

during 1972-77. Other leading markets in 1977 were Australia, France, the

United Kingdom, West Germany, Venezuela, Belgium, and Hexico.

In 1977, U.S. imports (which are duty free) were valued at about $1.2

billion, or 162 percent higher than in 1972. The imports-to-consumption ratio

was 14 percent in 1977, up from 11 percent in 1972. Canada was by far the

principal source of imports (over 50 percent) during 1972-77, followed by the

United Kingdom, West Germany, Belgium, and Japan. U.S.-based and owned

multinational producers account for a substantial portion of U S. imports.

Farm machinery produced in the United State is aimed at U.S. and Canadian

farms that, on the average, are much larger than elsewhere in the ,mo.-Communist

world. Consequently, a significant portion of U.S. exports consists of large,

high-production machinery to Canada and other areas, such as Australia, where

there is an increasing trend for the creation of larger farms. There is a

significant export trade in components and parts; many of the exports of parts

are to numerous foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms (several in the EEC) that

supply smaller equipment to local, third country, and some U.S. markets. U.S. 40
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imports from Canada consist mainly of large cultivating and harvesting

machines manufactured by U.S. subsidiaries and a large multinational Canadian

firm which also has plants in the United States.

Because of its constantly advancing technology and competitive prices,

and through its multinational production, distribution, and servicing

facilities, the U.S. farm machinery industry is a strong competitor, both in

the United States and world markets. The only exceptions are the non-Communist

countries of the Far East to which Japan is the predominant supplier of

equipment designed for rice farming.

6.21.2. Effects of the agreement

Despite the work of the International Standards Organization in which the

United States is a participant through the American National Standards

Institute, there is still no uniformity of technical standards and technical

regulations for agricultural equipment from country to country. Thus, exports

of agricultural equipment must contend with a multiplicity of standards and

technical regulations ranging, for instance, from engine performance to the

location of the headlights on tractors. These standards and technical

regulations generally apply both to imported and domestic products, but since

they were developed on the basis of existing local technology, they tend to

favor, intentionally or unintentionally, locally produced articles.

In the foregoing context, a very restrictive practice by many countries

(including in mall degree the United States 143/) that acts as an MMN on farm

143/ In the United States, Nebraska is the only State that requires testing
ofa-gricultural tractors for certification. Results are published in a
leading U.S. trade journal.
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machinery trade is the requirement for local testing and certification of new

models. Since virtually all countries refuse to accept certification tests

performed in another country, these requirements significantly restrict trade.

Implementation of the standards agreement would further facilitate world

trade in agricultural machinery, particularly if foreign and regional test

certifications are made uniform and acceptable. The impact of the

implementation on U.S. producers and labor would be beneficial on balance as

exports ($1.6 billion in 1977) would likely increase significantly more than

imports ($1.2 billion in 1977). U.S. purchasers of agricultural machinery

would likely benefit from an even larger variety of equipment becoming

available in the U.S. market than heretofore.

6.22. Measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments

6.22.1. Industry profile

There are about 2,800 establishments in the United States that produce

instruments for measurements, analysis, and control (SIC 3811, 3822, 3823,

3824, 3825, 3829, and 3832). Although there are a few leadinC manufacturers,

some of which operate foreign subsidiaries, most are small and employ fewer

than 20 people. Total employment increased from approximately 211,000 in 1972

to about 253,000 in 1977, or by 20 percent. The aggregate annual value of

U.S. shipments increased from $5.6 billion in 1972 to $9.6 billion in 1977, or

by 71 percent. Exports increased from $960 million in 1972 to $2.2 billion io

1977, or by 129 percent. In recent years, exports mounted to 23-24 percent

of U.S. production. Imports increased from $313 million in 1972 to $727

million in 1977, or by 132 percent. In 1977, imports mounted to about 9
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percent of U.S. consumption. Canada# EC/EFTA countries, and Japan are the

principal U.5. export markets and also the sources of most U.S. imports. The

strong domestic and foreign demand for these instruments can be attributed to

the increased enforcement of safety and environmental standards and technical

regulations, pressure for improved productivity, need for more efficient use

of resources, and continued demand for scientific research instruments. As a

whole, the U.S. instrument industry is healthy and is recording increased

domestic and foreign sales.

6.22.2. Effects of the standards agreement

There are scores of voluntary industry design and/or performance

standards in the United States which affect most instruments discussed

herein. However, all aeronautical instruments must conform to the Technical

Standard Orders issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), or the

instruments must be certified by that agency.

As mentioned, U.S. instrument standards are largely voluntary industry

standards. The relatively free business atmosphere in the United States makes

it less likely for an.industry standard to be used to discriminate against

U.S. imports. Because of the superior quality of most U.S. instruments, the

adoption of the standards agreement is unlikely to have, an adverse impact on

U.S. imports, U.S. industry, labor, and consumers. The aeronautical standards

and technical regulations issued by the FAA are exempt from the agreement;

these standards and regulations are intended to assure maximum quality and

accuracy of the aeronautical instruments.
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As in the United States, most foreign labeling, marking, and packaging

standards, as well as design and performance standards, are voluntary industry

standards. However, according to some ISAC members, it is common practice for

foreign governments, a:. 3ciations, importers, and/or buyers to require thrt an

imported instrument meet the requirements of particular industry standards.

These representatives are not overly concerned about foreign labeling.

marking, and packaging standards; they believe, however, that design and

performance standards are discreetly but effectively used by many foreign

nations to protect the domestic industry from foreign competition. Those

countries mentioned most often were West Germany, France, and Japan. Canadian

and Mexican industry standards do not appear to be significant impediments to

international trade. As a result of these and other nontariff barriers, many

smaller U.S. firms have written off foreign countries as markets for their

products and a number of larger companies have felt compelled to establish

foreign subsidiaries in order to penetrate local markets.

Many U.S. high technology instruments are considered supe-ior i:.

performance and quality to foreign-made instruments, and are highly regarded

by domestic and foreign end users. The adoption and enforcement of a uniform

standards agreement will enable the U.S. industry to significantly increase

its export, which have been expanding in recent years and amounted to $2.2

billion in 1977. These i_•creased export shipments will likely have a

significantly positive impact on the U.S. industry and labor; the consumer,

however, will not likely be affected.
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6.23. Surgical and medical instruments and apparatus

6.23.1. Industry profile

There are over 500 manufacturing establishments producing surgical and

medical instruments (SIC 3841) in the United States. Approximately half of

these plants are located in states along the Atlantic coast. Plants owned by

the eight largest companies account for more than '.,alf of all shipments.

Employment in the industry increased about 8 percent annually during 1973-78

and was estimated at 50,000 in 1978. Annual industry shipments of surgical

and medical instruments doubled during the period 1973-78, rising from $1.2

billion to an estimated $2.4 billion. Over the same period, U.S. exports rose

from $169.0 million to an estimated $416.0 million, or by 146 percent; such

shipments accounted for approximately 16-18 percent of total industry

shipment. The principal foreign markets in 1978 were Canada (19 percent),

Japan (11 percent), West Germany (9 percent), United Kingdom (6 percent), and

France (6 percent).

U.S. imports of surgical and medical equipment rose from 931.0 million in

1973 to an estimated $81.0 million in 1978, or by 162 percent; during that

period imports accounted for about 3-4 percent of annual U.S. apparent

consumption. The principal suppliers in 1978 were West Germany (39 percent),

Japan (20 percent), Ireland '.0 percent), United Kingdom (6 percent), and

Canada (3 percent). The strong U.S. surgical and medical equipment industry

is well recognized for its superior product and is expected to continue to

find expanding markets both in the United States and abroad.
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6.23.2. Effects of the agreement

There are no known U.S. standards currently affecting imports of medical

and surgical equipment, other than the marking requirement specifying the

country of origin. However, the Medical Device Act of 1976, when implemented,

will require all imported medical devices to meet U.S. health and safety

requirements. Enforcement of this regulation by the Food and Drug

Administration has not yet occurred. It is expected, however, that when the

FDA begins to monitor imports of such devices to determine their compliance

with the requirements included in the Act, there will be some moderate decline

in the level of imports.

Assuming that the effects of the adoption of this standards agreement

will be less stringent than those requirements included in the Medical Device

-Act, U.S. imports of medical devices will likely recover to their current

levels . However, such adoption will probably have little, if any, effect on

the U.S. industry, labor, and consumers because of the superior quality of

U.S. produced devices.

Most EEC countries have certain design standards, e.g., color and shape,

-(which act as effective nuisance restrictions), rather than performance

standards, that restrict imports of medical equipment from entering'their

respective markets. These design standards severely curtail the volume of

J.S. exports, even though the United States has an established reputation for

'advanced technology and consistent excellent quality in the medical instrument

industry.
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Assuining the elimination by foreign countries of certain of their design

standards, the adoption of this standards agreement would substantially

increase U.S. exports o: medical instruments, which, in 1978, amounted to an

estimated $416.0 million (about 16-18 percent of total shipments). in view of

the increasing demand for better health care abroad and the superior quality

of U.S. produced instruments, U.S. exports would most likely expand after the

adoption of this agreement, with a resultant increase in production and

Employment levels. Assuming expansion in U.S. output, there would be no

adverse impact on domestic consumers.

6.24. Precious metal jewelry

6.24.1. Industry profile

Precious metal jewelry (SIC 3911) is produced in the United States by

skilled craftsmen in a large number of small establishments located mostly in

the northeastern part of the country. The value of U.S. shipments, exports,

imports and consumption increased substantially in 1972-77. Shipments rose

steadily from $1 billion (1972) to $1.7 billion (1977) while irports climbed

from $51 million to $307 million in the same period. Imports grew from 5

percent of consumption in 1972 to 17 percent in 1977. Exports rose each year

from $40 million in 1972 to $87 million in 1977. Employment also increased

each year, reaching an estimated 41,900 employees in 1977. A major reason for

the large increase in the value of trade is the sharp rise in the price of

precious metals and jewels, which account for the major share of the

manufacturing cost of precious metal jewelry. The strength of "conspicuous"

consumption as a market force, as well as the desire to offset dwindling
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currency devaluations by investment in articles with intrinsic and rising

values, have promoted demand despite the rise in the cost of jewelry.

6.24.2. Effects of the agreement

There are no known U.S. standards or technical regulations affecting U.S.

imports of precious metal jewelry other than the federal regulations requiring

that any labeling of jewelry of precious metal or precious stones be accurate;

although marking of metal content, or gem type, is not required by law, any

such voluntary marking must be free of deceptive practices. Since the

standards agreement conforms to current U.S. practice by prohibiting such

deception, U.S. adoption of this agreement will have no effect on U.S.

imports, industry, labor, and consumers.

U.S. exports of precious metal jewelry have been limited by marking

requirements and karat-gold content regulations as discussed below.

In the United Kingdom, France, Switzerland, and Italy, every piece of

precious jewelry must be tested and marked. In France, the Napoleonic Code

specifies 6 entry ports where the jewelry must be tested and marked. The

testing process damages the article, so it must be refinished. The testing of

imports in those countries is reportedly a lengthy procedure, usually 3 or 4

months, and ties up inventory and funds.

In Spain, France, and Italy, no article may be designated as gold unless

it is 18 karat. Thus, gold jewelry may not be sold as such if its purity is

less than 18 karat.

Switzerland is the only country requiring that silver plate be made by

fusing the silver to the base metal rather than by electrorlating.

16-7
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The Canadian province of Quebec requires that markings be in two

languages, adding to the manufacturers' costs.

The combined impact of foreign standards on the U.S. industry is to

severely restrict U.S. exports, as well as to lower profits because of the

higher cost of doing business with the countries involved. Foreign adoption

of this agreement on standards would minimize U.S. export difficulties, lower

the cost of doing business and result in a substantially greater volume of

U.S. exports, which amounted to about $87 million in 1977--5 percent of total

shipments. The resulting increased production requirement would probably

necessitate a rise in employment; U.S. consumers, however, would not likely be

affected.

SP£8
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Section I of this document represents legal analysis of draft agreements
negotiated at the Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MIN) in Geneva under the
auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Section II relates to
selected U.S. industries that have been affected by existing government
procurement policies, which would, on balance, materially benefit from the
adoption by all major trading countries of uniform practices for government
procurement. It was prepared as part of an investigation requested by the
Senate Committee on Finance and the House of Representatives Committee on Ways
and Means and instituted by the Comission on September 1, 1978 (Investigation
No. 332-101, 43 F.R. 40935, of Sept. 13, 1978), to determine the effect on
U.S. trade and industry of the adoption of agreement to be concluded in
Geneva.

This study along with the other 10 volumes, is being transmitted in
accordance with the request in April 1979 by the Finance Coqwittee.

As noted throughout the reports, some of the agreements are incomplete
and the status of signing of all of them remains open to the questions whether
domestic legislatures (including the United States Congress) will approve all
or any of them and whether additional signatories vill appear. At present, we
are informed by the administration that a proces verbal has been initialed by
24 countries. The attachments to the proces verbal have been initialed as
follows:

(A) Standards: U.S., EC-9*, Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, Argentina, Spain, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria.

(B) Government Procurement: U.S., EC-9, Japan, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, and Argentina
(with reservation).

(C) Subsidies/CVD: U.S., EC-9, Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, Argentina (with
reservation), Spain (with reservation), Hungary, and Bulgaria. .

(D) Meat: U.S., EC-9, Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Sweden,
Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, Argentina, Hungary, and Bulgaria.

* EC-9" refers .to all members of the European Communities.
S~i
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(E) Dairy: DC versionA* was initialed by U.S., EC-9, Japan. 'j.
Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland. Ni,,,v,
Argentina, Spain (with reservation), and Bulgaria. HungaLv IItt;1,,- 'Ile
Agreement with no designation as to whether it was the DC or 1.l11;
version. There were no known signatories to the LDC version.

(F) Customs Vjaluation: DC version was initialed by U.S., EC--9. Jjpan,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, iinitd,,
Norway, and Bulgaria. Argentina and Spain initialed the LDC version,.
Hungary and Czechoslovakia initialed the valuation attachment with CIo
indication as to whether it was the DC or LDC version.

(G) Licensing: U.S., EC-9. Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealizad,
Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, Argentina, Spain (with
reservation), Hungary, and Bulgaria.

(H) Agriculture Framework: U.S., EC-9, Japan, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, Argentina, 'pal,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia.

(I) Group Framework: U.S., EC-9, Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zi.lanl,
Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, Argentina, Spain, I.l,;it
and Czechoslovakia.

(J) Tariff Negotiations: U.S., EC-9, Japan, Canada, Australii. Ne.
Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway, Argentiia.,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria.

(K) Civil Aircraft: U.S., EC-9, Japan, Canada, Australia, New Ze];i~nd,
Sweden, and Switzerland.

(L) Antidumping: DC version was initialed by U.S., EC-9, Japan, Cxnada,
Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Finland, Norway,
and Spain. Hungary and Czechoslovakia initialed the antidumping
attachment without designating the DC or LDC version. There were no
known signatories to the LDC version. McNamara.

"** "DC version" is the developed country version of the Arrauigement on
Dairy. "LDC version" is the one submitted by the less-developed coUntri.es.
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AGREEMENT ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

Government procurement as a trade barrier

Government procurement is the purchase of goods and services by

governmenrLal entities for their own consumption. It is distinguished fromA

state trading in that the latter involves government purchasing with a view to

commercial resale or for use in the production of goods for sale. The United

States spent some $84 billion on government procurement in 1977; estimates of

such expenditures elsewhere are unavailable.

Procurements are administered in different ways. The United States

procedures and practices are found in statutes and their implementing

regulations. They are easily identified, open, and regular in their

administration, with provision of an extensive review and appeals process --

in other words, they are "transparent." In contrast, foreign nations'

procurement practices are Rarely published, often informal, and contain few

remedies for disputants. These "invisible" practices are justified on the

basis of an asserted danger of collusive bidding, protection of business

secrets, and administrative costs.

Government procurement programs are often administered to implement

social, economic, or political goals besides their ostensible goal of

efficiently providing for government needs for goods and services. Included
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among these programs are preferences for domestic industries to ensure that

(1) certain industries vital to national defense are maintained; (2)

economically depressed regions are assisted; (3) certain industries, such as

ones involving sophisticated technology, are encouraged; (4) labor skills are

not exported; and (5) balance of payments problems are ameliorated. Each of

these programs involves discrimination in purchasing against foreign

suppliers, either through percentage-of-bid-value preferences or through

explicit or implicit bans on foreign purchases.

The result of such discrimination is an effective nontariff trade

barrier. The increasing procurement market and beliefs that these programs

interfere with the optimal allocation of world resources has led to calls for

removal of procurement barriers.

Genesis of the procurement code

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) excludes government

procurement expressly from its national treatment obligations (Article 111:8)

and implicitly from its general most-favored-nation (MFN) clauses (Article

1:1). However, a type of most-favored-nation treatment apparently applies to

at least some procurements by state trading enterprises: parties must accord

"fair and equitable" treatment to foreign suppliers when making such purchases

(Article XVII:2). Because this provision has never been tested, its scope and

meaning are unknown.

The advent of the U.S. balance of payments program in 1962 -- which

imposed an exclusionary preference for domestic suppliers -- precipitated

renewed complaints from abroad about American procurement policies. The

United States responded with evidence that foreign practices, although less

transparent than American practices, were equally discriminatory in effect.

ix
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The Organization on Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) initiated

studies of its members' practices with a view toward reducing the trade

barriers raised by certain government procurement practices. Substantial

progress has been made towards that goal. Also, European Free Trade

Associations (EFTA) and European Communities (EC) countries have begun

adopting regulations for the members of their respective organizations in

their procurement practices.

The Declaration of Tokyo initiated the current round of trade talks with

a view toward eliminating nontariff trade barriers among GAIT members. The

proposed code has arisen from the resulting negotiations, although the major

participants have been the OECD members which are also parties to GATT.

The Trade Act of 1974 authorized the U.S. negotiators to seek agreements

on nontariff barriers to trade and on the "reform" of GATT. The legislative

history indicates that government procurement was to be an area of

negotiation. Although the code does not specify its relationship to the GATT,

it appears that it was intended to be a separate agreement. This status

presents at least three significant difficulties. First, the code is a

conditional MEN agreement. Article XVII:2 of the GATT provides for "fair and

equitable" treatment to be accorded to GATT members with respect to their

procurements, which may be interpreted by some nonparties as requiring the

extension of the benefits of the code to them, leaving the extent of the

government procurement exclusion uncertain. It is unclear whether Article

XVII:2 can be invoked to grant its benefits to code nonsignatories, and

disputes under GATT are therefore possible. Second, it is also uncertain

whether parties to the code can invoke the GATT disputes settlement provisions

when the consultative mechanism established in the code produces

X



unsatisfactory results. The code assumes that the GATT is a separate

agreement, so that remedies under the code are exclusive. But it appears

possible that a disaffected party may seek to bootstrap itself into the GATT

dispute settlement mechanism by means of Article XVII:2. Finally, the United

States is a party to a number of bilateral Friendship, Commerce, and

Navigation (FCN) treaties containing unconditional MFN clauses. The status of

the conditional MFN code vis-a-vis these treaties cannot now be determined.

The issues

The United States has viewed three propositions as essential to the

success of a procurement agreement. First, maximum coverage of procuring

entities must be attained while achieving an agreeable balance of coverage in

terms of quality (type) and quantity (value) of goods procured. Second,

transparency -- publication or other dissemination of infcrmation concerning

procurement procedures, practices, opportunities, and results -- must be

maximized to render the agreement as self-policing as possible. Third, there

must be agreemcnt on a minimum set of ground rules respecting procurement

procedures, so that obligations and opportunities are evenly distributed and

some minimum international standards may be expected by disparate suppliers.

In addition to these principles, tvw other issues have been of primary

concern to the negotiating parties. First, developing countries seek special

and differential treatment in the agreement because of their special concerns

with establishing domestic industry. Second, the U.S. desires an effective

dispute settlement mechanism.

The code

1. Coverage. -- The code defines scope and coverage as a function of

four factors: (1) types of procurement actions; (2) value of the procured

xi



product; (3) identity of procuring entity; and (4) specific exclusions from

coverage. Each of these factors must be taken into account when determining

the applicability of the ccde to any government contract action.

The code applies to "any law, regulation, procedure and practice

regarding the procurement of products. . . ." (Part 1:1(a); Part 11:1). Both

formal and informal practices regarding procurement are thus covered.

However, only procedures and practices pertaining to procurement of products

-- not services -- are covered, unless the value of services incidental to the

supply of products is less than the value of the products. The threshold

value at which contracts will become covered is SDR $150,000 (about $193,500;

SDR's are "special drawing rights"). Further, the code purports to apply to

procurement by entities "under the direct and substantial control" of the

parties to it. The extent to which this normative rule is followed in actual

practice will be found in a list of covered entities in Annex 1. Althougn the

language refers only to "entities" as being included on the list, it appears

that specific procurement laws, practices, and programs -- which affect many

or all entities otherwise covered -- may also be noted on this or another

annex as being excepted from the code.

The entity list is the crucial element in negotiating an agreement which

achieves meaningful coverage while reflecting a balance of concessions in

terms of quality and quantity of procurements newly freed to foreign

competition. The list is essential because of the difficult questions arising

from the normative rule "under the direct or substantial control . . .," which

is the standard purportedly used now and in future negotiations concerning the

entity list. For example, agencies of ministerial rank clearly are to be
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covered. More remote entities such as government-owned utilities and carriers

and independent legal corporations must be examined in light of legal and

financial ties to the central government and the practical relationships

between the two. Even more difficult problems are presented by application of

the code to entities in a federal system. Because treaties are binding upon

states and localities under the supremacy clause, and regulation of this

aspect of foreign coerce may be within the exclusive province of the federal

government, a strong argument may be made that, for purposes of the code,

state and local procurement practices are covered even if in other

circumstances such political subdivisions are considered independent.

However, under Part 1:2 state and local units are excluded. This issue, like

others concerning coverage, has thus been determined on an ad hoc basis, not

by normative rules.

Other provisions of the code must also be examined to determine whether a

procurement otherwise covered is, in fact, excluded. Among procurements or

procurement practices not covered are those by state or local governments,

unless specifically included on Annex I (Part 1:2); tied aid to developing

nations (Interpretative Note to Part I); import regulations and duties (Part

11:2); some procurements of developing nations (Part 111:4-5); licensing and

offset arrangements (Part V:14(h)); and small and minority business set-aside

rograms (note to U.S. offer on Annex I). Another type of exception occurs

where a procurement involves nations which have not consented to application

3f the code between themselves (Part IX:9).

The most far-reaching exceptions are in Part VII. They are of two

:ypes: exceptions intended to protect national security aad defense programs

and ones intended to preserve some discretion by governments in tieir attempts
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to assist special groups of needy persons or in their exercise of the police

power. The thrust of the national security exception is the preservation of

traditional actions taken to ensure supplies of war materials and to prevent

release of vital information. It is unclear whether the exception extends to

many programs designed to protect domestic industries producing goods which

are used by the military but are not usually considered essential defense

materials; such questions must be resolved on an ad hoc basis. The entity

list or another annex will also contribute to the settlement of this question,

as in the case of most present U.S. appropriations acts restrictions, which

are excepted by notes to Annex I.

2. Obligations. - The universal commitment of the code is to accord

national and most-favored-nation treatment to the suppliers and products of

all parties. The national treatment and MFN principles are further repeated

in relation to specific obligations found elsewhere in the agreement; for

example, in qualifying suppliers, maintaining selective lists of suppliers,

opening and considering bids, in single tendering, and in use of offsets. The

MFN obligation may be qualified if the double entity list system is adopted.

In addition, least-developed nations are entitled to the code's benefits

without adhering to it.

Other parts of the code address the barriers raised by practices

associated with administering procurements. In particular, an attempt is made

to render the procedures as transparent as possible by ensuring that necessary

procurement information is available and that certain minimum ground rules are

universally observed. Thus, specific information must be made available with

regard to contracting opportunities and qualification of suppliers, and
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opportunities must remain open sufficiently long to account for foreign

suppliers (Part V).

Other provisions require the use of internationally recognized

specifications where possible (Part IV), discourage the use of single

tendering, and prescribe accepted methods of tender, evaluation, and award

(Part V). Further, "pertinent" information must be disclosed to disappointed

tenderers and their governments (Part VI). The attempt to secure openness and

regIarity through such provisions as these reflects the desire to construct a

self-pLlicing agreement. Whether the attempt is successful is partially

contingen. on the manner in which the parties exercise the discretion vested

in them by the qualifications modifying the code's obligations; for example,

the scope of "pertinent" information may be easily abused.

Besides the obligations imposed with respect to all procurements, the

parties undertake specific responsibilities regarding developing and

least-developed countries (Part III). In general, these involve the

recognition of the special concerns of such nations with encouraging the

growth of their domestic industrial base and safeguarding their balance of

payments positions. To this end the developed nations party to the code will

accept less in the way of coverage and more derogations in obligations, while

undertaking to provide special technical assistance to these nations in

procurement matters. The agreement generally allows conditional MFN

treatment, but least-developed countries need not sign the code to obtain

special consideration from developed rations party to it. Few developing

nations, however, have thus far evidenced interest in adhering to the code.

3. Disputes settlement. -- The code is designed to be self-policing in

an attempt to avoid cumbersome and often inconclusive disputes settlement
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procedures uhich would be of little value once an award has been made. Thus,

specific rules are set forth concerning the qualification, tendering, and

awards process (Part V). Certain information surrounding these procurement

steps must be readily available (Part VI). These transparency requirements

are designed to discourage disputes from arising in the first instance by

subjecting the parties to maximum public scrutiny with the resulting tendency

to adhere to the Lcmanity consensus on proper administration of its

obligations.

If a tenderer is dissatisfied with a party's compliance with the rules, a

two-tier disputes settlement process is provided. First, the supplier must

seek information surrounding the procurement from the government involved; if

he is dissatisfied, his government may intercede on his behalf to obtain

further information (Part VI).

The second tier of the process involves the formation of ad hoc panels to

study disputes failing bilateral consultation among the concerned parties

(Part VII). This process may be invoked whenever a party considers that

benefits arising from the code are being nullified or impaired or that the

code's objectives are being impeded by conduct of another party. The concept

is analogous to that found in the GATT; further, the precise procedures mirror

those found in the framework agreement, also a part of the MTN, which is

intended as a statement of uniform GATT practices. Because the code

apparently does not amend the GATT, and thus will not become a part of it, the

sanctions possibly obtainable under GATT procedures are unavailable here.

Rather, as an ultimate remedy a party may be authorized to suspend application

of the code with regard to the offending party or parties.
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4. Administration. - The code is to be administered by a Coimittee on

Government Procurement, composed of representatives from each of the parties.

The primary functions of the Committee are to facilitate the dispute

settlement process and to conduct reviews and negotiations of the operation of

the agreement pertaining to expanded coverage and necessary improvements. The

work of the Committee may be performed initially on particular issues by

appointed panels or working parties. The agreement will be serviced by the

GATT Secretariat.

Implementation

The code contains several obligations which conflict with U.S. law and

practice. Most notable among these are the national treatment and MFN

principles which cannot be reconciled with various buy-American programs or

with international arrangements pertaining to procurement in defense matters.

Buy-American provisions conflicting with the code must be eliminated. A

suary of these provisions may be found in the Overview report. Because it

may be desirable for these programs to continue in force for nations and

procurements not covered by the code, and because the effect of the code on

individual contracts must be determined on an &J hoc basis, an implementing

statute must account for noncovered procurements in a manner reflecting

Congressional policy in these areas. For example, the Congress may wish to

raise the bid differentials, or ban foreign bids completely, for noncovered

contracts. The same possibilities hold for treatment of nations which do not

sign the code, but wish to bid on covered procurements. The Congress may wish

to further distinguish between those nations - i.e., between developed,

developing, and least-developed countries. Among policy considerations in
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this area are the conditional MFN status of the code, a desire to encourage

nenparties to sign, policies of special treatment for developing nations, and

the desire to maximize competition for government contracts.

Other obligations will also require examination of U.S. procurement

procedures. For example, regulations for advertising contract opportunities

presently vary to some extent with the time limits enumerated in the code.

Moreover, the United States will be obligated to adhere to certain publication

requirements and data dissemination guidelines which must be incorporated into

current law or regulations. These obligatior% will entail only minor

adjustments in U.S. procedures, however.

A rule of origin to carry out the conditional ,EN obligations must be

enacted. The code suggests :hat the traditional "substantial transformation"

rule used by the United States is expected to be adopted in this regard.

The United States is engaged in several international agreements

respecting procurement. In general, these agreements are associated with the

NATO standardization program. Because their subject matter is generally

military goods, the agreements appear to be outside the scope of the code.

Nonwarlike goods procured pursuant to these agreements may fall within the MFN

obligations, however, unless elsewhere excepted. A careful study of

Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation (FCN) treaties with nonparties which

contain unconditional MFN clauses must be made.

Finally, the implementing legislation should specify what, if any,

private rights of action are created by adoption of the code. Technical

procurement regulations, most of which are already incorporated into U.S. law,

should be enforceable by foreign bidders adversely affected by their

violation. However, issues more closely related to policy matters covered by
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the code--concerning qualification under rules of origin, for example--may

better be left to administrative resolution without judicial interference. On

the domestic side, a means of providing domestic suppliers with a forum for

initiating inquiries into foreign actions contrary to the code must be

adopted. This machinery is necessary for all the codes, and therefore may be

better considered in an omnibus fashion.

Economic effect

The economic effect of the adoption of the Agreement on Government

Procurement on U.S. industry may not be known for several years. Foreign

producers and exporters have indicated that U.S. Government procurement

practices, particularly the Buy American Act, are among the most formidable

nontariff barriers to increasing their share of U.S. Government procurements.

On the other hand, U.S. industry representatives claim the foreign "buy

national" and other policies are even more restrictive of U.S. exports and an

enlarged share of the foreign government procurement markets. While the

policies of the United States are apparent and relate largely to price

differentials, foreign government policies are rarely evident and often

allegedly border on embargoes. If foreign signatories adhere in good faith to

the provisions and stipulations of the Agreement on Government Procurement,

adoption of the agreement should theoretically, on balance, be beneficial to

the U.S. export trade; however, few individual industries, if any, will

realize any major increase in their export potential.
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AGiEEMENT ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT

7.0 INTRODUCTION

In searching for an optimal allocation of their resources, the

contracting parties to the GATT devised rules to limit members' interference

with international trading markets. 1/ Such interference may be accomplished

in a number of direct and subtle ways; for example, directly through

quantitative restrictions, tariffs, or procedural devices, or indirectly

through various forms of subsidies to private firms or operation of state

trading enterprises. While the GATT attempts to limit the conduct of

governments in these areas, other indirect, nontariff barriers to trade such

as restrictive technical standards and government procurement practices have

heretofore remained unrestrained by the GATT or other multilateral

agreements. One purpose of the Tokyo Round of trade negotiations was to

ameliorate these sorts of distortions in international trade. 2/

Government procurement -- the purchase of goods and services by

governmental entities for their own use 3/ -- offers ever-increasing

I/ See generally J. Jackson, World Trade and the Law of GATT 329-32 (1969)
(hereinafter cited as Jackson).

2/ Declaration of Ministers, 20th Supp. BISD 19,20 (14 Sept. 1973).
3/ Government procurement activities are distinguished from state trading

matters by the purpose of the purchases involved: government procurement
involves the purchase "of products. . . for governmental purposes and not with
a view to commercial resale or with a view to use in the ;production of goods
for commercial sale." GATT Art. III, para. 8(a). See also Art. XVII, para.
2, which excepts from the state trading provisions 'ri-mports of products for
immediate or ultimate consumption in governmental use and not otherwise for
resale or use in the production of goods for sale."

I
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incentives for nations to protect domestic industry. I/ The potential trade

leverage is impressive: the United States alone spent $84 billion in 1977 for

the acquisition of goods and services, 2/ with unknown additional millions

expended by state and local governmental procuring agencies. The potential

procurement market outside of the United States, now essentially closed to

American exporters, may amount to $20 billion. 3/ Because different criteria

may be used to calculate actual procurement expenditures, these bare figures

may not be easily compared, but they clearly represent a significant amount of

trade subject to manipulation in favor of domestic concerns.

Ail governments ostensibly share a coon goal of efficiency in their

xpenditures of public moneys. But a variety of provincial concerns have led

most nations effectively to withdraw their government purchases from the

international marketplace, leaving competition to domestic or, occasionally,

regional suppliers. These concerns are reflected in a number of procurement

policies designed to insulate domestic procurement markets from foreign

competition, including programs to (1) assist in erasing balance of payment

difficulties; (2) ensure domestic sources of supply for national security

needs or implement other security-related programs; (3) promote the growth of

certain industries, particularly those involving sophisticated technology; (4)

1/ K. Dam, The GATT: Law and International Economic Organization 199-202
(1970) (hereinafter cited as Dam).

2/ Federal Acquisition Act of 1977, Report of the Comm. on Gov'l Affairs,
S.Rep. No. 715, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1978) (hereinafter cited as SenateReport). The $84 billion involved some 13 million contract actions. In. In1976 civilian and military procurements totaled $18 billion and $40.1 -Tllion
respectively. Id. at 39.

3/ Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Int'l Finance of the Senate Comm. onBanking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1978) (testimony
of Allan W. Wolff).

2



assist regions suffering from persistent unemployment or other economic

problems; 3nd (5) bar "exportation" of certai- types of 13bor skill-. 1/ S.c n

nrograms share a common characteristic -- to a greater or lesser degrpe eacn

grants a bidding preference to domestic supplieri or prohibits outright -ýýe

procurement abroad of goods and services.

Various procurement practices promote domestic preference programs.

For example, in the Uiited States the Buy American Act, 2/ as irmplementel by

Executive order, 3/ requires a percentage-of-contract-valie preference to be

granted to domestic suppliers of products for public use in the 'nitel

States. 4/ Other statutes and executive actions prohibit the purchase of

certain goods abroad, 5/ prohibit the transport of certain artic'ei on U.S.

flag carriers and grant preferences to such carriers in other instances, 6/

and establish preferences for various economically and socially d1sadvanta4el

1/ See Dam, supra page 2 n.1 at 200; Marks and Malmgren, "Negotiating
Nontariff Distortions to Trade," 7 L. and Pol'v in Int'l Bus. 327, 403-04
(1975).

2/ 41 U.S.C. lOa-10d (1976). This law and each of those subsequently
described in the text are discussed primarily at sections 7.1.31 and 7.2.31 in
this report.

3/ E.O. No. 10582, as amended by E.O. No. 11051.
4/ See generally Chierichella, "The Buy American Act and The Use of Foreign

Sources in Federal Procurements -- An Issues Analysis," 9 Pub. Contract L.J.
73 (1977); Trainor, "The Buy American Act: Examination, Analysis and
Comparison," 64 Mil. L.R. 101 (1974).

5/ Pub. L. No. 90-500, 82 Stat. 849 (1968), section 404, Pub. L. No.
94-212, 90 Stat. 153 (1976), sections 709, 723, 729 and tit. IV (Department of
Defense appropriations restrictions); Pub. L. No. 94-91, 89 Stat. 441 (1975),
section 505 and Pub. L. No. 95-81, 91 Stat. 354 (1977), section 506 (GSA
appropriations act restrictions); 46 U.S.C. 292 (Supp. V 1975) (dredging by
foreign vessels); and Pub. L. No. 95-421, 92 Stat. 923 (1978) (AMTRAK
Appropriations Act restrictions).

6/ 10 U.S.C. 2631 (1976) (vessels); 46 U.S.C. 883, 1241(b)(1) (Supp. V
1975) (vessels); and 49 U.S.C. 1517 (1976) (air carriers).

3
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groups or businesses. l/ In addition, there are various state and local

"buy-American" laws and regulations. 2/

These American practices are found in published lava and

regulations. In contrast, most other nations implement similar policies

through less easily identifiable means. Discriminatory preferences abroad are

more often found in unofficial administrative practices than statutes.

Further, procurement procedures may be administered in ways disadvaataging

potential foreign suppliers. For example, foreign firms may not ;e included

or lists of potential suppliers; selective tendering procedures may be used to

direct procurement to single domestic sources; technical specifications may be

constructed to cause foreign bidders difficulty in submitting responsive bids;

notice of contracting opportunities may be negligible; a limited time period

for responses may be set so that only domestic firms are effectively allowed

to bid on contracts; and finally, information concerning the proper methods of

tendering and other data pertinent to competitive bidding are rarely supplied

by governments. 3/ These practices not only reflect protectionist attitudes

favoring domestic sources, but also result from beliefs that they are

necessary to prevent collusive bidding and restrain administrative costs.

1/ 18 U.S.C. 4124 (1976) (prison-made goods); 41 U.S.C. 48,9252(b) (1976)
(handicapped-made goods and mall businesses, respectively); 15 U.S.C.A.
631-44 (West Supp. 1978) and Pub. L. No. 95-507, 95 Stat. 1757 (1978) (small,
minority, and labor surplus area businesses); 22 U.S.C. 2352 (1976) (smallbusinesses); 41 CFR Ch. 1 (1977) and E.O. 12073 (labor surplus areas); 32A CFR
Ch. 1 part 134 (1977) (Defense Manpower Policy); 42 -U.S.C. 6705(f)(2) (1976)
and Pub. L. No. 95-507, 95 Stat. 1757 (1978), E.O.'s 11158, 11458, and 11625,
and 41 CFR 1-1.13 (1977) (minority businesses).

2/ For a recent compilation, see General Accounting Office Report ID-79-1,
pp. 2, 20-25 (November 30, 1978).

3/ See generally Baldwin, Noncariff Distortions of International Trade
58-70 T1970) (hereinafter cited as Baldwin); Dam, supra page 2 n.1, at 202-05.

'4
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The use of discriminatory procurement practices to attain

socioeconomic ends has been criticized for poor results in many cases and for

greatly increasing the costs of goods and services which governments

purchase. I/ The impediments to world trade are also significant: one

recent study concluded that the discriminatory impact of American procurement

practices on potential imports was approximately $1 billion, compared with an

EC total of approximately $545 million. 2/ While estimates for other major

markets are not available, major export possibilities clearly heve been

foreclosed by procurement policies.

The GATT and Government Procurement

In the negotiations to establish the International Trade Organization

(ITO), the United States proposed that the national treatment and

most-favored-nation (MEN) principles fundamental to the trade agreement be

extended to government purchases. 3/ The draft provoked strong objections by

other parties, however, because of the domestic concerns discussed above.

Instead, government procurement was expressly excepted from the general

national treatment obligations by GATT Article 111:8 4/ and from the rules for

1/ See, e.g., Miller, Government Contracts and Social Control: A
Preliminary Inquiry, 41 Va. L. Rev. 27, 54-58 (1955).

2/ W. 1line, N. Kawanabe, T. Kronajo, and T. Williams, Trade Negotiations
in the Tokyo Round: A Quantitative Assessment 193 (1978).

37 This discussion is largely drawn from Jackson, supra page I n.l, at
290-93. See also Dam, supra page 2 n.l at 199-200, 205-09.

4/ ArtlTJe -11:8 provides: A
(a) The provisions of this Article shall not apply to laws,

regulations or requirements governing the procurement by governmental
agencies of products purchased for governmental purposes and not with
a view to commercial resale or with a view to use in production of
goods for comercial sale.

(b) The provisions of this Article shall not prevent the payment
of subsidies exclusively to domestic producers, including payments to
domestic producers derived from the proceeds of internal taxes or
charges applied consistently with the provisions of this Article and
subsidies effected through governmental purchases of domestic
products. 5
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state trading by Article XVII:2. V/ The general MFN obligations of Article I

do not expressly include government procurement, but Article 1:1 incorporates

Article 111:2,4, 2/ which encompasses products procured from abroad. Although

the question whether MFN obligations thus apply to government procurement

actions has not been raised in GATT proceedings, 3/ it is generally thought

that the exclusion of procurement from Article III by its paragraph 8 holds

not only for purposes of applying Article :II, but also for any interpretation

I/ Article XVII:2 states:
The provisions of paragraph I of this Article shall not apply to

imports of products for immediate or ultimate consumption in
governmental use and not otherwise for resale or use in the
production of goods for sale. With respect to such imports, each
contracting party shall accord to the trade of the other contracting
parties fair and equitable treatment.

2/ Article 111:2 states:
The products of the territory of any contracting party imported

into the territory of any other contracting party shall not be
subject, directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal
charges of any kind in excess of those applied, directly or
indirectly, to like domestic products. Moreover, no contracting
party shall otherwise apply internal taxes or other internal charges
to imported or domestic products in a manner contrary to the
principles set forth in paragraph I.

Paragraph 4 then provides:
The products of the territory of any contracting party imported

into the territory of any other contracting party shall be accorded
treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of
national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements
affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase,
transportation, distribution or use. The provisions of this
paragraph shall not prevent the application of differential internal
transportation charges which are based exclusively on the economic
operation of the means of transport and not on the nationality of the
product.

3/ The closest related GATT proceeding was Belgian Family Allowances, 1st
Supp. BISD 59 (1953), where the panel found that Article 111:8 was
inapplicable to consideration of the internal taxes associated with government
procurement at issue. The panel further stated that the provisions of Article
XVII:2 referred only to purchases by state trading enterprises and not to
matters with which Article III was concerned.

6
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f that article where it is elsewhere incorporated by reference. Therefore,

.he exclusion of procurement from Article III carries through to Article I so

-hat MFN obligations are also inapplicable. 1/ In addition, the state

.rading rules of Article XVII include in paragraph 2 an obligation to "accord

.o the trade of the other contracting parties fair and equitable treatment."

o known complaint by a contracting party has been based on this provision,

nd it is uncertain whether it is intended as an MFN obligation even if

limited in application to Article XVII.

Two aspects of these GATT rules are particularly germane to

".onsideration of the proposed Agreement on Government Procurement (hereinafter

lso referred to as the code). First, the exception does not extend to

products imported with a view to use in production of "goods," a term which

:xcludes services according to an Interpretative Note. 2/ Whether this

nterpretation is correct is disputed, 3/ but the important idea here is that

procurement of goods has long been viewed as involving separate considerations

rom procurement of services, a view carried into the coverage provisions of

.he code. A second significant a3ect of the exception is that the

'governmental agencies" referred to in Article III were considered by the

craftsmen to include "all governmental bodies including local authorities." 4/

1/ This analysis is advocated in support of the legality under GATT of the
roposed conditional (FN application of the procurement code, and will be

.urther examined infra at pages 50-54.
2/ See Article XVII:2 in GATT Annex I. Because the comparable language of

rticle 11I:8 was intended to cover the same subject, the Interpretative Note
)f this Article XVII paragraph should be equally applicable to Article II1.

3/ Professor Jackson argues that the intent of the language was to narrow
.he exception, not broaden it; exclusion of services from the scope of "goods"

,ould have the latter effect. See Jackson, supra page 1 n.l, at 292 n.14.
4/ Id. at 292 (citing U.N. Doc. EPCT/174, at 9 (1947)).

7
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An acceptable formula for coverage in the procurement code proved elusive; the

GATT definition was not adopted. These two issues will be discussed below

with respect to the proposed code. I/

While domestic concerns led to the rejection of the original United

States procurement proposal for the ITO, the competing consideration of

ameliorating trade barriers soon spawned complaints from abroad about explicit

American discriminatory procurement procedures. 2/ The United States

subsequently pointed out that the practices of other nations, although not as

highly visible, were at least equally effective as a barrier to American

exports. The issue was of primary concern to the industrialized nations, and

in response to the increasing interest the OECD initiated a study of its

members' practices in 1963. 3/ Although progress toward agreement on the

basic elements of a procurement code has been made, final OECD initiatives

were integrated into the current negotiations.

Both the EC and EFTA organizations have taken steps to at least

partially eliminate discriminatory procurement practices among their member

states. 4/ In December 1976 the EC Council published a directive intended to

harmonize its

1/ See section 7.1.2 infra.
2/ In 1962 the Department of Defense imposed a 50 percent value

differential upon foreign tenders under the Balance of Payments Program, thus

precipitating the initial complaints.
3/ The results of the study were published in a 1966 boqklet entitled

"Government Purchasing in Europe, North America and. Japan." An updated study

was recently concluded in anticipation of the current negotiations. See
Government Purchasing (OECD 1976).

4/ See Dan, supra page 2 n.l, at 205-209; Executive Branch GATT Studies,

SSubcomm. on Int'l Trade, Sen. Comm. on Finance 79-84, 93d Cong., 2d

Sess. (1974). The basic EC rules are contained in the Directive of 21 Dec.
1976, O.J.L. 13 of 15 Jan. 1977.

8
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members' practices and open procurement opportunities to competition among

their suppliers. Article XIV of the EFTA Convention obligates the members to

work toward the elimination of certain governmental practices, including those

relating to procurement. Pursuant to that Article, the EFTA members have

adopted a set of procurement rules pertaining to publicity of procurement

opportunities, use of selective or single tendering techniques, domestic

preferences, and dispute settlement. Like the EC rules, the EFTA agreement

only applies to the treatment accorded suppliers of member states;

discriminatory practices may be continued with respect to third parties.

A more broadly based attempt to address procurement problems was

first initiated in the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations conducted under the

auspices of the GATT. Nothing resulted from those initial discussions, but

the Declaration of Tokyo specifically called for efforts to eliminate

nontariff barriers. 1/ The current procurement negotiations began in earnest

in 1976.

The Trade Act of 1974 2/

The Trade Act of 1974 contains several Congressionally specified

negotiating objectives which were to be sought by American representatives at

the Tokyo Round. Section 102(a) states the Congressional findings--

that barriers to (and other distortions of) international trade
are reducing the growth of foreign markets for the products of
United States agriculture, industry, mining, and'comerce,
diminishing the intended mutual benefits of reciprocal trade
concessions, adversely affecting the .Uuited States economy,
preventing fair and equitable access to supplies, and preventing
the development of open and nondiscriminatory trade among
nations.

I/ GATT Doc. No. MIN (73) 1, par. 3(b) (1973).
2/ Pub. L. No. 93-618, 19 U.S.C. 2102 (1976) (hereinafter referred to as

the Trade Act).

9
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Subsection 102(b) then authorizes the President to enter into trade agreements

designed to ameliorate or eliminate these barriers. Section 103 states a

further objective:

The overall United States negotiating objective under
sections 101 and 102 shall be to obtain more open and equitable
market access and the harmonization, reduction, or elimination
of devices which distort trade or coerce. To the maximum
extent feasible, the harmonization, reduction, or elimination of
agricultural trade barriers and distortions shall be undertaken
in conjunction with the harmonization, reduction, or elimination
of industrial trade barriers and distortions.

The goals of the United States thus clearly contemplate an agreement on

nontariff barriers (NTBs).

That government procurement practices were to be among such NTB

agreements is less clearly revealed in the Trade Act. Section 121(a)(3) and

(a)(10) require the President "as soon as practicable" to take steps towards

negotiating with respect to the GATT--

(3) the extension of GATT articles to conditions of trade not
presently covered in order to move toward more fair trade
practices, (and)

(10) any revisions necessary to apply the principles of
reciprocity and nondiscrimination, including the elimination of
special preferences and reverse preferences, to all aspects of
international trade. ...

As noted above, Article 111:8 excludes government procurement expressly from

the national treatment ob1=&ations of the GATT and implicitly from its MFN

obligations. While the legislative history is sparse, Congress apparently

intended that section 121(a)(10) be interpreted to include the problems of

government procurement within the negotiated "necessary revisions." Thus, the

House report on the bill that became the Trade Act states that--

10
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Existing GATT provisions are also inadequate or nonexistent with
respect to Government procurement. . . . One possibility is to
develop satisfactory supplementary rules which could be
implemented without formally amending existing articles of the
GATT. Such rules might be incorporated in codes applied by the
signatories, which could be implemented in U.S. law under the
provisions of section 102 of this bill or by separate
legislation. The committee would expect that any such codes
would be developed consistently with the overall objectives and
principles of trade negotiations, particularly that of trade
liberalization. l/

Similarly, the Senate report noted that existing GATT provisions were

inadquate with respect to government procurement. 2/

Therefore, while the language of the Trade Act does not expressly

refer to government procurement, American representatives were expected by the

Congress to address that type of trade restraint.

The Agreement on Government Procurement

As suggested above, the Congress was aware that different approaches

could be taken to harmonize, reduce, or eliminate tride barriers. The GATT

excludes government procurement expressly from its national treatment, and,

indirectly from its MFN obligations; therefore, one method of addressing

procurement problems would be to draft an amendment to the GATT. However, a

two-thirds vote of approval by the CONTRACTING PARTIES is necessary to amend

Article III, and a unanimous vote is required to amend Article I 3/ -- a vote

which has been nearly impossible to attain in recent times.

As the House report noted, an alternative to amendment is the

implementation of a supplementary code open to signature by other parties which

I/ Trade Reform Act of 1973, Comm. on Ways and Means, H.R. Rep. No. 571,
93d Cong., 1st Seas. 26 (1973).

2/ Trade Reform Act of 1974, Comm. on Finance, S. Rep. No. 1298, 93d Cong.,
2d Sess. 84 (1974).

3/ GATT Article XXX:1.
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desire to obtain its benefits and shoulder its obligations. This has been the

approach of the negotiators in the Tokyo Round. The result of their effo' s

is the code now presented to the Congress for approval and will be discussed

in detail following this brief description.

The United States has consistently maintained that several principles

are essential to the successful implementation of a procurement code which

obligates its signatories to nondiscriminatory conduct while providing

flexibility in fulfilling individual domestic needs as well as commitments to

developing nations. These principles include (I) reciprocity, or the

necessity for foreign governments to adhere to the code's obligations in order

for its exporters to benefit from American purchases following code rules; I/

(2) transparency, or the adoption of procurement procedures fully publicized

and consistently followed; 2/ (3) effective dispute settlement, a goal closely

tied to the effectiveness of the transparency provisions of the code; 31/ (4)

the adoption of comon "ground rules" of procurement practice not only

reflecting transparency principles but also providing a basic international

norm of procurement procedure to the benefit of all suppliers interested in

bidding on contracts abroad;. and (5) maximum possible coverage of a code which

will make an agreement meaningful and provide a balance of concessions by the

parties in terms of quantity (total value) and quality (types of products of

interest to particular nations). In ten different parts,.the code attempts to

synthesize these goals into a workable agreement on procurement. The precise

1/ See section 126 of the Trade Act of 1974, 19 U.S.C. 2136 (1976).
1/ 'ee generally Harks and Nalmgren, supra page 3 n.1, at 401-94.
3/ See section 121(a)(9) of the Trade Act of 1974, 19 U.S.C. 2131(a)(9)

(1976).- 12
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provisions will be discussed fully below, but they may be summarized as

follows.

Part I broadly defines the scope of the agreement to include both

official and unwritten policies pertaining to the procurement of products, but

generally not services, by "entities" of the signatories. "Entities" are

procuring units "under the direct or substantial control of parties to" the

code, including agencies; the term, however, is otherwise undefined in

normative terms. Indeed, the only entities to which the code will apply in

actual practice are those specified in its Annex I. Expressly excepted from

the agreement are contracts valued at less than a threshold amount of special

drawing rights (SDR) 150,000 (approximately $193,500), contracts procured by

regional and local governments (unless specified in Annex I), and contracts

tied to aid to developing countries. Further, Part VIII excludes from

coverage good-faith actions affecting procurement which governments may deem

necessary in light of traditional concerns for national security, public

health and safety, and economic encouragement to certain disadvantaged

groups. Notably unmentioned here as appropriate exceptions are the common

justifications of redressing balance of payments difficulties, spurring growth

in underdeveloped regions of a nation, and providing assistance to small and

minority owned businesses. Finally, Annex I includes a number of specific

exceptions to the coverage offers of individual countries.

Part II of the code sets forth the policy of nondiscrimination upon

which all other provisions are based. This is accomplished by requiring that

national treatment and most-favored-nation principles be applied to all

covered products and suppliers. Consonant with previous ministerial

commitments, however, Part III obligates the parties to the code to recognize

13
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the special circumstances of developing and least-developed nations in the

implementation of the various provisions, and to provide technical and other

assistance in their development of procurement programs.

The bid solicitation and award process is largely governed by Parts

IV-VI. These sections substantially reflect the American concern with

transparency already expressed in our own procurement laws, but incorporate a

desire for retained discretion expressed by others.

Part IV promotes the use of technical standards in a way maximizing

the opportunities for disparate suppliers to tender bids satisfying the

required performance criteria. Adhering insofar as possible to international

standards or their equivalents diminishes the tendency to discriminate in

favor of national producers by limiting the source oi components or cost of

meeting unique specifications.

To ensure free competition, Part V generally requires the use of open

bidding procedures or selective techniques with assured access to the

pertinent list of suppliers. Adequate notice of prospective invitations to

bid, sufficient time to respond, and information necessary for completion of

the bid are required. Other provisions seek to insure openness in award

procedures.

Part VI establishes another check on discrimination by requiring that

unsuccessful tenderers be provided, upon request, with an explanation of their

rejection. The government of a dissatisfied tenderer may i ntervene in its

behalf, thus setting the stage for later dispute settlement if necessary.

Protection for confidential security information or trade secrets is provided.

Dispute settlement procedures are outlined in Part VII. The

procedures closely follow those contained in the GATT: if a party believes

14
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its benefits under the code are nullified or impaired, or the code's

objectives are impeded, by the actions of another signatory, then it must

first attempt a bilateral resolution of the dispute. Failing that, the

complainant may appeal to the Committee, the code governing body, composed of

all of the signat.-ries, which will first consider the matter as a group; if no

solution is agreed upon, the Committee will then appoint a panel to review the

dispute and make appropriate findings. The Committee will issue

recommendations based on these findings; if a solution cannot be found, then

it may authorize the aggrieved party to suspend application of the code to the

extent necessary to restore the balance of obligations.

Finally, Part IX sets forth the procedures for acceptance and

activation of the agreement, accession by new members, modification and

amendment, and withdrawal.

The code in its entirety provides a framework which, if adhered to,

will precipitate substantial changes in current procurement practices. In

particular, the measure of transparency which the cole will inject into

foreign procedures -- through requirements of publication of tendering

opportunities, specific time limits for tenders, information disclosure, and

limited use of single tendering -- stand to significantly open and harmonize

international practice. Also signaling vast changes are the reduction or

elimination of preferences -- through application of the HN and national

treatment principles -- which will spur much new competition for domestic

industries.

A few significant issues will require constant review to determine

the effectiveness of the code. Of foremost concern is the question of
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coverage. The breadth of the code's impact is partially a function of the

rules determining what it covers. The code approach is to define coverage in

terms of procuring entities (more or less associated with the governments of

the parties) and value of contracts, together with numerous exceptions. The

United States has pressed for broad normative rules with initial specific

concessions on coverage consistent with those rules. Host other nations have

preferred to limit the code's applicability initially, with the asserted goal

of gradually broadening coverage as the code proves workable. The code

provides for future negotiations to review what these competing philosophies

have produced in the first instance, with the goal of gradual expansion of

coverage.

Another important issue which is likely to engender difficulties with

non-parties is the relationship of the code to the GATT. Altltough separate

agreements have become accepted as a way of altering GATT obligations without

amendment, the code in this case may be different fro- previous ones in that

it does not seek merely to adjust or clarify GATT procedures but instead

addresses an area of trade excluded from the GATT. This uncertain

relationship spawns two particularly important issues: (I) in view of the

general MFN obligations in GAiT Article I and the specific MFN provision of

Article XVII:2 relating to state trading enterprises, how parties to the code

can deny its benefits to members of the GATT which are not signatories to the

code; and (2) whether the dispute settlement mechanism of the GATT will be

available to disputing parties. The code provides for conditional HFN

treatment with regard to the first question, and assumes that the code

provisions will be exclusive with regard to the second.
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These issues and others are addressed more fully in the following

report. For each part of the code, the report sets forth the text, discusses

points of interpretation, and then describes what the potential impact of the

particular provisions will be with regard to United States domestic law,

including international procurement arrangements. Because many of the

provisions are expected to occasion similar impacts, the implementation

sections will necessarily be repetitious; it is hoped, however, that the

encyclopedic format will ease the expected detailed examination of the

provisions by providing a close correlation of interpretation and effect.

PROVISION-BY-PROVISION ANALYSIS

7.PRM. PREAMBLE

7.PRM.1 Text

Parties to this Agreement,

Considering that Ministers agreed in the Tokyo Declaration of 14
September 1973 that comprehensive Multilateral Trade Negotiations in the
framework of GATT should aim, inter alia, to reduce or eliminate non-tariff
measures or, where this is not appropriate, their trade restricting or
distorting effects, and to bring such measures under more effective
international discipline;

Considering that Ministers also agreed that negotiations should aim
to secure additional benefits for the international trade of developing
countries, and recognized the importance of the application of differential
measures in ways which will provide special and more favourable treatment for
them where this is feasible and appropriate;

Recognizing that in order to achieve their economic and social
objectives to implement programmes and policies of economic development aimed
at raising the standard of living of their people, takIng into account their
balance-of-payments position, developing countries may aeed to adopt agreed
differential measures;
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Considering that Ministers in the Tokyo Declaration recognized that
the particular situation and problems of the least developed among the
developing countries shall be given special attention and stressed the need to
ensure that these countries receive special treatment in the context of any
general or specific measures taken in favour of the developing countries
during the negotiations;

Recognizing the need to establish rights and obligations with respect
to laws, regulations, procedures and practices regarding government
procuretuent with a view to achieving greater liberalization and expansion of
world trade and improving the international framework for the conduct of world
trade;

Recognizing that laws, regulations, procedures and practices
regarding government procurement should not be prepared, adopted or applied to
foreign or domestic products and to foreign or domestic suppliers so as to
afford protection to domestic products or suppliers and should not
discriminate among foreign products or suppliers;

Recognizing that it is desirable to provide transparency of laws,
regulations, procedures and practices regarding government procurement;

Recognizing the need to establish international notification,
consultation, surveillance and dispute settlement procedures with a view to
ensuring a fair, prompt and effective enforcement of the international
provisions on government procurement and to maintain the balance of rights and
obligations at the highest possible level;

Hereby agree as follows:

7.PRM.2 Background and Interpretation

The Preamble to the Agreement is largely self-explanatory, serving

merely as an explanation of the agreed ground rules upon which the

negotiations were based. In particular, the paragraphs recognize that

government procurement is a type of nontariff barrier properly the subject of

negotiations in the Tokyo Round; that developing and least-developed nations

require special and differential treatment in trade'matters because of their

particular economic needs; and that besides the fundamental undertaking of

national and MFN treatment to effect nondiscrimination in this type of trade,

a procurement code necessitated agreement on transparency of domestic

procurement procedures. The Preamble contains no obligations in and of
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itself; it is entirely hortatory. Its principles, however, are elsewhere

incorporated, such as in Part VII:ll with reference to disputes resolution.

Because "transparency" is a term of art when used to describe laws

and procedures, it deserves some explication here. "Transparency" refers to

the consistent and regular application of laws, regulations, practices, and

procedures which are fully publicized or otherwise freely available to

interested persons. In the United States, transparency might be associated

with some notions of due process and equal competitive opportdnittes; indeed,

American procurement law is grounded on these principles in both pre-award

procedures and subsequent dispute settlement. For varicia i.:storical and

policy reasons, few other nations conduct their procurements in the 1 ,Thlic

view. A major U.S. negotiating objective was to obtain an international

agreement on transparency procedures. This idea will be discussed more fully

in the context of the code, particularly at sections 7.5.2-3 and 7.6.2-3 infra.

7.! PART I. SCOPE AND COVERAGE

Part I defines the scope of the procurement code as a function of

types of procurement regulations, threshold value of covered contracts, and

types of procuring entities. This part contains in addition the initial

exceptions to the code's operation; others are found particularly in Part VIII.

7.1.1 Text

1. This Agreement applies to:

(a) any law, regulation, procedure and practice regarding the procurement

of products by the entities 1/ subject to this Agreement. This

1/ Throughout this Agreement, the word entities is understood to include
agencies. (Footnote in text.)
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include, services incidental to the supply of products if the value

of these incidental services does not exceed that of the products

themselves, btat not service contracts per se;

(b) any proctaremewt contract of a value of SDI 150,000 or more. I/ No

procuresent requirement shall be divided with the intent of reducing

the value of thC resulting contracts below SDR 150,000. If an

individu*Ll requirement for the procurement of a product of the same

type reatalts Lin the award of more than one contract or in contracts

being avitrded in separSte parts, the value of these recurring

contracts in the twelve inonths subsequent to the initial contract

shall be the basis for the application of this Agreement;

(c) procurese-nt by the entities under the direct or substantial control

of parties to this Agreement and other designated entities with

respect to their procurement procedures and practices. Until the

review ard further negotiations referred go in the Final Provisions,

the coverage of this Agreement is specified by the list of entities,

and to the extent that rectifications, modifications or amendments

may have been made, their successor entities, in Annex I.*

2. Parties shall inform their entities not covered by this Agreement and

the regional and local governments and auLhorities within their territories of

the objectives, principles and rules of this Agreement, in particular the

I/ For contracts belov the threshold, the parties to this Agreement shall
consider, in accordance Vith paragraph 6 of Part IX, the application in whole
or in part of this Agreement. In particular, they shall review the
procurement practices and procedures utilized and the application of
nondiscrimination and transparezicy for such contracts in connexion with the
possible inclusion of contracts below the threshold in the Agreement.
(Footnote in text. )

*Annex I is set forth in full beginning at page 177 infra.
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rules on national treatment and non-discrimination, and draw their attention

to the overall benefits of liberalization of government procurement.

(The following statement regarding Part 1:1 appears in the

Intepretative Notes to the code:)

Having regard to general policy considerations relating to tied aid,

includin- the ob-ective of developing countries with respect to the untying of

such aid, this Agreement does not apply to procurement made in furtherance of

tied aid to developing countries so long as it is practised by partie. to this

Agreement.

7.1.2 Background and InterFretation

Paragraph (a) states that the Agreement applies to "any law,

regulation, procedure and practice. . . o" The unwritten, unofficial

discrimination devices comnionly used in other countries are thus covered.

Because domestic preferences in the United States are grounded in statutes,

the effect of the language will be felt more strongly abroad where disputes

are likely to arise over the existence or extent of a discriminatory practice.

The paragraph further limits the code to the procurement of products;

only services incidental to a supplied product which has a value greater than

the incidental services are subject to the code. Even in the latter case

"service contracts per se" are excluded from the code regardless of the value

of the services in relation to any associated product. Part IX:6(b) obligates

the parties to review "at an early stage" -- perhaps within 3 years -- the

status of service contracts.
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Paragraph (b) reflects the general agreement that there should be a

threshold value triggering the operation of the code; contracts below the

minimum value are thus subject to preferential treatment as they are now. The

threshold value is set at SDR 150,000, l/ currently approximating $193,500.

This value substanti ally exceeds U.S. proposals and will exempt significant

numbers of procurements from the code. Indeed, one difficulty in weighing the

relative advantages of the total value of coverage offers is the problerd of

identifying whether the total value reflects actual new bidding opportunities,

or instead incorporates a number of products which in fact are unlikely to be

procured in amounts which exceed the threshold and therefore make them open to

international bids. Contracts for products "of the same type" issued within a

twelve-month period will be integrated for valuation purposes, to prevent

avoidance of the code through the execution of a series of contracts, each

bclow the threshold.

Because of U.S. resistance to the high threshold, the EC at one time

suggested adoption of a double threshold system as an incentive for the U.S.

to accept its basic high threshold proposal. Under this system, a low

threshold of SDR 50,000 (approximately $64,000) would be set to trigger

application of several code provisions for contracts exceeding it, including

the right to submit a tender, the right to national and MFN treatment, and the

right to invoke dispute settlement procedures. The remaining obligations of

the code would not become operative until the high threshold was reached.

Because this system would have effectively gutted the code's transparency

_I/ "SDR" is the abbreviation designating a unit of international reserve
assets known as a "special drawing right." Use of SDR's was instituted by the
International Monetary Fund in 1969.
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provisions, and established an unacceptable precedent for the obligatory

future coverage negotiations, the U.S. rejected the proposal. Note 2 to

subparagraph l(b), however, obligates the parties to reexamine the feasibility

of a double threshold proposal in future negotiations under Part IX:6, to

begin in 3 years. I/

Computation of contract value at whatever threshold ,fill raise

problems in specific cases. For example, reading paragraphs (a) and (b)

together, if the value of incidental services is less than that of the

product, but together they exceed the threshhold value, is the contract

covered if the product value alone is less than the minimum? What is the

value of an option contract -- the value of the option or the underlying

product? How can the provisions be applied retroactively where subsequent

contracts for products of the same type are executed within twelve months of a

contract procured in a manner varying from the agreement because alone it fell

below the threshold value? What are "products of .the same type"? Such

questions presumably will be addressed on an ad hoc basis by the parties.

A further practical problem with the threshold presumably will be

resolved before the code becomes operational. Because the SDR value floats

daily, 2/ it will be difficult for potential bidders to determine if the code

is applicable unless a benchmark date is specified in the invitation for bids

or unless the procuring entity expressly acknowledges che applicability of the

code. Thereafter, the code presumably will apply regardless of whether actual

bids do not exceed the threshold, as seems likely to happen occasionally in a

1/ Part IX:6 is discussed at pages 172-173 infra.
2/ The daily rates are published bimonthly by the International Monetary

Fund in its IMF Survey.
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competitive bidding system. Surely the spirit, if not the letter, of the code

would be violated by denial of dispute settlement procedures to a bidder or

its government because a winning bid unexpectedly fell below SDR 150,000. But

the code now provides no answer to this problem.

Subparagraph (c) raises issues of particular importance to the United

States. Although "entity" is not defined, 1/ the term presumably includes any

unit procuring under the authority of a party to the Agreement. Subparagraph

(c) extends coverage to "entities under the direct or substantial control of

parties to this Agreement and other designated entities with respect to their

procurement procedures and practices." But immediately the paragraph declares

that the code will ipply only to those entities specifically listed in Annex

I, subject to later review and negotiat-;on. 2/ Aside from the issues

presented by paragraphs (a) and (b), therefore, the language of paragraph (c)

raises further questions about the effective impact of the agreement. In

addition, closely aligned with these subsections is paragraph 2, which refers

to treatment of regional and local governments of parties to the agreement.

By way of background, it may be noted that the question whether

governmental subdivisions should be covered by obligations assumed by central

governments pursuant to international trade agreements is not a new one. For

example, Article XXIV:12 of the GATT states: "Each contracting party shall

take such reasonable measures as may be available to it to ensure observance

of the provisions of this Agreement by the regional and local governments and

authorities within its territory." It is generally accepted that this

l/ A footnote merely states that the term "entities" includes agencies.
2/ See Part IX:6, which obligates the parties to further negotiations.
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provision requires signatories to take all possible steps to secure

conformance with the GATT by political subdivisions to the extent their

constitutions permit. I/ State courts in the United States have accepted

this view, holding that the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution renders the

GATT superior to contrary State law. 2/ The inclusion of Article XXIV:12

resulted from recognition that local trade barriers may be as disruptive as

national ones, an observation surely applicable to the local buy-national

policies potentially subject to the procurement code.

Part I:1(c) of the code, unlike Article XXIV of the GATT, does not

explicitly refer to political subdivisions. The broader language "direct or

substantial control" apparently is intended to encompass not only governmental

units but quasi-governmental purchasing agents as well. The latter purpose --

never an objective of the GATT -- may be accomplished by the chosen phrase,

but would open substantial uncertainty as to the subnational application of

the code in the absence of paragraph 2. Canadian.ProvincAal governments, for

example, reportedly objected to their inclusion on the entity list because

they did not consider themselves within the normative language.

1/ See Jackson, supra page I n.l, at 106-17 (1969). The author tiotes the
contrary position adopted by the Department of State, which has been rejected
by the courts. Id. at 111-12.

2/ See, e.g., Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp. v. Superior Ct., 208 Cal. App.
2d, 803, 25 Cal. Rpt. 798 (1962) (striking down California Buy-American Act as
applied to purchase of generating equipment); Territory v. Ho, 41 Hawaii 565
(1957) (striking down territorial law requiring imported egs to be so
advertised by retailers). Contra, K.S.E. Technical.Sales Corp. v. N.J. Dist.
Water Supply Coim'n, 381 A.2d 774 (N.J. 1977).

Alternatively, State buy-American legislation may be invalidated as
impermissibly intruding in foreign commerce, an area perhaps exclusively
reserved to the Federal Government. See generally Jackson, "The General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in United States Domestic Law," 66 Nich. L.
Rev. 297-311 (1967). Cf. Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 47
U.S.L.W. 4477 (May 8, 1979) (State ad valorem property tax impermissibly
intrudes upon Congress' power to govern foreign coercee. But cf. K.S.E.
Technical Sales Corp. v. N.J. Dist. Water Supply Com'n, 381 A.2d 774 (N.J.
1977)(Congress has evidenced no intent to preempt state buy-American law).
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Paragraph 2, together with the phrase "other designated entities" in

paragraph l(c), apparently resolves the coverage rules pertaining to political

subdivisions. The paragraph clearly withdraws such units from the normative

rule, obligating the signatories solely to "inform" the appropriate

governments of the "principles" and "benefits" of the code. Thus, State

buy-American laws may continue to be applied without regard to this

international agreement. If some nations in the future wish to apply the code

to procurements by provincial governments otherwise satisfying the coverage

criteria, these local governments may be placed among the "other designated

entities" referred to in subparagraph l(c).

Although Annex I is clearly the sole determinant of entities covered,

the normative rule nevertheless warrants careful attention because it is the

guide for future negotiations on expanded coverage. As an initial point, it

is unclear whether the phrase "direct or substantial control" is alone the

normative test for coverage, or is instead intended to be read only in

conjunction with the further language ". . . with respect to (an entity's)

procurement procedures and practices." The difference may be significant. In

a federal system, "direct or substantial control" may necessarily signify that

the only covered political subunits are those subject to constitutionally

authorized constraints imposed by the central government, with the second

phrase recognizing that the exercise of this control would only extend to the

procurement area; alternatively, joining the phrasesr as one test ("substantial

control . . . with respect to . . .") focusing on control over procurement

suggests that parties are to exercise indirect leverage over subunits which

may be legally removed but are otherwise associated with the central

government in a procurement matter.
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Purported "financial" control illustrates this difficult issue. For

example, the Buy American Act is inapplicable to State or local purchases

financed solely by Federal money because such purchases are not for a "public

use" within the meaning of that statute. I/ Beyond statutory interpretation,

in view of the 10th amendment it is arguable that Federal financing does not

suffice under our constitutional concept of federalism as "substantial

control". Yet, regardless of whether State or local governments per se are

excluded from coverage, the administration of Federal grants may be an aspect

of procurement practice within the rules of coverage since such procurements

are generated on tae Federal level initially. Further, barring a "controlling

constitutional prohibition," State or local laws are invalid to the extent

that they conflict with terms imposed as conditions to Federal grants. 2/

Similarly, corporations established pursuant to Federal legislation, while

largely independent in their operations, owe their continued existence to

their enabling legislation and yearly appropriations; they thus might be

considered within the ambit of "substantial control" as contemplated by the

code. These problems are considered in detail in sections 7.1.3 and 7.2.3 3/

dealing with implementation of the code.

In sum, a fundamental inconsistency is presented by the normative

"control" test of coverage and the further provision that the code applies

only to the entities specified by the parties in Annex I. The Annex is in

l/ Other statutes, however, contain buy-American conditions on such
grants. See pages 33-37 infra.

2/ See-'King v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309 (1968); Oklahoma v. United States Civil
Service Comm'n, 330 U.S. 127 (1947); Florida Dep't of Health and
Rehabilitative Services v. Califano, 449 F.Supp. 274 (N.D. Fla. 1978).

3/ See pages 30-49 and 59-85 infra.
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fact the exclusive rule for code application. Ii/ It is the product of

negotiation, and will be used to except particular procurement programs as

well as entities, although the language does not so provide (it speaks only of

listed "entities"). The phrase "until the review and further negotiations

referred to in the Final Provisions . . ." suggests that the list is

temporary, perhaps serving only until the "control" test can be implemented.

But Part IX:6 of the Final Provisions imposes no obligation for accepting the

"control" test or enlarging Annex I to include more entities. Rather, the

parties undertake only to "review" annually the operation of the code, "taking

into account the objectives thereof," and aftqr 3 years negotiate matters

pertaining to coverage, with any changes made "on the basis of mutual

reciprocity." The control test thus appears to impose no real obligation in

implementation of the code; perhaps it will serve as the objective to which

parties will refer when establishing the initial list and later in review and

negotiation.

Nations often extend aid to others on the condition that these funds

be expended solely on products of the aiding nation if the funds are utilized

for procurement purposes. 2/ A note to the code exempts only tying

arrangements with developing nations; thus, aid to developed nations, were it

ever contemplated, could not be offered under similar conditions because the

arrangement would constitute a prohibited discriminatory practice. The note s

1/ Paragraph l(c) states that "until the review and further negotiations
referred to in the Final Provisions, the coverage of this Agreement is
specified by the list of entities . . . in Annex I."

2/ Compare 22 U.S.C. 2354 (1976), which requires the President to make
cectain findings prior to his authorizing the procurement of foreign supplies
with foreign aid funds. This law is described at pages 35 and 73-74 infra.
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uggests that developing nations disapprove of tied aid because of general

policy considerations. It is generally believed that tying aid is a dying

practice - thus the phrase "so long as it is practised ..

Annex I to the code contains the entities of the parties which will

be covered in their procurements pursuant to paragraph l(c). Certain specific

types of procurements (such as purchases by the Department of Defense of items

covered by the Berry Amendment) and procurement programs (such as small and

minority business set-asides) are withdrawn for some entities, as noted on the

list. As the language of paragraph l(c) states, successor entities to those

listed will remain covered.

The approach of the parties in negotiating this annex was to achieve

a balance of concessions in terms of quantity (total value) and quality (types

of products) of procurements. The United States procurement market far

exceeds that of any other party, so that reductions in the potential American

procurement universe were made in an attempt to equalize the concessions. In

return for offering entities with few or no restrictions on product types, the

United States especially sought to open certain high-technology procurement

markets abroad; in particular, those relating to communications, power

generating, and transportation equipment. While not achieving every desired

success, especially in terms of quality, the administration believes an

overall satisfactory balance was obtained. Because these efforts threatened

to substantially fail at one time with regard to the EC, a double Coverage

scheme was proposed whereby a separate, lesser universe of coverage was

proposed for those countries. Japanese resistance to inclusion in their offer

of significant purchases by Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Company (NTT) lead

to suggestions for a similar arrangement. Further, Canada proposed that an
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entirely separate, bilateral, supplementary agreement be entered into between

the U.S. and Canada, possibly joined by Sweden and Switzerland. The purpose

of such a separate agreement was to expand coverage as widely as possible

between those parties, while recognizing special difficulties Canada has in

asserting control over certain important independent corporations. The latter

difficulty was to be cured by exempting these entities from certain code

requirements involving high administrative costs. In addition, Canada sought

an obligation that central governments would refrain from encouraging regional

and local goverments to take action contrary to the code.

The separate entity lists and the supplementary agreement proposals,

if adopted, would have caused considerable difficulty with the MFN obligations

of the code. In any case, however, acceptable offers were agreed to by all

parties in the form nov presented, and it is not contemplated that separate

agreements with the major developed countries will be entered into in the near

future. Separate agreements with some developing nations are possible,

however.

Annex I is subject to change as a result of modifications and further

negotiations pursuant to Part IX:5 and 6, respectively. Such changes may

occur especially with regard to developing countries. (See Part 111:4-5.)

7.1.3 Implementation

7.1.31 International Arrangements

Part 1 purports to apply the code to "any law', regulation, procedure

and practice regarding the procurement of products . . - ." In administering

its buy-American programs, the United States has occasionally engaged in

special treatment for certain nations pursuant to treaty agreements or

internal practices. If applied literally, the language describing code

coverage could call into question some of these arrangements.
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One such agreement is found in the Memorandum of Understanding in the

Field of Cooperative Development Between the United States Department of

Defense and the Canadian Department of Defence Production, signed in November

1963. l/ This agreement exempts from the Buy American Act Canadian products

procured in connection with military or other programs "of mutual interest to

the United States and Canada," except for civil works and food items. The

purpose of the agreement is to achieve maximum coordination of defense

material programs.

The code, if implemented, wculd require an examination of this

agreement because it constitutes a "regulation, procedure (or) practice"

within the ambit of Part I. As described further below in section 7.2.3, 2/

however, the code should have little effect on the agreement's continuing

validity because most defense-related procurements are excepted from the code

by Part VIII:l.

The United States recently concluded other similar defense-related

procurement agreements with the following NATO members: the United Kingdom,

the Netherlands, Norway, West Germany, and France. A similar accord may soon

be reached with Belgium. The purpose of these agreements, pursuant to which

the Department of Defense (DOD) waives Buy American Act requirements, is to

implement the NATO military standardization program by arranging reciprocal

military procurement offsets.

1/ See Defense Acquisition Regulations (DAR) 6-50, et seq., 41 CFR 6-501 et
-q (176).

2/ See pages 59-85 infra.
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Another somewhat different offset progrm is in effect with regard

to the sale of F-5 warplanes to the Swiss Govermnent. The sales agreement

allows the Swiss to satisfy up to 30 percent of the $450 million cost of the

planes by placing winning bids in the American defense procurement market,

with the understanding that such restrictions as the Berry Amendment,

Byrnes-Tollefson Amendment and others (all discussed below) remain

applicable. Because the Swiss do not manufacture large quantities of military

equipment likely to be attractive to the American defense procurement market,

the offset is being effected through the marketing by the General Electric and

Northrop companies -- major contractors in the F-5 program -- of Swiss

streetcars, dam equipment and other products.

All of these offset arrangements clearly constitute procurement

practices potentially subject to the code. Again, however, to the extent each

agreement involves the purchase of military goods it will remain unaffected by

the code's adoption. 1/

The United States formerly waived application of the Buy American Act

to goods produced in Panama for use in the Canal Zone, and agreed to afford to

Panamanian concerns "full opportunity" to compete for procurement contracts

let by Canal Zone agencies. 2/ The recent Panama Canal treaty abrogates

these commitments, however. 3/

I/ See section 7.2.31, infra pages 59-62.
2/ Memorandum of Understandings Reached on the Part of the United States of

America, paragraph 3, associated with the Treaty of Mutual Understanding and
Copoperation signed at Panama, January 25, 1955, 6 U.S.T. 2329, TIAS 3297.

3/ Panama Canal treaty, Art. I, pars. l(b).
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7.1.32 United States Law

Paragraph I(a)

Unlike those of most other countries, the procurement procedures of

the United States are "transparent" -- easily identified through officially

promulgate:'! laws and regulations. Because U.S. procurement regulations are

grounded in statutory authority, in defining the impact of the code when

implemented the focus here will be primarily on affected U.S. statutes; it may

be assumed that the regulations implementing those laws will incur equivalent

derivative effects, most likely different only where the regulations are more

detailed than the statutory authority on which they rest or where the organic

authority resides in the executive branch. The various effects, and the

changes in U.S. law necessary to accounodate them, are more appropriately

considered at section 7.2.32, 1/ but the laws potentially impacted by the code

may be identified in this section as follows:

1. The Buy American Act, 41 U.S.C.. 10a-10d (1976), as
implemented by Executive Orders 10582 and 11051, generally
requires that products procured for public use within the
United States and construction contracts for public works
in the United States must originate in domestic sources if
certain price differential criteria are satisfied -- i.e.,
foreign bids are increased by 6 percent generally, 12
percent if the low domestic bidder is a small or
minority-owned business, and 50 percent if the purchase is
made by the Department of Defense 2/ (see pages 64-65
infra);

2. Department of Defense Appropriations Act (see page 64
infra):

I/ See pages 62-85 infra.
2/ We DOD preference was initiated aq a part of the Balance of Payments

Program. (See DAR 6-104.4(b).)
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(a) Pub. L. No. 94-212, 90 Stat. 153 (1976), sections 709,
723, and 729 (the "Berry Amendment"), prohibit the
purchase from foreign sources of certain items,
including stainless steel flatware, food, shoes,
textiles, clothing and certain specialty metals;

(b) Pub. L. No. 90-500, 82 Stat. 849 (1968), section 404,
prohibits the purchase or lease of foreign busses by
the Department of Defense;

(c) Pub. L. No. 94-212, 90 Stat. 53 (1976), tit. IV (the
"Byrnes-Tollefson Amendment"), prohibits the purchase
of vessels or major components, including hulls or
superstructures, from foreign sources;

3. GSA appropriations act restrictions (see page 65 infra):

(a) Pub. L. No. 95-81, 91 Stat. 354 (1977), section 506,
generally prohibits the purchase of stainless steel
flatware from foreign sources;

(b) Pub. L. No. 94-91, 89 Stat. 441 (1975), section 505,
(see also 41 CFR section 5A.6.104-50(b) (1977))
mandates a 50 percent value differential
discriminating against foreign suppliers as an
alternate to the Buy American Act in some
circumstances pertaining to handtools and measuring
instruments procured by GSA;

4. Prison-made Goods, 18 U.S.C. 4124 (1976), imposes a
preference for prison-made goods which satisfy procurement
requirements (see page 164 infra).

5. Blind and Other Handicapped-Made Goods, 41 U.S.C. 48
(1976), imposes a preference for such goods which satisfy
procurement requirements (see page 164 infra);

6. Small business programs (see pages 66-68 infra):

(a) 15 U.S.C. 631-44 (1976), including recent amendments
found in Pub. L. No. 95-507, 92 Stat. 1757 (1978),
mandates a preference for small and minority
businesses bidding on Government contracts, and is the
authority for the small business set-aside program;

(b) 41 U.S.C. 252(b) (1976) is an additional declaration
of Congressional policy favoring small businesses in
procurement;
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(c) 22 U.S.C. 2352 (1976) requires the President to take
certain steps guaranteeing direct opportunities for
small businesses to bid on contracts abroad financed
by AID funds;

7. Preferences for United States carriers (see pages 75-76
infra):

(a) 10 U.S.C. 2631 (1976) generally requires that only
U.S. vessels be used to transport supplies procured by
the armed forces, when transport is by sea;

(b) 46 U.S.C. 1241(b)(1) (Supp. V 1975), requires that at
least 50 percent of the gross tonnage of goods
procured by the U.S. must be transported on U.S.-flag
vessels if the goods are to be shipped by sea and if
the vessels offer a fair price; 22 U.S.C. 2353 (1976)
modifies 46 U.S.C. 1241(b)(1) (1976) with regard to
procurement effected under certain foreign aid laws;

(c) The International Air Transportation Fair Competitive
Practices Act of 1974, 49 U.S.C. 1517, 1518 (1976),
requires Federal agencies and Government contractors
to use U.S. flag air carriers where possible for
international transportation of property, which
includes property the subject of a procurement
contract; 1/

8. 46 U.S.C. 292 (Supp. V 1975) prohibits dredging in the
United States by fpreign-built vessels, unless they are
documented as U.S. vessels (see pages 74-75 infra);

9. 46 U.S.C. 1155 and 1176 (1976) provide that ships
authorized to be constructed under the Merchant Marine Act
must be built in American shipyards with American
materials, and ship operators generally must use American
materials for subsistence items (see page 76 infra).

10. Foreign aid restrictions, 22 U.S.C. 2354 (1976), condition
the procurement of foreign supplies with foreign aid funds
upon several findings by the President, including the
unlikelihood of potentially adverse impacts on the U.S.
economy (see pages 73-74 infra); .

I/ Section 1518 excepts the Depactment of State, International
Communications Agency (ICA), Agency for International Development (AID) and
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) from section 1517 insofar as
transportation of their employees and employees' baggage is concerned.
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11. AMTRAK Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 95-421, 92 Stat. 923
(1978), which allows only domestic procurement of products
costing more than $1,000,000 (see page 73 infra);

12. 15 U.'6.C. 637(e) (1976), 41 U.S.C. 5, 252(c) and 253
(1976), and 41 C.F.R. 1-2 (1976), generally set forth
advertising requirements for procurements (see pages 124-28
infra);

13. 41 U.S.C. section 253(b) (1976) requires public bid
openings and awards to be based on advantage to the
government. In addition, 41 CFR 1-1.1004, 1-2.404-3,
-2.408(a) and 1.3.103(b) (1976) set forth requirements for
notification of awards (see page 129 infra);

14. 41 CFR sections 1-9.100 et seq. (1977) set forth conditions
of government patent rights arising from research and
development contracts (see page 129 infra);

15. The following statutes provide that buy-American conditions
must be placed on the various types of grants to State and
local governments which they authorize (see page 77 infra):

(a) Public Works Employment Act of 1977, Pub. L. No.
95-28, 91 Stat. 116 (1977 (section 103) (the previous
version was 42 U.S.C. 6705(f)(l)(A-B) (West Supp.
1978), provides for a strong buy-American preference
in connection with procurements for construction
projects authorized under it;

(b) Work Relief and Public Works Appropriation Act of
1938, 52 Stat. 809, section 401, amended the Rural
Electrification Act of 1936 (7 U.S.C. 903 (1976)) to
add a buy-American provision with respect to loans
made under the latter statute;

(c) Clean Water Act of 1977, 33 U.S.C.A. 1295 (West Supp.
1978), provides a buy-American provision for
construction projects authorized under it; and

(d) Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978, Pub. L.
No. 95-599, 92 Stat. 2689, section 401 (1978), sets
forth a buy-American preference for'construction
projects authorized under it;

16. 25 U.S.C. 47 (1976) provides that "so far as may be
practicable . . . purchases of the products of Indian
industry may be made in open market in the discretion of
the Secretary of the Interior" (see page 77 infra).
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The regulations implementing these laws -- thereby being subject to

derivative impacts -- are largely found in title 41 of the Code of Federal

Regulations, which contains the general Federal Procurement Regulations, the

Defense Acquisition Regulations, and procurement regulations issued by

individual agencies. These regulations often contain detailed procedures not

found in their authorizing statutes, but equally valid and therefore impacted

by the code; for example, the time allowed for submission of particular bids

may be shorter than that allowed by the code. 1/

In addition, some procurement regulations are derived from executive

as well as statutory authority. Such regulations likely to be cove-ed by the

code are--

1. Labor Surplus Area Concerns, found, for example, in 15
U.S.C.A. 644(d) (West Supp. 1978), 2/ FPR section 1-1.800
et seq., (41 C.F.R. Ch. 1 (1977)), and E.O. 12073, which
establish a set-aside policy for procurements in labor
surplus areas (see also 29 CFR sections 8.1 et seq. (1977)
and Defense Manpower Policy No. 4, 32A CFR Ch. 1, part 134
(1977)) (see pages 69-72 infra); and

2. Minority business set-aside programs, as found, for
example, in FPR sections 1-1.13 et seq., 1-7.103-12,
-7.202-28, -7.402-33, 41 CFR 1-1.13•(1977) (see also
Executive Orders 11458, 11158 and 11625), 42 U.S.C.A.
6705(f)(2), 92 Stat. 1.957 (1978), (West Supp. 1978) and
Pub. L. No. 95-507), which mandate a preference for or
require a certain percentage of contracts to be awarded tc
minority-owned firms, which by definition exclude foreign
suppliers (see page 69 infra).

Paragraph l(b)

Paragraph l(b) establishes a threshold value of SDR 150,000 at which

procurement contracts become subject to the agreement. The paragraph includes

methods of calculating this value in some circumstances. The various U.S.

1/ See discussion at pages 124-128 infra.
2/ This provision expires September 30, 1979, unless renewed prior to that

time. See 5 U.S.C.A. 644(f) (West .Supp. 1978).
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procurement regulations must reflect these provisions; contracts below the

threshold value may be procured as they are under current Law because the code

will be inapplicable to them. No statutes need be amended to institute this

paragraph. It may be desirable for implementing legislation to specify the

agencies which will be affected, as listed in Annex I, and the threshold

value. This specificity would thus require legislative review of changes

occasioned by future negotiations. In the alternative, a legislation scheme

granting broad discretionary authority to the President to administer the code

in all areas may suffice for this purpose as well.

Paragraph l(c)

Paragraph 1(c) states that the code will apply to "procurement by the

entities under the direct or substantial control" of the signatories and

"other designated entities." Temporarily, at least, these entities are only

those found in Annex I. Ass ,'.-ing that the "substantial control" test will be

the major guideline for determining the list in future negotiations, further

questions are raised concerning the impact of the code because it is necessary

to determine to what entities the code may apply.

Paragraph 1(c) is intended to reach entities outside of the central

government structure. Unlike the Buy American Act, the code may thus reach

products procured with Federal funds by non-Federal agencies -- "substantial

control" arguably includes the ability to impose conditions on a funding

grant. 1/ As discussed earlier at pages 24-30, it remains unclear whether

1/ See, ea.g., the Public Works Employment Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-25,.91 Stat-7-116 (1977), section 103, which provides for a strong buy-American
preference in connection with procurements for construction projects
authorized for local governments.
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control" refers to legal control of the entity or financial control of

appropriations. In the latter case, it would appear that affirmative

legislationn would be required to ensure that Federal appropriations are

:onditioned on the recipients' agreement to adhere to the code's provisions.

ecause of the likely composition of Annex I and Part 1:2, however, such

legislation appears unnecessary at this time, since grantees are excluded from

.:he list.

Similarly, Congressionally-created "independent" corporations and

ssociations may give rise to difficult questions of coverage in the future.

"here are varying degrees of Congressional authority over such organizations.

7or example, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) 1/ and the Legal

Services Corporation 2/ are independent corporations owing their existence to

"ederal enabling legislation and appropriations. Both corporations' organic

tatutes contain provisions denying that the respective organizations are

either Federal instrumentalities or under the control of the Federal

government. 3/ Yet one court cited reporting requirements of the statute

:reating the CPB and its legislative history for the proposition that "through

the appropriation process and its control over the 'purse strings', Congress

reserved to itself the oversight responsibility for the corporation." 4/

11 47 U.S.C. 396 (Supp. V 1975).
2/ 42 U.S.C. 2996 (1976).
3/ 47 U.S.C. 396(b) (Supp. V 1975); 42 U.S.C. 2996(e)(1) (1976).
4/ Accuracy in Media, Inc. v. Federal Communications Comm'n, 521 F.2d 288,

297-94 (D.C. Cir. 1975). Compare 47 U.S.C. 398 (Supp. V 1975) which states in
art: "Nothing (in this part of the Code) shall be deemed to authorize any

Department . . . of the United States to exercise any direction, supervision
or control over . . . the Corporation .... " The purpose of this section,
.however, is to preclude governmental interference with the corporation's
rogram content -- not to prevent the exercise of Congressional oversight.

3ee Network Project v. Corporation for Pub. Broadcasting, 561 F.2d 963 (D.C.
hir. 1977).
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This view of control would appear to bring such independent corporations

within the ambit of the code. However, the court was defining control for

purposes of determining the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications

Commission, and this definition should not be extrapolated into a binding rule

for U.S. inclusions on the entity list: the thrust of the code is directed to

covering ministeries only, not satellite agencies, and other nations as a

general rule are reluctant to concede coverage of their comparable

organizations. I/ A resolution of these issues will necessarily be left to

ad hoc negotiations because of the ultimate questions of total value of

concessions.

Similarly, despite its normative test, the code is unlikely to reach

Congressionally chartered but non-funded organizations, .such as the American

Red Cross and the various patriotic associations chartered in Title 36 of the

U.S. Code. 2/ To find that such organizations are under the "direct or

l/ More difficult questions are raised by AMTRAK, COMSAT, and the Postal
Service, discussed on the following page. Also, a major impasse to agreement
on coverage has been the question whether the Japanese should concede Nippon
Telephone and Telegraph Company (NTT) - a substantial purchaser of
communications equipment -- for their coverage list. NTT is largely privately
held, but the government retains substantial control over its direction. The
status of NTT is thus comparable to that of the independent U.S. corporations
discussed above.

2/ The associations chartered in Title 36 include:
(1) Section l(a), The American National Red Cross;
(2) Section 18, Daughters of the American Revolution;
(3) Section 20, American Historical Association;
(4) Section 20a, Sons of the American Revolution;
(5) Section 21, Boy Scouts of America;
(6) Section 31, Girl Scouts of America;
(7) Section 41, The American Legion;
(8) Section 56, United Spanish War Veterans;
(9) Section 57, Marine Corps League;
(10) Section 61, Belleau Wood Memorial Association;
(11) Section 67, AMVETS:
(12) Section 71, Grand Army of the Republic;

(Continued)
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substantial control" of the Federal Government, one must agree that the power

to revoke a charter suffices alone to render an entity subservient to

Congressional direction -- but this conclusion is at odds with the realities

of the practical relationships between the two. 1/ It seems highly unlikely

as a general proposition that the United States would consent to placing these

organizations on Annex I or otherwise accept the argument that they are under

the "direct or substantial control" of the federal government -- yet, the

American Battle Monuments Comission, perhaps the only entity of the group

really associated with the Federal Government in an official capacity, is

included on the United States' list of covered entities.

Finally, special consideration must be given to three agencies: the

Postal Service, 2/ the Coumunications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT), 3/ and

the National Rail Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK). 4/ By the terms of their

(Continued)

(13) Section 78, Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic;
(14) Section 81, United States Blind Veterans of World War I;
(15) Section 90a, Disabled American Veterans;
(16) Section 91, American War Mothers;
(17) Section 111, Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States;
(18) Section 121, American Battle Monuments Comission; and
(19) Section 139, The National Yeoman F.

1/ Compare Stearns v. Veterans of Foreign Wars, 394 F.Supp. 138 (143-46)
(D.C.D.C. 1975), aff'd 527 F.2d 1387 (D.C.Cir. 1976), cert. den. 429 U.S. 822
(1976), where the court held that Congressional charte-r-'-Tg oF"the VFW,
together with its annual reporting requirement, tax-exempt status, and
statutory entitlement to certain war surplus was insufficient entanglement to
constitute "state action" for purposes of invoking the fifth- amendment's due
process clause as a remedy to alleged sex discrimination. The court further
held that the VFW could not be said to be performing a "public function" as an
alternative theory of state action.

2/ 39 U.S.C. 201 (1976).
3/ 47 U.S.C. 731 (Supp. V 1975).
4/ 45 U.S.C. 541 (Supp. V 1975).
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respective charters, each is largely independent of the Federal Government;

yet, unusual circumstances arguably bring each within the normative "direct or

substantial control" rule. l/

The Postal Service was created by Congress as an "independent

establishment of the executive branch of the government. . . ." 2/ While

Congress retains control over the Service's organic act and its

appropriations, it is exempt from the application of many Federal laws,

including the Buy American Act. Further, it no longer maintains Cabinet-level

status. Because of the independent nature of the Service's operation and its

disassociation with the ministerial level of government, as well as the

reluctance by other nations to concede similar entities, the United States

rejected attempts to include the Service among the code's covered entities.

If the ýPervice is exempt from coverage, then entities more remote from the

Federal Government, such as those discussed above, will have an even stronger

claim in the future to resist application of the code.

The chartering legislation for both AMTRAK and COMSAT is more

emphatic: both contain provisions denying corporate status as "an agency or

establishment of the United States Government." 3/ Both are structured and

capitalized as private corporations, are subject to the District of alumbia

Business Corporation Act, and are intended to be

1/ Compare the status of Nippon Telephone and Electric Company, page 40 n.
1 supra.

2/ 39 U.S.C. 201 (1976).
3/ 45 U.S.C. 541 (Supp. V 1975) (AMTRAK); 47 U.S.C. 731 (Supp. V 1975)

(COMSAT).
Each of the characteristics referred to in the text following this footnote

may be found in statutory sections subsequent to 45 U.S.C. 541 and 47 U.S.C.
731 for the respective organizations.
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profit-making enterprises carrying out functions normally associated with the

private sector.

Yet, Congressional control over both corporations is manifested in

several ways, apart from the ultimate power to amend or repeal the organic

statutes. The corporations share many common links to the Government:

several incorporators and directors are appointed by the President with the

advice and consent of the Senate; both must consult with and in some instances

are subject to actions taken by other agencies; and each must submit an annual

report to the Congress and the President. In addition, AMTRAK receives

substantial appropriations from Congress; loans received from the private

sector may be guaranteed by the United States; the corporation is subject to

audit by the Comptroller General of the United States; and purchases by the

corporation amounting to more than $1,000,000 cannot be made abroad. 1/

Similarly, OOMSAT must respect detailed Presidential obligations to implement

national communications policy, and is subject to Federal Communications

Commission direction in many operational areas, including procurement,

rate-making, technical matters, construction, fiscal matters, and rulemaking.

Particularly noteworthy with reference to COMSAT procurement matters is a

statutory preference for small businesses.

Taken together, these attributes suggest that both AMTRAK and COMSAT

remain under significant control by the executive and legislative branches.

Whether this relationship should satisfy the normative test of the code cannot

be answered with assurance. Recognizing that the language of the normative

test will gain real import only as the entity list is negotiated, it appears

1/ Pub. L. No. 95-421, 92 Stat. 923 (1978).
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most meaningful to compare the intent of Congress in chartering the

independent corporations vith the purposes of the code. On the one hand, the

undoubted Congressional intent was that these two for-profit corporations

would assume a place in the private sector to the greatest extent possible,

with neither the corporations nor their officials imbued with Federal

authority; viewed in this way, the retained links with the Government may be

seen as only those necessary to ensure that the interests of the public are

reflected in the operations of each corporation. On the other hand is the

less clear, but strongly suggested, assumption that the code is-aimed at

government ministeries and their subdivisions -- not the myriad organizations

tangential to the essential function of government. Comparing these purposes

lends increased support to the argument that AMERAK and COMSAT should never be

included on the entity ist - but this may be countered in part by the small

business and buy-American preferences mandated for COMSAT and AfrRAK,

respectively. Further, U.S. pressure on -other nations to concede comparable

organizations would appear to estop as a practical matter outright rejection

of reverse negotiating demands for reciprocity, at least to the extent that

applicability of the normative rule could be denied. A confident resolution

of the status of such entities must await the submissions by other signatories

leading to formulation of the Annex in each round of future negotiations:

negotiations rather than normative rules will always be determinative. For

now, however, the operations of entities not on Annex I .'Will coot.nue

unaffected by the agreement.
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Finally, with regard to the present imposition of the entity list, it

should be noted that section 126(b) of the Trade Act 1/ requires the

President at the conclusion of these negotiations to %.etermine whether any

major industrial country 2/ has failed to make substantially equivalent

concessions competitive trade opportunities "on an ove all basis" 3/ in the

MTN. Section 126(c) 4/ then provides that the President must recommend to

the Congress implementing legislation which will deny the benefits of the MTN

agreements to such nations. Annex I is perhaps the major determinant of

reciprocity of competitive opportunities in the government procurement code.

1/ Section 126(b) provides:
The President shall determine, after the conclusion of all

negotiations entered into under this Act or at the end of the 5-year
period beginning on the date of enactment of this Act, whichever is
earlier, whether any major industrial country has failed to make
concessions under trade agreements entered into under this Act which
provide competitive opportunities for the commerce of the United
States in such country substantially equivalent to the competitive
opportunities, provided by concessions made by the United States
under trade agreements entered into under this Act, for the commerce
of such country in the United States.

2/ Under section 126(d) major industrial countries include "Canada, the
European Economic Community, the individual member countries of such
Community, Japan, and any other foreign country designated by the President
for purposes of this subsection."

3/ See Trade Reform Act of 1974, Comm. on Finance, S.Rep. No. 1298, 93d
Cong., 2d Sess. 94-95 (1974).

4/ Section 126(c) states:
If the President determines under subsection (b) that a major

industrial country has not made concessions under trade agreements
entered into under this Act which provide substantially equivalent
competitive opportunities for the commerce of the United States, he
shall either generally with respect to such country or by article
produced by such country, in order to restore equivalence of
competitive opportunities, recommend to the Congress--

(1) legislation providing for the termination or denial of
the benefits of concessions of trade agreements entered into
under th!.s Act made with respect to rates of duty or other
import restrictions by the United States; and

(2) that any legislation necessary to carry out any trade
agreement under section 102 shall not apply to such country.
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While tLe President is not required to make findings under section 126 with

specific respect to the code, consideration of the MTN implementation package

should include an examination of the contribution of the agreement to the

overall balance of trade negotiated in all of the agreements. This calculus

should account for the provision of the code which allows parties to refuse to

extend benefits of the code to other signatories. I/ Thus, for example, the

U.S. may refuse to apply the coce to Japan because of the coverage issues,

even though Japan enters into the agreement with respect to other nations. In

that event, the President's findings under section 126 would ignore the code

insofar as Japan is concerned and only account for other agreements to which

the two nations are parties.

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 2 acknowledges that regional and local governments will not

be covered by the code (unless they are among the "other designated entities"

included under paragraph l(c)). Therefore, State and local buy-American laws

will be unaffected by adoption of the code. Indeed, adoption of the code may

be seen as an expression of Federal intent not to preempt this area of foreign

comme-ce, and thus previous, State court decisions striking down laws on this

ground may not be good precedent for future cases involving similar

nations. 2/

The question whether State or local procurements made possible by use

of Federal funding - especially where funds are derived directly from a

Federal agency included in Annex I -- is not clearly resolved by paragraph 2.

I/ See Part IX:9.
2/ See pages 24-25, supra.
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Further, what constitutes a "procurement' is nowherE defined in the code, so

that in light of the normative coverage rule with its possibility of

interpretation to include "financial control" of an entity, 1/ a procurement

by a noncovered entity through the use of funds supplied by one covered might

be viewed as in fact a procurement by the latter -- and thus subject to the

code. It is arguable that such a rule would have the salutary effect of

preventing circumvention of Annex I in some circumstances.

However, products are normally procured by agencies for their own use

and if, as.in the case i.f Federal grants, a procurement is made by a
t

noncovered entity solely for its own purposes, then it seems doubtful that the

purchase could be considered one "by the (covered) entity," as specified in

,paragraphs l(a) and l(c) - the purchase is neither technically made by the

srantee nor is it for the grantor. Inclusion of conditions regarding use of

the funds would not change this relationship, unless the condition went to

actual administration by the grantor of the funds-. Thus, in the absence of

agreement to the contrary (including provision for ouch arrangements in Annex

I), it would appear that State and local procurements made with Federal funds

may remain subject to their respective laws and regulations. Further, such

laws as the Public Works Employment Act of 1977, 2/ the Rural Electrification

Act, as amended, 3/ and the Clean Water Act of 1977, 4/ which authorize grants

to local governments under buy-American conditions, should remain unaffected

1/ See discussion at page 27 supra.
2/ Pub. L. No. 95-28, 91 Stat. 116, section 103 (1977•.

S~3/ 7 U.S.C. 903 (1976), as amended by the Work Relief and Public Works
,Appropriation Act of 1938, U Stat. 809, section 401.

4/ 33 U.S.C.A. 1295 (Weat Supp. 1978).
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by the code as long as the purchases are made by the localities, and not an

"entity subject to this Agreement." I/

Aid may be granted by the U.S. to developing natiqns on the condition

that only U.S. products could be procured with such funds. The Note referring

to this practice sanctions such arrangements. Therefore, 22 U.S.C. 2354

(1976), which in effect requires tied aid where the President cannot make

various findings there specified, 2/ need not be amended. This exception will

cover the practice of tying use of U.S. carriers to such aid; thus, the

preferences for U.S. flag carriers found in 10 U.S.C. section 2631 (1976), 46

U.S.C. section 1241(b)(i) (1976), and Pub. L. No. 93-623, 88 Stat. 2102

(1974), also would not need revision on these grounds alone. Because the

practice of tying aid to domestic preferences is apparently utilized

increasingly less often, the potential impact of the Annex is likely to be

nominal in any case.

7.2 PART II. NATIONAL TREATMENT AND NON-DISCRININATION

Part II establishes the precept of nondiscrimination fundamental to

the purpose and operation of the code. In essence, the well-known principles

1/ See Part 1:1(a), l(c).
2/ Section 2354(a) provides:

(a) Funds made available under this chapter may be used for
procurement outside the United States only if the President
determines that such procurement will not result in adverse effects
upon the economy of the United States or the industrial mobilization
base, with special reference to any areas of labor surplus or to the
net position of the United States in its balance of payments with the
rest of the world, which outweigh the economic or other advantages to
the United States of less costly procurement outside the United
States, and only if the price of any commodity procured in bulk is
lower than the market price prevailing in the United States at the
time of procurement, adjusted for differences in the cost of
transportation to destination, quality, and terms of payment.
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of national treatment and most-favored-nation status are accorded the products

and suppliers of parties to the agreement.

7.2.1. Tex t

1. With respect to all laws, regulations, procedures and practices

regarding government procurement covered by -his Agreement, parties to this

Agreement shall provide immediately and unconditionally to the products and

suppliers of other parties offering products originating within the customs

territories including free zones of the parties to this Agreement treatment no

less favourable than:

(a) that accorded to domestic products and suppliers; and

(b) that accorded to products and suppliers of any other party.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to customs duties

and charges of any kind imposed on or in connection with importation, the

method of levying such duties and charges, and other import regulations and

formalities.

3. Parties to this Agreement shall not apply rules of origin to

products imported for purposes of government procurement covered by this

Agreement from other parties to this Agreement, which are different from the

rules of origin applied in the normal course of trade and at the time of

importation to imports of the same products from the same parties to this

Agreement.

7.2.2 Background and Interpretation

Like the comparable GATT Articles from which they are drawn, l/

subparts (a) and (b) of paragraph I protect against two methods of trade

1/ GATT A-'icles I (Most Favoured Nation Treatment) and Ii National
Treatment). Articles II and XIII also express MFN principles with regard to
tariff concessions and quantitative restrictions, respectively.
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discrimination. First, subpart (a) requires that any treatment pertaining to

domestic goods and suppliers be equally applied to goods and suppliers of

other parties to the code. Subpart (b) then prohibits differential treatment

among the goods and suppliers of the other signatories. Together these

provisions should result in equal treatment for any signatory's goods and

suppliers on any bid. Of course, the special treatment accorded developing

nations and the numerous other potential exceptions to the application of the

code, discussed elsewhere, will prevent unerringly nondiscriminatory

treatment. Still, Part II is the standard by which all exceptions will be

judged.

One significant difference between the GATT provisions and Part 11,

however, is that the latter provides for conditional MFN and national

treatment: such treatment will be accorded only to other parties to the

code. Therefore, members of GAff which do not sign the code will be subject

to discrimination in procurement as they would in the absence of any

agreement. As discussed previously in the introduction, the proponents of the

code argue that because Article 111:8, excepts government procurement from

Article IIM:2, 4, which are incorporated into Article I:l, defining the scope

of the MFN obligation, the latter clause is inapplicable to procurement

matters and therefore nonsignatories of the code have no grounds for complaint

about the conditional MFN provision. Although this interpretation is probably

correct, some GATT members may argue that the Article rii:8 exception only

extends to matters with which that article is concerned (i.e., national

treatment), and does not extend to matters in other articles even where the

latter incorporate provisions of Article III -- the incorporation must be read
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as encompassing only the precise language of the provision without

interpretation by nonincorporated provisions like paragraph 8. Such an

argument, if unpersuasive, may yet engender disputes under GATT.

More difficult is Article XVII:2, 1/ which requires members of GATT

to accord "fair and equitable treatment" to products procured by state trading

enterprises, although the provision otherwise excepts such "government"

procurements from the nondiscriminatory obligations of paragraph (1) of that

Article. Thus, purchases by state trading enterprises in furtherance of their

commercial operations are subject to Article XVII's nondiscrimination and

purchasing criteria obligations, but when such enterprises instead purchase

imported products "for immediate or ultimate consumption in governmental use

and not otherwise for resale or use in the production of goods for sale," they

must only observe the "fair and equitable treatment" rule.

Because many of the entities listed in Annex I are state trading

enterprises, 2/ their procurements are subject to Article XVII. If "fair and

equitable" is interded as an MFN obligation, then Article XVII would conflict

1/ The text of this provision is set out at page 6 supra.
2/ A G(TT Panel has interpreted the term "state trading enterprises" in

this way:
. . . the Panel did not use the word "enterprise" to mean any
instrumentality of government. There would be nothing gained in
extending the scope of the notification provisions of Article XVII to
cover governmental measures that are covered by other articles of the
General Agreement. The term "enterprise" was used to refer either to
an instrumentality of government which has.the power to buy or sell,9
or to a non-governmental body with such power and to which the
government has granted exclusive or special privileges. The
activities of a marketing board or any enterprise defined in
paragraph l(a) of Article XVII should be notified where that body has
the ability to influence the level or direction of imports or exports
by its buying or selling.

(Continued)
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with the conditional MFN principle of the code. I/ Denial of code benefits

to nonsignatories insofar as noncommercial procurements by these enterprises

is concerned may therefore, lead to disputes under the GATT.

(Continued)
22. It is clear from the interpretative note to paragraph 1 of

Article XVII that the activities of a marketing board or any
enterprise covered by paragraph l(a) of the Article and not covered
by paragraph 21 of this report would not be notifiable solely by
virtue of a power to influence exports or iriports by the exercise of
overt licensing powers; where such measures are taken they would be
subject to other Articles of the General Agreement.

23. Where, however, an enterprise is granted exclusive or special
privileges, exports or imports carried out pursuant to those
privileges should be notified even if the enterprise is not itself
the exporter or importer.

GATT, 9th Supp. BISD 183-84 (1961). Professor Jackson further states that the
language of paragraph l(a) includes a corporation or other "enterprise" that,
though under nominal private control, has received some special favor from the
state, giving it an advantage over other firms in the same country. The
wording does not require that the special favor granted give the enterprise a
monopoly in order that Article XVII apply. Jackson, aupra page 1 n.1, at
340. Entities such as Japan's NTT and the TVA among many others, seem clearly
to satisfy this interpretation.

I/ "Fair and equitable" may also be interpreted as a national treatment
obligation; i.e., state trading enterprises must treat foreign supplies fairly
and equitably as compared with domestic suppliers, as well as other foreign
suppliers. The issue seems never to have arisen, however, despite the
multiplicity of discriminatory practices which have prevailed heretofore, and,
indeed, gave rise to the current negotiations. This may be due in part to the
language of Article 111:8, which exempts from the general national treatment
provision products purchased "by governmental agencies . . . not with a view
to commercial resale . . ."; products purchased with a view to commercial
resale -- as are the vast majority of state tradTn-genterprise purchases --
are covered by Article III. Procurements for internal consumption, and thus
not within Article III, may also have been viewed as too insignificant to
engender disputes. See Dam, supra page 2 n.1, at 321-23. In any case,
because only the potential MFN conflict between GATT and the code has been
raised in this regard, the national treatment interpretation will not be
pursued here.
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The "fair and equitable" clause was originally intended as an MFN

obligation, although the draftsmen apparently felt that the usually tight MFN

language did not quite fit with regard to government purchases. 1/ The

clause was removed from its original position in Article I's general KFN

provisions and placed in Article XVII, apparently "because it was considered

more germane to the problem of state trading." 2/ But because "state trading

enterprises" do not necessarily include all government entities which may be

involved in procurement, an anomalous distinction was created whereby (1)

government entities were generally excepted from MFN obligations with respect

to their procurements (by the incorporation of Article 111:4 into Article

I:1); (2) state trading enterprises were obligated to act nondiscriminatorily

in their commercial operations; and (3) state trading enterprises had to

accord something close to KFN treatment to foreign suppliers with respect to

the enterprise's purchases for its own use -- their procurements other than

those related to their commercial purpose; for example, telecommunications

equipment purchased by NTT for use by the Japanese public in their telephone

system. 3/ The result hardly seems worth the convolutions: procurements by

state trading enterprises as distinguished.frou all other government entities

must be comparatively insignificant.

Despite the ambiguous language, this result seems probably correct if

one recognizes the overall intent of the draftsmen to generally exempt

government procurement of products from the GATT. 4/ Thus, the vast majority

1/ See Jackson, page 1 n.1 supra, at 359-61.
2/ Id. at 360.
3/ This assumes that Article XVII:2 is interpreted to refer only to the

entities with which Article XVII:l is concerned, since the latter is
incorporated into the former. See GATT, 1st Supp. BISD 60, par. 4 (1953)(The
Belgian Family Allowances case)-.

4/ See the discussion at pages 5-7, supra.
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of procurements subject to the code will not run afoul of Article XVII:2.

Nevertheless, there appears to be significant potential for challenge by GATT

members which do not sign the code, to discrimination by code signatories, in

procurements by the latters' state trading enterprises where the purchases may

be technically procurements but really associated with the commercial purpose

of the enterprise. Unfortunately, a definitive estimate of the outcome cannot

be made at this time because Article XVII:2 has never served as the basis for

a complaint and its meaning is unknown. The code seem. deficient in this

regard because it fails to confront the problem of its relationship to the

General Agreement.

Paragraph I requires that nondiscriminatory treatment be effected

immediatelyy and unconditionally." These requirements apparently must be
9

fulfilled as of January 1, 1981, when the agreement enters into force pursuant

to Part IX:3. The forthcoming two years should allow sufficient time for

entities to make necessary revisions in their procurement procedures and

modify incipient invitations for bids so that as of the target date all

covered procurements will satisfy code requirements as agreed in Part IX:6.

"Immediately and unconditionally" may be read as an admonishment that

nondiscriminatory treatment must be accorded with the commencement of each

procurement after January 1, 1980.

Part IX:l(c) also allows nonparties to accede to the agreement on

conditions "to be agreed between that government and the parties to this

Agreement." 1/ Thus, "immediately and unconditionally" may be waived for new

members.

l/ See the further discussion at page 171 infra.
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Paragraph 2 simply recognizes that the customs duties and procedures

associated with the importation process will remain unaffected by the

procurement code. The language, however, does not imply the converse; i.e.,

that parties may discriminate in the application of such charges and

procedures, Article I of the GA7r, which requires MFN treatment in such

matters, remains applicable to such conduct.

Paragraph 3 simply provides that whatever rules of origin are

normally applied to the trade of products -aong the parties to the code will

be applied for purposes of the code. Because suppliers of nonparty nations

could effectively gain the benefits of the code without adhering to it, by

transshipping their products through one nation party to the code, thence to

the procuring government, the conditional MFN provision would be unworkable

absent rules to determine whether the origin of tendered produ'cts is in fact a

party to the code. 1/ Paragraph 3 purports to satisfy this need. It is not

without interpretative difficulties, however.

The U.S. has long utilized a "substantial transformation" rule of

origin for some customs purposes. 2/ Under this rule, the originating

country is considered to be. the one in which the constituent materials of a

product were "substantially transformed . . . into a new and different article

of commerce." 3/ While it is asserted that this rule is the one normally

i7 See generally Nusbaumer, "Origin Systems and the. Trade of Developing
Countries," 13 J. Wnrld Trade L. 34, 34-37 (1979).

2/ The substantial transformation rule is one of judicial origin. It arose
largely in connection with marking problems, and continues to be an integral
part of the criteria for determining proper marks of origin. 19 U.S.C. 304,
1202 (1976) (19 CFR 134.1(d)(I), 134.34(h), 134.35 (1978)). See U.S. v.
Friedlander & Co., Inc., 27 C.C.P.A. 297, 302-03, (1940) (citing T.D. 49658).
It also is a significant part of the rules of origin developed for
implementation of the GSP, as noted in the text on the following page. 19
U.S.C. 2461 et seq. (1976) (19 CPR 10.171-178 (1978)).

3/ 19 CFR 10.177(a)(2) (1978). See-also 10 Cust. Bull. 176, T.D. 76-100
(1976)(GSP).
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applied to imports for MFN duty purposes - this is supposed to be signified by

the phrase "normal course of trade" - the language of paragraph 3 and U.S. law

belie any such direct conclusion. Thus, when deciding whether goods originate

in Co-nunist-dominated areas for purposes of applying column 2 duty

rates, customs officials must determine whether the articles are "imported

directly or indirectly (from such areas) (and are not) the growth, produce, or

manufacture of any other nation or area." I/ As one court noted: "It would

be difficult, if not impossible, to define exact standards for determining the

duration of s':ay of merchandise in an intermediate country, the nature of the

transactions to which iý is subjected there,. and other circumstances necessary

to divest it of its station as an import, direct or indirect, from the

Communist-dominated country in which it originated." 2/ Whether an article

has undergone a substantial transformation is thus obviously not the sole

determinant of origin. Indeed, the origin rules promulgated in implementing

the GSP rely primarily on a cost formula: an article is entitled to GSP

treatment where the sum of (1) the cost of the materials produced and, (2) the

direct processing costs performed in the beneficiary developing nation is not

less than 35 percent of the. appraised value of the article. 3/ For a

material to be counted in calculating the cost, it must be a constituent

material which is wholly the growth, product, or manufacture of the

beneficiary country, or one substantially transformed-there into a new and

1/ T.D. 52788; 19 U.S.C. 1202, 3(e) of the General Heajnotes to the TSUS.
2/ United States v. Hercules Antiques, The Danvill Co., 44 C.C.P.A. 209,

212-(1957).
3/ 19 CFR 10.176(a) (1978; (interpreted in T.D. 76-100, 10 Cust. Bull. 176

(1976)). The percentage rises to 50Z when the article is produced in two or
more beneficiary countries who are members of an association. Id. at
10.176(b).
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different material. I/ Because the rules for communist-dominated areas and

GSP nations may be interpreted to be the "rules of origin applied in the

normal course of trade and at the time of importation to imports . . . from

the parties" to the code, since most trade with those nations is covered, it

could appear that each rule must be implemented for appropriate application to

procurements covered by the code; thus, for example, articles procured from a

GSP nation party to the code would be subject to the GSP rules. Adoption of

these rules in this instance might also be consonant with U.S. obligations

under Part 111:2 to "facilitate" exports from developing nations.

Similarly, various rules of origin criteria are employed by other

nations "in the normal course of trade," assuming that phrase is not a term of

art. For example, particularly important here may be those rules applicable

to goods shipped between EC and EFTA countries which, because of their

admittedly protectionis: design and effect, 2/ have been the subject of

17 IU. at 10.177(a).
2/ U.TS. exporters have complained both about the EC/EFTA rules and the way

the rules are administered. These rules apply to products shipped between EC
and EFTA countries. Generally, the rules require that to be deemed products
originating in the EC or EFTA, and thereby entitled to preferential tariff
treatment, nonorigin materials must be transformed so that the finished
product attains a wholly different BTN four-digit classification. However,
for some product categories additional rules must be satisfied. For example,
for some final products origin status will not be accorded if certain
manufacturing processes were used; others will fail if certain manufacturing
processes were not used. Further, some final products may incorporate only a
specified low percentage value of nonorigin materials. Still other rules
allow origin status for products not satisfying the general tariff-heading
rule if only 5 percent of the value of the finished product -'s of nonorigin
material. Finally, to administer the rules certain accounting practices are
required, such as physical segregation and identification of origin of
constituent parts of imported products. Such segregation acts as an effective
bar to textile imports, and would do the same for chemicals and small
electronic components were not such segregation informally waived for those

(Continued)
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bilateral negotiations with the United States conducted concurrently with the

MTN. Whatever results from the negotiations may be applied to exporters

attempting to tender for procurements in EC or EFTA countries which are

parties to the code. The application of these rules would have substantial

indirect effects on U.S. exporters. For example, if Sweden, an EFTA member,

were seeking to procure electronic computing equipment, a supplier in France

(or any EC member) will be advantaged because of the EC/EFTA rules of origin

which make lower duty rates - and thus the costs of supply -- contingent upon

meeting the rules of origin for electronic equipment. Because of the design

of those rules, the French supplier will find it too expensive to incorporate

U.S. components into his equipment. Thus, U.S. component suppliers will be

deprived of the indirect benefits of increased procurement opportunities in

these EC/EFTA for these products -- and cannot complain because they are not

the suppliers to the procuring entity.

These particular EC/EFTA rules will not affect the status of U.S.

biej because the United States is a country entitled to the benefits of the

code; thus, there is no issue of allowing the U.S. benefits to which it is not

entitled by transshipping procured gcods through one EC to an EFTA country, or

visa versa. From the language of the code, however, it is unclear whether

(Continued)
two sectors. Nevertheless, the rules themselves are particularly restrictive
of imports of (1) textiles, (2) machinery, electronic equipment and
instruments (CCN chapters 84-92), and (3) chemicals.- A good description of
the problem may be found in Krist and Kristoff, EEC and EFTA Rules of OriginGoverning Preferential Trade, U.S. Dept. Commerce Overseas Bus. Rep. (OBR
74-04, April 1974).

It is expected that an acceptable compromise liberalizing the rules
will be reached for the latter two categories of products. A change in the
textile rules seems, however, unlikely at this time.
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through an EC or EFTA country. Moreover, it is unclear exactly what the EC,

EFFTA, or Japanese rules are which are used in the normal course of trade, and

which are applicable to this agreement (but the particular EC/EFTA rules

described above are not, we are assured, the MFN rules contemplated by

paragraph 3). If the rules to be adopted by these countries are significantly

more relaxed than the U.S. rules, then it would appear that U.S. suppliers

will suffer comparative disadvantage because procurements by those nations

will be more subject to bids from nonparty nations concealed by transshipments

through member nations. The Commission has insufficient information to

evaluate this issue at the present time.

7.2.3 Implementation

7.2.31 International Arrangements

As described above in section 7.1.31, the United States in certain

circumstances waives application of the Buy American Act to Canada and

facilitates bidding by Canadian firms on defense procurement contracts. 1/

Because Part II mandates most-favored-nation treatment by signatories to the

code, this special agreement favoring procurement of Canadian products would

be suspect in the absence of similar treatment for the other signatories. But

the Canadian arrangement is limited to the procurement of defense-related

goods, an area excepted in Part VIII from application of the code. 2/ To the

extent implementation of the Canadian agreement complies with Part VIII --

1/ The waiver was promulgated by DOD pursuant to discretion vetoed in
agency heads by section 10(d) of the Act, 41 U.S.C. 10(d) (1976). The
Comptroller General does not question this exercise of discretion. See 54
Comp. Gen. 44 (1974).

2/ See the discussion at pages 159-62 infra.
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i.e., material programs relate to procurement indispensable for national

defense purposes -- it should remain unaffected by the code. The agreement

would require re-examination to the extent that it allows special treatment of

Canadian supplies of products not so indispensable -- i.e., nonwarlike goods.

The United States has entered into several military procurement

offset agreements whereby Buy American Act requirements are waived, 1/ as

described above in section 7.1.31. These are of two types: (1) agreements

arising out of the NATO equipment standardization program, and (2) a "strict"

sales offset with the Swiss Government associated with its purchase of F-5

warplanes. Because both types of offsets grant preferential treatment to the

respective parties, on the surface they violate the[lFN principle of Part II.

Exceptions to the code will likely exempt these arrangements from the

necessity of adherence to code principles, however. Most importantly, Part

VTI:l excepts actions "neces63ry for the protection of (a party's) essential

security interests, Lelating to the procurement of arms, ammunition or war

materials, or to procurement indispensable for national security or for

national defence purposes." 2/ The offset arrangements with the NATO coun-

tries clearly are directed towards developing a more effective defense system

for the alliance and therefore generally fit within the Part VIII exception.

The only question likely to be raised in this regard would concern

procurement of nonwarlike goods, such as uniforms, stainless steel flatware,

I/ The waiver of the Buy American Act for purchases from foreign firms
under these MOU's is also supported by the Comptroller General. See 51 Comp.
Gen. 195 (1971).

2/ The text of Part VIII is set forth in its entirety in section 7.8.1,
page 155 infra.
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and similar items which are widely sold commercially outside of the military

market. The thrust of the exception seems clearly intended to preclude abuse

of the protection it affords; thus, actions must be "necessary for the

protection of . . . essential security interests," or relate to the

procurement of warlike goods or products "indispensable for national security

(or defense)." 1/ The more remote NATO purchases are to these indicia, the

less credible is an argument for exemption from the code.

A possible counterargument would be that while individual

procurements of nonwarlike goods may not fit within the exception, the

purchases should be viewed in the aggregate, as a single military

standardization program of which each comprises a small but important part;

the effectiveness of the entire program is directly related to the maximum

achievement of standardized procurement. Further, because the overall program

is clearly within the exception, each of its components should be as well.

Therefore, all purchases made pursuant to the offset arrangement are arguably

exempt from the code, including Part II.

Although the counterargument is persuasive in view of the clear

purpose of the code, restrictive language of Part VIII certainly makes it

arguable that those products most removed from "essential security "iterests"

could be procured by the parties to the offsets only in accordance with code

principles, if the purchaser is a signatory of the code.

1/ As discussed infra in section 7.8.3, pages 159-65, the language of the
national security exception is ambiguous in that it is unclear whether a party
must demonstrate a procurement program be both necessary to protect an
essential security interest and relate to procurement indispensable for
national security, or merely satisfy one of those criteria. The latter
conclusion is assumed here.
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A similar analysis is applicable to the strict offset arrangement

with Switzerland. One further observation should be made, however. As

described above, the General Electric and Northrop corporations are marketing

Swiss nonmilitary products as part of the effort to fulfill Swiss offset

rights gained pursuant to the sale of the F-5's. If such products are offered

to government purchasing entities which are obligated to grant them

preferences, and are otherwise covered by the code, then it would appear that

despite any offset arrangement, the products could not achieve preferred

status because they do not fit within any apparent code exception and to

discriminate in favor of them would contravepe Part II's MFP principle.

A final set of issues relating to conditional MFN ariees from various

bilateral FCN agreements to which the U.S. is a party. These agreements

generally provide for unconditional MHN treatment, although most contain

clauses allowing the U.S. to derogate from that obligation where its GATT

obligations are in conflict. Assuming that the procurement code will be

accepted as a part of U.S. GATT obligations -- a proposition closely tied to

the dispute over conditional hN among GATT members themselves -- most such

FCN treaties should occasion no conflict with the code. For FCN treaties

containing no GATT exception, however, there is a distant possibility that

partners to the treaties would involve the unconditional MFN clause to assert

entitlement to the benefits of the code without adhering to it. Whether this

issue will be resolved through legal or diplomatic means cannot be determined

at this time.

7.2.32 United States Law

Part II sets forth the national treatment and most-favored-nation

principles central to the code's implementation of nondiscriminatory
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procurement policies among its signatories. Thus, for those procurements

covered by the code, nations must treat foreign goods and suppliers of

signatories equal to its own and to all other such foreign goods and suppliers.

These requirements are contrary to the favoritism guaranteed American

suppliers by the laws enumerated above in section 9.1.32. 1/ Some of those

laws (and associated regulations) outright prohibit the purchase of

foreign-made goods, while others merely grant preferential consideration to

domestic firms; but no matter how achieved, each results in treatment more

favorable for domestic than foreign suppliers. Such discrimination clearly

contravenes Part 11 of the code.

As previously suggested, however, some of the laws are specifically

excepted by the code and will remain unaffected by its adoption. Thus, Part

II will clearly have no affect on the statutory preferences granted products

made by prisoners and blind or handicapped persons because such progra-.s are

excepted by Part VIII:2. 2/ Further, the Buy American Act and several

Defense Appropriations Act provisions which prohibit the purchase of certain

foreign goods will be unaffected insofar as they are applied to entities or

purchases not covered by the code. For example, AMTRAK observes a

buy-American provision with regard to purchases exceeding $1,000,000, but will

not be included on Annex I listing covered entities. 3/ Further, the Berry

Amendment and Byrnes-Tollefson Amendment restrictions will not be affected.

1/ See pages 33-48 supra.
2/ This provision is discussed infra at section 7.8.3, pages 159-65.
3/ See the discussion of Annex I at pages 24-30, 38-46 supra.
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Similarly, purchases valued at less than the threshold amount and thoee within

other exceptions, such as found in Part VIII:l (which excepts procurements

indispensable to national defense or security), will not be affected by the

code. I/ The final compilation of Annex I will provide the most accurate

measure of the applicable scope of various U.S. laws.

Specifically, U.S. laws and procedures which would appear to

contravene Part II if applied to procurements within the code's coverage may

be described as follows: 2/

I. The Buy American Act, 41 U.S.C. lOa-10d (1976), implemented by

Executive Orders 10582 and 11051, is the type of law the code is

expressly designed to repeal. The Act generally grants domestic

sources a preference when consideration is made of bids on

products procured for public use within the United States. This

express discrimination against foreign suppliers

clearly cannot stand in light of Part II of the Code, which

requires national treatment to be accorded foreign goods and

suppliers.

2. The various Department of Defense Appropriations Act provisions,

Pub.L. No. 94-212, 90 Stat. 153 (1976), sections 709, 723, 729

and tit. IV, and Pub.L. No. 90-500, 82 Stat. 849 (1968),

section 404, prohibiting the purchase of certain items abroad,

must be examined in light of Part VII which excepts from the

I/ In this regard, the mere insertion of a buy-American provision in a
Defense Appropriations bill is clearly not determinative of whether the
criteria for the national defense or security exception have been met.

2/ The provisions of these laws are described supra in section 7.1.3, pages
30-48.
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code procurement indispensable to national defense or security.

Procurements not so indispensable and otherwise covered must

abide by the non-discrimination principles. The Act's ban on

foreign purchases of stainless steel flatware, food, shoes,

textiles, clothing, and busses is arguably not within the sphere

of procurement indispensable to national defense or security,

and would thus contradict the code. However, these laws are

currently expressly excepted from Annex I, despite the inclusion

of DOD otherwise, and therefore do not presently require repeal

or amendment.

3. The provisions of the GSA Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 95-81,

91 Stat. 354 (1977), section 506 and Pub. L. No. 94-91, 89 Stat.

441 (1975), section 505, (see also 41 CFK 5A 6.10i4-50(b)

(1977)), which prohibit the purchase of stainless steel flatware

from foreign sources and impose a 502.value differential on the

purchase abroad of measuring equipement and handtools as an

alternative to the Buy American Act differential, I/ fit within

no obvious exception and would therefore contravene the code as

to purchases otherwise covered. Again, however, these

provisions are specifically excepted from Annex I and do not

presently require repeal or amendment.

4. The several laws establishing a policy favoring the award of

contracts to small businesses, including 15 U.S.C.A. 631-644

I/ Whichever percentage is higher is applied for purposes of comparing the

domestic and foreign bids. See 41 CFR 5A 6.104-50(b) (1977).
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(West Supp. 1978) and recent amendments in Pub. L. No. 95-507,

(92 Stat. 1757 (1978)), 22 U.S.C. 2352 (1976), and 41 U.S.C.

252(b) (1976), establish a prohibited form of national treatment

discrimination because for the purposes of these laws small

businesses are defined to include only American enterprises

fitting the pertinent criteria. The strong social and economic

policies underlying these set-aside programs find no safe harbor

in the code; only an express exception to Annex I protects them.

Small businesses are particularly competitive in regard to

subcontracting opportunities, but the threshold amount

triggering the Agreement may not alone be sufficient to avoid

having the code apply to them, absent the exception, even where

the value of the subcontracts is less than the threshold. l/

For example, a procurement contract for the purposes of the code

arguably must

I/ The award of substantial contracts to small businesses is contemplated
in U.S. procurement regulations. For example, FPR section 1-6.104-4(b) (41
CFR) enumerates the criteria for evaluating bids under the Buy American Act,
including the imposition of a value differential to be added to foreign bids
- usually 6% of the bid, but 122 where the firm submitting the low acceptable
domestic bid is a small business or labor surplus concern. The section then
provi des:

However, if an award for more than $100,000 would be made to a
domestic concern if the 12 percent factor-is applied, but would not
be made if the 6 percent factor is applied, the. case shall be
submitted to the head of the agency for decision as to whether the
award to the small business concern or labor surplus area concern
would involve unreasonable cost or inconsistency with .the public
interest. . . . If the foregoing procedure results in a tie between
a foreign bid as evaluated and a domestic bid, award shall be made on
the domestic bid.

If the threshold value of Part I:l(b), becomes $100,000 or less after future
negotiations, then this provision will be in obvious conflict with the code's
national treatment obligation.
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be viewed as a single purchase, regardless of whether the

ultimate product will be supplied solely by the contractor or

through a number of subcontracts. 1/ In this light, the

requirement of discrimination in fulfillment of a part of the

contract by preferring small businesses as subcontractors must

be viewed as discrimination in the award of the whole: in

effect, only qualified national treatment Ls being extended by

precluding full foreign receipt of the total value of the

coittract.

Perhaps a sufficient answer with reference to

subcontracting requirements may be that conditions imposed on a

prime contract in favor of small businesses are ones affecting

domestic and foreign suppliers alike -- both must observe the

set-asides in administering the prime contract, and therefore

national treatment obligations are satisfied when they are

observed in regard to the prime contracts only.

But this rationale still leaves open the question whether

the threshold amount is determined with reference to the size of

the prime or the subcontract. If the subcontracts are

considered an integral part of the prime contract, as suggested

above, then the obligations of the entity procuring the prime

contract, including those imposed by the code, may not be solely

directed to the award of the prime contract but also carry

forward to ensuring that it is administered in a way comporting

I/ Compare Part 1:1(b), discussed supra at section 7.1.2, which integrates
procurements in some circumstances in order to preclude circumvention of the
coverage rules. 67-
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with the code -- including the award of subcontracts. I/

Because under the set-aside program a proportion of the

subcontracts must be awarded only to domestic small businesses,

a question of breach of code obligations would again arise for

those subcontracts set aside.

At this time, of course, the set-aside programs will not be

affected by adoption of the code. First, as a result of

criticism of this impact, the United States obtained an express

exception in Annex I for small and minority business set-aside

programs 2/ in return for inclusion of NASA on the entity list.

Second, it appears that at least limited offsets for small and

minority

business subcontractors could be sanctioned under Part V:14(h).

Therefore, these set-aside programs should remain unaffected by

the code. However, the problem may become increasingly

significant as the signatories engage in the further

negotiations to which they are obligated, with a view towards

I/ Compare FPR 1-1.1310-2 (41 C.F.R. section 1-1.310-2 (1977)), which
requires that certain clauses pertaining to minority subcontractors be
inserted into prime and subcontracts. The effect of the provision is not only
to impose the preference for minority businesses on prime contractors, but
also to carry the program through to the subcontracts and subcontracts of the
subcontracts, ad infinitum. Similar regulations produce the same preference
carry-over for small businesses (FPR 1-1.710-2-3, 41 CFI section 1-1.710-2-3
(1977)) and labor surplus area concerns (FPR 1-1.805-2-3, 41 CFR 1-1.805-2-3
(1977)).

2/ See page 249, in Annex I infra.
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expanding code coverage 1/ -- and the clear goal of the United

States is to progressively decrease the threshold and otherwise

extend coverage. Whether the set-aside programs will ever be

covered cannot, of course, be answered at this time.

5. The minority business set-aside program, FPR section 1-1.13 et

seq., 1-7.103-12, -7.202-28, -7.402-33, -7.403-55, -7.602-33,

-7.603-24; 41 C.F.R. 1-1.13 (1977) (see also Executive Orders

11158, 11458, and 11625), 42 U.S.C.A. 6705(f)(2) (West Supp.

1978) and Pub. L. No. 95-507, 92 Stat. 1757 (1978), though not

entirely statutory, must be analyzed in the same manner as the

programs for small businesses. Minority businesses by

definition include only American firms; thus, this preference

program triggers the national treatment principles. Strong

economic and social policies also underlie the minority business

set-asides, but again there exists no textual provision which

would allow it to continue for covered procurements. The same

reasoning questioning application of the code to prime contracts

only for the small business set-asides is equally applicable

here. But because of the exception in Annex I, and the offset

provision of Part V:14(h), this set-aside program will qot be

affected by the code.

6. The Labor Surplus Area set-aside program, as found in 15

U.S.C.A. 644(d) (West Supp. 1978), FPR 1-1.800 et seq (41 CFR

Ch. 1 (1977)) and 29 CFR 8.1 et s!e. (1977), and E.O. 12073,

1, See Part I:l(c), and Part IX:6.
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also reflects strong economic and social policies but calls for

additional, somewhat different analysis. This program is

substantially derived from the section of Defense Manpower

Policy No. 4, 32A CFR Ch. 1, part 134 (1977) 1/, providing that

preference be given to bids which, if executed, would benefit

areas of persistent unemployment or underemployment in the

United States. The policy is a part of the overall defense

preparedness plan, and can be construed to satisfy the language

of Part VIII excepting from the code procurement indispensable

to national defense or security. This justification may suffice

to exempt the program despite alternative legislative grounds of

program authority now found in 15 U.S.C.A. 644(d) (West Supp.

1978), 2/ and Executive Order 10582, which implement the Buy

American Act in part by providing a similar preference for areas

of substantial unemployment; if groun-ded on either of these

alone, the labor surplus program would appear to conflict with

the code because the Buy American Act contravenes the national

treatment clause, as described above, and programs to ameliorate

economically distressed areas find no shelter in the code.

1/ The original statutory authority for this executive branch policy
statement resided in the Defense Production Act of 1950, 50 U.S.C. App.
2061-2166, E.O. 10480 (1953) and E.O. 11051 (1962).

2/ 15 U.S.C.A. 644(d) expires September 30, 1979, unless renewed prior to
that time. See 15 U.S.C.A. 644(f) (1978) (West Supp. 1978).
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Even if the program is recognized as being an essential

part of the defense preparedness plan, however, some objections

may be raised if the preference is applied to deny awards to

foreign bidders on contracts unrelated to war materials. The

essential issue is similar to that discussed above with

reference to the NATO military standardization program: 1/ for

purposes of determining whether the code applies, are

procurements to be isolated or must a program of procurements be

viewed in the aggregate because the goal of maximum military

preparedne:;s can only be achieved through total program

implementation?

The analysis of this issue for the Labor Surplus Area

program differs somewhat from chat of the NATO program because

the purpose of the latter is to standardize equipment, some of

which is remotely related at best to essential defense needs; so

long as a supplier from a non-NATO member could satisfy the

pertinent performance requirements and could supply the goods to

all NATO members, the immediate pu-pose of standardization would

be satisfied. Only the further problem of ensuring an

industrial base for future production and replacement parts

would remain. For nonessential military purchases, however,

there would be no further policy consideration of maintaining a

domestic industry in case of national emergency; presumably, the

consequences of a sudden scarcity of such goods would be

negligible and therefore essential security interests are not at

stake.

I/ See section 7.1.31, pages 30-33 supra.
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The focus of the Labor Surplus Area program is not to

maintain an assured supply of particular goods, but rather to

maintain a stable, dispersed labor force. I/ The achievement

of this latter goal does not depend on what sort of goods are

the subject of a contract to be granted a preference. Thus,

unlike the NATO program, an argument could be made that the

preference program must be viewed in the aggregate and as such

fit within the national security exception of Part VIII.

This argument assumes the parties to the code agree that a

stable, dispersed labor force is an "action. . .necessary for

the protection of . . . essential security interests." 2/ But

the Labor Surplus Area program in reality reflects the type of

economic-based preference which the code was envisioned as

prohibiting; it seems unlikely that the United States would be

able to point to the demonstrable defense-related origins and

goals of the program as sufficient to justify an exception under

Part VIII. Therefore, the Labor Surplus Area set-aside program

will most likely be treated under the code as the small business

and minority business programs are: all are in conflict absent

an exception. Unlike the latter two, this set-aside program has

no protective exception in Annex I.

I/ See Defense Manpower Policy No. 4, 32A CFR Ch.l, part 134, par. 1 (1977).

2/ See Part VIII:l discussed infra at section 7.8.3, pages 159-165.
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It my be noted that the threshold value determinative of

code coverage is far less likely to affect the practical impact

of the code on the operation of the Labor-Surplus Area program

tian it may the small business and minority preference programs

because the latter two are more often involved with smaller

contracts or subcontracts. Moreover, the impact on this program

will most likely increase as the obligatory further negotiations

succeed in lowering the threshold.

7. The AMTRAK Appropriations Act provision, Pub. L. No. 95-421, 92

Stat. 923 (1978), which requires purchases of greater than

$1,000,000 to be placed with domestic firms, contravenes the

national treatment clause. Because it does not purport to be

based on safety considerations, it could not be excepted under

the provision of Part VIII dealing with considerations of public

safety and no other exception is applicable. The Act will not

be affected by the code, however, because AMTRAK is not a

procuring entity covered by the code. As discussed previously,

1/ the question of coverage under the normative rule is a close

one, likely to be resolved on an ad hoc basis only by the future

negotiations affecting the composition of the entity list.

8. Provisions of the foreign-aid laws, 22 U.S.C. sections 2352 and

2354 (1976), restricting the purchase of foreign products with

such funds appear valid despite their surface contradiction of

1/ See section 7.1.3, pages 30-48 supra.
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the national treatment clause -- an interpretive note expressly

exr'mpts from the coverage of the code such provisions relating

to tied aid. Both of these laws prescribe restrictions in the

nature of tying arrangements, one for small businesses Znd the

other for American enterprise generally, and ar, thus excepted.

9. The express purpose of the foreign-built dredge law, 46 U.s.c.

292 (Supp. V 1975). is "the protection of Americen shipyards,

American shipping, and American labor against foreign

competition." I/ The law appears to cover the use of

foreign-built dredges purchased by American firms, as well as

their use by foreign firms under contract to perform dredging

operations, the latter situation being likely exempt from the

Code as constituting a service, not a producL. Thus, the law

would appear to conflict with Pert 11's national treatment

principle insofar as it would prevent a procuring entity from

rurcI.-sing a foreign-built dredge.

It should be noted, however, that the Byrnes-T:ilefsot:

Amendment to the DOD Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 94-212, 90

Stat. 153 (1976), tit. IV, prohibits the purchase of any

foreign-built vessel. At least to the extent that dredges may

be purchased by DOD fund3, then, the viability under the Code of

the foreign-built dredge law may be a moot issue, as the DOD

provision is excepted from coverage in Annex I and could be u~ed

to require purchase of domestic-built dredges.

/' S. Rep. 2384, 59th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1906).
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Use of the Byrnes-Tollefson Amendment may prove

particularly useful &n this context. American dredge

manufacturers have recently complained that the Corps of

Engineers, among other purchasers, have been buying aredges that

consisted of an American vessel carrying Dutch dredg!_ng

machinery. Obviously, the machinery is the essential part of a

dredge, but apparently because the vessel is documented as

American, the dredge complies with the requirements of 46 U.s.C.

292. But the Byrnes-Tollefson Ameninent prohibits both the

purchase of vessels and major components -- which in the case of

a dredge would seem to encompass the foreign machinery,. A

colorable argument thus could support use of the

Byrnes-Tollefson Amendment to prohibit the purchase of dredges

incorporating substantial foreign equipment without the conflict

with the code which use of the foreign dredge law would

precipitate.

10. The several statutory preferences mandated fcr U.S. flag air and

sea vessels, 10 U.S.C. 2631 (1976), 46 U.S.C. 883 and 1241(b)(1)

(Supp. V 1975) and 49 U.S.C. 1517 (1976), seem likely to

withstand the application of Part II's national treatment clause

in most cases -- transport of supplies constitutes a service,

not a product, and therefore is not within the scope of the code

as defined in Part I, paragraph l(a). However, the latter

paragraph brings within the code "'services incidental to the

supply of products if the value of these incidental services

does not exceed that of the products themselves . . ." Thus,

I
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if a procuring entity entered into a C.I.F. contract with a

foreign supplier for goods exceeding in value the cost of their

shipment, the Code's national treatment clause would conflict

with the laws to the extent they would require shipment on U.S.

flag vessels.

11. The Merchant Marine Act, in 46 U.S.C. 1155 and 1176 (1976),

provides that ships authorized to be constructed pursuant to

programs administered under the Act must be built in American

shipyards with American materials, and further, that ship

operators who receive subsidies under the Act "with respect to

subsistence of officers and crews" must also purchase where

possible American materials for such subsistence. The law was a

depression-era measure to assist the American maritime industry,

and it does not appear that any grants or subsidies under the

Act are used to procure vessels for the government, although

some provisions are designed to allow acquisition or deployment

of vessels which may contribute to the national defense in an

emergency. Whether the Act must be administered in accordance

with the code thus appears to be the question whether control

over funding suffices to bring the procurements within the

coverage contemplated by Annex I. Unless the code is amended to

state otherwise, the purchases made with such grants appear to

be outside the code because they are procurements not for the

Department of Commerce, but for private parties. Viewed in this

manner, the statute need not be amended or repealed.
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12. The several appropriations restrictions which impose

buy-American provisions on state and local grantees, including

the Public Works Employment Act of 1977, 1/ the Rural

Electrification Act of 1936, 2/ as amended, the Clean Water Act

of 1977, 3/ and the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of

1978, 4/ appear not to be affected by the code because

procurements made with funds authorized by them should not be

considered purchases by entities listed on Annex I; rather,

these are procurements made by state and local governments which

are excepted from the code in Part 1:2. This conclusion is

discussed in more detail at pages 26-30 supra.

13. A limited "Buy-Indian" provision is contained in 25 U.S.C. 47

(1976), which obligates the Secretary of the Interior, "so far

as may be practicable . . . in (his) discretion," to purchase

Indian products. When invoked, the provision becomes another

kind of buy-American provision. However, the discretion vested

in the Secretary could be exercised to avoid any possible

conflict with the code, so that no implementing steps need be

taken with respect to the statute. Further, native Americans

are minorities within the meaning of the minority business

set-aside program, which is excepted from the code and could be

used in the same circumstances as the Buy Indian Act. See FPR

sections 1-1.303, 1-1.310-2 (1978).

I/ Pub. L. No. 95-28, 103, 91 Stat. 116 (1977).
2/ 7 U.S.C. 903 (1976), as amended b 52 Stat. 809, 401 (1938).
3/ 33 U.S.C.A. 1295 (West Supp. 197F).
4/ Pub. L. No. 95-559, 92 Stat. 2689 (1978), section 401.
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Thus, several of the above statutes, and the associated regulations

promulgated thereunder, affect the American procurement process in a manner

that will contravene the national treatment and MEN principles of the code

under certain circumstances. If the United States is to adopt the code,

legia•!ative steps must be taken to conform these laws to code obligations.

Because the policies underlying these laws may still be desirable for

procurements not covered by the code, the Congress may wish not to amend or

repeal any of them. Further, because determination of the code's effects on

particular procurements must necessarily be on an ad hoc basis -- owing to the

questions of coverage, exceptions, conditional MFN, and similar issues -- and

because these issues are subject to the changes wrought by the future,

obligatory negotiations, the Congress should consider any implementing scheme

incorporating a broad grant of authority to the executive branch to administer

the code in a way accounting for the many variables occasioned both by code

rules and broader foreign policy factors. The latter factors may 5e

particularly important in allowing Presidential latitude to encourage

nonparties, particularly LDC's, tn accede to the code. In any case, at least

some discretion to waive new preferences should be included in implementing

legislation similar to that found in the present Buy American Act. 1/

The extent of discretionary authority which should be vested in the

executive branch is primarily important in deciding the future operation ofI/ The Act provides exceptions (1) where articles, materials, or supplies
cannot be found domestically in "reasonably available commercial quantities,"
.'.section 10a), and (2) where the agency head determines it is not in the
public interest to apply the Act (section 10(d)).
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he Buy American Act. The 6 percent, 12 percent, end 50 percent differentials

.urrently applied to foreign bids are the result of policies promulgated by

xecutive orders to carry out the Act's purpose. While a universal waiver of

-y preferences could not be made without Congressional approval, the further

question remains hoy to treat parties and procurements not covered by the

:ode. The Congress may wish to address these issues in the implementing

egislation. Options include prohibiting all purchases from suppliers in

nonparty nations, or only covered procurements; prohibiting foreign bids on

11 noncovered procurements; raising the domestic preference for noncovered

>rocurements; and distinguishing between types of nonparties (developed,

!veloping, and least-developed countries). If the Congress wishes to grant

road authority to the executive branch to implement a revised buy-American

ýlicy incorporating any or all of these options, then the extent to which

-limiting crite::ia for the exercise of that authority must be legislated

hould also be considered. For example, a type of legislative veto over

aiver decisions may prove most easily administered from both branches' point

f view. The 3-year comprehensive rs.view of the code required by Part IX:6

Appears to provide sufficient time to gain experience which will demonstrate

•he efficacy of whatever implementing scheme is chosen.

I Paragraph 2 of Part II excepts from paragraph I customs duties and

rocedures connected with the importation process. U.S. laws pertaining to

'hose matters will therefore remain unaffected by Part II. Presumably this

-ill mean inter alia that duties imposed because of actions successfully

Brought under U.S. countervailing duty and antidumping laws may be imposed

-egardless of the code. The Congress may wish to consider, however, whether

pecial means are needed to ensure that the bids of foreign tenders correctly
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reflect the addition of any compensating countervailing or antidumping duties,

since opening vast new U.S. markets should not concomitantly open opportunties

to sell subsidized or dumped goods to the detriment of U.S. suppliers.

In a similar vein, the Congress may wish to consider one other

statute relating to unfair trade practices associated with imports. Section

337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 1/ grants the Commission authority

to exclude from entry into the U.S. articles imported by a person in violation

of section 337(a), or issue a cease and desist order to any person directing

that person to refrain from violating that section. 2/ Section 337(a) is

1/ 19 U.S.C. 1337 (1976).
2/ Section 337 provides in pertinent part:

(d) EXCLUSION OF ARTICLES FROM ENTRY.--If the Commission determines,
as a result of an investigation under this section, that there is
violation of this section, it shall direct that the articles
concerned, imported by any person violating the provision of this
section, be excluded from entry into the United States, unless, after
considering the effect of such exclusion upon the public health and
welfare, competitive conditrions in the United States economy, the
production of like or directlycompetitive articles in the United
States, and United States consumers, it finds that such articles
should not be excluded from entry. The Commission shall notify the
Secretary of the Treasury of its action under this subsection
directing such exclusion from entry, and upon receipt of such notice,
the Secretary shall, through the proper officers, refuse such entry.
(e) EXCLUSION OF ARTICLES FROM ENTRY DURING INVESTIGATION EXCEPT
UNDER BOND.--If, during the course of an investigation under this
section, the Commission determines that there is reason to believe
that there is a violation of this section, it may direct that the
articles concerned, imported by any person with respect to whom there
is reason to believe that such person is violating this section, be
excluded from entry into the United States, unless, after considering
the effect of such exclusion upon the public health and welfare,
competitive conditions in the United States economy, the production
of like or directly competitive articles in the United States, and
United States consumers, it finds that such articles should not be
excluded from entry. The Commission shall notify the Secretary of
the Treasury of its action under this subsection directing such
exclusion from entry, and upon receipt of such notice, the Secretary

(Continued)
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violated by persons who utilize unfair acts or unfair methods of competition

in the importation or sale of imported articles where such acts have the

effect of injuring an efficiently operated domestic industry. I/ Thus, a

person who imports an article infringing a valid U.S. patent, 2/ or who

imports and sells an article at less than its variable costs, may violate

section 337 and be subject to an appropriate Commission order. 3/

(Continued)
shall, through the proper officers, refuse such entry, except that
such articles shall be entitled to entry under bond determined by the
Commission and prescribed by the Secretary.
(f) CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS.--In lieu of taking action under
subsection (d) or (e), the Commission may issue and cause to be
served on any person violating this section, or believed to be
violating this section, as the case may be, an order directing such
person to cepse and desist from engaging in the unfair methods or
acts involved, unless after considering the effect of such order upon
the public health and welfare, competitive conditions in the United
States economy, the production of like or directly c ompetitive
articles in the United States, and United States consumers, it finds
that such order should not be issued. The Commission may at any
time, upon such notice and in such manner as it deems proper, modify
or revoLe any such order, and, in the cape of a revocation, may take
action under subsection (d) or (e), as the case may be.

1/ Section 337(a) provides:
UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION DECLARED UNLAWFUL.--Unfair methods of
competition and unfair acts in the importation of articles into the
United States, or in their sale by the owner, importer, consignee, or
agent of either, the effect or tendency of which is to destroy or
substantially injure an industry, efficiently and economically
operated, in the United States, or to prevent the establishment of
such an industry, or to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce in
the United States, are declared unlawful, and when found by the
Commission to exist shall be dealt with, in addition to any other
provisions of law, as provided in this section.

2/ See, e.S., In the Matter of Doxycycline, Inv. No. 337-TA-3, USITC Pub.
764 (Ap-rl 1979).

3/ See Certain Welded Stainless Steel Pipe and Tube, Inv. No. 337-TA-29,
USITC Pub. 863 (February 1978).
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Section 337(i), however, precludes the application of any exclusion

or cease and desist order to articles imported for the use of the United

States where the section 337 action was based on infringement of a valid U.S.

patent. 1/ In such cases, the adversely affected patent owner may seek

damages only in the Court of Claims. Thus, if a government agency procures a

foreign product which is found to infringe a valid U.S. patent, then the

domestic patent holder cannot seek to exclude the article from entry or

prevent its sale to the government. 2/ The government has long asserted the

right to procure allegedly infringing products with no recourse by the

patentee except a suit for damages. 3/

I/ Section 337(i) states:
IMPORTATIONS BY OR FOR THE UNITED STATES.--Any exclusion from entry
or order under subsection (d), (e), or (f), in cases based on claims
of United States letters patent, shall not apply to any articles
imported by and for the use of the United States, or imported for and
to used for, the United States with the authorization or consent of
the Government. Whenever any article would have been excluded from
entry or would not have been entered pursuant to the provisions of
such subsections but for the operation of ths subsection, a patent
owner adversely affected shall be entitled to reasonable and entire
compensation in an action before the Court of Claims pursuant to the
procedures of section 1498 of title 28, United States Code.

2/ This issue briefly was considered in Doxycycline, supra n.1. See
Transcript of hearing, Feb. 6, 1979, at 55. It is not known whether any cases
have been brought in the Court of Claims based on this section. Cases
involving infringements not associated with imported goods are not uncomon,
however, under 28 U.S.C. 1498 (1976). See, e.g., Hughes Aircraft Co. v.
United States, 534 F.2d 889 (Ct. Cl. 1976); Carrier Corp. v. United States,
534 F.2d 244 (Ct. Cl. 1976).

3/ The forerunner of the present 28 U.S.C. 1498 first appeared in 1910.
See 36 Stat. 851 (June 25, 1910).
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If a foreign supplier was impleaded 1/ into such a damage suit, he

could hardly claim that he was being discriminated against in violation of

Part II - his liability is no greater than that of any government contractor,

foreign or domestic. However, a difficulty with this section with respect to

the code arises because section 337(i) by its terms only bars exclusion or

cease and desist orders relating to patent-based claims -- an order based on,

for example, a predatory pricing violation has no obvious barrier under this

section to enforcement in a section 337 action even where the product is

procured by a government agency. Further, contracting officers have no duty

to consider alleged antitrust violations when rendering an award; 2/ any

action in this regard is apparently left to the Attorney General to prosecute,

if at all, under the antitrust laws. Thus, an award could be made to a

supplier engaging in unfair trade practices; if he is domestic, the contract

ordinarily will proceed unaffected by these complaints, but if the supplier is

foreign, a domestic firm could block the contract ky gaining an exclusion or

cease and desist order, assuming the President did not disapprove.

Under section 4 of the Sherman Act and section 15 of the Clayton Act

courts have available a broad range of equitable relief, including the

issuance of preliminary injunctions 3/ and orders compelling the defendant to

1/ Government contracts coumnonly contain a patent indemnity clause which
serves as the basis for the impleader. See Nash and Cibinic, I Federal
Procurement Law 728-29 (1977).

- 2/ Id. at 621-22.
T/ See, e.g., United States v. Wilson Sporting Goods, 788 F.Supp. 543,

567-70-'i.D 1I11. 1968). See general G. Le:is, "Preliminary Injunctions in
Government Section 7 LitigtiEonr 17 Antitr. Bull. 1 (1972): Note,
"Preliminary Relief for the Government Under Section 7 of the Clayton Act," 79
Harv. L. Rev. 391 (1965).
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forego the benefits of his unfair acts. 1/ While the effects of this relief

may parallel that of an exclusion order directed at imported goods, foreign

nations party to the code nevertheless may coriplain that because section

337(i) in nonpatent-based cases is aimed solely at foreign suppliers, its use

would constitute a violation of the national treatment obligation of Part 11.

Consultation with the Office of the Special Representative for Trade

Negotiations (STR) should be undertaken to clarify any understanding with our

trade partners reached on such issues, but at this time it appears that

section 337(i) need not be amended because (1) the code should not be

interpreted as an abrogation of U.S. unfair trade laws, and (2) comparable

relief for foreign suppliers injured by domestic unfair trade practices is

available under U.S. antitrust law.

Paragraph 3 provides that customary rules of origin will be applied

to products imported for procurements associated with tte code. Because no

current U.S. rule of origin exists in customs law with respect to these

imports, implementing legislation must incorporate a rule to carry out this

provision. The language of paragraph 3 reflects the understanding that the

traditional U.S. substantial transformation rule 2/ would be utilized by this

country.

1/ United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U.S. 131, 171 (1948).
2/ The rule is described supra, at pages 55-56.
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It may be noted, however, that regulations implementing the Buy

American Act require that, to qualify as a domestic source endproduct, the

procured article must have been manufactured in the United States

incorporating, for greater than 50 percent of the total cost components which

are mined, manufactured, or produced in the United States I/ The purpose of

the 50 percent rule is to determine the source of a product as between the

United States and any foreign nation; the substantial transformation rule is

generally used to prevent deflection of products originating in nations not

entitled to some special U.S. import treatment through nations that are so

entitled, in order to avoid the required penalties. The latter rule may be

best suited for trade involving procured items because it looks to the

substance of manufacturing steps rather than mere cost accounting (which may

be difficult to obtain or verify); in this sense, it seems theoretically

possible that greater than 50 percent of the cost of components of a product

may be derived from an exporting nation party to the code, which had performed

no process substantially transforming the end product which had largely been

completed in a nation not party to the code. While these factors, plus the

Customs Service long experience with the current rules, may mitigate against

implementing a 50 percent rule for trade under the code, it must be noted that

a combination of the percentage criteria and substantial transformation rules

applies to GSP imports: "the sum of the cost or value of the materials

produced in the beneficiary developing country, plus the direct costs of

'processing

1/ 19 CFR 1-6.101(d) (1978).
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operations . . . (may not be) less than 35 percent of the value of the article

S. .o," 1/ and the substantial transformation rule is used in determining

whether the constituent materials were "produced in the beneficiary developing

country." 2/ As described above, under paragraph 3 products procured from

countries entitled to GSP apparently are not subject to these rules of origin,

but like other countries, are relegated to the normal substantial

transformation rule. 3/ Before enacting a percentage rule, however, close

consultation with the executive branch should be made to determine what is

expected by parties to the code from the United States in applying its rules

of origin.

7.3 PART III. SPECIAL AND DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

For more than a decade industrialized nations have assisted

developing countries by granting to them preferential import treatment with

the goal of boosting their export income and assisting them to establish new

industries. 4/ The Tokyo Declaration incorporated the question of such

special and differential treatment into its policy objectives for the

multilateral trade negotiations. 5/ Part III addresses *his issue; however,

the language largely obligates the parties to pursue only general policies and

approaches to assistance, rather than firm commitments to specific measures.

1/ 19 CFR 10.176(a) (1978). The percentage raises to 50 percent where the
article is the product of two countries which are members of an "association
of countries. . . o" Id. at 19.176(b).

2/ Id. at 10.177(a).
3/ YU. at 134.1(b).
4/ Jackson, supra page 1 n.1 at 663.
3I GATT Doc. No. MIN (73)1, at pars. 2, 5, 6 (1973).
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7.3.1 Text

Objectives

1. Parties to this Agreement shall, in the implementation and

administration of this Agreement, through the provisions set out in this Part,

duly take into account the development, financial and trade needs of

developing countries, in particular the least-developed countries in their

need to:

(a) safeguard their balance-of-payments position and ensure a level

of reserves adequate for the implementation of programmes of

economic development;

(b) promote the establishment or development of domestic industries

including the development of small-scale and cottage industries

in rural or backward areas; and economic development of other

sectors of the economy;

(c) support industrial units so long as they are wholly or

substantially dependent on government procurement;

(d) encourage their economic development through regional or global

arrangements among developing countries presented to the

CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT and not disapproved by them.

2. Consistently with the provisions of this Agreement, parties to

it shall, in the preparation and application of laws, regulations and

procedures affecting government procurement, facilitate increased imports from

developing countries, beating in mind the special problems of the

least-developed countries and those at low stages of economic development.
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Coverage

3. With a view to ensuring that developing counties are able to

adhere to this Agreement on terms consistent with their development, financial

and trade needs, the objectives listed in paragraph 1 above shall be duly

taken into account in the course of the negotiations with respect to the lists

of ertities of developing countries to be covered by the provisions :f this

Agreement. Developed countries, in the preparation of their lists of entities

to be covered by the provisions of the Agreement shall endeavour to include

entities purchasing products of export interest to developing countries.

Agreed exclusions

4. Developing countries may negotiate u'th other participants in

the negotiation of this Agreement mutually acceptable exclusions from the

rules on national treatment with respect to certain entities or products that

are included in their lists of entities having regard to the particular

circumstances of each case. In such negotiationE, the considerations

mentioned in paragraph l(a)-(c) above shall be du'y taken into account.

Developing countries participating in regional or global arrangements among

developing countries referred to in paragraph l(d) above, may also negotiate

exclusions to their lists, having regard to the particular circ-mstances of

each case, taking into account, inter alia, the provisions on government

procurement provided for in the regional or global arrangements concerned and

taking into account, in particular, products which may be subject to comon

industrial development programmes.

5. After entry into force of this Agreement, developing countries

parties to this Agrwement may modify their lists of entities in accordance

with the provisions for modification of such lists contained in paragraph 5 of
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Part IX of this Agreement, having regard to their develoFoent, financial and

trade needs, or may request the Committee to grant exclusions from the rules

on national treatirent for certain entities or products that are included in

their lists of entities, having regard to the particular :ircumstances of eaci

case and taking duly into account the provisions of paragraph l(a)-(c) above.

Developing countries parties to this Agreement may also request, after entry

into force of the Agreement, the Committee 'o grant exclusions for certain

entities or products that are included in their lists in the light of their

participation in regional or global arrangements among developing countries,

having regard to the particular circumstance of each case and taking duly into

account the provisions of paragraph I(d) above. Each request to the Committee

by a developing country party relating to modification of a list shall be

accompanied by documentation relevant to the request or by such information as

may be necessary for consideration of the matter.

6. Paragraphs 4 and 5 above shall apply.mutatis matandis to

developing countries acceding to this Agreement after its entry into force.

7. Such agreed exclusions as mentioned in paragraphs 4, 5 ani 6

above shall be subject to review in accordance with th.e provisions of

paragraph 13 of this Part.

Technical assistance for developing country parties

8. Developed country parties to this Agreement shall, upon request,

provide all technical assistance which they may deem. appropriate to developing

country parties in resolving their problems in the field of government

procurement.

9. This assistance which shall be provided on the basis of non-

discrimination among developing country parties shall relate, inter alia, to:
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- the solution of particular technical problems relating to

the award of a specific contract;

-- any other problem which the party making the request and

another party agree to deal with in the context of this

asSLst ance.

Information centres

10. Developed country parties to this Agreement shall establish,

individually or jointly, information centres to respond to reasonable requests

from developing country parties for information relating to, inter al&I, laws,

r-gulations, procedures and practices regarding government procurement,

notices about proposed purchases which have been published, addresses of the

entities covered by this Agreement, and the nature and volume of products

purchased or to be purchased, including available information about future

tenders. The Committee may also set up an information centre.

Special treatment for least-developed countries

11. Having regard to paragraph 6 of the Tokyo Declaration, special

treatment shall be granted to least-developed countries parties to this

Agreement and to the suppliers in those countries with respect to products

originating in those countries, in the clntext of any general or specific

measures in favour of the developing countries parties to this Agreement.

Parties may also grant the benefits of this Agreement to suppliers in

least-developed countries which are not parties, with respect to products

originating in those countries.

12. Developed country parties shall, upon request, provide

assistance which they may deem appropriate to potential tenders in the

least-developed countries in submitting their tenders, selecting the products
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which are likely to be of interest to entities of developed countries as well

as to suppliers in the least-developed countries and likewise assist them to

comply with technical regulations and standards relating to products which are

the subject of the proposed purchase.

Review

13. The Committee shall review annually the operation and

effectiveness of thx3. Part and after each three years of its operation on the

basis of reports to be submitted by the parties to this Agreement shall carry

out a major review in order to evaluate its effects. As part of the

three-yearly reviews and with a view to achieving the maximum implementation

of the provisions of this Agreement, including in particular Part I, and

having regard to the development, financial and trade situation of the

developing countries concerned, the Committee shall examine whether exclusions

provided for in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs 4 to 6 of this

Part shall be modified or extended.

14. In the course of further rounds of negotiations in accordance

with the provisions of Part IX, paragraph 6, developing countries parties to

this Agreement shall give consideration to the possibility of enlarging their

lists of entities having regard to their economic, financial and trade

situation.

7.3.2 Background and Interpretation

Paragraph 1 obligates the signatories to "duly take' into account" the

special circumstances of developing nations, particularly their concerns with

such matters as balance of payments and development of depressed regions and

new industries. The special concerns here listed set the policies on which

the subsequent specific allowances are based. While obviously not serving as
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language binding parties to any course of action, the "duly take into account"

clause - as the operative language in most of the paragraphs of Part III --

will likely serve to create a sort of presumption of validity aiding a

developing nation in any dispute over procurement measures it adopts which

might otherwise deviate from the nondiscriminatory principles of the code.

Paragraph 2 further suggests particular attention to developing and

least-developed nations be given by parties in establishing their procurement

laws and regulations by facilitating the development of exports from those

countries. Because the code mandates MPH treatment for signatories, and this

paragraph recognizes that any "facilitation" must be consistent with the code,

it would seem that any efforts made to aid developing nations could not also

disadvantage other parties - indeed, must be extended in kind to them. The

actual impact of this provision would thus appear negligible. However, MPN

treatment may account for the disparate needs of the various signatories, and

special and differential treatment is an equally integral part of the code, so

that as long as particular arrangements with developing nations do not

significantly disturb the overall balance of MFN treatment afforded

signatories the provisions of Parts II and III should consistently coexist.

Paragraph 3 specifically requires that the special concerns listed in

the first paragraph "be duly taken into account" when the entity list defining

coverage l/ is negotiated. The factors would be so recognized with respect to

both the quality and quantity of the coverage offered. The negotiations

l/ See section 7.1.2., pages 21-30 supra.
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presumably include bo-n those leading to the initial coverage listed in Annex

I and the subsequent negotiations provided for in Part IX:6. 1/

Paragraph 4 provides developing nations with a means of protecting

domestic industries by negotiating mutually acceptable exclusions from the

national treatment principles with respect to particular entities or products

which are otherwise included on Annex I. Thus, foreign suppliers may find

they are denied benefits to which they would otherwise b, entitled. The

paragraph further allows similar exclusions for developing nations which are

parties to regional or global economic arrangements based upon provisions

concerning government procurement contained in those arrangements. An

exclusion may therefore be negotiated not on the basis of a particular need

evidenced by the developing nation seeking the exclusion, but because of an

alternative obligation owed to third party developing nations as a result of

the regional or global arrangement.

After the Code enters into force, developing countries may attain

similar exclusions by following the modification process set forth in Part

IX:5 2/ by requesting the Committee 3/ to grant exclusions from the national

treatment principles for certain products or entities on the coverage list for

an agreed period of time. An exclusion request may also be based on

obligations incurred by a developing nation because of its membership in a

regional or global economic arrangement. If the normal code modification

process is invoked then the Committee deliberations must take into account the

1/ See section 7.9.2, pages 170-73 infra.
T./ Id.
3/ The Committee is composed of representatives of all parties to the

agreement. See Part VII:l, discussed infra at section 7.7.2, pages 146-47.
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"development, financial and trade needs" of the requesting developing nation;

this may result in an adjustment of the balance of coverage favoring the

developing nation which was the basis of the original agreement on coverage.

Consideration of a request for an exclusion must similarly "duly take into

account" the special concerns enumerated in the first paragraph. Finally, if

the modification process is invoked the developing nation must submit

documentation supporting the request.

Paragraph 6 provides that developing rations later acceding to the

code will enjoy the benefits of paragraphs 4 and 5 as would any other such

country. It is unclear why only those two paragraphs are specified with the

resulting implication that the other benefits of Part III are not equally

available. The answer may be that the objectives of paragraph 1 are

incorporated by reference in paragraphs 4 and 5, and the other paragraphs of

Part III either apply to preentry into force negotiations or are addressed to

the obligations of other parties rather than rights of developing nations.

For developing, signatory countries, paragraph 8 promises that

developed nations "shall, upon request, provide all technical assistance which

they may deem appropriate" in the resolution of procurement problems.

"Technical assistance" is then defined in Paragraph 9 to include assistance

relating to technical problems in specific awards and other mutually agreeable

subjects. In essence, the types of assistance obligated by these paragraphs

will only be that to which the parties agree.

Paragraph 10 provides for the establishment of an "information

centre" by each developed signatory nation or by a group of nations, to which

signatory developing countries could look for answers regarding those parties'

procurement practices, procedures, expected needs for goods, and other similar
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procurement information. If a nation operating such a center so chooses,

there appears no prohibition against the use of the centers to 3id any other

party as well.

Paragraphs 11-12 provides that similar special and differential

treatment must be accorded to "least-developed" countries (LDC's) which are

parties, and in apparent contrast to developing countries, LDC's need not be

signatories in order for their suppliers to receive the benefits of these

paragraphs if a signatory so desires; these benefits, however, are limited to

products originating in those LDC's. "Originating" is not here defined;

presumably then, the rules of origin provision (Part 11:3) governs.

Paragraphs 13 and 14 provide for annual "minor" reviews of

derogations, with "major" reviews every 3 years, in an attempt to absorb

developing nations into the mainstream of the agreement's operation once they

no longer need differential treatment. The specific negotiations referred to

are those provided for in Part IX:6. l/

7.3.0 Implementation

7.3.31 International Arrangements

The international procurement agreements concerning the D"epartment of

Defense and the FCN treats to which the United States is a party 2/ contain

no rights or obligations which will be affected by Part III. The arrangements

merely create special reciprocal procurement relationships between the parties

to them, and do not relate to the rights of developing nations or obligations

of parties towards developing nations contained in this Fart.

I/ See section .7.9.2, pages 171-74 infra.

2/ See section 7.1.31, pages 30-33 supra.
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7.3.32 United States Lay

Part III establishes no rights of developing nations which will

conflict vith U.S. procurement law or practice. Of course, as signatories,

developing nations are entitled to all other rights afforded by the code, in

particular the national treatment and MFN principles of Part I1. The

potential conflicts with U.S. lio raised by those sights are discussed in the

pertinent corresponding sections found elsewhere in this analysis.

Part III, however, does impose certain obligations which will require

affirmative implementing steps to be undertaken. First, but most vague, are

the provisions of paragraph 2 requiring parties to implement their procurement

laws in * way which villa "facilitate increased exports from developing

countries" - while being consistent with the code. As pointed out above, -t.e

net result of the latter qualification may be to minimize any far-reaching

impact of this obligation, since MYN principles generally require equal

treatment of all parties; however, the code clearl-y contemplates special and

ditferential treatment for developing nations which would not necessarily

apply to other parties. Further, the provisions contemplate that such

treatment may be tailored to the needs of individual developing or

least-developed nations, so that MQN principles should not require automatic

extension of assistance granted one nation to all others. Until experience

with the code provides more guidance as to how this provision will be applied,

it seems reasonable to assume that parties will satisfy their obligations by

ensuring that their laws, regulations and procedures do not hinder the

development of exports from developing nations, and further give sympathetic

consideration to requests by those nations for action relating to their
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specific needs. The provision does not require developed nations to provide

assistance in constructing export programs in developing nations.

Paragraphs 8-9 obligate the U. S. to provide technical assistance

relating to U.S. contacts upon request. Other than problems relating to

particular awards, however, the type and extent of assistance is negotiable.

In any case, the assistance contemplated should require no legislative

implementing action nor should it contravene any current U.S. law.

Paragraph 10 requires the U.S. to maintain an information center to

which developing nations could look for domestic procurement information and

explanations. An implementing bill must provide for the creation of such a

center, either by authorizing an existing agency (such as the Office of

Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP)) 1/ to undertake those responsibilities, or

by creating a new office to do so, by merely authorizing the President to

exercise his executive powers to establish the center.

7.4 PART IV. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Government contracts contain increasingly complex technical

specifications, especially in developed nations where the required products

are often highly sophisticated and the demand for performance and safety

standards particularly acute. Part IV attempts to preclude the use of

technical specification, as a nontariff trade barrier where possible by

encouraging uniform international standards to be specified and the allowance

of substituted equivalents if the conditions cannot be met precisely.

I/ The OFPP may already have sufficient statutory authority for this role.
See 41 U.S.C. 405(d)(5) (1976), which authorizes the administrator to
establish a system for collecting and disseminating procurement information.
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7.4.1 Text

(a) Technical spe.af ications laying down the characteristics of the

products to be purchased such as quality, performance, safety and dimensions,

testing and test methods, symbols, terminology, packaging, marking and

labelling, and conformity certification requirements prescribed by procurement

entities, shall not be prepared, adopted or applied with a view to creating

obstacles to international trade nor have the effect of creating unnecessary

obstacles to international trade.

(b) Any technical specification prescribed by procurement agencies

or entities shall, where appropriate:

(0) be in terms of performance rather than design; and

(ii) be based on international standards, national technical

regulations, or recognized national standards.

(c) There shall be no requirement or reference to a particular trade

mark or name, patent, design or type, specific origin or producer, unless

there is no sufficiently precise or intelligible way of describing the

procurement requirements and provided that words such as "or equivalent" are

included in the tenders.

7.4.2 Background and Interpretation

Paragraph (a) prohibits the adoption of technical specifications by

procurement entities with "a view to creating obstacles to international

trade," or which "have the effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to

international trade." Apparently a party cannot intend to create an obstacle,

whether necessary or unnecessary; on the other hand, actions unintentionally

having adverse effects on international trade may be taken if "necessary."
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However, the action must not be "necessary" in the sense that it is necessary

for the party to obstruct international trade to attain some further trade

objective, for then it falls within the proscription of the first clause. In

any case, what is "necessary" and what is not presumably will be resolved on

an ad hoc basis.

Paragraph (b) facilitates suppliers' flexibility in meeting

specifications by encouraging procuring entities "where appropriate' first, to

refrain from using specifications when a supplier may be able to attain the

same required performance using materials and designs more available to him,

and second, by utilizing recognized international or national standards where

specifications must be used at all, since suppliers are most likely to be

familiar with them and have available the resources to satisfy those norms.

Paragraph (b) demonstrates a trend prominent in American procurement

practices to solicit bids based on performance needs through, the use of

"functional specifications." 1/ The use of functional specifications should

encourage optimal creativity and efficiency in the proposals submitted in

response to invitations to bid. A recent Senate report outlined the following

advantages to be gained by the use of functional specifications:

1/ The term 'functional specification' means a statement of a needed
function to be performed by a product or service, of the essential
characteristics and standards required, and of the conditions or
constraints surrounding its intended use or application.
(Legislation requiring the use of functional specifications)
encourages the Government to state its purchase requirements
functionally, that is, to describe the problem to be solved rather
than predetermining what specific product will best solve it. A
valid functional specification should accurately reflect the needs of
the Government while avoiding unduly restrictive requirements which
tend to limit competition without satisfying a real need.

Federal Acquisition Act of 1977, Report of the Comm. on Governmental Affairs,
United States Senate, S.R. 715, 95th Cong., 2d Seas. 20 (citing Judson, "The
Use of Functional Purchase Descriptions for Advertised Procurements," 11 Nat'l
Contract Management J. 1-13 (1977)).
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-- Significant cost saving opportunities are created because a
variety of product solutions may be considered. Detailed
specifications on the other hand, offer little or no latitude
for choice of product, design shortcuts, materials or
manufacturing method. Competitor costs, and prices cannot be
very different.

-- More firms, especially small businesses, will be likely to
compete. Unlike rigid specifications, functional specifications
do not limit bidders only to those who can build the one
pre-specified design.

-- Innovation and the play of new technologies will be
encouraged, since specifications would be end use descriptions
rather than product design blueprints. For example, stating a
need as "Rodent elimination" rather than calling for a
particular mousetrap design could foster some imaginative
solution. The "better mousetrap" of folklore may not be a
conventional mousetrap at all if today's sciences and creative
design processes are challenged. The idea is to confront
creativity with a function to be performed or a problem to be
solved, and to open the door to all valid alternative solutions.

-- The use of commercially available products wuill be encouraged,
doing away with the need for suppliers to redesign products
because Government specifications often trail current commercial
products even in mature technological fields.

-- Functional specifications are less threatened by obsolescence
since they usually encompass the needs of more customers, and
since they can be continually reused despite changes in
technology which would immediately make product specifications
obsolete. I/

These advantages may not- be realized in particular procurements; for example,

where operational interchangeability (such as required in a coon

multinational defense program like NATO) is a requisite characteristic of the

solicited product. Thus, the general movement toward adopting functional

specifications must be qualified by the circumstances of particular

procurement needs.

I/ Id. at 21-22.
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The encouragement of the use of functional specifications in

paragraph (b) reflects the above factors, but is especially aimed at the

potential for detailed specifications to act as an invisible barrier to the

tendering of bids by foreign suppliers. The paragraph in subparagraph (i)

thus sets forth the general rule of using functional specifications, but

limits the rule to use "where apprnpriate"; the qualification apparently

refers to purchases of goods where, as suggested above, the circumstances of

their use requires that detailed criteria be met.

Paragraph (c) is similarly intended to encourage flexibility in

meeting performance requirements and discourage protectionist measures for

domestic producers accomplished by prescribing specifications of particular

goods or designs.

7.4.3 Implementation

7.4.31 International Arrangements

There are no international arrangements to which the U.S. is a party

that will be affected by the adoption of this provision of the code.

7.4.32 United States Law

Part III will largely affect U.S. procurement regulations rather than

statutes. The most extensive specifications are associated with procurements

by the Department of Defense and the General Services Administration. Most

such specifications were designed to ensure that price was the determinative

factor in awarding contracts, the assumption being that once detailed

specifications were met by a responsive bid then all other government needs

were satisfied. Recent executive action 1/ and proposed legislation in

1/ See, e.g., DOD Directive 500.37 and other OFPP orders.
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Congress I/ reflect the trend to dispense with detailed specifications and,

instead, invite bids based on general performance criteria. This trend is in

full accord with Part IV of the code and it appears unlikely that substantial

change must be effected in current procurement procedures if the code is

adopted. An executive action could implement the requirements of this

provision without more.

As a caveat to this conclusion, however, it must be recognized that

the recent moves to dispense with detailed specifications have drawn much

opposition from domestic businesses which operate primarily to meet these

detailed specifications where large firms find it unprofitable to do so.

Because most of these firms are relatively small, the SmaUl Business

Administration has registered strong disapproval of the program since it

1/ Section 302 of the proposed Federal Acquisitions Act of 1977, S. 1264,
95th Cong., 2d Sess., with respect to procurement by "competitive negotiation"
provides in part:

(c) To the maximum extent practicable and consistent with agency
needs, solicitations shall encourage effective competition by --

(1) setting forth the agency need in functional terms so as
to encourage the application of a variety of technological
approaches and elicit the most promising competing alternatives,

(2) not prescribing performance characteristics based on a
single approach, and

(3) not prescribing technical approaches or innovations
obtained from any potential competitor.

(e) The preparation and use of detailed specifications in a
solicitation shall be subject to prior approval by the agency head.
Such approval shall include written justification to be made a part
of the official contract file, delineating the circumstances which
preclude the use of functional secifications and which require the
use of detailed product specification.

Section 3(g) elsewhere defines "function specification" as "a description of
the intended use of a product required by the Government. A functional
specification may include a statement of the qualitative nature of the product
required and, when, necessary, may set forth those minimum essential
characteristics and standards to which such product must conform if it is to
satisfy its intended use." Id. The general basis for encouraging the use of
functional specifications is described above in the text, pages 99-101 supra.
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reatens to introduce perhaps overwhelming competition from large firms whose

-oducts can meet the general performance criteria. I/ The DOD remains at

.esent the only procurement agency to adopt the performance criteria

:ogram. If the program is not adopted by other agencies covered by the code,

-en a more intensive examination of the pertinent specification regulations

st be undertaken to ensure that the requirements of Part IV are satisfied.

.5 PART V. TENDERING PROCEDURES

.5.1 Text

1. Parties to this Agreement shall ensure that the tendering

rocedures of their entities are consistent with the provisions below. Open

andering procedures for the purposes of this Agreement are those procedures

nder which all interested suppliers may submit a tender. Selective tendering

rocedures, for the purposes of this Agreement are those procedures under

,hich, consistent with paragraph 7 and other relevant provisions of this Part,

hose suppliers invited to do so by the entity may submit a tender. Single

endering for the purposes of this Agreement, is a procedure where the entity

ontacts suppliers individually, only under the conditions specified in

aragraph 15 below.

2. Entities, in the process of qualifying suppliers, shall not

discriminate among foreign suppliers or between domestic and foreign

suppliers. Qualification procedures shall be consistent with the following:

I/ The Senate report on the proposed Federal Acquisitions Act, however,
uggested that the use of functional specifications would benefit small
businesses by encouraging innovation presumbly stifled by prespecified
esigns. Id. at 21 (quoted above in the text at section 7.4.2, pages 90-100).
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(a) any conditions for participation in tendering procedures

shall be published in adequate time to enable interested

suppliers to initiate and, to the extent that it is compatible

with efficient operation of the procurement process, coLplete

the qualification procedures;

(b) any conditions for participation required from suppliers,

including financial guarantees, technical qualifications,

information necessary for establishing the financial, commercial'

and technical capacity of suppliers, as well as the verification

of qualifications, shall be no less favourable to foreign

suppliers than to domestic suppliers and shall not discriminate

among foreign suppliers;

(c) the process of, and the time required for, 'qualifying

suppliers shall not be used in order to keep foreign suppliers

off a suppliers' list or from being considered for a particular

proposed purchase. Entities shall recognize as qualified

suppliers such domestic or foreign suppliers who meet the

conditions fctr participation in a particular proposed purchase.

Suppliers requesting to participate in a particular proposed

purchase who may not yet be qualified shall also be considered,

provided there is sufficient time to complete the qualification

procedure;

(d) entities maintaining permanent lists of qualified suppliers

shall ensure that all qualified suppliers so requesting are

included in the lists within a reasonably short time;
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(e) any supplier having requested to become a qualified

supplier shall be advised by the entities concerned the

decision in this regard. Qualified suppliers includL on

permanent lists by entities shall also be notified of the

termination of any such lists or of their removal from them;

(f) nothing in sub-paragraphs (a) to (e) above shall preclude

the exclusion of any supplier on grounds such as bankruptcy or

false declaratio 1,s, provided that such an action is consistent

with the national treatment and non-discrimination provisions of

this Agreement.

Notice of proposed purchase and tender documentation

3. Entities shall publish a notice of each proposed purchase in the

appropriate publication listed in Annex II. Such notice shall constitute an

invitation to participate in either open or eelective tendering procedures.

4. Each notice of proposed purchase shall contain the following

information:

(a) the nature and quantity of the products to be supplied, or

envisaged to be purchased in the case of contracts of a

recurring nature; (b) whether the procedure is open or

selective; (c) any delivery date; (d) the address and final date

for submitting an application to be invited to tender or for

qualifying for the suppliers' lists, or for receiving tenders,

as well as the language or languages in which they must be

submitted; (e) the address of the entity ý,warding the contract

and providing any information necessary for obtaining
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specifications and other documents; (f) any economic and

technical requirements, financial guarantees and information

required from suppliers; (g) the amount and terms of payment of

any sum payable for the tender documentation.

The entity shall publish in one of the official languages of the GATT

a summary of the notice of proposed purchase containing at least the following:

(i) subject matter of the contract;

(ii) time-limits set for the submission of tenders; and

(iii) addresses from which documents relating to the contracts may be

requested.

5. To ensure optimum effective international competition under

selective tendering procedures, entities shall, for each proposed purchase,

invite tenders from the maximum number of domestic and foreign suppliers,

consistent with efficient operation of the procurement system. They shall

select the suppliers to participate in the procedure in a fair and

non- discriminatory manner.

6. (a) In the case of selective tendering procedures, entities

maintaining permanent -lists of qualified suppliers shall

publish annually in one of the publications listed iasAnnex

III, a notice of the following:

(i) the enumeration of the lists maintained, their

headings, in relation to the products or categories of

products to be purchased through the lists;
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(ii) the conditions to be filled by potential suppliers in

view of their inscription on those lists and the

methods according to which each of those conditions be

verified by the entity concerned;

(iii) the period of validity of the lidts, and the

formalities for their renewal.

(b) Entities maintaining permanent lists of qualified suppliers

may select suppliers to be invited to tender from among

those listed. Any selection shall allow for equitable

opportunities for suppliers on the list.

(c) If, after publication of the notice under paragraph 3

above, a supplier not y!.,.c qualified requests to participate

in a particular tender, the entity shall promptly start the

procedure of qualification.

7. Suppliers requesting to participate in a particular proposed

purchase shall be permitted to submit a tender and be considered provided, in

the case of those not yet qualified, there is sufficient time to complete the

qualification procedure under paragraphs 2-6 of this Part. The number of

additional suppliers permitted to participate shall be limited only by the

efficient operation of the procurement system.

8. If after publication of a notice to purchase but before the time

set for opening or receipt of tenders as specified in the notices or the

tender documentation, it becomes necessary to amend or re-issue the notice,

the amendment or the re-issued notice shall be given the same circulation as

the original documents upon which the amendment is based. Any significant

information given to one supplier with respect to a particular proposed
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adequate time to permit the suppliers to consider such information and to

respond to it.

9. (a) Any prescribed time-limit shall be adequate to allow

foreign as well as domestic suppliers to prepare and submit

tenders before the closing of the tendering procedures. In

determining any such time-limit, entities shall, consistent

with their own reasonable needs, take into account such

factors as the complexity of the proposed purchase, the

extent of sub-contracting anticipated, and the normal time

for transmitting tenders by mail from foreign as well as

domestic points.

(W) Consistent with the entity's own reasonable needs, any

delivery date shall take into account the normal "ime

required for the transport of goods from the different

points of supply.

10. (a) In open procedures, the period for the receipt of tenders

shall in no case be less than thirty days from the date of

publication referred to in paragraph 3 of this Part.

(b) In selective procedures not involving the use of a

permanent list of qualified suppliers, the period for

submitting an application to be invited to tender shall in

no case be less than thirty days from the date of

publication referred to in paragraph 3; the period for

receipt of tenders hall in no case be less than thirty

days from the date of issuance of the invitation to tender.
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(c) In selective procedures involving the use of a permanent

list of qualified suppliers, the period for receipt of

tenders shall in no case be less than thirty days from the

date of the initial issuance of invitations to tender. If

the date of initial issuance of invitations -o tender does

not coincide with the date of the publication referred to

in paragraph 3, there shall in no case be less than thirty

days between those two dates.

(d) The periods referred to in (a), (b) and (c) above may be

reduced either where a state of urgency duly substantiated

by the entity renders impracticable the periods in question

or in the case of the second or subsequent publications

dealing with contracts of a recurring nature within the

meaning of paragraph 4 of this Part.

11. If, in tendering procedures, an entity allows tenders to be

submitted in several languages, one of those languages shall be one of the

official languages of the GATT.

12. Tender documentation provided to suppliers shall contain all

information necessary to permit them to submit responsive tenders, including

the following:

(a) the address of the entity to which tenders should be sent;

(b) the address where requests for supplementary information

should be sent;

(c) the l&iguage or languages in which tenders and tendering

documents must be submitted;
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(d) the closing date and time for receipt of tenders and the

length of time during which any tender should be open for

acceptance;

(e) the persons authorized to be present at the opening of

tenders and the date, time and place of this opening;

(f) any economic and technical requirement, financial

guarantees and information or documents required from

suppliers;

(g) a complete description of the products required or of any

requirements including technical specifications, conformity

certification to be fulfilled by the products, necessary

plans, drawings and instructional materials;

(n) the criteria for awarding the contract, including any

factors other than price that are to be considered in the

evaluation of tenders' and the coat elements to be included

in evaluating tender prices, such as transport, insurance

and inspection costs, and in the case of foreign products,

customs duties and other import charges, taxes and currency

of payment;

(i) the terms of payment;

(j) any other terms or conditions.

13. (a) In open procedures, entities shall forward the tender

documentation at the request of any supplier participating

in the procedure, and shall reply promptly to any

"reasonable request for explanations relating thereto.
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(b) In selective procedures, entities shall forward the tender

documentation at the request of any supplier requesting to

participate and shall reply promptly to any reasonable

request for explanations relating thereto.

(c) Entities shall reply promptly to any reasonable request for

relevant information submitted by a supplier participating

in the tendering procedure, on condition that such

information does not give that supplier an advantage over

its competitors in the procedure for the award of the

contract.

Submission, receipt and opening of tenders and awarding of contracts

14. The submission, receipt and opening of tenders and awarding of

contracts shall be consistent with the following:

(a) tenders shall normally be submitted in writing directly or

by mail. If tenders by telex, telegram or telecopy are

permitted, the tender made thereby must include all the

information necessary for the evaluation of the tender, in

particular the definitive price proposed by the tenderer

and a statement that the tenderer agrees to all the terms,

conditions and provisions of the invitation to tender. The

tender must be confirmed promptly by letter or by the

despatch of a signed copy of the telex, telegram or

telecopy. Tenders presented by telephone shall not be

permitted. The content of the telex, telegram or telecopy

Hall prevail where there is a difference or conflict

between that content and any documentation received after
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the time-limit; requests to participate in selective

tendering procedures may be submitted by telex, telegram or

telecopy.

(b) the opportunities that may be given to tenderers to correct

unintentional errors between the opening of tenders and the

awarding of the contract shall not be permitted to give

rise to any discriminatory practice;

(c) a supplier shall not be penalized if a tender is received

in the office designated in the tender documents after the

time specified because of delay due solely to mishandling

on the part of the entity. Tenders may also be considered

in other exceptional circumstances if the procedures of the

entity concerned so provide;

(d) all tenders solicited under open and selective procedures

by entities shall be received and opened under procedures

and conditions guaranteeing the regularity of the openings

as well as the availability of information from the

openings. The receipt and opening of tenders shall also be

consistent with the national treatment and

non-discrimination provisions of this Agreement. To this

effect, and in connexion with open procedures, entities

shall establish provisions for the opening of tenders in

the presence of either tenderers or their representatives,

or an appropriate and impartial witness not connected with

the procurement process. A report on the opening of the

tenders shall be drawn up in writing. This report shall
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remain with the entities concerned at the disposal of the

government authorities responsible for the nt order

that it may be used if required under the proct. of

Parts VI and VII of this Agreement;

(e) to be considered for award, a tender must, at the time of

opening, conform to the essential requirements of the

notices or tender documentation and be from suppliers which

comply with the conditions for participation. If an entity

has received a tender abnormally lower than other tenders

submitted, it may enquire, with the tenderer to ensure that

it can comply with the conditions of participation and be

capable of fulfilling the terms of the contract;

(f) unless in the public interest an entity decided not to

issue the contract, the entity shall make the award to the

tenderer who has been determined to be fully capable of

undertaking the contract and whose tender, whether for

domestic or foreign products, is either the lowest tender

or the tender which in terms of the specific evaluation

criteria set forth in the notices or tender documentation

is determined to be the most advantageous;

(g) if it appears from evaluation that no one tender is

obviously the most advantageous is terms of the specific

evaluation criteria set forth in the notices or tender

documentation, the entity shall, in any subsequent

negotiations, give equal consideration and treatment to all

tenders within the competitive range;
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(h) entities should normally refrain from awarding contracts on

the condition that the supplier provide offset procurement

opportunities or similar conditions. In the limited number

of cases where such requisites are part of a contract,

parties to this Agreement concerned shall limit the offset

to a reasonable proportion within the contract value and

shall not favour suppliers from one party over suppliers

from any other party. Licensing of technology should not

normally be used as a condition of award but instances

where it is required should be as infrequent is possible

and suppliers from one party shall not be favoured over

suppliers from ary other party.

Use of single tendering

15. The provisions of paragraph 1-14 above governing open and

selective tendering procedures need not apply in the following conditions,

provided that single tendering is not used with a view to avoiding maximum

possible competition or in a manner which would constitute a means of

discrimination among foreign suppliers or protection to domestic producers:

(a) in the absence of tenders in response to an open or

selective tender, or when the tenders submitted have been

either collusive or do not conform to the essential

requirements in the tender, or From suppliers who do not

comply with the conditions for participation provided for

in accordance with this Agreement, on condition, however,

that the requirements of the initial tender are not

substantially modified in the contract as awarded;
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(b) when, for works of art or for reasons connected with

protection of exclusive rights, such as patent or

copyrights, the products can be supplied only by a

particular supplier and no reasonable alternative or

substitute exists;

(c) insofar as is strictly necessary when, for reasons of

extreme urgency brought about by events unforeseeable by

the entity, the products could not be obtained in time by

means of open or selective tendering procedures;

(d) for additional deliveries by the original supplier which

are intended either as parts replacement for existing

supplies or installations, or as the extension of existing

supplies or installations where a change of supplier would

compel the entity to purchase equipment not meeting

requirements of interchangeability with already existing

equipment;

(e) when an entity purchases prototypes or a first product

which are developed at its request in the course of, and

for, a particular contract for research, experiment, study

or original development. When such contracts have been

fulfilled, subsequent purchases of products shall be

subject to paragraphs 1-14 of this Part. l/

1/ Original development of a first product may include limited production
n 5rder to incorporate the results of field testing and to demonstrate that

:he product is suitable for production in quantity to acceptable quality
tandards. It does not extend to quantity production to establish commercial

viability or to recover research and development costs. (Footnote in text.)
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16. Entities shall prepare a report in writing on each contract

awarded under the provisions of paragraph 15 of this Part. Each report shall

contain the name of the purchasing entity, value and kind of goods purchased,

country of origin, and a statement of the conditions in paragraph 15 of this

Part which prevailed. This report shall remain with the entities concerned at

the disposal of the government authorities responsible for the entity in order

that it may be used if required under the procedures of Parts VI and VII of

tnis Agreement.

ANNEX II *

PUBLICATIONS UTILIZED BY PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT FGR THE PUBLICATION

OF NOTICES OF PROPOSED PURCHASES - PART V, PARAGRAPH 3

ANNEX III*

PUBLICATIONS UTILIZED BY PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT FOR THE PUBLICATION

ANNUALLY OF INFORMATION ON PERMANENT LISTS OF SUPPLIERS IN THE

CASE OF SELECTIVE TENDERING PROCEDURES - PART V, PARAGRAPH 6

* The texts of Annex II and Annex III are set forth respectively at pages
249 and 251, infra.
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9.5.2 Background and Interpretation

Tendering procedures are ordinarily characterized in one of three

wsys: (1) public, or open, where bids are publicly advertised to solicit from

an unlimited number of suppliers; (2) selective, where the invitation to bid

is extended to a limited group of competitors, often only those on a

predetermined list; and (3) single tender, where only one supplier is

solicited. 1/ Closely associated with the method of tender are the criteria

under which bids will be considered. In this regard, three general practices

may also be identified: (1) automatic tenders, where awards are based only on

predetermined criteria; (2) discretionary, where a combination of factors,

some usually predetermined, may be weighed in evaluating the bids, with a

general standard such as "most advantageous" the guiding principle; and (3)

negotiated tenders, where awards are fully the product of negotiations between

procuring entities and potential suppliers. 2/ Negotiated awards are most

often associated with single tenders. 3/

Public tendering, associated with public opening of sealed bids, has

a strong statutory base 4/ in American procurement practice because it has

long been thought to provide maximum transparency and price competition to the

awards process. Other countries have largely adhered to selective or single

1/ Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Government
Purchasing Regulations and Procedures of OECD Member Countries 6 (1976)
(hereinafter OECD); R. Baldwin, Nontariff Distortiono of Ipternational Trade
59-61 (1970).

2/ OECD at 6-7.
]/ Id. at 7.
41 See 41 U.S.C. 253(b) (1976).
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tendering methods in the belief that such methods are administratively cheaper

and decrease the opportunities for collusive bidding. In response to the

initial foreign complaints concerning American buy-national statutes and

policies, the United States pointed out that through the ubiguitous use of

selective and single tendering techniques, together with other nontransparent

procurement procedures, other nations practice procurement discrimination at

least equally effective as buy-American policies. I/

A universal trend in procurement practice has been the increasing use

of negotiated tenders. The United States is clearly moving in this

direction: in FY 1976, civilian procurements-worth $12.3 billion, or 68

percent of total procurement expenditures, and military procurements worth

$37.4 billion, or 92 percent of total military procurement expenditures,

involved negotiations at some stage of the awards process. 2/ This trend

reflects the increasing complexity of products procured, the substantial

amount of R & D contracts awarded inherently involving criteria which cannot

be predetermined, and the recognition that nonprice considerations may be

involved which cannot be fully explicated without intervening discussions.

Part V attempts to secure generally uniform procedures by striking a

balance between the practical necessities of negotiated and selective

tendering procedures and the desired goal of transparency. The provisions

1/ Marks and Malmgren, "Negotiating Nontariff Distortions .to Trade," 7 L.
and Pol'y in Int'l Bus. 327, 401-03 (1975).

2/ See Senate report, supra p. 98, n.1, at 39 n.31.
Even where negotiations are employed in American procurements,

however, highly transparent procedures are used to ensure continued
competition. See, eA., 10 U.S.C. 230 4 (g), DAR 3-805 (41 CFR 3-805 (1976)).
Negotiations abroad are more associated with single tenders involving no
competition and no public release of information.
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appear largely self-explanatory and in contrast to the other parts of the

code, are remarkable in their careful narrowing of the discretion allowed

procuring entities when they are subject to one of the detailed paragraphs

covering various tendering procedures.

For example, consistent with the goal of nondiscrimination, paragraph

I limits the use of single tenders to the conditions set forth in paragraph

15. The latter paragraph states the idea -- consistently repeated throughout

Part V - that tendering methods cannot be used in a manner contravening the

national treatment and MFN principles basic to the code. Further, single

tenders may only be made in certain situations well-recognized as appropriate

to this method; for example, where open or selective procedures fail due to

nonresponsiveness or collusion among bidders; where no reasonable alternative

to a particular supplier exists; where an emergency exists; where the products

are replacements or additions to an existing order; or where the procurement

involves the common practice of government support, for research and

development projects, often by their nature incapable of being offered within

a competitive framework -- but single tenders may e made even then only for

-rototypes or first products arising from the R & D contract, with subsequent

>urche.ses subject to the rules of paragraphs 1-14. Finally, paragraph 16

requires that a report be prepared to document ,each award granted after a

ingle tender, in anticipation of consultations initiated under Parts VI and

.II.

Paragraph 2 ensures that parties cannot use the process or criteria

Af qualification of suppliers to exclude foreign participation. Thus,

)rocedures for timing and access must account for foreign competitors more

removed from the facilities of qualification. Further, suppliers must be
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notified of their qualification status, both initially and later if there is

any change.

Paragraphs 4-13 outline procedures for the tendering process. Access

and criteria for placement on qualified suppliers lists must be publicized and

operated in a nondiscriminatory manner. (Pars. 5-7). Proposed purchases must

be published, along with information necessary for suppliers to respond

properly with a tendered bid. (Pars. 3-4). A summary notice, in an official

GATT language (of which English is one) must also be published; apparently the

original full proposal need not be and the risk of lack of notice or

subsequent misinterpretation - clearly a disadvantage - falls on foreign

suppliers who cannot claim the practice violates the national treatment

principle of the code. However, if suppliers are allowed to tender in several

languages, at least one so allowed must be an official language of GATT.

(Par. II).

Reissued invitations must adhere to all rules governing the

original. (Par. 8). Further, "significant information" cannot be

unilaterally given to selected suppliers, even if they alone request it; all

suppliers must receive "significant information" simultaneously.

After notice of invitation for bids, adequate time for responses from

all interested suppliers must be allowed, but in no event shall the period be

less than thirty days unless there is a "duly substantiated" emergency

rendering acceleration necessary or unless the contract is 'a recurring one as

provided in paragraph 4(a). (Pars. 9-10). "Due substantiation" of a state of

urgency appears to serve merely as another admonition against pretext and

discrimination, because there is no mechanism in the code for immediate review
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of whether the acceleration was justified. The reasons given by the party

must therefore function only as a basis for discussing complaints in the

consultation process established by Parts VI and VII. l/

Adequate data must be provided upon request of qualified suppliers so

that suppliers may make "responsive" bids (ones satisfying the criteria for

consideration for award). Paragraph 12 lists the minimum information

required. Paragraph 13 further requires that entities provide suppliers with

the tenderi.no, documentation and other relevant information upon request. This

requirement must be read in conjunction with paragraph 8, which provides that

suppliers must receive significant information simultaneously.

"Submission" refers to the documentation upon which the evaluation of

a bid solely will be based. Procuring entities commonly prescribe strict

rules of form and method of proffer, which can be used to thwart unsuspecting

foreign suppliers. Paragraph 14 governs the submission, evaluations, and

award process, essentially requiring transparent procedures which include

safeguards for assuring their nondiscriminatory application. For example,

subparagraphs (a) and (e) impose rather strict rules for the form in which

bids are to be tendered; yet, subparagraphs (b) and (c) caution entities

against utilizing exceptions to the strict submission rules for purposes of

discrimination, and subparagraph (d) further requires that the receipt and

opening of bids "shall be . . . under procedures and conditions guaranteeing

the regularity of the openings as well as the availability of information from

the openings (and) . . . shall also be consistent with the national treatment

1/ See section 7.6.2 and 7.7.2, pages 134-38 and 146-48 infra.
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and nondiscrimination provisions" of Part II - subparagraph (d) thus

constitutes an explicit statement of transparency. Further, subparagraphs (f)

and (g) require the awards to conform to previously published evaluation

criteria, whether the criteria are automatic or discretionary. Negotiated

tenders do not obviously fit within the code's award scheme except in the

unusual circumstance of equally advantageous bids and in single tendering; but

even then all tenderers must continue to receive equal treatment, presumably

including the opportunity to negotiate. (Par. 14(g)).

Subparagraph (h) provides that awards generally should not be

conditioned on offsets or licensing requirements, both common co-nditions for

contracting with developing nations and with developed nations in defense

matters. The proscription against offsets appears aimed at reciprocal

agreements such as ones the U.S. has entered into wi(h a number of countries

with regard to sales of military equipment. l/ The provision would allow

offsets, provided they are limited to a "reasonable proportion (of) the

contract value" and do not ".favour suppliers from one party over suppliers

from any other party."

The intent and effect of this language is somewhat unclear. The

purpose of most offsets is to afford a purchaser a means of partially

financing its purchase through guaranteed reciprocal purchases by the seller

- usually in the form of preferential market access and award consideration

rather than sales of particular goods. 2/ This guaranteed preference

I/ See the discussion at section 7.2.31, pages 59-62 infra.
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nherently contradicts MFN principles; thus, by apparently recognizing offsets

n some circumstances subparagraph 14(h) obviously is intended to create an

exception to Part 11.

But there seems to be an internal inconsistency. The final condition

- that an offset may not favor one party's suppliers over another's -- would

.nherently preclude such agreements among code signatories thus prohibiting

hat the earlier language seemed to allow, if the procuring nation's suppliers

ire included in the phrase "suppliers from one party ... ": the condition

,ould in effect become the rule, and bring the provision back within Part I1's

nondiscrimination principles, rendering the entire exercise superfluous.

"Ihus, the condition must be intended as a MFN, but not national treatment,

nondiscrimination rule. Parties can use offsets to favor domestic suppliers,

3ut cannot construct such offsets in a way discriminating (apparently either

Directly or indirectly) among foreign suppliers.

Although the U.S. generally opposes the use of offsets, this

rovision ironically may allow the U.S. to protect its labor surplus set-aside

rogram which finds no other safe harbor in the code, unlike the small and

minority business set-asides which are protected by an express exception. For

contracts otherwise covered, it would appear that limited use of labor surplus

set asides could continue to be made, especially since they are normally

limited to less than half of a proposed procurement - an amount perhaps

satisfying the criterion "reasonable proportion within the contract value." 1/

17 See 43 Comp. Gen. 487 (1963).
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7.5.3 Implementation

7.5.31 International Arrangements

There are no international agreements to which the U.S. is a party

which contain obligations regarding tendering procedures. Part V, however,

includes paragraph 14(h) which discourages the negotiation of offset

agreements in general and specifically prohibit grants of preferential

treatment to suppliers of one party over those of another. The United States

is a party to several reciprocal defense procurement arrangements with various

NATO members 1/ which grant national treatment to suppliers of the parties for

certain defense-related procurements. In addition, the U.S. has an offset

arrangement with the Government of Switzerland whereby certain American

defense contractors have agreed to market Swiss goods in an effort to offset a

part of the cost of the F-5 warplanes sold to the Swiss Government. 2/ The

NATO and Swiss agreements would appear within the scope of paragraph 14(h).

Nevertheless, as explained previously the NATO agreements will likely be

excepted from the code's coverage by Part VIII:l, 3/. and therefore paragraph

14(h) will be inapplicable to these agreements.

Further, for the Same reason the Swiss offset arrangement also will

be immune to code obligations insofar as the U.S. grants national treatment to

Swiss suppliers of warlike or similar defense-related goods. To the extent

the offset involves the marketing by American firm of Swiss goods in the

private market, the agreement appears equally immune because neither paragraph

1/ These arrangements are described in section 7.2.31, pages 59-62 supra.
T/ Id.
3/ See section 7.2.31, pages 59-62 supra, and section 7.8.31, pages 159-62

infra.
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4(h) nor any other provision covers private purchases. Only where covered

procuring entities are required to grant preferential treatment to Swiss

nondefense-related goods would the paragraph be applicable. But even in that

"-ase, because the only firm prohibition is one against discriminatory

-reatnent among suppliers, it appears the arrangements will not be affected.

The only obligation therein is to accord national treatment to Swiss products

and suppliers -- treatment to which they and all other parties are already

entitled under Part II for purchases covered by the code.

7.5.32 United States Law

Part V affirmatively obligates the signatories to take the necessary

steps to conform their tendering procedures to the stated requirements.

American procedures largely reside in agency regulations and practices, so

that while current statutes may be affected somewhat by the adoption of the

precise procedures set forth in this Part, those effects will be multiplied by

the derivative effects distributed throughout the multitude of implementing

regulations.

One set of statutory provisions requiring review if Part V is adopted

is embodied in the general procurement procedures enumerated in 41 U.S.C. ch.

4, 251 et seq. (1976). The procedures set forth therein apply to executive

agencies other than the Department of Defense, the Coast Guard, and NASA. l/

The chapter covers tendering procedures such as conditions for negotiated

contracts, 2/ advertising, 3/ and finality of agency determinations. 4/ The

l/ 41 U.S.C. 252(a)(1) (1976).
2/ Id., 252(t) and 254.
3/ Id., 253.
4/ Id., section 257.
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procedures are implemented in title 41 of the CFR, both in the Federal

Procurement Regulations and in the chapters containing the regulations of the

individual agencies. 1/ In general, the sections and their implementing

regulations comport *uith the intent of the code, but vary slightly in their

spec-,fic provisions.

For example, section 252(c) establishes the general rule that

government contracts may be let only after advertising, but also provides that

contracts may be negotiated without advertising if any one of the numerous

listed exceptions is met. 2/ Section 253 then states that "the advertisement

1/ Compare, e.g., part 3 of each of the various chapters de.R ng with
negotiated procurements.

2/ Section 252(c) in its entirety reads:
(c) All purchases and contracts for property and services shall be

made by advertising, as provided in section 253 of this title, except
that such purchases and contracts may be negotiated by the agency
head without advertising if --

(I) determined to be necessary in the public interest during
the period of a national emergency declared by the President or
by the Congress;

(2) the public exigency will not admit of the delay incident
to advertising;

(3) the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $10,000;
(4) for personal or professional services;
(5) for any service to be rendered by any university,

college, or other educational institution;
(6) the property or services are to be procured and used

outside the limits of the United States and its possessions;
(7) for medicines or medical property;
(8) for property purchased for authorized resale;
(9) for perishable or nonperishable subsistence supplies;
(10) for property or services for which it is impracticable

to secure competition;
(11) the agency head determines that the purchase or contract

is for experimental, developmental, or research work, or for the
manufacture or furnishing of property for experimentation,
development, research, or test;

(Continued)
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for bids shall be made a sufficient time previous to the purchase or contract

and specifications and invitations for bids shall permit such full and free

competition (consistent with the contract requirements)." In addition, the

Secretary of Commerce is obligated under 15 U.S.C. 637(e) (1976), 1/

(Continued)
(12) for property or services as to which the agency head

determines that the character, ingredients, or components
thereof are such that the purchase or contract should not be
publicly disclosed;

(13) for equipment which the agency head determines to be
technical equipment, and as to which he determines that the
procurement thereof without advertising is necessary in special
situations or in particular localities in order to assure
standardization and interchangeability is necessary in the
public interest;

(14) for property or services as to which the agency head
determines that bid prices after advertising therefor are not
reasonable (either as to all or as to some part of the
requirements) or have not been independently arrived at in open
competition: Provided, That no negotiated purchase or contract
may be entered into under this paragraph after the rejection of
all or some of the bids received unless (A) notification of the
intention to negotiate and reasonable opportunity to negotiate
shall have been given by the agency head to each responsible
bidder and (B) the negotiated price is the lowest negotiated
price offered by any responsible supplier; or

(15) otherwise authorized by law, except that section 254 of
this title shall apply to purchases and contracts made without
advertising under this paragraph.

1/ Section 637(e) provides:
It shall be the duty of the Secretary of Commerce, and he is

empowered, to obtain notice of all proposed defense procurement
actions of $10,000 and above, and all civilian procurements actions
of $5,000 and above, from any Federal department, establishment, or
agency engaged in procurement of supplies and services in the United
States; and to publicize such notices in the daily publication
"United States Department of Commerce Synopsis of the United States
Government Proposed Procurements, Sales, arrd Contract Awards",
immediately after the necessity for the procurement is established;
except that nothing herein shall require publication of such notices
with respect to those procurements (1) which for security reasons are
of a classified nature, or (2) which involve perishable subsistence
supplies, or (3) which are for utility services and the procuring

(Continued)
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subject to the numerous exceptions listed therein, to obtain and publish

information on Federal defense-related procurements exceeding $10,000 and

civilian procurements exceeding $15,000. Finally, section 5 of title 41 1/

also sets forth a general advertising rule for government purchases not made

(Continued)
agency in accordance with applicable law has predetermined the
utility concern to whom the award will be made, or (4) which are of
such unusual and compelling emergency that the government would be
seriously injured if bids or offers were permitted to be made more
than 15 days after the issuance of the invitation for bids or
solicitation for proposals, or (5) which are made by an order placed
under an existing contract, or (6) which are made from another
Government department or agency, or a mandatory source of supply, or
(7) which are for personal or professional services, or (3) which are
for services from edLcational institutions, or (9) in which only
foreign sources are to be solicited, or (10) for which it is
determined in writing by the procuring agency, with the concurrence
of the Administrator, that advance publicity is not appropriate or
reasonable.

The publication referred to is listed on Annexes II and 1I7, so that no
further affirmative implementing steps in this regard need be taken.

1/ 41 U.S.C. 5 (1976) provides:
Unless otherwise provided in the appropriation concerned or other

law, purchases and contracts for supplies or services for the
Government may be made or entered into only after advertising a
sufficient time previously for proposals, except (1) when the amount
involved in any one case does not exceed $10,000, (2) when the public
exigencies require the imediate delivery of the articles or
performance of the service, (3) when only one source of supply is
available and the government purchasing or contracting officer shall
so certify, or (4) when the services are required to be performed by
the contractor in person and are (A) of a technical and professional
nature or (B) under Government supervision and paid for on a time
basis. Except (1) as authorized by section 1638 of Appendix to title
50, (2) when otherwise authorized by law, or (3) when the reasonable
value involved in any one case does not exceed $500, sales and
contracts of sale by the Government shall be governed by the
requirements of this section for advertising.

In the case of wholly owned government corporations, this section
shall apply to their administrative transactions only.

"Unless otherwise provided in , . . other law" refers to statutes such as
section 252 discussed above.
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pursuant to chapter 4 of that title (including section 252 described above);

this section will be impacted similar to section 253. 1/

Paragraphs 3-13 of the code set forth requirements for notification

of proposed purchases and will impose some specific rules of implementation

upon the discretionary language contained in these statutes and their

implementing regulations. Thus, the advertisements must be carried in certain

publications listed in Annexes II and III (pars. 3, 6); 2/ specific

information regarding the proposed procurement is required to be included in

the advertisement (par. 4); reissued notices must follow the same circulation

requirement (par. 8); and the discretion in determining the time for allowing

tender after advertisement must account for the special difficulties faced by

foreign suppliers (par. 9) - in general, this will mean thirty days as a

minimum (par. 10).

The exceptions included in these statutory sections could not be used

to avoid advertising to foreign suppliers where it would otherwise be required

by the code. For example, section 252(c)(7) excepts from the advertising

requirement procurement of medicines or medical property; if such a purchase

met the coverage requirements the procuring agency would be required to

satisfy the notice provisions of Part V. In contrast, an advertising

exception for procurement in "a state of urgency" is found in paragraph 10(c)

of the code, 41 U.S.C. 5 and 252(c)(2), and 15 U.S.C. 637(c), so that no

1/ The text of section 253 is set forth at page 129 n.1 infra.
T/ Under 15 U.S.C. 637(e) (1976), notice of most proposed procurements are

required to be published in the Commerce Business Daily. The publication of
all proposed purchases covered by the code will be per-formed because of this
statute, without the necessity of further legislation. The Co-erce Buisiness
Daily is listed by the U.S. in the appropriate annexes.
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conflicts will arise between the code and domestic law where advertising is

waived under the statutory provisions.

Section 253(b) requires bids to be publicly opened and the award made

to the responsible bidder whose responsive bid "wiil be most advantageous to

the Government, price and other factors considered ... ." I/ These

requirements are consonant with the provisions of Part V:14(d-g), except that

the code further requires submission of a written report on the opening of the

tenders.

The government ordinarily conditions the award oi research and

development contracts on the licensing of technology arising therefrom. 2/

Paragraph 14(h) discourages -- but does not prohibit -- this practice.

Further, the regulations allow modifications to standard practice "to the

extent that (the prescribed clauses) are inconsistent with the requirements of

statutes, treaties, or agreements." 3/ Thus, it appears that no steps are

required to conform the regulations to the code.

1/ Section 253 in its entirety provides:
Whenever advertising is required --
(a) The advertisement for bids shall be made a sufficient time

previously to the purchase or contract, and specifications and
invitations for bids shall permit such full and free competition as
is consistent with the procurement of types of property and services
necessary to meet the requirements of the agency concerned. No
advertisement or invitation to bid for the carriage of Govermnent
property in other than Government-owned cargo containers shall
specify carriage of such property in cargo containers of any stated
length, or width.

(b) All bids shall be publicly opened at the time and place stated
in the advertisement. Award shall be made with reasonable promptness
by written notice to that responsible bidder whose bid, conforming to
the invitation for bids, will be most advantageous to the Government,
price and other factors considered: Provided, That 311 bids may be
rejected when the agency head determines that it is in the public
interest so to do.

2/ See CFR 1-9.107 et seq. (1977).
3/ Id., section 1-9.107-1(b).
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As a whole, Part V reflects procedures generally followed in Federal

rocurement. Procurement regulations of the various agencies potentially

o.ntrary to the enumerated procedures must be repromulgated or amended to

ccord with the code. (Of course, agencies or purchases not covered by the

ode need not follow Part V.) Although the specific requirements of the code

% not contravene U.S. statutes and regulations so much as they restrict

uthorized discretion and impose additional obligations, it may be desirable

.o amend each of these statutes or regulations to specify that treaty

Obligations, of the U.S. must be observed.

.6 PART VI. INFORMATION AND REVIEW

The United States has traditionally maintained open award procedures

o that information concerning both inning and losing bids is available for

nspection by the public. Fearing high administrative costs, collusive

idding, and the creation of artificial bid plateaus, foreign governments have

:a.: 1 y revealed the circumstances of an award. Part VI attempts to ensure the

award procedure does not mask discrimination against foreign suppliers.

'.6.1 Text

1. Any law, regulation, judicial decision, administrative ruling of

-,eneral application, and any procedure (including standard contract clauses)

egarding government procurement covered by this Agreement, shall be published

promptly by the parties to this Agreement in the appropriate publications

listed in Annex IV and in such a manner as to enable other parties and

suppliers to become acquainted with them. Parties to this Agreement shall be

prepared, upon request, to explain to any other party their government

procurement procedures. Entities shall be prepared, upon request, to explain
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to any supplier from a country which is a party to this Agreement their

procurement practices and procedures.

2. Entities shall, upon request by any supplier, promptly provide

pertinent information concerning the reasons why that supplier's application

to qualify for the suppliers' list was rejected, or why that supplier was not

invited or admitted to tender.

3. Entities shall promptly, and in no case later than seven working

days from the date of the award of a contract, inform the unsuccessful tenders

by written communication or publication that a contract has been awarded.

4. Upon request by an unsuccessful tenderer, the entity concerned

shall promptly provide that tenderer with pertinent information concerning the

reasons why the tender was not selected, including information; on the

characteristics and the relative advantages of the tender selected, as well as

the name of the winning tenderer.

5. Entities shall establish a contact point to provide additional

information to any unsuccessful tenderer dissatisfied with the explanation for

rejection of his tender or who may have further questions about the award of

the contract. There shall also be procedures for the hearing and reviewing of

complaints arising in connexion with any phase of the procurement process, so

as to ensure that, to the greatest extent possible, disputes under this

Agreement will be equitably and expeditiously resolved between the suppliers

and the entities concerned.

6. The government of the unsuccessful tenderer, which is a party to

this Agreement, may seek, without prejudice to the provisions under Part VII,

such additional information on the contract award as may be necessary to
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enrize that the purchase was made fairly and impartially. To this end, the

purchasing government shall provide information on both the ch 3ct'--istics

an'd relative advantages of the winning tender and the contract price

Normally this latter information may be disclosed by the government -f the

unsuccessful tenderer provided it exercises this right with discretion. In

cases where release of this information would prejudice competition in future

tenders this information shall not be disclosed except after consultation with

and agreement of the party which gave the information to the government of the

unsuccessful tenderer.

7. Available information concerning individual contract awards

shall be provided, upon a request, to any other party.

8. Confidential information provided to any party to this Agreement

which would impede law enforcement or otherwise be contrary to the public

interest or would prejudice the legitimate commercial interest of particular

enterprises, public or private, shall not be revealed wil.hout formal

authorization from the party providing the information.

9. Parties to this Agreement shall collect and provide to the

Committee on an annual basis statistics on their purchases. Such reports

shall contain the following information with respect to contracts awarded by

all procurement entities covered under the Agreement:

(a) global statistics on estimated value of contracts awarded, both

above and below the threshold value;

(b) statistics on number and total value of contracts awarded above

the threshold value, broken down by entities, categories of

products and either nationality of the winning tenderer or
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country of origin of the product, according to a recognized

trade or other appropriate classification system;

(c) statistics on the total number and value of contracts awarded

under each of the cases of Part V, paragraph 15.

ANNEX IV *

PUBLICATIONS UTILIZED BY PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT FOR THE PROMPT

PUBLICATION OF LAWS, REGULATIONS, JUDICIAL DECISIONS,

ADMINISTRATIVE RULINGS OF GENERAL APPLICATION AND ANY

PROCEDURE REGARDING GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT COVERED

BY THIS AGREEMENT - PART VI, PARAGRAPH I

7.6.2 Background and Interpretation

As previously described, foreign nations have been far more reluctant

to disci-se information about awards than American procuring entities because

they believe that post-award disclosure invites future collusion among

suppliers, entails unnecessary administrative costs, establishes artificial

bidding plateaus, and intrudes upon expectations of confidential treatment of

business data. 1/ While there is meager evidence to support these fears, it

is clear that the dearth of information concerning potential contracts and

tendering practices is an effective deterrent to suppliers interested in

seeking contracting opportunities abroad. Part VI seeks to neutralize these

*he text of this annex is set forth at page 252 infra.
1/ See Baldwin, supra page 4 n.3, at 70.
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diverse and invisible practices by imposing a common obligation of

transparency in the way they are administered.

In addition, Part VI establishes the initial stage of a dispute

settlement mechanism. Some countries, such as the United States, hay' long

provided an appeals mechanism to oversee the conduct of contracting officers.

Paragraph 5 requires an internal dispute settlement mechanism to be adopted by

all parties. Further, the information disclosure framework established in

this Part lays the groundwork for the invocation of the formal dispute

settlement procedures set forth in Part VII. In contrast to the latter Part,

however, Part VI attempts to allow the code to be as self-policing as possible

by encouraging disputes to be resolved first among the suppliers and entities,

and if not, then among the parties.

A brief description of each of the paragraphs suggests how the

agreement seeks to accomplish the above objectives.

Paragraph 1 continues the attempt to guarantee free access to

adequate information. Upon request, parties are to provide to one another and

to suppliers from any signatory country explanations of their procurement

Iý'procedures, and must explain in addition their "practices" to such suppliers.

!Because American judicial decisions, administrative rulings (for example,

those of the Comptroller General), etc., are generally published in the

publications listed in Annex IV, the obligations entailed in paragraph 1 would

not impose new or unfamiliar procedures on the U.S., but would substantially

alter the practices elsewhere.
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The information which the purchasing government must provide is the same as

required under paragraph 4, except apparently there must be more of it.

The above paragraphs do not require the publication of specific

information concerning the winning bid as the U.S. originally desired. Such

an obligation contrasts with the above-described requirements because it would

have entailed disclosure to the world, not just to interested parties.

Although "sunshine" principles are one form of insurance against invisible

discrimination, disclosure to the losing tenderers and their governments, with

the possibility of some subsequent public disclosure by the latter, was the

maximum which other nations were willing to, concede.

similar to paragraph 6, paragraph 7 requires "available" information

about awards to be provided to other parties (nations, not private suppliers),

but here the request need not be tied to a complaint by a losing tenderer.

"Available" may be broader than "pertinent," with correspondingly less

withholding discretion; the distinction may have been accepted because

tenderers are not the recipients of the information and thus there is less

danger of collusive bidding. On the other hand, "available" is clearly

subject to definition in a way involving more discretion than "pertinent."

The basis for the distinction is unknown.

Paragraph 8, however, allows the withholding of information-- unless

the public or private party providing it consents - which if released would

prejudice law enforcement, "legitimate" commercial -interests, or "the public

interest." The latter ground is especially open to discretionary application;

for example, a perceived danger of collusive bidding arguably justifies

protection of the public interest in achieving competitive bidding by

withholding data about awards. If so interpreted, paragraph 8 would defeat

the transparency afforded by the previous seven paragraphs.
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Finally, paragraph 9 requires statistical compilation by the parties

regarding purchases. Rather specific information must be provided.

7.6.3 Implementation

7.6.31 International Arrangements

The United States is not a party to any international procurement

agreement which will be affected by adoption of Part VI. The offset

arrangements previously described I/ do not obligate the United States to

adopt any procedures for information and review inconsistent with Part VI;

indeed, to the extent that those arrangements involve procurement of

defense-related products, they are excepted from the code and Part VI is

therefore inapplicable. 2/ As previously noted, the question of the

applicability of unconditional MFN clauses in FCN treaties is not yet

resolved, so that whether the provisions of Part VI must be extended to

nonparties is also unknown.

7.6.32 United States Law

Procedures for obtaining information on contract awards in the United

States are found in various procurement regulations rather than statutes. 3/

The provisions of Part VI do not contravene the pertinent regulations so much

as they impose additional obligations on procuring entities.. For example,

sections 1-2.404-3 and 1-2.408(a) of the Federal Procurement Regulations 4/

require that contracting officers, either orally or in writing, notify

unsuccessful bidders where all bids have been rejected and at all other times

1/ See sections 7.1.31 and 7.2.31, supra, and 7.3.32 infra, pages 30-33,
59-62, and 96 respectively.

2/ Id.
3/ See, e.g., 41 CFR 1-2.408(c) (formally advertised contracts) and

1-3.103(b) (negotiated contracts) (1977).
4/ 41 CFR sections 1-2.404-3 and 1-2.408(a) (1977).
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where feasible; further, notification must be given to all lower bidders where

the award is made to other than the low bidder, and to unsuccessful bidders

who may have had reason to expect the award. In comparison, paragraph 3 of

Part VI provides that unsuccessful tenderers be informed "by written

communication or publication" within 7 days of the award. After notification,

however, the information to which an unsuccessful bidder is entitled is

substantially the same under the code and the regulation. I/

It is conceivable that under these paragraphs, and also under Part

VII:9, 2/ information which would ordinarily be exempt from disclosure may be

requested of the domestic procuring agency under the Freedom of Information

Act. 3/ The argument supporting disclosure would be that release of

otherwise exempt informtion to losing foreign bidders and/or their governments

constitutes a waiver of the protection which the exemption affords. This

rationale should prove unsuccessful. First, the Code should not be

interpreted as requiring disclosure of information which the U.S. refuses to

release under its own very broad disclosure statutes - i.e., internal agency

pre-decisional deliberations. Further, disclosure notwithstanding, exercise

of the exemptions under the FOIA is clearly within agency discretion, 4/ and

it appears unlikely that disclosure pursuant to treaty commitments could

1/ Compare Part VI, pars. 4, 6-8 with 41 CFR 1-2.408(c) and 1-3.103(b)
(1977).

2/ Part VII:9 requires parties to provide panels with requested information
in dispute settlement procedures. It may be supplied in confidence, however.

3/ 5 U.S.C. 552(b) (1976).
Z/ See, e.g., Chrysler Corp. v. Brown, 47 U.S.L.W. 4434 (U.S. April 18,

1979) (No. 77-922); Gen'l Dynamics Corp. v. Marshall, 572 F.2d 1211 (8th Cir.
1978); Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Eckerd, 575 F.2d 1197 (7th Cir. 1978); and
Pennzoil Co. v Fed'l Power Comm'n, 534 F.2d 627 (5th Cir. 1976).

(Continued)
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constitute an abuse of discretion sufficient to withdraw agency discretion in

the matter. l/ The propriety of the exercise of such discretion is bolstered

by the obligation of confidentiality which must be accorded under Part VI:8.

Thus, there appears no need of adding another exemption to the FOIA to account

for any effects of the code.

In addition, similar to Part VII this Part requires the establishment

of a mechanism for providing information to foreign tenderers and for

resolving complaints arising from the procurement process. (Pars. 1, 5).

Further, annual statistical reports concerning procurements must be submitted

by each of the signatories. (Par. 9). Each of these requirements must be

affirmatively implemented, although current regulations already account for

most obligations. Thus, laws, regulations, judicial decisions, administrative

rulings, aad procedures dealing with procurement (as outlined' in paragraph 1)

may already be found in various court reporters, Comptroller General decision

reports, the Code of Federal Regulations, and similar sources; Annex IV

contains the officially designated ones. The "contact point" required by

paragraph 5 would logically be someone designated by the procuring entity,

probably the contracting officer. 2/ An' elaborate hearing and review system

(Continued)
In this regard, paragraph 8 prohibits the release of confidential

business data "without formal authorization from the party providing the
information." Because of this provision and the possibility of a suit under
the APA for abuse of discretion in release of information protected by the
Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. 1905 (1976), (see Chrysler v.'Brown, supra,)
presumably any interested domestic party will be consulted in the remote
circumstances where confidential information submitted in connection with a
procurement may be provided a losing foreign bidder or his government.

1/ But cf. Halperin v Dep't of State, Civ. No. 75-674 (D.C.Cir. 1976).
2/ A-T"'contracting officer' meaps cn official designated to enter into or

admInister contracts and make related determinations and findings." 41 CFR
1-1.207 (1977).
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.s already in place as well, essentially involving internal agency review 1/

:ollowed by subsequent appeals to the Comptroller General. 2/ Procedures to

facilitatee compliance with the statistical reporting obligations of paragraph

may be promulgated pursuant to existing legislative authority. 3/

.7 PART VII. ENFORCEMENT OF OBLIGATIONS

Part VII establishes the dispute settlement machinery and procedures

.or the code, building on the information disclosure provisions of Part VI.

'his part departs from the self-policing aspects of the agreement where the

atter fail. In general, it mirrors the comparable provisions of the other

:odes and the frameworks agreement.

.7.1 Text

.nstitutions

1. There shall be established under this Agreement a Committee on

government Procurement (referred to in this Agreement as "the Committee")

-omposed of representatives from each of the parties to this Agreement. This

committeee shall elect its own Chairman and shall meet as necessary but not

-ess than once a year for the purpose of affording parties the opportunity to

:onsult on any matters relating to the operation of the Agreement or the

urtherance of its objectives, and to carry out such other responsibilities as

kay be assigned to it by the parties.

1/ See generally sections 2.407-8 of the various chapters of title 41 of
heCFR- T1977).

2/ See generally 4 CFR Part 20 (1977).
Y/ ee,'.., 41 U.S.C. 405(d)(5) (1976) which includes among the duties of

he-A dmnistrator of the OFPP the establishment of "a system for collecting,
eveloping, and. disseminating procurement data ..
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2. The Committee may establish ad hoc paaels in the manner and for

the purposes set out in paragraph S of this Part and working parties or other

subsidiary bodies which shall carry out such other functions as may be given

to them by the Committee.

Consul tat ion

3. Each party shall afford sympathetic consideration to, and shall

afford adequate opportunity for consultations regarding representations made

by another party with respect to any matter affecting the operation of this

Agreement.

4. If any party considers that any benefit accruing to it, directly

or indirectly, under this Agreement is being nullified or impaired, or that

the achievement of any objective of the Agreement is being impeded by another

party or parties, it may, with a view to reaching a mutually satisfactory

resolution of the matter, request in writing consultations with the party or

parties in question. Each party shall afford sympathetic consideration to any

request from another party for consultations. The parties concerned shall

initiate requested consultations promptly.

5. Parties engaged in consultations on a particular matter

affecting the operation of the Agreement shall provide information concerning

the matter subject to the provisions of Part VI, paragraph 8, and attempt to

conclude such consultations within a reasonably short period of time.

Resolution of disputes

6. If no mutually satisfactory solution has been reached as a

result of consultations under paragraph 4 between the parties concerned, the

Committee shall meet at the request of any party to the dispute within thirty

days of receipt of such a request to investigate the matter, with a view to

facilitating a mutually satisfactory solution.
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7. If no mutually satisfactory solution has been reached after

!tailed examination by the Committee under paragraph 6 within three months,

he Committee shall, at the request of any party to dispute, establish a panel

romptly to:

(a) examine the matter;

(b) consult regularly with the parties to the dispute and give

full opportunity for them to develop a mutually

satisfactory solution;

(c) make a statement concerning the facts of the matter as they

relate to application of this Agreement and make such

findings as will assist the Comm.ittee in making

recommendations or giving rulings on the matter.

8. In order to facilitate the constitution of panels, the Chairman

f the Committee shall maintain an informal indicative list of governmental

fficials experienced in the field of trade relations. This list may also

nclude persons other than governmental officials. In this connexion, each

arty to this Agreement shall be invited to indicate at the beginning of every

ear to the Chairman of the Committee the name(s) of the one or two persons

horn the parties to this Agreement would be willing to make available for such

ork. When a panel is established under paragraph 7, the Chairman, within

even days, shall propose to the parties to the dispute the composition of the

anel consisting of three or five members and preferably government

fficials. The parties directly concerned shall react within seven working

ays to nominations of panel members by the Chairman and shall not oppose

ominations except for compelling reasons.
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Citizens of countries whose governments are parties to a dispute

shall not be eligible for membership of the panel concerned with that

dispute. Panel members shall serve in their individual capacities and not as

governmental representatives nor as representatives of any organization.

Governments or organizations shall therefore not give them instructions with

regard to matters before a panel.

9. Each panel shall develop its own working procedures. All

parties, having a substantial interest in. the matter and having notified this

to the Committee, shall have an opportunity to be heard. Each panel may

consult with and seek information from any source it deems appropriate.

Before a panel seeks such information from a source within the jurisdiction of

a party it shall inform the government of that party. Any party to this

Agreement shall respond promptly and fully to any request by a panel for such

information as the panel considers necessary and appropriate. Confidential

information provided to the panel shall not be revealed without formal

autho-ization from the government or person providing the information. Where

such information is requested from the pcnil but release of such information

by the panel is not authorized, a non-confidential sunmnary of the information,

authorized by the government or person providing the information, will be

provided.

Where a mutually satisfactory solution to a dispute cannot be found

or where the dispute relates to an interpretation of the Agreement, the panel

should first submit the descriptive part of its report to the parties

concerned, and should subsequently submit to the parties to the dispute its

conclusions, or an outline thereof, a reasonable period of time before they

are circulated to the Committee. Where an interpretation of the Agreement is
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not iavolved and where a bilateral settlement of the matter has been found,

the report of the panel may be confined to a brief description of the case and

to reporting that a solution had been reached.

10. The time required by panels will vary with the particular case.

Panels should aim to deliver their findings, and where appropriate,

recommendations, to the Committee without undue delay, taking into account the

obligation of the Committee to ensure prompt settlement in cases of urgency,

normally within a period of four months from the date the panel was

established.

Enforcement

1I. After the examination is complete or after the report of a

,panel, working party or other subsidiary body is presented to the Committee,

the Committee shall give the matter prompt consideration. With respect to

these reports, the Committee shall take appropriate action normally within

"#thirty days of receipt of the report unless extended by the Committee,

".'including:

(a) a statement concerning the facts of the matter;

(b) recommendations to one or more parties to the Agreement; and/or

(c) any other ruling which it deems appropriate.

i*.ny recommendations by the Committee shall aim at the positive resolution of

the matter on the basis of the operative provisions of this Agreement and its

,Vbjectives set out in the Preamble.

12. If a party to which recommendations are addressed considers

itself unable to implement them, it should promptly furnish reasons in writi:ig

$•to the Committee. In that event, the Committee shall consider what futher

ction may be appropriate.
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13. The Committee shall keep under surveillance any matter on which

it has made recommendations or given rulings.

Balance of rights and obligations

13. If the Committee's recommendations are not accepted by a party,

or parties, to the dispute, and if the Committee considers that the

circumstances are -erious enough to justify such action, it may authorize a

party or parties to this Agreement to suspend in whole or in part, and for

such time as may be necessary, the application of this Agreement to any other

party or parties, as is determined to be appropriate in the circumstances.

7.7.2 Background and Interpretation

Paragraph I provides that representatives of the parties shall

comprise a Committee on Govermnent Procurement to handle disputes and other

matters authorized elsewhere in the code. The Committee will elect a

chairman, and its work generally will be initially addressed by working

parties or panels. (Par. 2). All other NTN codes establish similar

administrative bodies.

Failing settlement through the procedures in Part VI, the party in

which the supplier originates may decide to invoke consultation under

paragraphs 3-5. These provisions are patterned after GATT Articles XXII and

XXIII, which require that "sympathetic consideration" be given by the alleged

offending party to complaints that benefits of the code accruing to the

complaining party are being "nullified or impaired;" or that "any objective"

of the agreement "is being impeded" by actions of the alleged offender.

"Nullification and impairment" remains an uncertain phrase, even

after three decades of Article XXIII. I/ A few principles may be

I/ See Jackson, supra page 1 n.l, at 178-87.
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idenLified: violations of specific obligations indisputably nullify or impair

benefits; less clear, but generally accepted as nullification or impairment,

is a breach of "reasonable expectations" arising from status as a party to an

agreement. Importing Article XXIII concepts into the procurement code will

not be without some difficulty, however, because obligations in the code are

often vague and leave much discretion to the procuring party. Thus, what may

be benefits or reasonable expectations subject to impairment will be a subject

of dispute even prior to addressing the issue of alleged impairment once

benefits and reasonable expectations are identified and agreed upon. Further,

one view of GATT Article XXIII is that nullification or impairment occurs

when the "balance of benefits" derived under GATT is disturbed. 11 A

disadvantaged party may be allowed under paragraph 14, barring resolution of

the dispute otherwise, to make compensatory adjustments in its obligations to

restore the level of benefits due. But the balance of benefits and

obligations may be difficult to identify in the code, even if resort is made

to the formula used in arr-ving at the concessions comprising Annex I.

Paragraphs 6 through 13 outline the steps to be taken in settling

,disputes failing bilateral resolution. First, the Committee will investigate

the matter. (Par. 6). If a solution cannot be found, a panel including trade

experts and/or government officials will be formed to investigate. (Pars.

. 7-8). Panel members will serve as individuals, not in their governmental

' capacities, and will be drawn from a list maintained by the Chairman. Panel

procedures for investigation are largely discretionary but all substantially

interested parties - not only those parties to the dispute - must be heard.

I /Id., pages 170-77.
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(Par. 9). A report will be formulated and, after being circulated to the

concerned parties, l/ will be submitted to the Committee, usually within 4

months. (Par. 10). However, the report will be merely briefly descriptive of

the dispute where no interpretation of the code is involved or a settlement is

reached. Although containing no recommendations, the reports will serve as

the basis for further action by the Committee, which will issue a prompt

statement (usually within 30 days) of facts, recommendations, and/or rulings.

(Par. 11). A party need not adopt any recommendation: its ultimate

obligation - even then not mandatory - is merely to supply written reasons

for not doing so. (Par. 12). If the recommendations are not accepted, and if

the Committee concludes the circumstances are sufficiently serious, it may

authorize an aggrieved party to suspend its obligations under the code towards

another party to restore the correct balance. (Par. 14). Because the code is

not a part of GATT, further resort to the latter is apparently unavailable.

7.7.3 Implementation

7.7.31 International Arrangements

The U.S. is a party to no international agreements which will be

affected by the code.

7.7.32 United States Law

The dispute settlement mechanism described above imposes no

obligations on the parties other than to engage in consultations with an

aggrieved party which alleges that its rights under' the agreement are being

I/ Although all parties "having a substantial interest in the matter" may
appear before the panel, only "concerned parties" - the parties. to the
dispute which first engaged in consultations (pars. 3-5) and invoked the panel
proceeding (pars. 6-7) - have a right to review the proposed panel report
prior to its submission to thw Committee.
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nullified or impaired or that the agreement's objectives are being impeded.

This obligation does not require specific implementation action. The clear

thrust of Part VII is to afford the milieu optimally conducive for

conciliation among disputants. Recomendations by the Committee -- an action

not within the province of the panels, who act only as factfinders -- need not

be implemented by the affected parties, who are urged only to explain their

reasons for not doing so. In keeping with traditional dispute settlement

mechanisms contained in trade agreements, solutions to disputes will be

negotiated, not imposed, on the assumption that the only workable solution is

one acceptable to both parties.

Because the code deals with a subject matter expressly excepted from

the GATT in Article III:8(a), I/ it appears unlikely that the procedures for

maintaining the balance of rights and obligations under Articles XXII and

XXIII could be invoked unless the code is in fact to become an amendment to

GATT. 2/ Even in the latter case, however, it is doubtful that action by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES would threaten current American procurement law;

therefore, the adoption of Part VI would appear to have only a negligible

impact nn U.S. law.

Two issues relating to domestic implementation of this section

deserve comment, however. The first relates to the comparative remedies under

I/ But see the potential difficulties with assertion of a blanket exception
for government procurement, discussed at pages 5-8, supra.

2/ It is interesting to note that the other MTN codes contain statements to! the-effect that prosecution of disputes under their respective procedures --
which in most respects parallel the procedures here - will not prejudice theRights of the parties under the GATT. Thus, parties may invoke Articles XXII
and XXIII under those codes, perhaps as a sort of appeals mechanism.
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domestic law; the second conerns the necessity of domestic administrative

machinery to handle domestic complaints about foreign practices.

Unlike most foreign procurement systems, the U.S. maintains extensive

adjudicatory means of resolving disputes between suppliers and the procuring

agencies. I/ Disappointed bidders may: (1) pursue agency remedies; 2/ (2)

file bid protests with the GAO; 3/ (3) file for injunctive relief or a

temporary restraining order in Federal district court; 4/ and (4) seek

recovery of.bid preparation costs in Federal district courts (under $10,000)

5/ or in the Court of Claims (any amount). 6/ Congressional approval of the

code will give its provisions the force of law domestically, if the Congress

1/ Part VI:5 requires that parties establish "procedures for the hearing
and reviewing of complaints arising in connexion with any phase of the
procurement process. . . ." (emphasis added). The U.S. procedures discussed
in the text above, however, relate primarily to bid protest actions, since
that is the area of procurement law the obligations of the code primarily
impinge upon and to which code disputes will most likely correspond.

2/ See DAR 2-407.8, FPR 1-2.407-8 (41 CFR 1-2.407-8 (1978)).
3/ See 4 CFR 230.1 et seq. (1978).
4•/ Injunctive relief is premised on the grounds that the agency award was

an action arbitrary or capricious, or without rational basis, under the
Administrative Procedure Act, (5 U.S.C. 702-706 (1976)). See Scanwell
Laboratories, Inc. v. Shaffer, 424 F.2d 859 (D.C.Cir. 1970ToT-Wheelabrator
Corp. v. Chaffee, 455 F.2d 1306 (D.C.Cir. 1970). Some courts additionally
assert that a private bidder has a right to vindicate his and the public's
interest in a Government duty of fair and equitable conduct owed to bidders.
Merriam v. Kunzig, 476 F.2d. 1233 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 911
(1973). These cases established that disappointed bidders have standing to
sue under the APA in certain circumstances; authority to grant injunctive
relief is grounded in 28 U.S.C. 1331 (1976).

5/ The Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. 1346 (1976) authorizes this relief in certain
circumstances, but only allows monetary damages less than $10,000. See
Armstrong & Armstrong, Inc. v. United States, 356 F.Supp. 514 (E.D. Wash.
1973), aff'd 514 F.2d 402 (9th Cir. 1975).

6/ Keco Industries, Inc. v. United States, 142 Ct. Cl. 773, 428 F.2d 1233
(1970); Keco Industries, Inc. v. United States, 203 Ct. Cl. 566, 492 F.2d 1200
(1974). 150
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so states, even where no procurement regulations need be promulgated to

implement code obligations. Thus, failure of a contracting officer to follow

code obligations - for example, by failing to receive tenders in an open

bidding procedure for at least 30 days, contrary to Part V:l0(a) -- may spawn

an action by a foreign supplier prejudiced thereby in one of the available

domestic forums, alleging the officer acted contrary to law. Simultaneously,

the supplier could petition his government to initiate inquiries under Part

VI:6, and thereafter pursue his complaint, by his government, through the

dispute settlement procedures of the code. 1/ While the structure of the

code procedures clearly precludes individual relief in specific contract

disputes, 2/ at least not in a manner comparable to any of the available

domestic actions, there is an undeniable possibility that the merits of the

controversy may engender different conclusions in domestic and international

forums. Whether the latent potential for contrary findings invites disruption

in either the domestic procurement process or in U.S. international trade

relations is a complex question neceesitating clarification for the Congress

when it considers the code for approval. In view of the lack of potentially

contrary remedies, however -- the only specific sanction available under the

code is withdrawal of benefits accorded to the offending party -- no

legislation is necessary, nor probably desirable, which would govern the

1/ STR has stated that it is understood among code parties that a
disappointed bidder must exhaust domestic remedies before "appealing" to the
dispute settlement provisions of the code.

2/ Rather, the emphasis on conciliation, the time-consuming procedures, and
the-lack of specific sanctions leave no doubt that disputes settlement in the
code will most likely involve a pervasive scheme of disregard by a nation for
code obligations, with the domestic procedures mandated by Part VI:5 available
to suppliers on a case-by-case basis.
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ability of foreign bidders to exercise their rights under existing U.S.

procedures. I/

A second aspect of the dispute settlement provisions which may

require some implementing action is the means for U.S. suppliers to prosecute

complaints about adverse conduct of other parties to the code. This issue is

one arising under all of the agreements and has been the source of same

complaints by domestic concerns relating to the prosecution by the U.S. of

complaints under the GATT. Among subsidiary issues are the method of

initially evaluating the merits of complaints, including the proper forum and

procedures, and the role of domestic private parties most interested in the

outcome in the subsequent code proceedings. The current proposals focus on a

scheme to be established under a revised section 301 of the Trade Act, 2/ to

be applicable to all MTN agreements. The current section is discussed in the

Overview paper at pages --- ; the ITC will comment on the proposed new section

301 at a later time.

l/ Indeed, aside from the question whether denial of some remedies to
suppliers because of their origin is good foreign policy, such patent
discrimination may well contravene the national treatment obligation of Part
II. This may be questioned, however, because Part VI:5 only requires the
establishment of some means of reviewing complaints from foreign suppliers --
not the same procedures for both domestic and foreign firms.

2/ 19 U.S.C. 2411 (1976). Section 301 provides in full:
(a) Whenever the President determines that a foreign country or

instrumentality --
(I) maintains unjustifiable or unreasonable tariff or other

import restrictions which impair the value of trade commitments
made to the United States or which burden, restrict, or
discriminate against United States commerce,

(2) engages in discriminatory or other acts or policies which
are unjustifiable or unreasonable and which burden or restrict
United States commerce,

(3) provides subsidies (or other incentives having the effect
of subsidies) on its exports of one or more products to the
United States or to other foreign market which have the effect
of substantially reducing sales of the competitive United States

(Contiiued)
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(Continued)
product or products in the United States or in those other
foreign markets, or

(4) imposes unjustifiable or unreasonable restrictions on
access to supplies of food, raw materials, or manufactured or
semimanufactured products which burden or restrict United States
commerce,

the President shall take all appropriate and feasible steps within
his power to obtain the elimination of such restrictions or
subsidies, and he --

(A) may suspend, withdraw, or prevent the application of, or
may refrain from proclaiming, benefits of trade agreement
concessions to carry out a trade agreement with such country or
instrumentality; and

(B) may impose duties or other import restrictions on the
products of such foreign country or instrumentality, and may
impose fees or restrictions on the services of such foreign
country or instrumentality, for such time as he deems
appropriate.

For purposes of this subsection, the term "commerce" includes
services associated with the international trade.

(b) In determining what action to take under subsection (a), the
President shall consider the relationship of quch action to the
purposes of this act. Action shall be taken under subsection (a)
against the foreign country or instrumentality involved, except that,
subject to the provisions of section 302, any such action may be
taken on a non-discriminatory treatment basis.

(c) The President in making a determination under this section,
may take action under subsection (a)(3) with respect to the exports
of a product to the United states by a foreign country' or
instrumentality if -

(1) the Secretary of the Treasury has found that such country
or instrumentality provides subsidies (or other incentives
having the effect of subsidies) on such exports;

(2) the International Trade Commission has found that such
exports to the United States have the effect of substantially
reducing sales of the competitive United States product or
products in the United States; and

(3) the President finds that the Antidumping Act, 1921, and
section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 are inadequate to deter
such practices.

(d)(1) The President shall provide an opportunity for the
presentation of views concerning the restrictions, acts, policies, or
practices referred to in paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) of
subsection (a).

(2) Upon complaint filed by any interested party with the Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations alleging any such restriction,
act, policy, or practice, the Special Representative shall conduct a
review of the alleged restriction, act, policy, or practice, and, at
the request of the complainant, shall conduct public hearings

(Continued)
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(Continued)
thereon. The Special Representative shall have a copy of each
complaint filed under this paragraph published in the Federal
Register. The Special Repiesentative shall issue regulations
concerning the filing of complaints and the conduct of reviews and
hearings under this paragraph and shall submit a report to the House
of Representatives and the Senate semi-annually sumarizing the
reviews and hearings conducted by it under this paragraph during the
preceding 6-month period.

(e) Before the President takes any action under subsection (a)
with respect to the import treatment of any product or the treatment
of any service --

(1) he shall provide an opportunity for the presentation of
views concerning the taking of action with respect to such
product or service,

(2) upon request by any interested person, he shall provide
for appropriate public hearings with respect to the taking of
action with respect to such product or service, and

(3) he may request the International Trade Commission for its
views as to the probable impact on the economy of the United
States of the taking of action with respect to such product or
service.

If the President determines that, because of the need for expeditious
action under subsection (a), compliance with paragraphs (1) and (2)
would be contrary to the national interest, then such paragraphs
shall not apply with respect to such action, but he shall thereafter
promptly provide an opportunity for the.presentation of views
concerning the action taken and, upon request by any interested
person, shall provide for appFopriate public hearings with respect to
the action taken. The President shall provide for the issuance of
regulations concerning the filing of requests for, and the conduct
of, hearing under the subsection.
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7.8 PART VIII. EXCEPTIONS TO THE AGREEMENT

In addition to the previously discussed exceptions to coverage

contained in Parts I and II, Part VIII reserves a number of actions affecting

procurement which governments may take without fear of violating Code

obligations. The reservations reflect both traditional American and foreign

procurement policies, and compara',le provisions in the GATT. 1/

7.8.1 Text

I. Nothing in this AgreeLnent shall be construed to prevent any

party to this Agreement from taking any action or not disclosing any

information which it considers necessary for the protection of its essential

security interests, relating to the procurement of arms, ammunition or war

materials, or to procurement indispensable for national security or for

national defence purposes.

2. Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in

a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable

discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail or a

disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall

be construed to prevent any party from imposing or enforcing measures

necessary to protect public morals, order or safety, human, animal-, or plant

life or health, intellectual property, or relating to the products of

handicapped persons, of philanthropic institutions or of prison labour.

1/ See GATr Articles XX and XXI. The text of Article XX is set forth infra
at pages 157-58.
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7.8.2 Background and Interpretation

Paragraph I expresses the paramount concern for national security

which all nations have expressed in procurement programs. I/ Development of

arms industries through purchases restricted to domestic suppliers is clearly

of valid concern to governments, and is explicitly ratified here. More

difficult are the preferences for other goods questionably justified as

essential to national defense. Paragraph 1 excepts "procurement indispensable

for national security or for national defense purposes" (emphasis added) --

the modifier "indispensable" is an attempt to preclude pretextual use of the

exception to except from coverage industries manufacturing such products as

"dental burrs, clinical thermometers, stencil silk, wool felt . . . wooden

boats" 2/ and many others which have sought preferential treatment in the

past, both in the United States and abroad.

Paragraph (1) establishes a reservation concerning information

disclosure which may be compared with the narrow obligations to disclose

rrocurement information elsewhere set forth in the code. 3/

A perhaps minor uncertainty arises from the construction of the

paragraph with respect to its scope. One reading might focus on the conduct

allowed in the clause ending with the first comma; thus, a party may take "any

l/ Dam, supra page 2 n.l, at 201-02.
2/ Id. "Indispensable" presumably modifies "national defense" as well as

"national security."
3/ See, e.g., Part VI:2 (parties shall disclose "pertinent information

regarding nonqualification for bidders' lists); Part VI:4 (same regarding
losing tender); Part VI:6 (disclose "pertinent" information to nation of
losing tenderer); Part VII:8 (parties shall respond "fully" to requests for
information which is "necessary and appropriate" in the opinion of a working
panel).
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action or (disclose) any information which it considers necessary for the

protection of its essential security interests," with the discretion thus

vested limited only by the remainder of the paragraph -- the actions must

relate "to the procurement of arm., anmr.unition or war materials, or to

procurement indispensable for national security or for national defense

purposes." In the alternative, the language might be viewed more broadly;

thus, a party could take "any action which it considers necessary (1) for the

protection of its essential security interests, (2) relating to the

procurement of . . . war materials, or (3) relating to procurement

indispensable for national security. . . ." The essential difference between

the two possible interpretations is that the latter may offer a somewhat

broadened range of allowable conduct because actions considered "necessary for

the protection of its security interests" would not be qualified with the

requirement of relating to procurement indispensable for national defense,

etc. From a practical standpoint, however, any action which a party

potentially might undertake would appear to fit within either interpretation.

The interpretation of paragraph (1) should take meaning from the

boundaries delineated for "any action": actions must relate to "essential

security interests," "procurement indispensable for national security," or to

procurement of war materials. The spirit of the exception is clearly narrower

than most current practices and will likely take on a consistent meaning in

practice despite its ambiguities.

Paragraph 2 excepts nondefense related measures. 1/ These include

actions protecting the public health and safety, preserving business property,

I/ Compare GAfT Article XX, which in full provides:
Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied ina manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable
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(Continued)
discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail,
or a disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in this
Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption or enforcement
by any contracting party of measures:

(a) necessary to protect public morals;
(b) necessary to protect human, animal or pl,' life or health;
(c) relating to the importation or exportation i gold or

silver;
Md) necessary to secure compliance with laws or regulations

which are not inconsistent with the provisions of this
Agreement, including those relating to customs enforcement,
the enforcement of monopolies operated under paragraph 4 of
Article II and Article XVII, the protection of patents,
trade marks and copyrights, and the prevention of deceptive
practices;

(e) relating to the products of prison labour;
Mf) imposed for the protection of national treasures of

artistic, historic, or archaeological value;
(g) relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural

resources if such measures are made effective in
conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or
consumption;

(h) undertaken in pursuance of obligations under any
intergovernmental commodity agreement which conforms to
criteria submitted in the CONTRACTING PARTIES and not
disapproved by them or which is itself so submitted and not
so disapproved;

(i) involving restrictions on exports of domestic materials
necessary to ensure essential quantities of such materials
to a domestic processing industry during periods when the
domestic price of such materials is held below the world
price as part of a governmental stabilization plan;
Provided that such restrictions shall not operate to
increase the exports of or the protection afforded to such
domestic industry and shall not depart from the provisions
of this Agreement relating to non-discrimination;

(j) essential to the acquisition or distribution of products in
general or local short supply; Prcvided that any such
measures shall be consistent with the principle that all
contracting parties are entitled to an. equitable share of
the international supply of such products, and that any
such measures, which are inconsistent with the other
provisions of this Agreement shall be discontinued as soon
as the conditions giving rise to them have ceased to
exist. The CONTRACTING PARTIES shall review the need for
this subparagraph not later Than 30 June 1960.
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dvantaging special groups of worthy suppliers. Certain of these latter

exceptions -- purchases from handicapped persons or prisoners -- are

vndoubtably intended to preserve American laws precisely on point.

Policies discriminating in favor of minority-owned businesses, 'abor surplus

4 areas, or small enterprises do not fit within the ambit of these exceptions,

neither literally nor in intent. Parties are constrained from exercising

these exceptions unless the action is necessary and is not arbitrary or

unjustifiable even though the conditions giving rise to it prevail elsewhere,

"i and the action does not serve as a concealment for prohibited procurement

Sbias. In contrast to paragraph (1), then, the conditions for invocation of

these exceptions are relatively clear.

7.8.3 Implementation

Part VIII contains further exceptions to the coverage of the code.

As such, this Part requires no affirmative actions to be undertaken and will

,affect U.S. law only in the sense that it sanctions international arrangements

and domestic laws which might otherwise contravene the procurement. A brief

_description of such laws follows; a more detailed explanation may be found in

section 7.2.3 supra.

7.8.31 International Arrangements

As described supra in section 7.1.31, the United States and several

NATO countries have mutual understandings regarding defense-related

procurements. Paragraph (1) of Part VIII exempts-actions relating to

"procurement indispensable for national security or for national defense

1/ Specifically, two statutes which will remain unaffected by adoption 3f
the code because of these exceptions are 18 U.S.C. 4124 (1976) (prison-made
goods) and 41 U.S.C. 48 (1976) (blind and other handicapped-made goods).
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purposes," procurement of war materials, or "procurement necessary for the

protection of . . . essential security interests." Thus, even if these

actions are not elsewhere excepted from the code's coverage, Part VIII would

a'low them to proceed unaffected save for the requirement that they be

"indispensable," "essential" or related to warlike goods.

The purpose of the procurement arrangements with the NATO partners is

to "enhance NATO nationalization and standardization, and thereby to achieve

the greatest NATO capability at the lowest possible cost." I/ The programs

are aimed at procurement and research and development relating to war

materials, programs easily fitting within the paragraph (1) exception.

The arrangements, however, may extend to procurement of

defense-related items, such as military uniforms and items common to the

civilian sector, which are not clearly within the language or intent of the

exception. The Memoranda of Understanding (MOU's) do not specify which goods

are subject to the agreements; rather, they are to be identified after further

negotiations. The full impact of Part VIII therefore cannot now be predicted.

But if the code and these arrangements are to be mutually operative,

then some adjustments in the interpretation and application of the MOUs appear

necessary. Part IX:4 of the code requires parties to conform all "laws,

regulations and administrative procedures" with the code. 2/ On the other

hand, the MOU's allow coverage to be agreed upon through negotiation, so that

any areas of conflict with the code could be excepted from the scope of the

MOU's. Therefore, to the extent that preferential treatment for procurement

1/ This rationale is variously stated in the several Memoranda of
Understandings with the NATO countries and in the implementing directions
issued by the Secretary of Defense.

2/ See section 7.9.2, pages 171-72 infra.
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of goods from NATO countries would conflict with code because Part VIII does

not except them, the coverage of OU's would need to be examined.

A further consideration may obviate the need for adjustment,

however. The 10's basically provide for national treatment to be granted

suppliers originating in the parties to them. Thus, such suppliers are

afforded the opportunity to bid on American procurements covered by the MOU's

without regard to the Buy American Act and balance-of-payments program

differentials, 1/ although other prohibitions statutorily imposed remain in

effect. 2/ The foreign suppliers are essentially afforded notification and

tendering opportunities equal to those of domestic suppliers -- the same

-opportunities to which parties are obligated under Part II. Therefore, as

Long as the MO's are not construed to grant preferences to NATO supplier,-

over those of other foreign nations, then all suppliers will be placed in the

Same footing for bidding on procurements covered by the code, with the result

That neither the MO0's nor the code are compromised. The MO0's would

Therefore be unaffected by adoption of the code.

The "strict" offset arrangements regarding particular military sales,

Such as the purchase by the Swiss Government of F-5 warplanes, generally

obligate the seller (i.e., the United States) to undertake specific,

4 preferential, procurement-related actions. Such actions may be specifically

; sanctioned by the code by Part V:14(h). 3/ If they are not, the

l/ These requirements were -aived in the public interest pursuant to 41
U.S.C. 10(a) (1976).

2/ For example, the Berry and Byrnes-Tollefson Amendments will continue to
preclude foreigo purchases of food, textiles, clothing, vessels, etc.

3/ See section 7.2.31, pages 59-62 supra.
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arrangements would appear to contravene the HMY principle of the code for

those procurements covered by it. Only if the offsets can be excepted from

coverage or somehow be construed to fit within a code exception will they

withstand challenge as conflicting with the code.

Representatives of the Department of Defense have been closely

consulted by the STR with reference to these problems. Because the Department

has satisfied itself that the NATO standardization program will not be

affected by adoption of the code, it seems reasonable to conclude that most or

all of the above-described issues have apparently been favorably resolved.

7.8.32 United States Law

No affirmative obligations are contained in Part VIII which will

require Congressional implementation. However, several statutes and

regulations will require examination to determine their consistency with Part

VIII if disputes arise under other provisions of the code. In general,

procurements will have to be examined on an ad hoc basis to determine whether

the products they concern fit within the language of the exception. The

particular statutes will be briefly described below; a more detailed analysis

has been made previously. l/

Actions relating to procurements of "arms, ammunition and war

materials," "essential security interests," or procurement "indispensable to

national security" or defense are excepted by paragraph 1. The Buy American

Act 2/ may therefore be applied to such products without regard to the code.

As suggested previously, however, the identification of products which satisfy

1/ See sections 7.1.32 and 7.2.32, supra, pages 33-48 and 62-84,
respectively.

2/ 41 U.S.C. 10a-d (1976).
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these criteria will be difficult in some cases if the criteria are not

satisfied. Where the code is applicable, the Buy American Act may - "fltct

wi th it. The same conclusion is generally true of the Act's application with

regard to products potentially covered under the clearer exceptions of

paragraph 2.

Amendments to the Defense Appropriations Act, 1/ and their

counterparts in GSA appropriations acts, 2/ which prohibit the purchase abroad

of various items, appear largely questionable as valid exceptions under Part

VIII. The Byrnes-Tollefson Amendment prohibiting the purchase of vessels or

major components thereof from foreign sources is most clearly within paragraph

1. This conclusion remains true even for nonmilitary vessels, as the

prohibition is intended to maintain a strong domestic shipbuilding capability

-- a rationale clearly within paragraph 1 because of its subject matter.

Although the same rationale (i.e., preservation of domestic capability in case

of war) may be applicable to other products, if indiscriminately invoked "the

entire infrastructure of a country (may) take on national security

aspects." 3/ The language of paragraph I was intended to preclude such wide

application. Therefore, the prohibitions against the purchase abroad of,

stainless steel flatware, hand tools, food, shoes, textiles, clothing, certain

specialty metals, and busses will likely be in conflict with the code, unless

it can be shown that any or all of them are so clearly associated with

1/ Pub. L. No. 90-500, 82 Stat. 849 (1968), section 404; Pub. L. No.
94-212, 90 Stat. 153 (1976), sections 709, 723 and 724; and Pub. L. No. 94-212
tit. IV 90 Stat.. 53 (1976).

2/ Pub. L. No. 95-81,91 Stat. 354 (1977), section 506; Pub. L. No. 94-91,
89 Stat. 441 (1975), section 505.

3/ Dam, supra page 2. n.1, at 201-02.
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essential security interests as to warrant exception. Again, the mere

association of these prohibitions in a defense-related statute is not

conclusive of the application of Part VIII. However, all of these

restrictions are presently excepted from coverage by a specific caveat to

Annex I.

The preferences for U.S. carriers must be treated similarly. As

previously noted, Y/ most situations involving these laws pertain to

procurement of services, not products, and will therefore be unaffected by the

code. In the event that a purchase of products C.I.F. happened to trigger

application of the code in conflict with thtse laws, the provisions of Part

VIII may be pertinent to prevent a conflict between the two. The requirement

that U.S. flag carriers be used to transport supplies procured by the armed

forces 2/ seems clearly within paragraph I. The general preference for U.S.

vessels carrying other goods procured by the govecnment 3/ could only be

utilized for shipment of those products otherwise fitting within the criteria

of Part VIII. It seems unlikely that an unqualified argument for the

protection of American shipping trade as an "essential security interest"

would be convincing to the parties to the agreement.

The prohibition against purchase of foreign-built dredges 4/ would

not appear to be an action relating to an essential security interest unless

the purpose of the dredges is to maintain open ports for military and similar

1/ See section 7.2.32, pages 62-84 supra.
2/ 10 U.S.C. 2631 (1976), and 49 V.S.C. 1517 (1976) (to the extent it would

apply to transport of defense-related goods shipped by air carrier).
3/ 46 U.S.C. 1241(b)(1) (Supp. V 1975).
4/ 46 U.S.C. 292 (Supp. V 1975).
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vessels. Procurement of dredges used for more civilian purposes (i.e., in

connection with a Corps of Engineers dam project) may be too remote from

national security to successfully fit within Part VIII. 1/

The prohibition against purchase by AMTRAK of foreign products

costing more than $1,000,000 2/ would not come within Part VIII as a general

proposition. 3ecause the amendment was clearly intended to prevent purchases

abroad of train engines and other rolling stock, the rationale of maintaining

a viable domestic industry for such goods takes on more substance as our

efforts to protect an industry "essential" to national security interests.

This justification not only seems questionable under the language and intent

of the agreement, however, but would starkly contrast with the American

efforts to open foreign carriers to competitive tendering. Thus, the

prohibition is unlikely to find shelter under Part VIII. However, AMTRAK is

not an entity included in Annex I at this time.

The statutory preferences for prison-made 3/ and handicapped-made

goods 4/ clearly fall within paragraph (2) and therefore will not be affected

by the code.

The small business 5/ and minority business 6/ preference programs

serve to provide economic opportunities to groups which would otherwise be

I/ See the further discussion of foreign dredges in section 7.2.32, pages
62-84, supra.

2/ Pub. L. No. 95-421, 92 Stat. 923 (1978).
3/ 18 US.C. 4124 (1976).
4/ 41 U.S.C. 48 (1976).
5/ 15 U.S.C. 631-44 (1976), as amended by Pub. L. No. 95-507 92 Stat. 1757

(1978); (West Supp. 1978) 22 U.S.C. 2352 (1976); and 41 U.S.C. 252(b) (1976).
6/ 42 U.S.C.A. 6705(f)(2); Pub. L. No. 95-507, 92 Stat. 1757 (1978);

Executive Orders 11458 and 11625; and FPR sections 7-1.13 et seq., 1-7.103-12,
-7.202-28, -7.402-33, 7.403-55, -7.602-33, -7.603.24.
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unable to compel with larger and more eacrenched firms. Neither the purpose

nor'the implementation of these programs find shelter in Part VIII.

Perhaps the most difficult determination is the question whether the

Labor Surplus Area Concerns 1/ program is within Part VIII. The program

clearly has a primary goal of a:asisting regions of higher or persistent

unemployment. This goal is of a socioeconomic nature not consonant with Part

VIII. But the program also ip a part of the Defense Mobilization Plan,

designed to ensure a wide and stable distribution of the labor force

consistent with the need for quick mobilization in time of war. As such, the

program is arguably an action relating to an essential security interest

within the scope of paragraph 1.

Again, however, the program does not appear to comport with the

intent or language of the exception. The essence of paragraph (1) is

expressed by the modifiers "essential" and "indispensable," words which the

United States will find difficult to argue as appropriately applying to the

labor surplus program. Although any conclusion is. dependent upon the attitude

adopted by other signatories regarding their own similar programs, it seems

unlikely that Part VIII could be used to shelter the Labor Surplus Area

Concerns program from the code. 2/

7.9.0 PART IX. FINAL PROVISIONS

The last part of the code sets forth the procedures for putting the

agreement into force and making subsequent modifications and amendments.

1/5 U.S.C.A. 644(d) (West Supp. 1978), 41 CFR 1-1.800 et seq. (1977); 29
CFR 8.1 et seq. (1977); Defense Manpower Policy No. 4, 32A CFR Ch. 1, part 134
(1977); and Executive Order 12073.

2/ See a detailed discussion in section 7.2.32, supra pages 62-84.
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7. . Text

1. Acceptance and accession

(a) This Agreement shall be open by signature or otherwise, by

-overnments contracting parties to the GATT and by the European Economic

:omnunity whose agreed list of entities are contained in Annex I.

(b) Any government contracting party to the GATT not a party to this

Agreement may accede to it on termw to be agreed between that government and

the parties to this Agreement. Accession shall take place by the deposit with

the Director-General to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the UATT of an instrument

of accession which states the terms so agreed.

(c) This Agreement shall be open to accession by any other government on

terms, related to the effective application of rights and obligations under

this Agreement, to be agreed between that government cnd the parties to this

Agreement, by the deposit with the Director-General to the CONTRACTING PARTIES

to the GATT of an instrument of accession which states the terms so agreed.

(d) Contracting parties may accept this Agreement in respect of those

territories for which they have international responsibility, provided that

the GATT is being applied in respect of such territories in accordance with

the provisions of Article XXVI:5(a) or (b) of the General Agreement; and in

terms of such acceptance each such territory shall be treated as though it

were a party to this Agreement.

9. Reservations

Reservations may not be entered in respect of any of the provisions of

this Agreement..
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3. Entry into force

This Agreement shall enter into force on I January 1981 for the

governments I/ which have accepted or acceded to it by that date. For each

other government, it shall enter into force on the thirtieth day following the

date of its acceptance or accession to this Agreement.

4. National Legislation

(a) Each government accepting or acceding to this Agreement shall

ensure, not later than the date of entry into force of the Agreement for it,

the conformity of its laws, regulations and administrative procedures, and the

rules, procedures and practices applied by the entities contained in its list
t

annexed hereto, with the provisions of this Agreement.

(b) Each party to this Agreement shall inform the.CoC ittee of any

changes in its laws and regulations relevant to this Agreement and in the

administration of such laws and regulations.

5. Rectifications or modifications

(a) Rectifications of a purely formal nature and minor amendments

relating to Annexes I-IV to this Agreement shall be notified to the Comittee

and shall become effective provided there is no objection within thirty days

to such rectifications or amendments.

(b) Any modifications to lists of entities other than those referred to

in sub-paragraph (a) may be made only in exceptional circumstances. In such

cases, a party proposing to modify its list of entities shall notify the

Chairman of the Coumittee who shall .promptly convene a meeting of the

Committee. The parties to this Agreement shall consider the proposed

I/ For the purpose of this Agreement, the term "government" is deemed to
include the competent authorities of the European Economic Community.
(Footnote in text.)
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dification and consequent compensatory adjustments, with a view to

intaining a comparable level of mutually agreed coverage provided in the

reement prior to such modification. In the event of agreement not being

ached on any modification taken or proposed, the matter may be pursued in

:cordance with the provisions contained in Part VII of this Agreement, taking

nto account the need to maintain the balance of rights and obligations at the

ighest possible level.

Review and negotiations

(a) The Committee shall review annually the implementation and operation

this Agreement taking into account the objectives thereof. The Committee

all annually inform the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT of developments

uring the periods covered by such reviews.

(b) Not later than the end of the third year from the entry into force

" this Agreement and periodically thereafter, the parties thereto shall

ndertake further negotiations, with a view to broadening and improving the

reement on the basis of mutual reciprocity having regard to the provisions

Part III relating to developing countries. In this connexion, the

)mmittee shall, at an early stage, explore the possibilities of expanding the

average of the Agreement to include service contracts.

Amendments

The parties may amend this Agreement having regard, inter alia, to the

xperience gained in its implementation. Such an amendment, once the parties

ave concurred in accordance with the procedures established by the Committee,

hall not come into force for any party until it has been accepted by such

arty.
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8. Withdrawal

Any party may withdraw from this Agreement. The withdrawal shall take

effect upon the expiration of sixty days from the date on which the written

notice of withdrawal is received by the Director-Ceneral to the CONTRACTING

PARTIES to the GAfl. Any party to this Agreement may upon such notification,

request an immediate meeting of the Committee.

9. Non-application of this Agreement between particular parties

This Agreement shall not apply as between any two parties to this

Agreement if either of the parties, at the time either accepts or accedes to

this Agreement, does not consent to such application..

10. Annexes

The Annexes to this Agreement constitute an integral part thereof.

11. Secretariat

This Agreement shall be serviced by the GATT secretariat.

12. Deposit

This Agreement shall be deposited with the Director-General to the

CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT, who shall promptly furnish to each party to

this Agreement and each contracting party to the GATT a certified copy thereof

and of each rectification or modification thereto pursuant to paragraph 5,

each amendment thereto pursuant to paragraph 7, and a notification of each

acceptance thereof pursuant to paragraphs 2 or 3 of this Part'or of each

accession thereto or accession thereto pursuant to paragraph 1, or each

withdrawal thereform pursuant to paragraph 8 of this Part.
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13. Registration

This Agreement shall be registered in accordance with the provisions of

Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

Done at Geneva this ------- day of ------------ nineteen hundred and

seventy-nine in a single copy, in the English, French and Spanish languages,

each text being authentic.

7.9.2 Background and Interpretation

Paragraph I delineates the procedures for signature and acceptance.

Governments which are contracting parties to the GATT as well as non-GATT

members are eligible to sign; however, the latter may be allowed to sign only

after further agreements are reached relating to "the effective application of

rights and obligations." (Par. l(c)). These further agreements may be

particularly necessary to adjust the coverage formula (as expressed in Annex

I) to arrive at an agreed level of quantity and quality of coverage. The EC

may sign the agreement as a separate party, in addition to each of its

constituent members. Paragraph l(d) allows, but does not require, the

signatories to accept the code on behalf of territories for which they have

international responsibility under the GATT.

Under paragraph 2 parties must accept all or none of the code's

rights and obligations; reservations are not allowed.

Paragraph 3 states that for the parties accepting the code it will

become effective January 1, 1981; for parties accepting or acceding

thereafter, it shall enter into force 30 days after acceptance or

accession. 1/ (Par. 3). Before the dates of entry into force, the party

l/ Governments which are contracting parties to the GATT, and the EC, which
.participated in the negotiations and submitted an entity list at the time the
proces-verbal announcing the agreement was signed, "accept" the code. All
others "accede" to it, upon terms agreed upon by the parties to the code.
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must ensure that its procurement laws, regulations, procedures, etc. conform

to the code. (Par. 4). Consistent with the notification provisions elsewhere

contained in the code, parties must inform the Committee of such changes.
Thus, the implementing legislation must be so notified to the extent it causes

such changes.

Paragraph 5(a) attempts to facilitate changes in Annex I caused by

such events as governmental reorganizations, whet! the changes are not

substantive in nature. "Purely formal" rectifications of schedules and minor

amendments may be made unilaterally unless there is objection within thirty

days of advance notice of the changes. Other modifications may be made only

"in exceptional circumstances" and upon consultation with the Committee.

(Par. 5(b)). 1/ 7&.? reason for requiring full Committee consultation on

major modifications is that the initial coverage agreement will represent a

careful balancing of concessions on the quality and quantity of procurement

opened to foreign competition -- for example, the estimated total value and

the types of newly competitive markets. Any major alteration in the balance

thus achieved would have ramifications for all parties to consider with regard

to their own positions. Thus, outside of changes resulting from the

negotiations mandated by paragraph 6, alterations in coverage are highly

discouraged.

It is generally recognized that the initial efforts to alter

longstanding government procurement policies will be tentative and

incomplete. It is hoped that acceptance of the general principles of the

code, together with at least minimal coverage defining t .t wl1 apply,

1/ The Committee is composed of the parties to t"-e A'deem", See section
7.7.2, pages 146-48 supra.
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--ill provide a basis from which positive experience may be gained, leading to

increasing future acceptance. Paragraph 6(a) thus obligates the signatories

to undertake review of tie operation of the code annually aad to report their

findings to the GATT. Paragraph 6(b) then specifies that negotiations will

_)e held within 3 years of the date of entry into force, and periodically

.Lhereafter, to consider the expansion of membership and coverage and other

improvements. Coverage of service contracts will be specifically considered.

In additions to changes in coverage negotiated under paragraph 6,

amendments to the agreement will be suggested for adoption upon a concensus of

.he Committee developed under procedures adopted by the Committee; but any

uch amendments will not come into force for a party until that party accepts

it. (Par. 7).

Paragraph 6 allows withdrawal at any time, to become effective 60

)days after the GATT Director-General receives written notice. A party may

:equest an immediate Committee meeting, presumably to review the balance of

',,coverage which may be upset by the withdrawal. This provision is in accord

,ýith section 125 of the Trade Act. 1/

1/ Section 125 provides in pertinent part:
(a) Every trade agreement entered into under this Act shall be

subject to termination, in whole or in part, or withdrawal, upon dJe notice,
*at -he end of a period specified in the agreement. Such period shall be not
Anore than 3 years from the date on which the agreement becomes effective. If
,4the agreement is not terminated or withdrawn from at the end of the period so
.$pecified, it shall be subject to terAination or withdrawal thereafter upon
Inot more than 6 months' notice.

(b) The President may at any time terminate, in whole or in part, any
proclamationn made under this Act.

(d) Whenever any foreign country or instrumentality withdraws,
suspends, or modifies the application of trade agreement obligations of
'!benefit to the United States without granting adequate compensation therefor,

(Continued)
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Like Article XXMV of GATT, paragraph 9 allows a party to refuse

application of the code between it and another party if the nonconsenting

part makes its position known at the time of its or the other party's

acceptance or accession. Under ttis paragraph, for example, the United States

could refuse to apply the agreement to Japan should the coverage negotiations

prove unsuccessful. The paragraph is in effect an exception to the national

treatment and NFN principles of Part II for those parties.

Paragraphs 10-13 merely contain final procedures for servicing the

code and its annexes.

7.9.3 Implementation

7.9.31 International Arrangements

The several international arrangements concerning procurement to

which the United States is a party I/ will be affected by Part I1 only in the

requirement that each party conform its laws, practices, and procedures to the

code by the date of enzry into force. (Par. 4). To the extent the United

States retains obligations under those agreements which are inconsistent with

the code, steps must be taken to rectify the conflict.

(Continued)
the Presidert, in pursuance of rights granted to the United States-under any
trade agreement and to the extent necessary to protect United States economic
interests (including United States balance of payments), may-

(1) withdraw, suspend, or modify the application of
substantially equivalent trade agreement obligations of benefit to
such foreign country or instrumentality, and

(2) proclaim under subsection (c) such increased duties or other
import restrictions as a.e appropriate to effect adequate
compensation from such foreign country or instrumentality.

1/ See sections 7.1.31 and 7.2.31, supra pages 30-33 and 59-62 respectively
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As previously noted, I/ however, the offset agreements generally

provide that national treatment will be accorded the suppliers of parties to

the agreements. Further, the offsets are primarily concerned with

procurements of military goods which are excepted from the code, and may also

be sanctioned by Part V:14(h). Therefore, the code will not apply to most

procurements made pursuant to the offsets because of the Part VII exception

for national defense, and, to the extent the code might be applicable, it will

only obligate the same national treatment to be extended to all the suppliers,

so that in effect the offset arrangements offer nothing that the code does

not. 2/ Thus, it appears no particular actions need be undertaken with

respect to the NATO HOU's.

For particular military sales offsets, such as the one entered into

with respect to the sale of F-5 warplanes to Switzerland, the specific

reciprocal obligations of the United States will have to be examined in order

to determine whether steps need be taken under paragraph 6 to conform the

offset to the code. Apparently, with regard to the Swiss sale, private

American contractors have undertaken to market Swiss goods in an amount

fulfilling the offset. The private marketing arrangement would not fit within

the terms of the code, nor would actual sales to entities not listed in Annex

I. But a sale of generating equipment to the TVA, for example - if it were

covered -- would have to conform to the code so that a specific preference

could not be granted to the Swiss goods. Again, however, Part V:14(h),

I/ Id.
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may serve to protect such offsets from the application of the code. l/

7.9.32 United States Lay

Paragraph 4 also requires that the necessary changes in domestic lav,

previously discussed extensively, be implemented prior to January 1, 1981.

See subsections .32 of each section of this report for a discussion of these

changes.

Implementing legislation should include authority for the President

to conduct the continuing negotiations mandated by paragraphs 1(b,c), 5, 6,

and 7.

1/ See section 7.5.31, pages 124-25 supra.
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7.10.1 ANMI I

LISTS ZF =7T•r:S RL'•RE TO IN PAR' I. PARAGRAPH 1(C

'For -tecn..:a. reasons, some adjustmen•s to t•he wistS viz ftCloW -ay
be needed. (footnote in text)
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I . Federal Chancellery

Austrian Central Statistical Office

II. Federal Ministir of ForeiMn affairss

Procurement Office

IIl. Federal Ministry of zhe Interior

Procurement Office

TV. Federal Ministry of Justice

Procurement Office

V. Federal Ministry of Social Affairs

Procurement Office

VI. Federal Ministr-, of Hesath and Environ=ent

Procure=en: officee
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Services du ?re-ier .lizistre

.inis:are des Affaires Economajues

.inistire des Afsaires Strasng,"res, Comerce !x£trieur
et Cooperation au D•veloppement

Minist4re

Ministire

flMrnistire

:4inis tre

"lini stire

NL- staire

M.4 .bst ire

:M-istire
44i=is- Are

Mizl st ire

%I-.~i tre

do 1 'Agric'&Aure

des Classes ,oyeanes

des Coun; cautions

do Ia 4fense Nationale/-

!e 1'Educat.on 3atioale eL do la .-a:',e

le :'L*!oi et du Travail

Ies Ftiances

do 1'Intfrieuw*

It :a justice

de la Drgvoyane Sociale

Is la Sa.:z ub2li4.c et do 1' Vj0nene.

its :rava-a.x Pvu:2'ics, dont

S- .- 4:s !e Routes

- Igie It 31:-iere:s

"".ie ±es ?os-.0

- .....• .. aterials contained in Part Il of this list

Pos%: B."=s~ess or2.y.
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E'JPC?SAN ECCNn CO OMltNM:

PAT.

Notes:

1. This Agree=ent does not apply to procurement by entities

otherwise falling aader this Agreement made on behalf of and

under the specific procedure of an internationaL organization.
2. Th-s Agreeme-t shal: not apply to procurement by entities

failing u=der this Agreement of a. icu*tura: .roducts made :n

f"-.erL-.ce of asi:u.:ursl sup-,or prograes and nura"
fee•.ine -rogr•,a_-es.
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:3s

List of actua.1 Kinis-.r:es, ;urcnasmng j roughg entities listed
u=der no 1

Premier Mi=.is-.--

Vice-Premier )-:istre et .L:is-ýre ie !a Yonction publijue
Vice-Premier X•:.istre et; -..-;•~r.eA' -A'fem~se aine-

M.inistre ie !a Justice
%t-'stre des A.fa.-es "rtng~res

Y.i:.stre des Af.aires iconlý:.',es

~inistre de :a Pr.'voyance sociale et Secr-.iai~re d'Ertat aux Affaires
socia.ies, ado:=t au Mizistre des Affai.-es wa:.:oanes

Yz:-s-re des oiu.:a:iors
:tr..s-.re !e "-l:atio: ra~iora..e Ner'ar.a~se

.st- e e "'.s :r e ie e,: les :lasses Acyen.:es

" 5,s:re .e -a X:u-'t. e z.ere .zaise et "'.s-" :es AffLýes . es

._::is-re le !a Sa.--: ;ui:jIue et -e 7 '-Zviroo.:ezer"
":.'.=is're aes "7inazces

:.*:,:st.e du :omerce exte-rieur

~i st re de :& ao;,era-.io au :vo~z-

i:. s-tre les .zs-.es, e.gar.-.es -t e ezzes e- X .s,:e :es Affaý-.es
:r'nxe-zdises-

-~.: es .~r

.es-:re _4es .eet. e,•,e

z'is. e ee ", . e-i .;.er - -'. •. .

•.•__s re e -e " c: "- A - .- e.• -.. e

:.-a rs7. o-e -'-.s - -:.si:re zes A:ff-:res ±a.ý.:.:es

Se:re:i•-are a. ;rL'.ase, a'Ito-n au "..istre e ies
Aff&ure s :az;a-r.es
Secr.-_re"...s ";'- &-. Bu •gett, aji-. u PFre=ier Y-r..ss.re, et e.;-s:
d'-''.:at I I'.•con-om~e r-igiona:e, s•.j,.-.-t &u:-.i.iis-.re d.sAf.:e s f"-.zanie-s

Se:.c.are ta'--. ý-t' I !a .R.forze des i.nstituticns, ad.;oirt &-i
.•e=• er :.'.n--s-re

Be::-:a!-e4'17-.a- *9 "z '.t:are fran:.;sise, a&14oint au .xanistre d•e !a•
C"u~lt•ure fra:.;a-'se

Se:zr-taire ±!-a- aux A.fares f.:r:.-i•ues, a-wc:.. Lu .!ris're des

A:faires e&onc=.1ues, et
Se:ri-taire d'Eta- aux Affai:es soc.a:'es, adjc4.-.- au '-:nistre des
Afft- .Les ... s

l- ..cn-vaar-.e =aterný:s cFn-a..ed. -arn :I of t.h:s 'It-
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Socr6taire Chtat I : '.a !6fore des :%stitutions, adjoinat &u
Vice-Preaer Ministre

Socritaire d'Ertat A la Culture z~or2.andaise ad~oict. au
Ministry do la Cultu're nerludaise, *t
Socrtairo dt•'Et aux Aff•ires sociales, adboint au Ministre
des Affaires bruxeiloises.
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3. Other entities under ,irect control of central government

La R6gio des Services 7rigorificues de V'Etat Beibe

Le Fonds des bitiments $colaires

La Socik6 nationale du Logemene:

La Soci6t6 national terrienne

L'Office national do s6curit6 social

L'Institut national d'assurances socials pour travailleurz
indipendants

L'Institut national d'assurance maladio-invalidit6

La Caisse national des pensions de retrai.e ot de survie

L'Office national des pensions pour travajileors salaries

La Caisse auxiliai.re d'lasurance rniadie-i-vslidit6

Le Fonds des malaCies professiotneiles

La Caisse national do credi: professiore.'e

La Caisse g~n6rale d' Eparpn et doe Ie-rai.e

"L'Office national des 1bouch~s ag•icoles et horticoles

..'.fice nationa. du lait et oe ses deriv6s
""L'Of'ice national de 1'emp.oi

Le Fon.s de constructi:n hospi-al:e're e- m6i:o-socia..e
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Daish,, acver--ent ?."rcc-.re~e-t 7r.titles

I. - .rize Minister's '.ffie

2. X. inistry of '::at-ce
A .:s-t"-- ----- Affairs

n _4 s t ry f s -n

'3 department.'

S :'ist--y of Taxes and -%ties
(2 departments 1

". .i.istry of Fisheries

-. :r..:stry of .-. ae, :n.ustry

•. M•.-.-s*-y f :"-terr

"V. .M-nistry of J'ustice

s::y

ni is trV,

- J.

-J.

-4.

Religiou-s .-f.f.airs

i tr...r-e..t

ýreen...an:

--. Ministry of xtui.ra:u Affairs

r ̀ istry

of

of

:ccc.&: Affairs

Education

" (n3st.y :f -cznc=r: Aff&irs( 3 deza-rzer.:s)

L directorates an!• .zstt-.-t-.:.ns

2 dewtzents

I direc:ora:e

:irectorate for 13ver=ent ?roc.--e=ent
%riwh Z-over.•en" ?ri-nt.inr.•::

3 other institutior.s
5 directorates and ins-itut.ins

4 insstitutons

- Research Zs'a:lishment Risoe

- 2C directorates and ins-it-i:ns

- State Ser= :ns-i-te
- De:is ";a.io a" ivi: --ef-..-:e

Directorate
- 3 other di-ect:rates and

Office of the hief of :Amisn
Police

- 3 other dire:tora:es an.
institute ons

- directorates ant ins-.: i:ns

5 r- a -."'ites

- 4CYL'-e:..reeo.ea.::..-ra.e ez-:e:.-.-:

- irectcrates and severa.8 s-tae
ovr.ed :use,=s a'-• higher edau'z:a.i:
institutions

- 5 directorates

-niversity Hos~zita. -f :o~en.Azen

- A direo-orates

-"".",ersi.ies t n. other hi..e.
educaticna: inst~:uti:is

-State harbcurs =4 Ftate aicr.ts

--irectcrates and sever,
nsttl._tiozns
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I

19. Ministry of .Putlic Works'

2C. Y.imistry of Defence-

!4

Sthe ex:epti.n of 2anzish. State Rai2.lays. ?csta, 3,i':-sess C:._
service.

2~.":on "r-like materias .cntained in Part II of this list.
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List of entities

"i) Min yurchw ns enh itiles

A. General 3".a4;e

Premier %fiistre

.Liaistre d616gC aupris du Prmier .ina.stre, €C.aS6 do is condition fa i:ino

Xinistre do ls justice
Ministre de la aentS et do Is famille
Mini4stre de l'intirieur
:.iissre des a..aires Itrangires

.nstee t les d6.ense.1/
:Miis're d- travail at de is parnicipe'ion

.in-stre Is "a coopfration

.i=istre do '16cozonie

Mizistre Au budget

.inistre 4e l'environneaent at du cadre do vie

XMnis-tre doe i'6ducation
.1i.istre des ini-rorsit6s

.izistre do l'p cu.,ture

;!istre I* 'industrie

Miniistre des trs.nspo.rts
:ist.re ±'- coerce at de 'ar-*-s assnV

.izistre du eoznerce ext6riarz

:-Iizi st e r l s jeunesse, les sports et des l-cism..rs

Mi.istre Is la cult-are ea ds !a comnmicati.n

Secr'.&.re 'Z.tat &.;x posts e•t t|i€cuni~ati=cs/

Secrkaire d'Etat aux acieins , cobattacts

Secrktaire d'Etat supris du Premier Ministre

Secrktaire d'Etat aupris du Premier :Xiistre (Relations Mve le ?arlment)

Secritaire d'Etat supris d-4 Premier Mi.istre (Recherche)

Secrk6aire d'Etat aupras du Garie des seaux, .'inistre do il justice

Secrrtire d'.tat sapris du :'!iistre do is as=%$ e. do la, fenmiule

Secrktaire d'Etat aupr's du :*.Lnisre do l'intarie'Ar (Sparer.ents at
territoires A'outre-mer)

Secr~taire d'Atat sapras i1. :.!izis-re do l'iztSrie'ar le-ivi•|s ".es)

/on-var.•ike .=aerials contained in Part. :: of V-'s list
b-siýess on.y. BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Secrfta.:oe L'Etat r;:re~sLu :sr

Soerftaire d'£t at &a.-;r.s i ' .stre
ze:r t&.rou ar..essiz ri . tr'-.6va;.ien s t .. e-s "s

Se:.:rt:a:.-e !'-ta: a.;re's 1. M.::i._stre

Secritaire a•d'a" spres !-u M.:is tre

Se:re.•r-'re'a" a..re's j ":iist're

- e.tt-L i'l--a- rr-S " i•=i.s- re

des affaires f:-rwg.-os

L.tr% "rt.. et do -'a ;art.-lpt•sion

. s..-.ai: et Le :z ;ar.i:ipation

".t rwv-i e: ot e i.:a.-.:;~o

le 1'en .-:rnneme:.t et L•. L cade !e v:e

oe :'ecvi.:r.zeme:t et -.- calre de vie

4e 1 '6dcatior.

de 1 ' a.c.f.. -.i"e

!e :'i.s-.-st'e '.e-..te et =oyezze :n•.s-r~ e

. g-. n a.,exe

:n-.: nv:a.•.--e.-.- s.;za~er:

- nr.Cs rzestier -Q--L

- sc.;,:en fi:a.-::ce:" e' s.e c!ea,-...a. ",,e

- :!':±s s•:a:i:•s.. .' :'esse:" zr e-:

-"'"::z :es r:'..eee:-.ýs :'L.:a-s pu.-:s 'UA '

- -iss_::. es ai..s de 3c'.se

-e -- .n%'e:-a2e :c¢r "'s.•-iorstien zde 1'hab•ita:
- -a:..isse=e:t ;ubi-4-1 Centre 3eaLb:1:rz

":e-tre n-t.'cza:.e do . "'-:Fa"- i:
-- fi:e na!i:e.. os AL-ci-ens c•=ba-:t.ts et v-:times Je g:erre

- Agence nat:ionre mc-.- -indzia:-: des fra.-.;ais rsa.:-reS
,zl' :ut.e--_er

Office na..:... s .-:'-"

-Caisse d'&ie-''.. -e~ :e : :Z_4e::iv.s :c e s

Cai-.e nati-nL .4es ie-:-r es

Ceto.----a. lu.es :e

-. zs$ -atilO z• o s sri 4.0s i: !es si'.es
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Acac'6..'e !e '.ar.:o I -e

Acadlk.it do XLwine

A--•-- •des Scivn:es±'X're-.-.
Aie_:e :e.--.-a~e ies :.-x.-n.szes _4e --eii .--..ýnt S:._ WE...:

Age_:ces .'-ar.:.:.e.es :e 3us.:s

Age::e "" -"- " .: rat--; !e .a•.-ta- 'A.:;.A.H..

Age::e cxa:.as.e -.;xr Vz - i--A: ?.,
!e 1- tres, v !' A - : ' r , :---e

za'sse . '-e :..:e s: -4.. "--i s t....

:.-sse des :.-e's e- .-. i Z ..s " ::ýs:a~~ssel "":a-"

sse ... :....e .et . an :-:.s s i.n. es a.-.A. -z

:8.isse ::a-ia.-.ae des A....... es . ....

:a--'i ie ~a- e.1 e A As s - .-is.: e _"a± e des r sa ie ---s 5 a.:'e -.. .1w

n.as:e ""s-zua e e. esse ";e s " S' I L r ........,.

.. :.....ae . -- e S e' :%xi±t cc i &: -;e WE." -

"--sse . n- : . e es *:,o,.n e::s ',5:--" :.;es et de-s t.es

:c5sse ':&-:i 8a..e !es -

":asse ie ?r-:s '.ýx r--..s:es ._-.

:e.sa ;e "e "*.a .e:

e... --.... . e du....... -e..

-r -e d " --t :.ies le--""" ý
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- '.e .a I.t :± *'tr0.Lr !O orges Pox&iou

ten-re "':..-:a.,"&:. .-- es , d•e ? -. ;io- p Arap.'Al F...z •-- .

-'e•-.ece .. @es A.S.. ese.

z .. a.. Netj3a2 do Fo.-)rtior. eat to .er';c cc •= e des ?--"esse'-s
".'-.sein.e :e'_ ".•&. ;er e" ::r.* a-e. Ap:icoc-e
Zen~re ";a:ia.'.a d.es " "rc

:c.:re Na~ions.1 de ".*c~em%.on1~oiu_e..z .#e.
C .... ";: i oAnl .• ce s : e~ '•--e s . c.,e S . . •. .Ses .t c ::it•-e S ,• .~ . ::. s"

0e-_?.-eg"r.L-_C ±es c .. es;:Le st-.i2a"

!azc ?ea.. ±0fesca !a :;:i*,.;A :es:.;e

".e!_--re .,.ie . '.•..~ e o e "-- 'u

:en s -. :. .es ' "

e.ess :: .' e 0 . . - ""

~scr ":: c i:e - " - -- -"~* "'-"-"i :ai:e•"-:.s-"

:e:-.ra -'.-.-'er -38!es : -: -z *';--r i. *e C

,. meez- -ies a.e " an -- r-•- ;r' -4F- -' .

'er it Its'm *.

"%onservato're " des Arts et tierses

ase' :.rs ee. r:.,. do 2,. ue
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Coaservatoire Uational Supiriour V'Art Drmastique
Domize do ?omadour
Ecole Contra!* - Lyon

"cole Central* des Arts et Nanufactuwes
Ecole Frasnaise d'Arch6ologie d'Athines

Ecole Frsa;anise d'Extr-Orient

Ecolo ?ran;aise do Rome

Ecole des Nautes Etudes an Sciences Sociales
-;cole 3azionale I'Adminsitration

Ecolle tationaas do l'Aviation Civil@ (E.Z.A.C.)
.:cole National* des Chartes

Scol.e .ationale d*ISquitation

-cole Nationale ?Aininie d'Agmo mie do Jraa (Put-do-Dae)

Ecole Nationals Flminine d'Aironai, Is Toulouse (Htd-Garonne)

Ecolo rationale du ~nioe Rural et des ewux et forits (.LE.F.
Ecoles ilationales do l'nadustrio Laitilre

Ecoles Nationales d'Inziineurs

Ecole .ationa•le d' nifnieurs des Industries des Tec!ques Apicoles
at Aliaemtaires
.coles Uationmaes V'Ingfnieurs Ues .ravmaux Apicoles
"zeole .ationale ies eniours des T."avaux Ruraux at Tochni'ues
Sanitsires

!cola .Nationa2e des Ing6niours des Travaux Ades Eaux ot ?orlts

Ecole Natio.-naee do la 4a~istraturs

Ecoles 3ationales do la :Marine M•arhande
Ecole National.e do !a Sant$ Publique (3.3.S.P.)

Ecole Nationale do ski et d'alpiniszo

Ecc.e Nationale Supzr-ieure Apronomique - MJontpollier

Ecolo Nationale Supirieure Aocinamique - Rmenes
Ecole Uatiomale Suprieure des Arts Dicoratifs

Ecole Nationale Sup6rieure des Arts et I•dustries - Strubour;
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-cole 3ationar e :,,-rie're !es Ars et :"lustr;.es Po-baix

.C, o: & Natio...ee !' Arts e% 1•ers

-co:e nationale Supriouro !es 3ea.x-.e-"s

Zccle Nationae Suprieure des 3kli otho.c tires

Ec oIe rationalee Supfrieure de Crati;ue :ndustriel.e - Svr~es

Eccle Nationsle Supirieure de l'Electronique et do sos Applications
(E..1.S.E.A.)
7cole .•a.onale Supfrieure d"'c.tic..'lture

---Ite :'atina.le Supfrieure des :ndust?.•es Ag'i:c.es. Aze:taires

rc.:e .'.at -:zae Suiprieure !u .aysage

c::.e !a-A:e..a Supiroeure !es Sýc-;ences A.ronc-:.ues Azz.ý.-.ies
S..-. . A.

-c-:.es .,ai.cna.es YIttgrinaires

Scores .Utaiona.es de Peroecti:rnenent

-co'es Nationales do ??r._er ;eg-.f4

".c......ati.rau..o de ois

Zco:es ;;c.--.&:es d':.st..... e..s et d'-st-tutr-ces

$:'.es .'cr-_A.es "ationa2es V'A:rentissa-ge

cc:.es "cr.-.es Superieures

--::e ;e -- r'i:"-t :e- rogr.y Au-e)

" ":O.•e eCt ..;u ?,.oessicnie%*e .pi:c-e et -ores.t re do '!e-.!-.a: '%rr•:e'

.c.:.e 4:.e et .' ."c:c do- ar ! la .e "- e

.:co.e :e ;.t- Av;:e (.:*.ae)

wa•-sse-e:; National ie :cnvL2ese-_tes lu V'•sinet C-..•...'
ta:" :sse~en" .N:ational de Zocv&!es:em-s oe Saint-:auri:e

Ztab-'aisseme.'t National des I-valiles do !a a.rine (-..v.'

-ta:..issee=t nationall de .oe.-. -'is "'arter

.'ondat4 in ,arn.gie

Fondation zinger-?.oli.•:ac

Y:.ds "'Action Soc-ale pour les Travailleurs .igrits

H8p.;aC Ecsz.:.e National :ufresne-E-o-eillr

.nstitut d'-levale et de :.deoi.-e V'trinaires des ?&a-:s .:ca.x
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.raz;ais d'A.rchaologie Orientals du Zaire

3ogaphiz ue ,ational

nd•-~rle• 4du 3ord
International d'Admizistration Publique (I.I.A.?.;Institut

lustitut

Izstitut
(I.X.A.0.

LAszizut

Inst. ut

Is- it ut

:zs-qi-tuz

:ns, ti tut

Institute

:zsti3ut

:n=i 41U46

•=s ti -,;

Yat ionai

national
.vae~v.)

National

National

.taional

.1a:ional

Nazions.:
Natiacal

';at iona

-National

'atona.

iationai

lationa.Nat ora.1

Yati on:..

3at ionsi..

-'=stituts 3ati.-ra&= .*,,y ecmilues
instti-ats Yationa-.x Aes Sciences Appliquhes
.ns:itut National S-p4rieur do Chiaie Industrielle de Rouen
Izstiiut Is Recherches d49.-foraotique st d'Autoaatique (I.R.I.A.)
Institute do Recherche des Transports (.?...)

Ins-i.uts P-Igicna;x "'Adzinistrazion
Zsti•.u St.entj-'4i. et ecr.i*qu. des ?Iches :Awritim-s (I.S.T.P.M.)

:ns:i.uz Surieir des oariax edt .e onstruction .Acanique do
sa.izs-eCuor

,cies Aqvicoles

LycfOS ':Assiqums a-. Modernes
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Agronoaiqu* do ?aris-Gripnon

des Appeilations d'Oripine des Vins et FAux-de-vie

d'Astronoaie et do G6opkTsique (I.N.A.G.)

do Ia Consoma-ion (I.N.)

Z'.duca ion Populaie. %,. .I.?.)

d'-"Eudes 4moAraphiques (I.T. •.

des Jeanes Aveaules - Paris

des Je%'es Sourdes - 3ordeauz

des Jeunes Sourds - Zamb6ry

des Jeunes Sou-ds - .Hetz

des Jeunes Sourds - Paris

do ?hysijue Nuclaire et do ?hysique des Pa.ic-4les

le ?rAgr-colSupfrieure Apicle

"e is. Pro;rift6 :ndustrielle

is !a Rczerzbe Aronomique '....A.)

U. Recher:.e% ?dagogiqu (Y3..

Ie is San et do !a Recherche i.uiiuale (I.Y.S.!.a.. t

des Sports
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!Wcies -1Zuseip:e=ez: Pr.cfessi:nne!

Ljd~s ecal~ues

>ksf ' Ao l'--_e

.usie stavee Moreau

:3ae It !a 4Mar.me

.*wt6e U&tiona:& J.eJ. HeDner

.•se Nationa& de la Ihgion 'vononeur

MAsI* Postal

.•s•sm ;a-joI. d'H:stoire .atuzelle
:46-sle ',;gaus-.s e R o *i Ma

.bsera.:.re ie ?aris
~ico o opatzon et d'Acccueil '-nvers:~aire

.. ci:e T'rs=;ais le .Irotectioz des 3t.-4iis ot Rapatri6s

..- ice Na:iorca4 les A::iezs aorar,.:s

Of,..e Nationa:. le .a Chasse

Offi:e Nations:. 4'l=foruaaicn suw les 0,~seip6ecents at les
lr~essi " ""-" -

:ff..t:e .e :&a .ecer:he wcte.i.'i~ue e ..... . '•a:re-'er 'z...-
,.4fice civersi-..ie e,: -'-ure; .--ra;ais -o.ýx " 'Ag6rie

?a"a.s :e .a - e:c*'•e.-',e

•trl: des *-L-s'es .a-ionaux

Berr-.-e .a.aies ~xamenes !.Iu .=.-ise .:Zziui.-t

$y'-Z.i:a- ies :.•rspc,-.s ?Lar-:sens
The.-mes "' ":2 "" A:

..:a.... ux - .ix-.es-~~-9s
Ui'vers:-As
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MERAWL RW232LC O? OUKMIT

I. List of e4tral Pa-:Iasi:z EtiUies

1. .mistrzy of Foreign Afairs

2. Ministry of Labour an4 Social Affairs
3. Ministry of Education and Science

4,. Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forests

5. Ministry of Finance

6. Ministry of Research and Technolol•

7. Min stry of Iternaal Relations

8. .Minstry of zterior
•. 4inis-ry of Youth, Fai•- and Heam:.t

!0. Ministry of Justice

11. Ministry of Planing Public Works and Urban Affairs

12. Ministry of Posts and Telecoauni nations
!3. Ministry of Economic Affairs

13. Ministry of Ecoromic Co-operavion

15. Ministry of Defence 2

Postal Buisness only.
2 Xcn-warlike materials contained in Parut I of this list.
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(1) List r" 'Cen gtr.Pcun it

Auswlrtiges Act

Bundosznistoer.u= fUr

V4flde3M±iqR.steriLu, fholar

Bur.des3inisteriu= fUr

Bur. le do em, s i sttr.. 4 ob Uoa

Bundes"i-•''steriu des

Bunde-'ZJn e '-'.'r der

- ........ st e r:.•.- l":-

Arbbelt und Sozlatord_-x.mg

3±1,du"" und 'd'sse.scho'aft

"-..,1trurg, Land,,.rtc,,aft und Forst en

I

1ýorschr.•; uýnd "-c•-^-
L'-e.-de uts € .• "e..ehu.n;e..

T-er. (nur z i'via !:laterial)

Jugendo Fa:±1±e und CesoundŽ.e,*6

- a.a•.esen u-d Stdteca.,.

das P ,. ios ,Ib'" ,w

(1) .Nu Postveasn.

1 9 5 B. .A• ...- " .".• ... . ... !.. : ..- - - ;-* ".. .. " 6 **-
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According to ex.isting national obligations the entities, contained
in this list, shall in conformity vith special procedures avard contracts
in certain regions which, as consequence of the division of Germay, are

confronted with economic disadvantages.

The same applies to the awarding of contracts to remove the difficulties

of certain groups caused by the last war.
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Acc rtii ei s:i r sat : a:~r. .ge rio-" -pe,-..e ent i es.~e

awmr!- :tra::.s -'z :e"tain reg".-.s , as :cr.sequen:e :f t".e
- s ._ are :onfronte. v!:n ec:no-i: •isad-vanages.

.%.e same a&;;ies to the awar.ii :ng c~n"racts to re-ove :t.e
diffi:z.taies cf certain groups cause . ty the last var.
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" .i:. :u.:±..-.a ?ij.i:-::.*..e

2. r , :a:e €.

Presile:t's ' st'a-'is•aen:

"""ice of t!,e Souses of the -ireacutas 'urpl..ment)

:e;a-tze-t .f the 7&oiseaci r..:.e Minister'
.'entrt: St-at--st:s :::-.:t

:e;ar-.e:t :-f '.-:a:e
-...:' * **. e .'o.-pt.-_!_'er in .i.Ad-:-:-r :*e.-.r:

"'":* .*"eRvne::=s!::-

St.at.e -a:orato.y

:ffi.:e :f heA.tt..mey 'je.-era:

of ti.e Directc or 0 -: ofse:.r.s

:rlance S-.-,ey
.'e]:L.a.r.' of-S tmi: e'':t

•-em:e :oa:iss'oc
:e.-.a-.=e-_; :f --:or.€-_i a'rm nd. z:0 1e:':pe.-.

..ear~a=e-t of -. s:.
:,an! =;i :-.

.rtt' ozatt .... • .ec.ests...

:'e•iLr.--e-; .f tte •.Z..•..'.r.ne.-.

:e.za.-=e.-. Df -TuA-:

a::a: 'a:. a-e.7 of :e:L.-±

Ze.arz--e.t of the Gaelteacht C!rlsh- speaA-.-.g areas!

:ea--me:t cf Agi:ulture

:epaze.e: cf ?.isner's L.* .:res-.t-
e% '.e•t Latour

-e;a'tr-: !Tu::a. ?~'

_e;&r-.=en zf7ori= n 'ris~r
.'e.par--e.-.- zf F-cre'-pF. Af.fairs

:epa-'.-e- :f Zc_-_e:e.

f- .,efece

;on-varlike =terma~s .... "-- 5% .%-." ":- '
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3,.0.

ITALY

Purchas nA entities

1. Treasury
1

2
2. Finance

3. Justice

4. External Affairs

5. Public Instr-iction

6. Interior

T. Public Works

8. Agriculture and Forest

9. Industry, Trade and Craftvorks

10. ftployment and Social Affairs

11. Health

12. Cultural Affairs

13. Defence 3

14. Postal Services4

Note: This Agreement shall not prevent the implementation of provisions
contained in Italian Lay No. 835 of 6 October 1950 (Official
Gazette No. 245 of 24 October 1950 of the Italian Republic) and
in modifications thereto in force on the date on vhich this
Agreement is adopted.

1 Acting as centralized purchasing entity for most of other
Ministries or entities.

2 Except for purchases by the monopoly administration for tobacco
and salt.

3 Non-varlike materials contained in Part II of this list.
4 Postal Business only
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"Liste des mnt.iti scheteuses cen*trales susceptibles do relever du
chap V'applicaticn do 'instrmemt"

1. inis tre d'Itat: Sorvice Central des imprim~s eo des fournitures
de V'Etat;

2. Miinistire de l'4ricu~lture: Administration des Services Tec.mniques
do l'griculture;

3. lnisatre de I'Education Nationale: Ecoles de l'enseignement se-ondaire,
de l'enseignene.t :oyen, do l'enseipenenct professioonel;
%. tuistre de la Famille et de la Solidaritf socIaLe: Maisons le retral-e;
. i-:istire de 'a Force publique: Aoe/- Ge-.da.merie - Pclice;

E. .zistare do !a Justice: Etablisseaents picitentiaires;

7. Ministare de is Sant& Pablique: Mondor:-Et.at, H8pital neuropsychiatrique;
e. x.•is~ire des Travaux publics: Bitiments publics - Ponts et chaussfes;

2/9. .%L-isire des Finances: Postes eot Tilicommunicationa-
lt. .izustire des Transports et de 1'Energ.e: Centrales Ilectriques le ea

Haute et Basso Sarre;

Ui. Kinistire de l'Envircnnement: Co.issariat g•m6ral A la Protecticn
des Eaux.

1-/Nor-varlike materials contained in Parn I of this list

Fposta• Business only.
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Lists of entities

A.

1. Miistz7 of Geaeral Affairs

2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs

3. .%4Wstry of Justice
k. Ministry of Same Affairs

5. Ministry of Defaece •.
6. %XMizissay of * izacce

7. :•iaistr- of 1conoc.ic Affairs

S. .=:4stry of -4ucation and Science

;. :is=r; of Housi-- and :.-Am and Coun=-. ?a-•

w. V.inistr- of .rans,-ort and "ateraas, .:c•.•dg

(a: Depa~r'me: of Av-.a.aon

b' ?Posaml, te.ep•.cne and tele•mran servi-ces 2'

2 .. Winstry 2f Agri:..ture ant Fisher-e
2. Min.st-. of ScciC. .. 4 •-airs

23. ._ns8t? of `.'at•re, Recreation and Socia;. 'e:fare

*-Aiz~nis-%rz of B~~:~ a.:tt and loirnn eratt

%i . .-s . f :eve:.ze=% :c-operzticy

:.abi-=tt of 3etnor!&a!s Acti_"a.s Affairs

3. Central ;roc'ree.. :ff:es an! th.e *.=n: of :her l:...*:ases

=.:t;.es -. sted ae.cve i em- A aeera.,y .a.e -te:.r - ::

;ur:h.ae-s; :t:er ie:ernt ;-ur:-ases are effected hr,ý'• =te e:t::;es

. e 3ether'.ands :overoent Purchasing OIMe

2. :irectorate cf Water Zcztro"

3. Zuar.er :-:ster rene.-C.'s .,ff.c ,

.,. AiAr :ateri•s -'-rectorate (1)

S - aerials contained in P-rs 1r of .:s list.
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5. Procureont Division of the Royal letherlands Navy (1)

6. State Printing and Publishing Office

T. Postal, Serviceso 2

8. Govermental M4otorvehicle eparuwant

9. Governmental Centre for Office Mechanization and Automation

10. Govermental Forestry Directoratj

11. Directorate for Ijsselzeer PolCors

(1) lNon-varlike materials contained in Part II of this list.

(2) ?Zsta.I..3.iness ~:4.Y2
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Lists of e-::ce

A Min eries centrple over•de•dorriier..

Ministerie

Kinisterie

JI.nisterie

Kinzsterie

NAnisterie

,anisterie

Xinisterie

Ministerie

,!.nister: e

R1S.l.t c r: e

Linisterie

Hlinistc me

Van Altremene Zaken

van batenlandse Zaken
van Justitie

van fannenlandse Zaken

van Defensise (i)

van F-r.anei€n

van Econoti5sche Zaken

van Or.derwi'.'s en Wetensc?•anpen

van Vol.s.uisvest:r.- en Ru:nteljke Orde.ir.g

vz *Jcrrkeer & Watcrstaa- '2%

va.0 Landboun cn V: 8seri j

van Scca~le Zaken

var. Cultu.1r, Recrecioe en Mamtscha~oe1lik Work

14. r.anisterics va.-. Volkscz:ondhead en il1ieuwhy..-.e

16. ~'"ic-re Vam
.. Katiret va. de "ederla~ndse Antillen

18. Roce Colleps van Staat

D DovenF.-oe-dc orLanen open in het alrcmeen spccifaeke ar.ikele.

zeol'tcdiC ,n ; :'oor do am-schafing va.n artikelen voor algemeen

ecbruik, maken zij rm.truik van cen of meer van do navolende centr-':

1. Ri .3iin!oo.otue.u

2. Directo...l-Cert-a,1 voor dc .Iatcrstaat

D: cr.mt v*,i de K:"- cr eecucr-Ccnera:

(1) non-ai.-•.r:c .-. eraa•z co-.xr•.e. :r Prrt 11 oa f

(2) ?ost-a 2B. sesg or0y.'
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l. Neofdatdeling Kaeeteel Omienkldike Mariae (1)
j. Statedru:mrij - an - uItgoverijbedrigf
I, Central* Adellne Innkeep en Xaterleel controls van hot

Staatabedrijf der P.T ()
8_. .Riiksutomobielcentrale

2e Rijkskaoore-achinecntralle

L.O 5taatsbosbeheer

1•. Riajkedienst Jsselameerpolders.

(1) Don-warlike terials contained in Part 11 of this list.

(2) Postal l siness only.
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Lins of et:i.ies

•koa-l cf :_-1 &=d 0.010=9

3r--t-sh .Muse-i.

:ab--" et Cf.a•ce

.'"bar.7 Comission

Civil Service Departinent
A.cien- Monuents (Scctland' oc.issior

;.:e.-. ;a:"--0- s ,'.'le .:,--•ssi 3S

3c•iry :o•.iss.c for En.4d acd W'sles
.c-i.ia- :o,-,issE= for No .... er-m :re'ar.!
:e.-rs.-8 .:a=p=er Ape=:y

.essnr.r. _er 4.eztre
: 1; --' Sem.--r* Utae.-ing Orgaris&atior.

C4-Vin. Service :~:-, eg
.;v % Ser%-.:* :=,ssi:n

"s:re±..:-" 'jm.•szrEr--s ::e-"ss'on

.'÷se- a Z:ers `:&r*.eg -"• ozss:or.

.es-ie; --car! .' :r :-'e'.=--:o-nracts

,,,==ss~oz: -_ - nr:-,=*- ?rot,.4-.•*r

soa..o=oissix: :r. ,egs! Ser-rvices (S,.lazd, Wales szt .- e.' Ireland)

4 oyaI Coiss.--. or. e•al Services (Scotland)

Crown £s-a-e ' f;':e "i e-bre se.--r'.es c;:,

:':--~t:= sm! tZ "xzse .e.=t-._-20
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Deparme=: .'6,z Savi•=s
De;ar•=ent cf :' e and Fisher-es for Scot'Cand

Artificial :nseaia:ion Service
:r=.•ers Co__ssiacz

Aed Deer o.s~
Roya.ý Botam: Gard*=, Seintug

4ZetmeZ"taL of £c-ucation acd Science

wmiversity iracts Cocmittee
Depart"ert of Ez.•oyment

Duchess of a2oucester Bouse
-.....-y'F--e'-.= A;;ea. Trbunal

"W""-ice :f U4a;over -c7-oCZ=:s
.Roy-".; Czzmisslan zC-. 1~r-=-: := -cc=# az. !e:

Deoar fen :. iea:.: and Soc&.a Security
At:enda-.ce BA.va.e 3oard
CetL!.a urci Z. f d':ior amd .r•i:i= in- Social Work

.ouz.il. 'or :te Z.•-4caticz an" d .Mi. : of Heat••: "isitrs

Ze~. stiates Boar!

Be:'3ard -- us -u4e
"ie,-":.-: am! :en-_:a• Referee --ex-r12e

.. e=:a.. -caBr-- an xe.-4i:e ef ers ?Ae ZrSi3

:=;;a&zi*=L- ."e=si;:=s 2car's

?rescr;-:i.r.':iig APriori•

.P'ablic Health Laboraor-y Sevri:e cari
S;;.e-e--a.--j 3ecefn:s Appeal Tritunals
Sui;;e.en~ary 3eefits Coi==ssion

Ze~ar--=ezt zf .:~-•

Co=a:er-•i~ed 2esi•_ -'e;re

ra*.c-_• :lo-' e ".-.-. = -.' -.e--

"•aSr. Er:--i •cra'0
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Department of Prices and Consumer Protection

Domestic Coal Consumers' Coumcil

Electricity Consultative Councils for Engpland and Wales

Gas Consumers' CQuncils

Metrication Board

Monopolies and Mergers Commission

Department of the Environment

British Urban Development Services Unit.

Building Research Establishment

Commons Commissioners - (except payment of rates)

Countryside Comission

Directorate of Estate Management Overseas

Fire Research Station/Boreham Wood

Hydraulics Research Station

Local Valuation Panels

Location of Offices Bureau

Property Services Agency

Rent Control Tribunals and Rent Assessment Panels and Committees

Department of the Government Actuary

Depaitme.t of the Registers of Scotland

Department of Trade

Coastguard Serices

British Export Marketing Centre, Tokyo

Market Entry Guarantee Scheme

Patent Office

Department of Transport

Road Construction Units and Sub-tnits

Transport and Road Research Laboratory

Transport Tribunal - (except payment of rates)

Transport Users Consultative Committees - (except payment of rates )

Director of Public Prosecutions

Exchequer and Audit Department

E r Office Scotland

Export Credits Guarantee Department

Foreign and Comonvealth Office

Government Commmications Headquarters

Middle Zest Centre for Arab Studies

Viston House Conference and 2uropean Discussion Centre

207
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Ia Office

avn baod for greatt Britain

Inigration Appeals Tribunal

Impactors of Constabulary

Parole Board and Local review Cointtees

some of Cemos
low* of Lords

Uperial War "@eus

Interation Beead for Agricultural Produce

ZApI Aid Funds

lord Chanellor's Departzent

Council on Tribunals

County Courts

Courts iMrtial Appeal Court

Crm Courts

.udp Advocate General and J'de Advocate of the Fleet

lands Tribunal

Ia Corissiom
Pensicas Appeal Tribunals

Suproe Court

.Mnistry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food

Advisory Services

Apriculzural Zevelopoent and Advisory Service

Agricul•,ural Dwelling House Advisory Cowittees

Ap•ric'Ajral Land Tribunals

AgicuAltural Wages Board and Comittees

Artifi.ial Inserination Reseaach Centres

Central Council for Agricultural and Horticultural Co-operation

Plant Pathology Laboratory

Plant Variety Rights Office

10yal Botanic Gardeas, Kev

3fiistr7 of Defence (1)

rocuremnt eu.cutive

Niteorolo€cal Office

Ministry of Overseas Developmnt

Centre for Overseas Pest Research
Directorate of Overseas Surveys

Land Resources Dvision

Tropical Products Institute

(1) om-varlike interials contained in Part 1 of hs list
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74a._.;~al Dot,: .'*'~ and Nesioas 3oa~a''= erl

Ualins *tA'ries :.f 5co-fanl'

on&: o :a• *.,'L.*. cf -'cot.an•.

Naton:'-:s YAr4-.-•:'ue*

.uatnas.. Maseu= :f Ar.-;uities of Scot.'az
ut:'-r-al. ?or..-ait 3afety

Jorther. :"e;and -ovetr"ae:n Dep&.-".mnts asn• .%blic Authorities

De@,*.r.. of S:i'c Se.:Ce
.'e•.•==e'.of Agr4-'•:.at:'re

:e:=-.~e"- f-:.* Z.-tiormm

De;a.--.=ez-.. of* F.-qia:

:e;a-.em: of a.et.h azd $ocia. Sec'Acia

•e;a.,--.meo. f ". .az-,over Se.":es
.':. rt..-.".ea:.' .*:-:c. Aut.tori.t7

',,or ".ter -s : :-.'-.s

.. oba& ion Servic:e

.: . e:tors an! uc: :r.e! - .- :s

Supreme .a.-f Zd? Jai:at-re :oun of :r: .... A;q-ea- of
o40.-he.- :.-e:-3r.T

'.ie -t of .•r :.ra,;:

V. ... ;::: :ems-ses a.=1 21Jve*.:
:a-:i:ae •-- Se.-i-ce :e:trs. .3eriste.

M:ce Of t:e arT:S*m:'ary o-issaioner for Adminisrea'ion act
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Pafrtmaer Seneral's %Of.ice

-The Post Cffi:e

P-abli: .eccr- !:s.
Palia: Trustee 'i."
P-t Works Loa :o=ission

Queen's and Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer

,Crown CMf'i:*

Departu•ent of' Procurators Fiscal
Lord Advocate' s Department
:•Ads Tr-ibunaa

Registrar' Gernera:s f':fficas Scot."and
Uationa: _=eal-- Service Centra: ..egiszer

Registry of. ".-ien!y Societies

Ro'-al Cowissi,:r., eac. (see refereaces u=der :i--.* Service :e;art'e::'.
:o-issio: at the Constitutioc.

Royal Coa..£ssion on the 3atiocAl _ea-th Service

Royal Comission on aarbli•g

Royal hospital, Chealea
Royal . at
Roy-l Scottish .Musea

Scieuce .:kseu=

Scottish :cu..s A,.-iszratic-.-:

:Dun of Session

:ou-. of ;~s:i:i

Acc-:.uant o.f :our,'s :ff'ic.e

Sheriff Courts

Scottish La=! Court

Scottish Law :o-issioc

Pensions Appeal Tribunals

Sc.*.ish2 Devel¢cpmnen De;a,.=ent

Local Government .eorpnisation Co.issicns etc.

Rent Assessmnta .ae. an' •. .•tees, ec.
Scottish Ecowd Flaaning Zepartme.

Scottish E~ai ~at~
Soya. Sco;'sh "..
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Scottish Nom and Ialth Department

Cons Services Agency •
Council for th Educstion and Training of Health Visitors
Fire Service Training School
Inspectors of Constabulary
Local Health Councils
Mental Welfare Commssion for Scotland
National Health Service
National Health Service authorities
Parole Board for Scotland and Local Review Committees
Planning Council

Scottish Antibody Production Unit
Scottish Crime Squad
Scottish Criminal Record Office
Scottish Council for Post-Graduate Medical Education and Training
Scottish Police College

Scottish Land Court
Scottish Office

Scottish Record Office
Stationery Office

Tate Gallery
Treasury

Exchequer Office, Scotland
National Economic Development Council
Rating of Government Property Department

Treasury Solicitor's Department
Department of the Director of Public Prosecutions
Lav Officers' Department

Department of the Procurator-General and Treasury Solicitor
Victoria and Albert Nuseum

Wallace Collection

Walsh Office

Central Council for Education and Training in Social Work
Cos Co •ssionars

Council fbr the Education and Training of Health Visitors

-,138 0 - 79 - 27 211
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Dental Estimtes Boar4
Local Governmnt Boundary Comission
Local Valuation Panels and Courts
National Health Service
National Health Serpice authorities
Public Health Laboratory Service Board
Rent Control Tribunals and Rent Assessment Panels and Commttees

212
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1. Agricultural Research Centre

•. Board ot Navigation

3. Finnish Meteorological Institute

L. Government Printing Centre
5. Ministry of Justice

6. Mint of Finland

7. National Board of Aviatior.

8. National Board of Forestry

9. Wational Board of Water Resources

10. National Board of Vocational Education

11. State Fuel Centre

12. State Margarine Factory

13. State Nourishment Cen.re

IL. State Purchasing Centre

15. Technical Research Centre

16. General Headquarters*

Note I

The listed entities include regional and local subdivisions.

Kote 2

When a specific procurement decision may impair izporanr.t natio.-.al

policy objectives the Finnish Goverrment may consider it necessary in

sing.a"ar procurezer.t cases to deviate from the principle of nationa.

treatment in the Agreement. A decision to this effect will be taken at

the Finnish cabinet level.

Note 3

Procurement by defence entities (marked with *) covers the following

products:
213
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Motor vehicles

delivery cars

- light trucks

motorcycles

- buses

- ambulances

S§are Darts

Foodstuffs

- COlfee, tea

- rice

- frozen fish

- dried fruits

spices

Machines

- office machines
- laundry machines

Miscellaneous

* Finland did not sign the process verbal.
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BONO KONG

Entity

Hong Kong overnment Supplies Depantent.
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I. The offer is limited to the categories

Col-un 3.

of goods stated in

II. Purchases on behalf of All India Radio and Doordarshan are made

by the firector-General of Supplies and Disposal.

7I. Rail parts are at present being imported against credit from

International Development Agency (I1:A) and the procedures

prescribed for IDA credit are followed.

IA. The offer does not extend to purchases in the context of bilateral

arrangements that provide for balanced trade through a clearing

account system.

* India did not sign the proces verbal.

216

S. go. Purchasing entity Categories of goods

1. Oil and Natural Gas Offshore oil veil
Co=ission drilling and allied

equipment

All India Radio ) Radio and TV broad-
) casting and allied

3. Doordarshan ) equipment

4. Ministry of Railvways Parts of
railway and tramway
locomotives and rolling
stock
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JAJ4! CA

Jusica Building Materials

(division of the Jamaican State Trading Copany)
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JAPAJN *

Entities covered by the Accounts Lay including all their sub-

divisions, local offices and affiliates, as listed below.1' 2

House of Pepresentatives

House of Councillors

Supreme Court of Justice

Board of Audit

Cabinet

Prime Minister's Office

Fair Trade Commission

National Public Safety Conmission Uational Police Agency)

environmental Disputes Co-ordination Commission

Imperial Household Agency

Ad.mir istrative Management Agency

Hokkaido Development Agency

Defence Agency 3

Econornic Planning Agency

Science and Technology Agency

Environment Agency

Okinava Development Agency

National Land Agency

Yrinistry of Justice

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Education

Ministry of Health and Welfare

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

Ministry of International Trade and Industry

Ministry of Transport

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications

Ministry of Labour

Ministry of Construction

Ministry of Home Affairs

Japanese National Railvays

Japan Tobacco and Salt Public Corporation

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation5
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dProlucts for resale or for the use in the production of cods for

sale are not incl'a4e.;.
2 here it is provided under the laws and regulations existing at

the time of the entry into force of this Agreement for Japan, entities

cor.tained in this list may award contracts to specific co-cperatives or

ssc:iati:ns thereof in accordan.-e vith the special procedures.
3r.rc-'4e=e.-.t ;: the .'efen.e Agency cover the folloving itens:

FSC Description

22 Railvay equipment

24 Tractors

32 Wcodvorking machinery and equipment

3A, .4etalvorking machinery

35 Service and trade equipment

M( Special industry machinery

37 AgricUltural machinery and equipLen:

38 Counstruction, mining, excavating and highway maintenance

equipment
30 Materials Landlinf equIpeuent

• RPope, cable, chain and fittings
"I4 3efriseration, air conditioning, and air-circulating equip!r"

0= Pui;.p and compressors
LC piling, heating and tanitation equipment

•'t waterr purification and Fewage treanent, equipment

h' ?Pipe, tubirin, hose and fitting

L'5 valvws

51 Hand t..•olp

., :.•Ieasuring tocl?

55 Lumter. millvwork, ply.c.d snd ver, er

(1 Electric wire, and power an". di-itribution equiPert

62 irthting fixtures and lr-•p.s

65 M4edical. dental, and veterinary equipment and supplies

43n ,he'nieral analysis instriments

f.#.Is P.hysicl! properties testing equipment

219
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FSC Description

6640 Laboratory equipment and supplies
6645 Tim-measurins instriments

6650 Optical instruse.'-s

6655 Geophysical and astronomical instruments

6660 Meteorological instruments and apparatus

6E70 Scales and balances

E667, Drafting, surveying and napping instruments

6680 Liquid and gas flow, liquid level, and mechanical notion

measuring instruments

6685 Pressure, temperature, and humidity measuring and controlling

instruments

6.1Z5 Combination and miscellaneous instruments

Phctograyhic equipment

C? Chemicals and chemical products
"Ir Furniture

72 Household and commercial furnishings and appliances
73 Food preparation and serving equipment

74 Office machines and visible record equipment

75 Office supp14'es a.n! ev"-'.es
76 Books, maps an! otner ;u...'a:..rn:

TT Musical instruments, phonographs and home-type radios

79 Clear.ing equipment an! supplies

80 Brushes, paints, sealers and adhesives

8110 Drums and cans

e115 Boxes, cartons and crates

8125 Bottles and jars

8130 Reels and spools

8135 Packaging and packing bulk materials

85 Toiletries

87 Agricultural supplies
93 Ron-metallic fabricated materials

94 Non-metallic crude materials

99 Miscellaneous

4 Materials connected with operational safety of transportation are

not included.
5Public telecommunications equipment is not included.

rJapan dr-not sip the procag verbal.
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NIGERIA

1. Nigeria National Supmlies Comman:

For purchases of the following products: 1

Power generating equipment

Telecommunications equipment

Railvay and structural parts and eqipment

Public clearing equipment

Contractors plant

Drilling equipment for water, oil and geological surveys

Scientific instruments for survey

Aircraft and equipment

Fire fighting vehicles and equipment

Petrol industrial engines.

1Subject to confirmation.

221
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3CRUAY

i. National Roal Servico.

.. Central Govern.-ent ?-.?-chasinf Off•":e

3. Postal ,•er'i-.. .-. strati-

t. Jniversity of O•il

C. ?oiice Serviceia

7. :'or'egan .rzas'ing Corporair.

E. Universi-y cf 7r.ndhei",

. "..es.:y of ?.erser
:.oas-a.- ireco•rae
"=niv',rr. -'r 7r:"'t"

:f '.:e s .- -

l•'. ;,or;eiian Zefence 1frdial Service

. A.rror~e .~;!seria" Coa•znd"

"" Ar- Yateriad Coma:A*

- -. -.... .xa-r a- :*a.T, a: r...
1..7":-n.red =.Pfence .'ea o.ad

" ' . " inc-if- ragi.-nal a-! lo%'al subdivisions

"a.e. a -": ;: -. .. decision raay impair inportsnt national

;c'cy o ec.:"ves the ;crw•-gan Goverr.ent may consider it necessary

ir. singular prccure-en" case.- to deviate from the principle of national

:rea.enw n !he Agrepr-,nt. A decision to this effect will be taken at
..ýe :;cre.--an•. cat•iret le-iol.

:;:te

?..•curement. by defonce *r.'itier (marked with 0) covers the following

r -ri.ats:

BeIplenishment r.aterlal

- office machines and equipment, furniture, material for education,

sport, welfare and other .non-technical materiL

222
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Running sUDDlies

- technical consfption uterial

- medical and dental supplies and dressings

kitchen ar. ness inventcry

- stationary and office supply

P;b:,.a'tiors

- Musical instrmer.nts

'-Jels

- f'e•s, lbri:an.' •an other oil products

Motor vehicles

- passenger cars and transpon. vehicles

-anb.aCles

f're en~gnes
- aircra' ser-.ice vehicles

- special purpose vehicles

C-ther technical equipment

- pilot equipment
- ;ara:n-te e•-•ipne.-t

- rescue eq-ipmene.t

- photc ejuip--ent

- pyro-technical equipmen:

emergency ele:.ricity aggregate

- base, worksho;, hangar and stcre eqiipren%
- che---.ift/ra.,,-cgical equipr.ent

- abc-safety protection equipment, vorkshcps and stores

.ý l anidentE.s instruments

•aei. : :_men:

persanent operational :-uipmer.w for kitcbees, :az.'.er..F. c---nference

rmom,, case.-n.-r workshnops and rt•'er.

223
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I} Division central* fid6rale du ..t6riel

2) Bibliothique central" fd6rale

3! Direction des constructions .td6rales

L) Ecole polyte:-hnique ffd~rale do Zurich

5, £co.e polytechnique ffdfrale do Lausanne

C f.ns5itut fTdfral do recherches en mtihre do r6acteurs

7) :nsti.ut qdfra1 de recherches forestiares

, Institut pour l'6tude de la neige et des avalanches

9' Institut suisse de recherches nuclfaires

10' :nstitut sjisse de m6t~orologie

11 :r.sttitu" pour l'am"nagement, l'puration et la protection de l'eau

:2 Service fid6ral de l'hygihne puttlique

i• • ictj.ae nationale

"....ce ffieral de :a protection civile

15. Aiministration f.le des douanes 2

16%, R3gie felerale !es &a'co.-ls

17) Piwnnaie f.d6ra&e

:5) Bureau fediraI des mesures

19) divisionn de l'airiculture

..- :e federal e d 'ar

- 1 C..&ce . ;ra: de Vi'&con:."ie hydra.'"ique

Z 7--".Ao. co-erciale du groupemer.,: de 'armement 1

23'* :ewte~ent 4-e la pose

Si "ne fczis'or. particuliere concerr.ant un marchf pout conproettre.la

realisa-ion d'i=porar.ts objectifs de politique national, lo gou~ernement

suisse po-rra juger necessaire do divier, dans le cas do marchfs d~terminis,

au principe 4u traitement national inscrit dans l'Accord. Une decision A
cet ef'e. sera prise I I'Ochelon du gcuvernement suisse.

";ote 1
;oi.r les prod%.its, voir liste de materiel civil do la defense et de la
protection civile.

:Note 2
pour le corps des gsries frontiere et les douaniers, voir liste do matfriel
civil de la defense et do la protection civil*.
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"LISTE DES MATERIELS CIVI:S DE LA DEFENSE ET DE LA PROTECTION CVILE
30':.IS AU COE "ACiATS GOUVERMWTAUX"

Chapitre 25:

Chapitre 26:

Charitre 27:

Charire 26:

Sel; soufre; terres at pierre3; plitres; chaux et cimnts

kinerais mitaliurgiques, scores at cendres

Cotustibles minfraux, huiles zinrrales et produits de lour
distillation; mtiAres bitumineuses; cires mrinrstaes

Produits chirmiques inorganiques; composfs inorganiques ou
organiques de ri'au.x pricieux, d'616ments radioactifs, do
m6taux des terres rares et d'isotopes.

I V'exception de:

ex 28.09
ex 28.13
ex 28.14
ex 28.28
ex 28.32
ex 28-.39
ex 28.5C
ex 28.51
ex 28.54

Chqritre 29

explosifs
e xplos i fs
gaz lacrymogines
explosifs
exp.osifs
explosifs
produits toxicologiques
products toxicologiques
expIoSi fS

Products chi=iques orgaiques

A V'excep:icn le:

explosi fs
explos•s.4.

explosi fs
explosifs
explosifs
exp'osifs
products toxicologiques
produits toxicologiques
produits toxicologiques
produits toxicologiques
products toxicologiques
produits toxicologiques
explosifs
products toxicologiques
explosifs

Chapitre 30:

Chapitre 31:

Chapitre 32:

Produits pharmaceutiques

Enrais

Extraits
mti~res
mastic&;

tannants it tinctoriaux; tanins it leurs d6riv~s;
colorantes, couleurs, peintures, vernis et teintures;
encores

225

ex 29.03
ex 29.0C
ex 29.C7
ex 29.08
ex 29.11
ex 29.12
ex 29.13
ex 29.14
ex 29.15
ex 29.21
ex 29.22
ex 29.23
ex 29.26
ex 29.27
ex 29.29
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Chapitre 33:

C.acitre 34:

Cha•itre 35:

Chapitre 36:

Huiles essentielles et risinoldes; produits de prfumerie
ou de toilette et cosmftiques

Savons, produits organiques tensio-actifs, preparations
pour lessives, preparations lubrifiantes, cires artificielles,
cires priparhes, produits d'entretien, bougies et articles
similaires, pites &modeler et "cires pour l'art dentaire".

Matiires altu.inoldes; colles; enzymes

Poudres et explosifs; articles de pyrotechnie;
alliages lpyrophoriques; matiares inflammables

I 1'exce-Ptior de:

poudres
explosifs prepares
d~tonnar.ts
exposi.s

Charitre "':

ChaPitre 38:

Chait re -- :

?roduits photographiques et cinematographiques

Products divers des industries chimiques

I l'exception de:

ex 38.19: produits toxicologiques

:atie.res plastijues artificielles, ethers et enters de Ia
cellulose, resines artificie'les et cuvrages en Ces
matieres

I i 'exceptior. de:

ex 39-.C3: explosifs

Chapitre L'O: Caoutchouc naturel ou synthetique, factice pour caoutchouc
et ouvrages en caoutchouc

A l'ex-e.tion de:

ex 40.11: pneus

Chapitre 13:

Capitre h5:

Cha~itre 46:

Pelleter.es et fourrures; pelleteries factices

Lik'e et ouvrages en li•ge

Cuvrages de sparterie et de vannerie

226

aLllumettes;

ex 36.C1:
ex 36.02:
ex 3E.C;:
ex 36. Z5:
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Chavitre 47: Matilres servant I 1s fabrication du paper

"Chapitre 65"

C'.alitre 66:

Zna;itre v":

Ch8nitre ;2-:

Zha~itre '9:

Cha;itre ":

Žha;-tre 'I:

Charitre 73:

.'bai::re -.

.Tha.: ".e ":.

-hatitre 7L:

:haritre El:

Chapitre 7,;:

Charitre El:

hitre E":

Coiffures et parties do coiffures

Parapluies, parasols, cannes, .ouets, cravaches et
leurs parties

?u.:.-es et duvet apprltfs it articles en plumes ou en duvet;
fleurs artificielles; ouvrages en cheveux

Cuvrages en pierres, plitre, ciwent, amiante, rica et
r.atilres analogues

Pro.uits c~ramiques

",erre et ouvraLges en verre

Ferles fines, pierres gems et similaires, mftaux pr.cieux,
plaquis ou doutlfs do ndtaux pricieux et ouvrages en ces
-atiires; ti~outerie de fantaisie

Fonte, fer et acier

Zuivre

.I.Ckel

A! ur.i n u.r

..agnesiur, berylliun (gluciniun)

Plort~

Retain

Autre. ,-.taux comruns

Zutillage; articles de coutellerie et couverts de table,
en •(taux coumuns

Cuvrases divers en rtaux cocxuns

Chaudiires, machines, appareils et engins mhcaniques
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..a:r re

'a;. :re

•c.-.ire$ t Appa.-e-ls Le:triques et Objets servanr des
.saies flectro.'.,jes.

2 'exce t*on de:

ex :5.C3: Files :.ec-raques
ex '.13: .1co=ur:a':.ons
ex .I: A;;arei2,s de transrmisic.

c'es e-t v:-.-r*el pour Voies ferries; Appare:is de

.. gnalisa:ior. -, 'ectriques pour Voies de comun:cation

2 2'excertion de:

ex 5c.C.: Locomotives blindies
ex 5-.C3: ;utres Loccb!indfs
ex Wv-%.ns :nd
ex .- Wacs. Ateliers
ex oc.07: Wacons

"'-'t.re.s a. --c:ies,, . .:ra:teurs, Zyc:es et autres Vficules
terreE. rez

•'.'::=hars et Au-:r~cbiles bli.-di.-
ex e:7.:": :e -.: d:

ex %'.C-a: .t;cycler

C:.a~~i-re x•::ai~' "
C:-a--:_r a .: t r. 3..e" r ae r

" 2eX.e;". : e:

___________ ~.K .. '£. ar.i4e..-:..via

s.e.- et A. 'e"- 6' t"ue, de Rot ogrape.ie et de
-- ':-ra. z :'."ure, de s'rificaticr., de Pr~cisior.;

:n•r_-e -.=:e A-:. are*Is .-. *co-chirurgicaux;

ex Jie~les
ex i.n: .'strwre.ts divers, Lasers
ex .. e:..... res

: -Z. -: " ;er.s •e Mesure 6lectriques ou 6lectronique-.

:a.3 r "_: -7.lz er:

:-r.-e:.:3 •e '.'.usi.ue; Appareils d'Enregi*strement ou de
Frrz: -,c-. *c:-. d. -cn; Akp~areils d'Lnregzistre--er. ou de

-. e.-• on des :mages et du Son en ,elevisicor-, Parties
S,:ce:z:ires (ae ces :nstruments et Appareils
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C sitre 93: Armes et munitions

I exception de:

ex 93.01: Aries
ex 93.02: Pistol
ex 93.03: Arms
ex 93.0L: Arms
ex 93.05: Autres
ex 93.07: Projec

Chacitre 95:

Chapitre 96:

Chapitre 9•,:

Matitres I tiller at I mouler, A V'ftat travaillS
(y compris les ouvrages)

Ouvraqes do brosserie et pinceaux, balas, houppes et
articles de tamserie

Ouvrages divers
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A- zs..- A ' •O AC•A • :V's• *t •A • M qTq•W

a.in r.e : So:; sJufre; er.s.os it pierres; ;lltres, c-aux it cines

hire.-ais 'e soress it cedres

distil'v.eo= z:ailrts ti-'iz6e-a.es; %ci.-s =;z-f.a-es

a "'exceptio We:

ex 27.3 curbursuts sp•icsax

.Chapitre 28:

ex .:.=.:
ex 2:. Z3
ex
ex 2..2

txex -. •

exex ":..tx 2:1. "-5

ox
cx
* x
ex
ex
cx
2A

ex
ex

Ix
ex
ex
t x
a x

2?. -;

2..

2.:. i3

2;.-

~i;;~i !:

~0~* ~

Prod~xits chimi.jues inorganiques; composis inorga".qus ou
orgszi~ues U, mtaux pricieuxg 31614ments n.Lo-actifs, So
ztim" -,4is torres rures it VliSotop~s

igaz a:ry:.•4:es
ex,-r:s.*s

a Xposifs

;rod',its "ox.coloj:.i•es
pr=odts ao•x~colgiques
exp:uis

. "°x:e:t::: ie:

e.x,:s. :s

tx;.e -. 3t x6cs.1 i ,.

;r4 .- s "xi:-c " j"•

;rcduits toxicologi;u.As
pr'cd.vs cx-:xc-oj.es

;r.ui~s t a u
e.plosi.1's
;r~d-,i-.s *.x-:0: 2g •;i;.Aes

-mpais

.. t L.L.. : .- cri•;Ax; *i• it "e°2i I'rs ;
Aa;Iires ::coran:ti, ::zze'4rs, oeln',Ares, vet-is at teln:Ures;
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.•a:±'re 3':

•a~:-re 37:

Cha;i:re .. ::

Cb-.itre "T:

s..; -t rE :

~~ics ssr.~ic~s t% z6sirwildes; ;pd-.:i%& doc parf-merie
it dc :o..:e:o t cosm4.:w;-e..S

Sa-.czs, ;r~du.4: 0 Z5S.'L@ csicrtc':V's, PTp~rf I4on pou~r

:ires !r&@e, ±•.t€i- 5 ±-e Ite-, bo-e4@s at IC.cos
s.i':zalres; ;tes I 4dce:r at "-ires ;cur .'L"t Id'airs-'.

.!at*res &au,=i-c!los; co2.*es; enzymes
Prd.es ;hotogrs.khij..s at ceiza6t4ogrw.;h:;ues

r's divers des iLdus-.s-es Ci-iniques
V

& •'exc oic.n Is:ex 3!-. -f; t.Mclo~t

.'.ii*r es- ' L-...:iees, f-e's c:. es:ers do Is
0:e.' -.1.*s , r f . s I .'. • • ' t t" su t a n. te : .Irt s

A "'cxce;:'i.' d::

ex 3;.:3: a "s0s

CawuchciIc ze4..N-m: ou ;y~:j4 ~a4iccur ca4:cbcul.
e: Ou•vT3es an :&*uuthoauc

I 'exceytiz- I1:
ex .•.3 : pt:;s : ;'twee des "I.ba;s

'Weaux * '•:

#;V".LeS em.L.t_.eots .one it l se" .erie;Z''•.v~ es e." :'."; 8s i:ces de ....??""?: e: ~c s ~ ~

ari:.es !.e "Mcy'ie, su:s I =.Lin t:::et a:5 s._ te;
''..'rt&es et ":V.'r-'

c....oe:er.es at. .*'.'es; ;e-:turis .a:-:ces

-o.s, :1-=; ±e :.s e: : &i.ats en c-cs

- fifi e -. W--'•r l je s e m li le

:uvr~aes i. s;c.-er.e e% Is v.=ere

MaziAres servanr- i s fabricatio- !. papie:

?a:-ers e" ca-'.c-.s; civvres en ;t-e ie :e2."a.,se, ep pa&er
et ern CL"ton

A:o.r.c'es -e at pro±.ts des La-4es f-;:•.i.-iss

Zoiff.1-600 a- ;am4iflds is~c

8s.L;,des, ;aras.-us, cares, fectes, eramches e- leurs pL'ties
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..2 .r :

a-,: re 7.:

--a~re 7":

.•t;tr 7•:

ft-.&T~tre 7C:

Csir~a~i 77:

C a;:tre 76:

01

,.t duvet appr~to ot articles en p~imes ou an duwot,
fle.rit artificie'l~o; couvragot ton chevwux

Jiuv'rLte;" e.- pierres, plitre, ciment, amiante, nic. et

..a': res analo'ues

rrodui" tS cframuques

Verre et ouvrager en verre

Jer'es fines, pierres gemes et similaires, aftaux pr6cieux.
p;aqufs ou doubts at mItaux pr6cieux et ouvrages en ces
matieres; bijouterie de fantaisie

ronte, fer et acier

:Z. vre

Aluminium

Miagnisium, h6rylliuz (glucinius)

Lt ai r.

•.a;:T re r3:

Cha-ire•:

A.utres a6tux ccmufns

Outillage; articles de coutellerie et couverts de table,
er. mitaux coluns

l'exception de:

ex 82.05 : outillage
ex 82.07 : pieces d'outillaqe

Ouvrages divers en 26taCx comuns

CLaudiares., machines, appar-ile et engines mcmniques

I l'exeeption de:

81.06 : moteurs
B.O0 : autres propuiseurs
61'.i' : sachince'

04.53 :•heine sautcustiquee de traitevent de l'infOr'Ution.
S,.55 : piiceA du 8A.53

.5: rfacteurs nurlSaires
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hs:.tre : '85:Machines at appareils flectriques et objets servant A des
usages flectrotechniques

S:'excert.on. de:

ex 65.2.Iw tf1fco=-.m.catior.sCx -..5 : a;pre-4ls de transmission

"Z;I;.*e :e: ":•.:;es et vatfriel pour voies ferrfes; apparels de

f:-5s.tstc. nor. flectriques pour vojes do coz-unication

I :'exce; *on do;

ex 57.02 locomotives blindfes
ex autres locoblindis
ex CE'.0c5 vacons tlindis
ex SE.0) v:aons ateliers
ex 5E.W7 wagons

..- e '.'c .- t -res autanor.o'es, tracteurs, cycles it autres v6.ic'.i5es
terrestres

1'excee;A-cr. le:

57.08 : cars et automotiles blinds
ex 37.01 : tracteurs
ex 87.:2 : vnhicules ailitaires
ex E.7. W3 : voitures de dipannage
ex . : Mooc'cles
ex .'. - re.cr;ues

".s.-_____-_ : oa::a-•r. maritime, e f1uva!e

So'excet¶.:on de:

. .;A : ~.taea'x de guerre

"......... .-. :- .t et apparei.i.s d'optique, de photogra;*h.e it de
m..at- rap:,,e, de mesure, do verification, de prfc.*sor.,

..strmen.s et appareils mndico-chirurgicaux;

1 2'excertion. de:

ex -^,o. 0 ~le
ex %:3•3 : i-nrtruments divers, lasers

ex "'.21' instruments de nesure flectriques ou flectroni;ues
ex '0.-1 : microscopes
ex -0.17 : instruents mkdicaux
ex ".. : apparei.• de a~canothfrapie
ey 1;•. : apparels d'ort.opidie

eA '•.?.' : appareils raeon X
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Chapitre 91:

Chapitre 92:

Chapitre 91:

ex 94.O1A:

ChaPitre 95:

Charitre 96:

ChI•itre 9e:

Horlogerie

Instruments e anusique; appareils d'enregistrament ou de
reproduction du son; appareils d'enregistrment ou de
reproduction des images et du son en t~l~vision; parties
et sccessoires de ces instruments et appareils

I4eubles; mobilier afdico-chirurgical; articles de literie
et sisilaires

I Ilexcertion de:

siages atrodynes

Mati~res I tailler et A mouler, I 11'tat travaillS (y compris
les ouvrages)

Ouvrages de brosserie et pinceaux, balais, bouppes et articles
de tamiserie

Ouvrsges divers
234
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SWEDC

1. Defence Material Adr.inistrati:n-

2. National, Rood Administration

3. National Board of Public Buildir•g

4. National Industries Corporation•

5. Post Office Administration

6. Svedish Forest Service

7. NaticnaZ Civil Aviation Administration

8. Royal Fortifications Administration*

9. :Na:ional Board of Education

10. National Police Board

11. Agency for Administrative Development

12. National Prison and Probation Administration
"13. "National Administration of Shipping and Navigation

i4. National Tax Board

1. National Board of Forestry

16. Medical Board of the Armed Forces*

17. National Road Safety Office

1!. Royal Civil Defence Board*

1z. L;ational Industrial Board

2C. nationall Board of healt: and Welfare

2l. Central Bureau of Statistics

Note 1

The listed entities include regional and local sutdIvisions.

Note 2

When a specific procurement decision may impair important national

policy objectives the Sweoiish Government may consider it necessary in

singular procurement cases to deviate from the principle of national

treatment in the Agreement. A decision to this effect will be taken at

the Swedish cabinet level.

Procurement by defence entities (marked with a *)covers products

falling under the following K."#-chaFt ers:
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3rI chs:ters Exce&.ions

25 - 26

27 ex 27.10 special tuels

ex 28.09 explosives

ex 2%.:43 explosives

ex 28.11. tear 6p

ex 28.28 explosives

ex 2e. 32 expIo3ives

ex 28.39 explosives
ex 25.93 toxic products

ex 2e.51 tcxic products
ex 28.5- explosives

29 ex 29.03 explosives

ex 29.04 explosives

ex 29.07 exptosives

ex Z•.Ce explosives

ex ": .1 explosives

rx 20.12 explosives
ex 29.13 toxic products

ex 2z.l' toxic products

ex 2..15 toxic products

ex 2 ;.2" toxic products

ex 2 9.22 toxic products

ex 24.23 toxic products

ex . ex;losves
ex ,'?.7 .oxil: products

ex 29. 2 expLosives
X" - 81

•J ex ., har t(Xls

tx Z.. •a,- -ol parts

0- ex 6-. te-r: e.je

ox .4 aerb.inpr

ex 814.53 A:P-machines
6!• - ex 6-. 13 t01er0u=--,ieC4 ..-. eQUi=pa,*

ex F:.. T5 traw-,mision sp;parm" iz
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""h nters Exceptions

"ex 86.02 aruured locomotives

86.03 other armoured locos

8E.C5 armoured wagons

86.06 repair wagons

86.07 wagons
87.08 tanks and armoured vehicles

ex 87.01 tractors

ex 87.02 militarY vehicles

ex*87.03 break-down lorries

ex 87.09 motorcycles

ex 87.1L towing vehicles
ex b6.1 warships

ex ?0.C5 binoculars

ex 90.13 misc. instruments, lasers
ex 90.11 telemotors

ex 90.28 electric and electronic
measurement instruments

ex 9L..0' aerorna=ic seats
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The follwing ntio's are included in the coverage of this Agremet
by the United States.

1. Department of Agriculture (This Agreement does not apply to pr: :ure-
sent of agricultural products mode in furtherance of agricu•tural
support programes or busan feeding programs.)

2. Department of Comerae
3. Department of Healtb, Zducation and Welfare
4. Department of Housing and Urban Development
5. Department of the Interior (excluding the &aureau of ecl.anAtio.-.)
6. Department of Justice
7. Department of Labour
8. Department of State
9. Department of the Treasury
10. General Services Administration (Purchases by the AutoWari Pat& ani

Telecommunications Service are not included; purcbases by the
National Tool Centre are not included; purchases by the
Regional 9 Office of San Francisco, California are no.
incl.uded'

!I. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
12. Veterans Administration
13. Environmental Protection Agency
1l. United States International Communication Agency
110. National Science Foundation
16. Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Government

17. Executive Office of the President
18. NL-m Credit Administration
19. Nat-onal Credit Union Administration
20. Merit Systems Protection board
21. ACTION
22. United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
23. Civil Aeronautics Board
24. Federal Nome Loan Bank Board
25. National Labour Relations Doard
26. National Mediation Board
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UV=T STATES coatedd)

n. Railroad Retirement board

American Battle 1Monuents-Comission
?9. Federal Comunications Comission

30. Federal Trade Comiission

3. Indian Claims Comission

32. Inter-State Comerce Comission

33. Securities and Exchange Comission

34. Office of Personnel Management

35. United States International Trade Commission

36. Export-Import Bank of the United States

37. Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

38. Selective Service System

39. Smithsonian Institution

40. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

-1. Consumer Product Safety Comission

2. Equal BEployment Opportunity Comission

3. Federal Maritime Comission
.National Transportation Safety Board

Nuclear Regulatory Comission

s6. Overseas Private Investment Corporation

I. Renegotiation Board

48. Administrative Conference of the United States

o9. Board for International Broadcasting

J0. Comission on Civil Rights

l. Commodity Futures Trading Commission

i2. Co=unity Services Administration

i3- department of Defence (excluding Corps of Engineers)

2his Agreement vill not apply to the folloving purchases of the DOD:

(a) Federal Supply Classification (FSC) 83 - all elements of this

classification other than pins, needles, saving kits, flagstaffs.

flagpoles, and flagstaff trucks;

(b) FSC 8$ - all elements other than sub-class 8460 luggagee);

Cc) FSC 89-- all elements other than sub-class 8975 (tobacco

products )
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U112 JAIM (coat',)

(4) 7SC 2310 - (buses o.ny);

We) Specialty metals, defined as steels melteoi in steel manufac-

turing facilities located in the Unites States or its

possessions, where the maximum alloy content exceeds one or

more of the follovir limits, must be used in products purchased

by DOD: (1) manganese, 1.6.5 per cent; silicon, 0.60 per cent;

or copper, C.O0 per cent; or vhich contains more than 0.25 per

cent of any of the folloving elements: aluminim., chromium,

cobalt,^ .... "., molybdenum, nickel, titanium , tungsten, or

vanadiu-.; (2) etal alloys consisting of nickel, iron-nicke*

and cobalt base alloys containing a total of other alloying

metals (except iron) in excess of 10 per cent; (3) titanium

and titani-= a&loys; or, (4) zirconium base alloys;

(f) FS 19 and 2C - that pan of these classifications defined as

naval vessels or ma~or components of the hull or superstructure

thereof;

(s) FSC 51

ro: Folov'ng FTSC a:egcries are not generally covered due to

application of .a-t 7:I:, paragraph 1:

lo, 12, 139, .L, 5s, 16, 17, 19, 20, 29, 31, 58, 59, 95

This Agreenent v4ll generally apply to purchases of the following

"PS." categories sutb;ect to United States Government determaia-

tions under the provisions of Part VIII, paragraph 1:

22. Railvay Equipment

23. Motor Vehicles, Trailers, and Cycles (except buses in 2310)

24. Tractors

25. Vehicular Equipent Components

26. Tyres and Tubes

29. Engine Accessories

30. Mechanical Pover Transmission Equipment

32. Woodworking Machinery and Equipment
34. letaluorking Machinery

35. Service and Trade Equipment
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UNrTv.' STATE (con't'd)

Special industry Uachiner/

7. Agricultural Machinery and Equipment
A. Construction, .!tn2ng, Excavating, and Highvay Maintenance Equipment

9. Materials Ha.d:ing -qaipment

0. Rope, Cable, Clain and Fittings

1. Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Equipment

2. Fire Fightizg, Rescue and Safety Equipment

3. Pimps and Compressors

' . ?.araace, Steam Poanot, Drying -quipment and nuclear Reactors

.?.P;bing, Zea%.ti and Sanitation Equipment

t Water ;.. ion and 0.Sevage 0reattment Equ pment
?. pe, -uting, Hcse and Fittings

Valves

Maintenance and Repair Ship Equipment

Measuring oo.s

3. Hariware and Abruives

Prefabricated St:-actures and Scarfoldizg
i. Limber, M:2.'wrk, Plywood and Veneer

1) ostruttia =d 3'i:gMatterials

-I.ectr'c W'ie. az. ?'.wer =! :istribut io

"_:g*.ing iFxtures a.!. L=ps

- 2az~ad Sy.s,:e~s

:*ecral ea.: , ind 7e,:eriary Equipmentw and Su;plies

instrum.ents and Labcra:ry -_.:qpme-$t

* Photographi: iie

"Chericas.s and ._he-i_4:a.! •Doducts

Training Aids and Devices

.General P.r~ose ZiPE, Scftware, Supplies and Support Equipment

Furniture

Household and Co~ercial Furnishings and Appliances

Food Preparation and Serving Zquipment

Office Mactines, Visible Record Equipment and AD) Equipment

Office Supplies Lad Devices

Books, Maps and otherr .%iblications
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77. )Nsical Instr=ents, Phonographs, and Bore Type Radios

7S. Recreational and Athletic Zquipient

79. Cleaning Equipment and Supplies

80. Brushes, Paints, Sealers and Adhesives
81. Containers, Packaging and Packin SuppWies

85. Toiletries

8T. Agricult-aral Supplies
88. Live Animals

91. Fuels, Lubricants, Oils and Waxes

93. Jon-metallic Fabricated Materials
94. Non-metallic Crude Materials

96. Ores, .inerals and their Primary Products

99. miscellaneous

General Notes

1. Notwit!hsanding the above, this Agreement vill not apply to set asides
on behalf of mall and minority businesses.

2. Pursuant to Part. I, paragraph 1(a), transportation is not included

in services incidental to procurement contracts.
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CANAnA

1. Department of Agriculture

2. Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs

3. Department of Energy, Hines and Resources

4. Department of Fisheries and Environment
(except Fisheries and marine Service)
including: Fisheries Price Support Board

S. Department of External Affairs

6. Department of Finance
including: Department of Insurance

Anti-Inflation Board
Anti-Dunping Tribunal
Municipal Development and Loan Board
Auditor General

7. Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development

8. Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce
including: Statistics Canada

Machinery and Equipment Advisory Board

9. Department of Justice
including: Canadian Hunan Rights Commission

Crininal Code Revision Co.mission
Statute Revision Co..-nission

10. Department of Labour
including: Canada Labour Relations Board

11. Department of Employment and Immigration
including: Immigration Appeal Board

Canada Employment and Immigration Cor~ission

12. Department of National Defence*
including: Defence Construction (1951) Limited

13. Department of National Health and Welfare
including: Medical Research Council

Office 6f the Coordinator, Status of Women

14. Department of Post Office

The Department of the Post Office is on this list of entities
on the understandin; that, should it cease to be a government
department, the provisions of Part IX, paragraph 5(b) would
not apply.
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IS. Department of Public Works

16. Department of Regional Economic Expansion

17. Department
including:

18. Department
including:

of Secretary of State of Canada
National Library
National Museum
Public Archives
Public Service Co.mission
Office of the Representation Commissioner

of Solicitor General
Royal Canadian Mounted Police'
Canadian Penitentiary Service
National Parole Board

19. Department of Supply and Services (on its own account)
including: Canadian Government Specifications Board

20. Department of Veterans Affairs
including: Director of Veterans Land Act

21. National Research Council

22. Privy Council Office
including: Canada Intergovernmental Conference Scretariat

Commissioner of Official Languages
Economic Council
Public Service Staff Relations Board
Federal Provincial Relations Office
Office of the Governor General's Secretary
Task Force on Canadian Unity

23. National Capital Commission

24. Ministry of State for Science and Technology
including: Science Council

25. National Battlefields Commission

26. Office of the Chief Electoral Officer

27. Treasury Board

28. Canadian International Development Agency (on its own account)
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The following products purchased by the Department of National Defence and
the 3CM? are included in the coverage of this Agreement, subject to the
application of paragraph 1 of Part VIII.

(Numbers refer to the Federal Supply Classification Code)

22. Railway equipment

2340. Motorcycles, motor scooters and bicycles

24. Tractors

25. Vehicular equipment components

26. Tires and tubes

29. *Engine accessories

30. Mechanical power transmission equipment

32." woodworking machinery and equipment

34. Metal working machinery

35. Service and trade equipment

36. Special industry machinery

37, Agricultural machinery and equipment

38. Construction, mining, excavating and highway maintenance equipment

39. -Materials handling equipment

40. Rope; cable, chain and fittings

41. Refrigeraticn and air conditioning equipment

42. Fire fighting, rescue and safety equipment
(except 4220 Marine lifesaving and diving equipment

4230 Decontaminating and impregnating equipment)

43. Pumps and compressors

44. Furnace, steam plant, drying equipment and nuclear reactors

45. Plumbing, heating and sanitation equipment

46. Water purification and sewage treatment equipment
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47. Pipe, tubing, hose and fittings

48. Valves

52. Measuring tools

53. Hardware and abrasives

54. Prefabricated structures and scaffolding

55. Lumber. millwork, plywood and veneer

56. Construction and building materials

61. Flectr.ic wire and power and distribution equipment

62. .igihting fixtures and lamps

63. AlArm and tiqnal nystoms

65. Medical, dental and veterinary equipment and supplies

66. / Instruments and laboratory equipment
(except 6615: Automatic pilot mechanisms and airborne Gyro components

6665: ilazard-detecting instruments and apparatus)

67. Photooraphic equipment

68. Chenicals and chemical products

70.. General purp.-se automatic data processing equipment, software#
supplies and support equipment
(except 7010 ADfP configurations)

71. Furniture

72. Household and counercial furnishings and appliances

73. Food preparation aid serving equipwm.nt

74. Office machines. visible record equipment and automatic data
processing equipment

75. Office supplies ar-d devices

76. books, maps and other publications
(except 7650: Drawings and specifications)

77. Musical instruments, phonographs and hose-type radios
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78. Recr'atioikal and athletic equipment

79. Cleaning equipment and supplies

80. llrushes, paints, sealers and adhesives

81. Containers, packaging and packing supplies

8460. Luggage

85. Toiletries

87. Agricultural supplies

88. Live animals

91. Fucls. lubricants, oils anui wOXcs

93. Non-metallic fabricated materials

94. Non-metallic crude materials

96. Orcs, minerals and their primary products

99. Miscellaneous

General Note:

Notwithstanding the above, this Agreement does not apply to contracts
set aside for small businesses.
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Korea *

List of entities

Office of Supply

Classification of Purchases

CCCN

EX 6902:

EX 7316:

EX 8509:

EX 8607:

EX 8609:

EX 9028:

Refractory Constructional Goods

Railway and Tramway Track Construction
Material of Iron or Steel

Electrical Lighting and Signalling
Equipment

Railway and Tramway Goods Vans, Goods
Wagons and Trucks

Parts of Railway and Tramway Locomotives
and Rolling Stock

Electrical Instruments and Apparatus

* Submitted April 27, 1979. Korea did not sign the proces verbal.
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2.10.2 AM= Ill

PUBLICATIONS MILIZI BY PARTING TO TMS AG •a!. FOR TV!
PUBLICATION OF .OTICES OF PROPOSED PCHASES-

PAPT V. PAPAGRAPS 3

rUROPETAN ESCOOIC COMMUNITY

Bellzi-.

France

F. P. ft-aMn

Ireland

It.aly

Luxembourg

Netherlands

United Kingdom

- Official Journal of the European Communities

- Le bulletin des Adjudications

- Other publications in the specialized press

- Official Journal of the European Communities

- Official J-urnal of the European Communities

- OMficial Journal of the 'uropean aucni.ties

- Bundesanzeiger

Poatfach 108006

5000 Wiln 1
- Bundeswasschreibungsblatt (bE

Poststrasse 13

4000 Dfisseldorf 1

- Official Jour-s.1 of the European :ovMnibies

"- :4y Press: ":,ish .ndepen.anz", "fris•. •:es",

"Irish Press", "Cork ExIminer"

- Official Journal of the "uropean Co=':ities

- Official Journal of the European i'-'t=--ies

- Deily Press

- Official Journal of the -uropean Z citiess

- Official Jcurnal of the 3urcpean Cozu:::es
e

FINLAN

official Gazette of Finland

JAPAN

KaMpa (Official Gazetteo

'To be completed.
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OfficiaL OGzette of xcvq

Feui~lle officielle suits@ u cmer

Gazette of Govu'imot

Coantrcts, suppl vt to the Official Gazette

SvIT STATES

Cmerce Dianess Dil
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7.10.3 ANNEX III-=

PUBLICATIONS UTILIZED BY PARES TI THIS AGREED. FOR THE
PUBLICATION ANNUALLY OF INFORMATION ON PERKMANET

LISTS O? SUPPLIES IN THE CASE O SELECTIVE
TENDERING PROCEDURES - PART V. PARAGRAPH 6

JAPAN

Kamp8 (Official Gazette)

251
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7.10.4 ANEXn4'

PUBLICATIONS UTILIZED BY PARTIES TO THIS AGREEENT
FOR THE PROMPT PUBLICATION OF LAWS, REGULATIONS, JLTDICIAL

DECISIONS, ADMINISTRATIVE RULINGS Of GENERAL APPLICATION AND ANY
PROCEDURE REGARDING GOVERNMENT PROCUR•ENT COVERED BY THIS

AGREDENT - PART VI. PARAGRAPH I

EUROPEAN ECONO*.IC COWJNITY

Belgium - Laws, royal regulations, ministerial regulations, main

circulars on government procurement - Le Moniteur Beige

- Jurisprudence - pasicrisie

Denmark - :avs and regulations - Lovtidende

- 'ulicia. decisions - Ugeskrift for retsvaesen

- Administrative rulings and procedures - ministerialtidende

France - Legislation - Bulletin officiel

- Jurisprudence - no official publication

Germany - Legislation - Bundesgesetz.latt

- Herausgeber: Der 3undesminister der Justi:

- Veriag: Bundesanzeiger

- Pundesaszeiger

Postfach 105006

5000 K6in 1.

- Judicial and administrative rulings:

Entscheidungsammlungen des

- Bundesverfassungsgerichts

- Bundesgerichtshofs

- Bundesverwaltungsgerichts

- Bundesfinanzhofs sovie der Oberlandsgerichts

Ireland - legislationn and regulations - iris Oifigiuil (official Gazette

of the Irish Government)

-!/To be completed.
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Luxembourz

Netherlands

United Kingdom

- Legislation - Gazette Ufficiale

- Jurisprudence - no official publication

- Legislation - memorial

- Jurisprudence - Pasicrisie

- Legislation - Nederlandse Staatscourant and/or
Stsatsblad

- Jurisprudence - no official publication

Legislation - no such legislation

- Jurisprudence - Lav Reports

- Standard Contract conditions -

Document GC/Stores/1 obtainable from the

Ministry of Defence. It should be noted that

special conditions may apply to some contracts:

details may be obtained from the department

concerned.

FInLAND

The Code of Statutes of Finland (Suomen Asetuskokoelma - Finlands

FPrfsttningssaaling)

JAPAN

Genk5e-nihon-hZ0Li (Compilation of Current Laws and Regulations of

Japan), and/or wampo (Official Gazette)
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PORWAY

The Code tt Statutes of Norvay (Norsk Lovtidend)

SUISSE

Recueil officiel des lois et ordonnances de la Confediration suisse (N0)

SWEDEN

1. The Swedish Code of Statutes (Svensk forfattningssamling, SFS)

2. instructions to the Royal proclamations on Government

Procurement, issued by the National Audit Bureau. (Riksrevisions-

verkets tillampningsanvisningsar till upphandlingskungorelsen)

UNITED STATES

All U.S. laws, regulations, judicial decisions, administrative

rulings and procedures regarding government procurement covered by this

Agreement are codified in the Defense Acquisitions Regulation (DAR) and

the Federal Procurement Reg-.aaions (FPR), both of which are published

as a part of the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). The DAR is

published in Title 32 of C.F3 and the FPR is in Title 41, Chapter 1 (CFP).

Copies may be purchased front the Government Printing Cffice. These

reg'alicns are also pIatlished in loose leaf versions which are

available by subscription from the Government Printing Office. Changes

are provided to subscribers as they are issued.

For those who wish to consult

published sources are provided:

Material

original sources, the following

Publication game

U.S. Laws

Decisions:

- U.S. Supreme Court

- Circuit Court of Appeals

- District Courts

- Court of Claim

Decisions:

- Boards of Contract Appeals

U.S. Statutes at Large

U.S. Reports
Federal Reporter - 2nd Series

Federal Supplement Reporter

Court of Claims Reports

Unofficial publication by

Conmrce Clearing House
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*cisliss:
Comptroller Ouheral of the U.S. Ziose not ofttfciaUy publiamd

as decisions of the omptroller

Oneral are published nmoftici&W.y

by Federal Publications, Inc.
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1CTIO III ECOIDNIC EFFECTS Of U.S. INDUSTRY

7.11 Impact of the Aireemext on Government Procurement on Selected Industries

A wide variety of regulations, policies, and practices relating to

purchases by national governments throughout the vorld impede international

trade in virtually all agricultural and manufactured commodities. While the

procurement practices say differ in principle or method of application, they

all have the same trade-restricting effect. The purpose of the Agreement on

Government Procurement is to ensure that all vendors in the signatory

countries have an equal opportunity to participate in most purchasing programs

of the signatory governments.

In developing information to evaluate the current impact of the

divergent policies practiced in procurement programs in the U.S. and overseas,

the Comission utilized, in addition to its resident expertise, information

and opinions provided by industry and labor organizations, members of the

Agricultural Trade Advisory Comittees and the Industry Sector Advisory

Committees and other knowledgeable individuals. It is apparent that concern

in the U.S. exists that (1) many nations vould actually choose to abandon

their long-established principle of self-preservation and expose their more

lucrative public and private markets to U.S. vendors, (2) the exceptions to

the agreement, especially as they relate to "national security," are vague or

mbiguous, (3) certain industrial sectors particularly attractive to U.S.

exporters (for example, heavy electrical and telephone equipment) will remain

closed to U.S. suppliers despite the agreement, and (4) despite the coverage

offers, actual opportunities for contracts within the ostensible coverage

universe vill be limited by the high threshold (SDR 150,000).
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Foreign procurement policies are generally viewed as being more

restrictive of U.S. exports than U.S. procurement policies are of imports.

Therefore, the adoption of and conformance to the Agreement on Government

Procurement by major traders should be expected to have a significant positive

effect on the net export trade of the U.S. The potential net export gain has

been variously estimated to be upwards of $1 billion to $2 billion with a

resulting increase in U.S. employment of upwards of 100,000 persons. Even if

these gains materialize, they are relatively small compared with current U.S.

exports ($141 billion) and civilian employment (96 million).

The Commission analyzed major industries to determine possible

increased export potential that might result from the adoption of the

Agreement on Government Procurement. It was determined that while i4 the

aggregate the export potential of the U.S. might increase as a result of the

agreement, few industries are likely to expect more than a marginal increase

in export potential as a result of the Agreement and then only in selected

product areas over an extended period of time.

Certain industry sectors, such as those producing products for

utilities and for transportation and telecommunication systems, which might be

expected to benefit significantly by the adoption of the Agreement on

Government Procurement, will not. All or major parts of these areas have been

reserved from the Agreement by signatory countries for many entities of their

governments' procurement programs, and relatively minor portions of these U.S.

industries are likely to enjoy increased exports.
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